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CHAPTER I

IHTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEH

In this dissertation I conclude that over assertion of

the conscious attitude as reflected by the rational

organization iupedes the hunan individuation process and

suppresses the feeling side of life in a haruful way that

could have societal repercussious extendinq beyond the

individual. Generally, that the rational organization has

deleterious effects upon the individual is not a new

conclusion. Other organization theorists have drawn sinilar

conclusions reqardinq individual development. What is

different is that I have used Junqian depth psychology of

the unconscious as the foundation for ny interpretation and

analysis of hunan behavior.* Accordinglv, the Jungian

¤ While there is a growing body of social science literature
that seeks to relate Jung to conteuporary life and our
institutions, thus far, little work has been done by

organization theorists that relate Junq's psychology of
the unconscious to the rational organization.
Consequently, this work represents a relatively recent
departure in the field of organization theory. Host of

the Junqian applications, thus far, have souqht to relate
particular psycholoqical types to behavioral preferences.
It should also be noted that Juuq hinself did not write
about contenporary orqanizations in relation to

rationality and the unconscious. However, he did write
about the danqers of what he believed to be our over
ratioualized existence, as well as the probleus inherent

1
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framework opens up a whole new multi disciplinary approach

to the study of conplex orqanizations. In addition, the

Junqian approach offers a new perspective with which to view

orqanizations that represents a maior departure in the field

of organization theorv and behavior. There are three such

naior departures. First, the life and siqnificance of the

unconscious is acknowledqed alonq side of the conscious.

Second, the focus in the organization is on the individual

in contrast to manaqerial effectiveness and the qoals of the

organization. Third, a whole new ontoloqical framework is

created that pernits a linkaqe between the individual and

the collective.

The corner stone that pernits such a departure fron

traditional organization theory is the franework that I have

developed from Jung's work on the polaristic structure of

the psyche. Before proceedinq anv further with a discussion

of the direction that this dissertation takes us, I briefly

outline sone inportant characteristics of the structure of

the psyche that are inportant to the overall franework of

the dissertation. In essence, I naintain that if the

structure of the psyche is polaristic, then we should

consider the nature of our human reality within a sinilar

in large collectivized enterprises, and I believe that
this dissertation is consistent with an orthodox
application of Jungian principles to the rational
organization.
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framework. The dialectical, or polaristic, structure of the

psyche means that it is made up of processes whose energy

springs from the tension that exists between all kinds of

opposites. It is the tension between the opposing, or

contradictory, forces that creates the psychic energy that

is life giving. The constant tension between the opposites

means that there can be no position without its own

neqation. Both poles of any opposite are connected,

consequentlv, it isn't possible to eliminate either side.

Also, crucial to my analysis, and flowinq from the

dialectical structure of the psyche, is the fact that the

psyche is nade up of two incongruous halves; the conscious

and the unconscious. Consistent with the polaristic

structure of the psyche, all psychic energy springs from the

tension between these two complementary parts. Since it

isn°t possible to elininate either side, a relation must be

established between the two that permits a balance.

Accordingly, both sides of the psyche nust be acknowledged

and pernitted their rightfnl existence. This balance is

essential for psychic health. Another important feature of

the psyche is its conpensatory and self balancing nature.

This neans, very simply, that what goes down nust eventually

come up. If the natural balance of the psyche is disturbed

by repressing the unconscious, sooner or later the
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coupensatory function of the psyche will seek a natural

restoration of its own equilibriun. If the unconscious has

been obstructed nnduly, or been denied too much, it will

react destrnctively as it seeks to restore its own balance.

The precedinq represents the basic foundation and

franework of the Junqian approach. It should be evident,

that any Junqian interpretation of orqanizations requires

that the life of the unconscious be recoqnized.

Accordinqly, this dissertation represents a major departure

fron the traditional treatment of orqanizations, since the

existence and influence of the unconscious has been larqely

unrecoqnized. When its existence has been acknowledqed, the

euphasis has been on controllinq it in sone way in order to

further orqanizational ains. In practice, such control has

constituted the major nanaqerial approach since the onset of

the industrial revolution. However, qiven the conpensatory

nature of the psyche, this has very adverse consequences for

the individual as we will see. It is noted that the school

of orqanizational hunanisu may be considered one attenpt at

introducinq the life of the unconscious into the

orqanization, in that the intention of this school has been

to put the individual in touch with her or hiuself and in

the process brinq nore feelinq into the orqanization. This

school of thonqht nay be viewed as a natural response to the
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neqative vision of human nature that is so apparent within

the dominant Heberian model. However, the "hunanist” school

does not deal with the question of how to confront the

unconscious in the orqanization. Furtheruore, there is no

dialectical vision of huuan reality where it is necessary to

recoqnize that qood and bad are inherently huuan. Ratber,

in the school of orqanizational hunanisn, all of the

euphasis is essentially on the qoodness of man.

The second way that the Junqian framework of this

dissertation represents a departure in the field of couple:

orqanizatiou theory and behavior is the focus upon the

individual. A Junqian frauework requires such a direction

because the entire focus of depth psycholoqy is on the

individual and the quest for buuau iudividuation. The value

of the individual is central to all of Junq's work.

Accordinqly, the purpose of a person's life is to realize

the individual true Self, to discover one°s innate

uniqueuess and to becoue a separate unity or whole. This is

the essence of the human individuation process, which

culminates only with an inteqration of the conscious and

unconscious sides of the psyche. Whether we are aware of

this or not, we all seek such wholeness. This is the very

essence of life and our existence. Consequently, any

Junqian interpretation of orqanizations must focus on the
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individual. This stands in stark contrast to traditional,

as well as nost contenporary theory where the focus is upon

orqanizational effectiveness. Here the individual must be

subordinated to the qoals of the orqanization. In practice,

such a focus can only fraqment the individual's wholeness.

Consequently, when the focus is on the qoals of the

orqanization or its effectiveness, the individual is

deniqrated. The purpose of life is to become whole, not to

become an effective nenber of an oruanization. Those

theorists, within the traditional franework, who have

acknowledqed that such an orqanizational enphasis, in

practice, is harnful to the individual have still maintained

a focus that is directed toward achievinq the ends of the

orqanization. This can be seen in the human relations

school. This particular school, siqnaled initially by

Barnard and the Hawthorne studies euphasizes the social

aspects, or the so called human elenent, of the

orqanization. Enphasizinq the social needs, drives, and

attitudes of individuals, this school suqqests that

enployers cannot respond “rational1v" to rules, hierarchical

authority and the like. Consequently, they have extolled a

nore human·oriented approach to nanaqenent. This school of

thouqht can be seen as a natural response to the harshness

of scientific nanaqenent. However, the human relations
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school has kept one foot firmly within the rationalist camp,

and the ends of the organization have remained forenost.

The primary reason for treatinq employees more humanly lies

in the belief that such treatnent will entice the enployee

into actinq in accordance with rational principles.

Consequently, from this perspective, the only adequate

theories of human behavior are those that illustrate that

man is predictable, hence can be controlled. As noted

previously, this dissertation departs, necessarily, fron

such a framework. There are, however, some implications for

orqanizational effectiveness and these have been highlighted

where they are most evident.

Despite the fact that little work has been done by

organization theorists that is entirely within a Jungian

franework, it nust be acknowledqed that those works that

fall into the interpretevist paradiqn share an important

ontological assunption with a Junqian approach to the study

of organization. This can be seen nost readily in the work

of Karl Weick, who contends that reality is not something

concrete and external to the individual but is a product of

the individual's mind, a subiective experience where meaning

is created through onqoinq interaction. Within this

framework the enphasis is upon participant action where

reality emerqes through interaction. Given this vision of
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reality, Heick critiques the traditional rationalist

theorists who, consistent with their vision of reality as

external and concrete, seek to rationally plan the future.

However, Ieick and other interpretivists share an iaportant

siailarity with the rationalists and that is the eaphasis

upon devisinq ways to subordinate the individual to the

interests of the orqanization. Further, Heick's work does

not critique the repression of feelinq, nor does it seek to

allow its expression.

This dissertation, focusinq as it does upon the

individual, is an undertakinq that flows out of a tradition

oriqinatinq with Plato. For it was Plato who first analyzed

the state in teras of the individual: who saw the state as

aerely the individual “writ larqe." In contrast to auch

andern philosophical and political discourse, then, this

dissertation undertakinq is tied aore directly to ancient

classical philosophy. We can see how Plato uses the

individual as his unit of analysis, so to speak, in the

dialoques reqardinq iustice and the oriqin and nature of the

Polis in the ggggglig. In his inquiry into the nature of

1ustice, his basic proposition is that iustice aust be the

saae in society as it is in the individual, and it is in

this way that Plato unites ethics with politics. He

interprets a a parallelisa between an inherent fitness of
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human nature for society and of society for human nature.

"Both man and the state have a sinqle underlyinq structure

which prevents the qood for one from beinq essentially

different from the qood for other."2 "The problem of qood

state and of qood aan are two sides of the same question,

and the answer to one nust at the same tine qive answer to

the other.”3 Justice will be the sane in individual and

orqanized society, morality, then, is sinultaneously both

public and private. In his inquiry into the nature of the

Polis, Plato, in addition to usinq an individual unit of

analysis, employs an orqanic netaphor that is not unlike the

Junqian wholistic nethod. In effect, Plato sees an

inteqration between the nature of the individual soul and

the qovernance of the Polis. He finds the three connon

aspects of every Polis, a material or economic base,

protection, and order, present also in the human souls of

men. In effect, he suqqests that the principles of

qovernance in the city are found also in the psyche. There

is a unity between the soul, or psyche, and qovernance.

There are three types of souls, or men, that are orqanically

interdependent, and when each of these types of soul carries

2 Georqe H. Sabine and Thomas L. Thorson, A giggggg gg
gglitigal Theory, ßth ed. (üinsdale, Ill.: Dryden Press,
1973), p. 62.

3 Ibid.
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on the activity for which it is best suited, iustice will

pervade the Polis and the individual soul will be happy.

Plato's doctrine of the soul suqqests that it is a livinq

entity constantly strivinq toward the qood. However, the

qood nay be thwarted in this strivinq, and consistent with

Plato's individualistic approach, he asserts that when a

tyrant possesses the individual soul, ultimately, a

tyrannical Polis enerqes. It is evident that Plato saw a

unity or linkaqe between the individual person and the

structures of society. This is similar to Junq's conception

of a collective unconscious, that binds all individuals

toqether psychically, and at the saue time influences and is

influenced by the individual.

Pinally, the Junqian framework represents a ¤a1or

departure from the traditional approach to orqanizations

because the inherent ontoloqical position permits a linkaqe

between the individual and the collective. The psyche is

both an individual and a collective phenonenon.

Consequently, it isn't possible to extinquish either end of

these two contrastinq opposites. While realizinq one°s

inherent individuality is essential to wholeness, an

inportant part of the unconscious is conprised of a

collective elenent that connects us all. Also, followinq

Junqian psycholouv, reality is both inner (the unconscions)
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and outer (the conscious). One wav to put this is to say

that our reality is a structure that is open ended. This is

another way of sayinq that life is both individual and

collective. Accordinqly, the social structure is important

in shapinq the nanner in which we function. However, this

structure need not determine us, we are free to develop a

relation to that structure that can have a transforminq

effect upon our whole existence. This ontoloqical position,

that reality is both inner and outer, that reality is an

open ended structure that connects the individual and the

collective is a position that is absent in the major

paradiqms of orqanization theory and research. For exanple,

the functionalist position, the paradiqm fron which 90

percent of all orqanization research has been conducted,

assunes that reality is essentially external to the

individual. In this realist view, the individual is seen as

larqely deternined by the outer situation or environment.

Consequently, reality is seen as collective. Accordinqly,

these theorists have directed their attention toward

collective orqanization interests and have souqht to control

human behavior throuqh structural factors. On the other

hand the radical hunanist paradiqn recoqnizes the individual

and his or her alienation within the rational orqanization

as a conseqnence of the individual's own psvchic prison, but
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these scholars do not recoqnize the inherent structural

aspect of the hunan psyche. The enphasis in these works

lies exclusively on the study of various alienatinq forces

that these theorists believe underpin an ideoloqical

domination within the society. Accordinq to this view the

rational orqanization is an inportant conservative conponent

in naintaininq the status quo. Consequently, their

position, larqely one of anti-orqanization renains sterile,

because there is no nexns to unite the individual with the

collective and this is essential if the individual is to

break out of the psychic prison that is identified by these

theorists.

Another issue, closely related to the precedinq is the

enerqence of an orqanization theory suqqestinq that

orqanizations should exist solely for the purposes of

individual developnent. This dissertation does not really

fit entirely within this school of thouqht. Given that the

rational orqanization developed out of a need to find

nethods with which to acconplish a specified purpose, and

that the person is both individual and collective, to

suqqest that the orqanization's prinarv purpose is to

develop individuals without reqard to the collective ains of

the orqanization nay be sonewhat inconqruent. As will be

shown, there is no question that the overwhelninq enphasis
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within orqanization theory has been placed on the collective

element, and this needs to be corrected so that a balance

can be restored. To turn toward enphasizinc hunan

developnent as thouch there were no collective aspect would

nerely tip the scale in the other direction. In practice,

to focus upon individual development exclusively would also

have sone neqative consequences. Given the polaristic

nature of reality no set of contrastinq opposites can be

separated. Consequently, to the extent that all ggphggig is

shifted away fron the collective ains of the orqanization to

the individual for purposes of human development, we could

expect to find a dark side enerqinq in order to conpensate

the inbalance. More specificallv, ny own fear is that the

person's richt to develop her or his own individuality, at

one's own natural pace, nicht be harned. Furthernore, if

the purpose of the orqanization is to develop individuals,

who will decide who needs developinq, under what

circumstances, and how shall this development proceed?

These are important questions that I, personally, do not

think can be answered adequately. In an orqanization where

there is a balance between the individual and the collective

and where the life of the unconscious is permitted its

riqhtful existence, there should be no structural obstacles

to hunan individuation that prevent the individual fron
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confronting her or his real nature. But human individuation

is not sonething that can be nanipulated or planned

rationallv. Conseguentlv, the verv nature of an

organization designed solelv to prouote human development

despite anv of its other functions, mav lead to a dangerous

forn of hubris. What we need to do is to explore the

possibilitv that the over euphasis upon the collective aim

creates obstacles to human individuation. To the extent

that it does we need to find wavs to help eliminate these

obstacles so that organizations do not impede huuan

individuation.

I have relied heavilv upon Jung°s own works in the

developnent of this dissertation. Conseguentlv, before

proceeding to a brief sunnarv of each chapter, a word or

two needs to be said regarding the English translation of

Jung's work that I have relied upon. All twentv volunes of

Jung°s collected works are published bv The Bollingen

Foundation that was established bv Marv and Paul Mellon for

the purposes of gathering together and publishing various

works within a Jungian fra|ework.• At the inception of The

Bollingen Foundation, R.F.C. Hull was selected to translate

Jung's work into English. virtuallv everv word that Jung

•
This includes works in archaeoloqv. mvthology and

gfolklore, ethuologv, religious manifestations, art from
all ages, prehistorical and historical records, and the
literature of inagination.
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wrote passed through Hull's mind. It seems to me that there

is always a danqer, when relying upon translations, that

sone important concept may be misrepresented. Consequently,

I think it is important to note that Jung was thorouqhly

satisfied with Hull's work. Initially, Hull was selected by

The Foundation to translate Junq's work without his

consultation. Jung was less than happy over this as he

wished to have his own student, Barbara Hannah, translate

his works. She was in fact, already translating one of his

important pieces. Junq had this to say about Hull's

appointnent:

I nust say that I don't apreciate such a manner of
procedure I should really like to be informed
about the decisions you take concerning
translation. I know nothing of ur. Hull and his
gualifications.5

Junq went on to say that he would reserve his iudgnent until

he had seen some of Hull's work. Despite this somewhat

tumultuous beginning, when Junq received the first chapter

of Hul1's translation, he found it “renarkable* and compared

Hs. Hannah's work as awkward. Needless to say, he accepted

Hull as translator while Hannah was retained as a

consultant. It should also be noted that Jung conmunicated

in English very well, and in fact did some writing in

5 Willian HcGuire, Qglliggegz An Adventure in Collecting
the Past, (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1982), p. 125.
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Enqlish.

It should also be noted that in relvinq upon Junq's own

works and those of his closest colleaques, I have adopted an

orthodox Junqian position in this dissertation.

It will be noted that on numerous occasions in the

dissertation I use words such as qood and evil. Since I use

those words in the same sense as did Junq, it is necessarv

to com ent on the noral and ethical fraaework that is

implicit in his work.

It is evident fron Junq's work that he considers the

hiqhest qood that can be attained bv an individual as the

realization of his or her own wholeness, a life time process

that he refers to as individuation. What is central in this

endeavor is recoqnizinq the shadow side of the personalitv,

facinq it, confrontinq it, and therebv inteqratinq it into

the personalitv. To manv people this is a terrifvinq

prospect and vet it is necessarv if one is to become an

authentic person. Junq notes:

Evervthinq qood is costlv, and the development of
the personalitv is one of the nost costlv of all
thinqs. It is a question of vea·savinq to
oneself, of takinq one°s self as the nost serious
of tasks, of beinq conscious of evervthinq one
does, and keepinq it constantlv before one's eves
in all its dubious aspects · trulv a task that
taxes us to the utmost.¢

• G- G- Jeee- eev rev- ed--
trans. and explaiued bv Richard Wilhelm with a forward bv
C.G. Junq, trans from the German bv Carv F. Bavnes (New
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Confrontinq the shadow requires qenuine couraqe, and it nay

be more accurate to say that the hiqhest qood is found in

the strivinq for wholeness rather than in the ultinate

achievenent of individuation, particularlv Qiven the fact

that the individuation process does not end in any sort of

definitive, concrete wav, but is a continual process, a

never endinq spiral of development.

Fully developinq one's Self involves beconinq familiar

with and inteqratinq the darker side of one's nature, but it

is very important to note that this does not mean livinq out

these tendencies in a concrete wav. Individuation is not a

license for base behavior. As the shadow is acknowledqed,

however, and the individual stops pro1ectinq it upon other

people, a chanqe in attitude aneliorates the darker side of

the personality to a qreat extent.

If the hiqhest qood is found in confrontinq one's

shadow, then the worst sort of evil can be found in the

afternggh of refusinq to examine one's real self. For in

such a refusal, the only way a person can experience the

shadow side is to proiect it onto others. In extreme cases,

such a person will identify the eqo with the shadow.

Consequentlv, the darker side of the personality is acted

out in a very concrete wav. This is the nanifestation of

York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1962), p. 95.
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evil.

As the precedinq suqqests, Junq has no absolute

standard for qood and evil. Ratber, his perception is nore

relativist. This is due to the fact that he believes that

the coupensatory function of the hunan psyche nakes it

inpossible to adhere to any set of doctrinaire absolutes

without causinq a qreat deal of danaqe both to the

individual and to society. The conpensatory function of the

unconscious is elaborated fully further in the dissertation.

For our purposes here, it is sufficient to note that the

conpensatory function of the psyche ensures that as we

develop a persona with which to function in the larqer

society, the shadow side of the personality is automatically

repressed. The persona is by its nature collective and if

too nuch pressure is exerted upon a person to adopt societal

values as one's own, the shadow side is not only proiected

outside of the person, but the individual nay also lose hin

or her self entirely to collective forces, In extreme

cases, qiven a repressed shadow, the person who succumbs to

the collective nay absolve her or hin self of any personal

responsibility for individual action. Hunan behavior then,

is dictated by what is permitted or forbidden by collective

standards. It is clear that Junq's franework for norality

requires that the individual nust be held responsible for
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his or her own actions. In the individuatinq personality,

one's set of values emanates from within the Self. In other

words, the value system is not external to the individual,

and is independent of the collective ethos.

While there is a certain relativity to Junq's noral

framework that stens fron the problens inherent within any

doctrinaire approach to norality, qiven the conpensatory

function of the psyche, it is inportant to note that he does

not disniss or undervalue traditional Judaeo·Christian

ethos. Junq distinquishes between an old ethic and a new

ethic. The old ethic is the set of collective values

emanatinq fron the Judaeo-Christian epoch, and the new ethic

is that which he sees as a development and differentiation

within the old ethics that stems from the discovery of the

unconscious. It is important to note that he does not

eschew the value of the old ethic,' rather he notes that

“¤oral principles that seem clear and unequivocal from the

standpoint of eqo-consciousness lose their power of

conviction,“• and applicability in liqht of the conpensatory

7 One reason is that, accordinq to Junq, this ethic, or the
moral law, is not sonethinq that is inposed upon mankind
from the outside, but actually expresses a psychic fact,
correspondinq to an archetypal inaqe that lies deeply
embedded in human nature.

•
C.G. Junq, foreword to Erich Neumann's Qggth—gs!cholog1

gthig, (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1969), p.
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nature of the human psyche.

In the remainder of this introduction a brief sunnary

of each chapter is qiven.

The first chapter contains a thorouqh explanation of

the dialectical structure of the psyche. I have already

covered the essential elenents of this above. However,

there are sone other important concepts that need to be

nentioned.

As noted above, what is central to psychic health is

that a balance be naintained between the psyche's conscious

and unconscious conplenentary sides. The conscious side is

constituted by the hunan eqo and nav be explained sinply as

all that which we are consciously aware. The conscious side

of the psyche is comprised of the personal unconscious (the

shadow) and the collective unconscious. The shadow stands

relatively close to consciousness and is derived larqely

from personal experience. The shadow is unconscious to the

individual, and conplenents the eqo or the conscious

personality. The contents of the collective unconscious are

known as archetypes or prinordial inaqes. There are as many

archetypes as there are typical situations in life. These

archetypes cannot be known, as can the eqo, in any absolute

sense. They surpass, and transcend the limits of

consciousness. An archetype is characterized by its
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dialectical, or polaristic structure. That is, each

archetype contains a positive and a neqative side and

neither can be elininated.

The archetypal structures that are most inportant for

this dissertation are the contrasexual fiqures that exist

within the unconscious. The anina stands for the feninine

elenent within a aan while the aninus stands for the

masculine within a woman. The individual's relationship to

these fiqures is very siqnificant since it is the

contrasexual that forms a bridqe between the conscious and

the unconscious sides of the psyche. If the individual is

unable to recoqnize the contrasexual within, it becones

inpossible to maintain a proper balance between the two

contrastinq sides of the psyche. Consequently, the person's

individual wholeness will not be realized. The contrasexual

is siqnificant for the purposes of this dissertation,

because the rational orqanization tends to suppress the

anina in the male and heiqhten the aninus in the woman too

auch. In both cases, it is the feelinq side of life that

suffers.

Another elenent of the psyche that is very important

for the purposes of this dissertation is the persona. The

persona is a conplicated set of relations between the

individual's consciousness and society that functions to
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relate a person's inner reality to the outer world. It is

not real but a compromise between the individual and society

as to what a person should appear to be. In essence, the

persona anounts to the social role that each person feels

conpelled to play in order to survive within the larqer

society. While the persona is not real, it is a necessity

since conforuinq to some set of collective standards is

necessary to survive in the collective society. However,

the persona can becone a hindrance to the individual's

development if the person identifies his or her own eqo with

it. For example, to the extent that one conpletely

identifies with one's persona, all those darker

characteristics of the personality that are not compatible

with the persona standards are repressed into the

unconscious. In other words, identifyinq with the persona

blinds the individual from her or his own innate character.

Given the conpensatory nature of the psyche, the nore

repressed any characteristic becones, the nore danqerons the

unconscious reaction will be. The persona is an inportant

aspect for this dissertation because the rational

orqanization stands for persona type standards that reflect

an over assertion of the conscious attitude. Consequently,

identifyinq with these standards suppresses the unconscious

life of the individual, post particularlv the feelinq
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function. It nust be emphasized, however, that the

existence of the persona itself is not a problen. A persona

nust always exist to help the individual mediate the inner

and outer realns of life. The rational persona is a problen

only to the extent that an individual igggtigigs the ego

with it. If the persona was irrational instead of rational,

this would also pose a serious set of problens if the

individual identified her or himself with it.

As noted above, there must be a balance between the

conscious and the unconscious sides of the psyche. Both

sides must be acknowledged as egually important. One way to

orient this necessity, to this dissertation and the subject

of organizations, is to list some of the opposing

characteristics that contrast the two complementary sides of

the psyche.

CONSCIOUS UNCONSCIOUS

objective snbjective
inpersonal personal
thinking feeling
order less stable
justice/equity relationship
anthoritative participative

These are sone of the characteristics that nust be properly

integrated if the individual is to achieve wholeness and

balance. The rational organization emphasizes just the

conscious side of the psyche.
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In the second chapter of the dissertation I develop the

persona of orqanizational rationality. That is, I use

rationalist orqanization theory to construct what the

rational orqanization ”should" be like and how orqanization
’

nenbers are expected to act in order to survive. The

persona characteristics that are illustrated are well known

to all of us: order, authoritv, control, objectivity,

thinkinq, impersonalitv, and instrunentalisn. It is obvious

that this persona represents an over assertion of the

conscious attitude, and that the rational orqanization that

is structured around these principles represents an

inbalanced structure. All of the qualities that nay be

’
associated with the conscions eqo side of the psyche,

ob1ectivity, thinkinq, order, focused direction,

inpersonality are represented. While none of the qualities

nore characteristic of the unconscious such as feelinq,

relationship, subiectivitv, and participation are included.

In chapter three I address sone consequences for the

individual if he or she identifies one's eqo with the

persona of rationality. I beqin with a thorouqh discussion

of the lives of Frederick Taylor and Max Weber because their

lives reflect what sort of consequences result when an

individual attenpts to live exclusively out of the conscions

side of the psyche. The lives of these nen are particularlv
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important given their impact on the field of organizations.

Their inner condition, narked by extreme inbalance, is

reflected in their outer works. Drawing on nore

contemporary works than Taylor and Weber, I denonstrate that

the persona of rationalisn is still taken very serionsly.

Unfortunately, when nen and wonen identify their egos with

the persona of rationality, particularly those aspects

reguiring total obiectivity, thinking, and inpersonality,

they suppress the feeling side of life. If the imbalance
i

becones too extrene, an enantiodromia may occnr. That is,

the rational conscious side of the psyche snaps into its

opposite, and the individual falls victim to the negative

side of the unconscious.

In the fourth chapter I examine the persona reguirenent

for subordination of one's self to the collective interests

of the organization. I contend that identification with the

organization as a whole obstructs the hunan individuation

process by holding or trapping organization nenbers within

the mother and father archetypes, pushing the individual

into a form of unconscious collective existence. I conclude

that entrap~ent within the nother archetype retards the

feeling function, while identification with the father

archetype can lead to a forn of blind rule conforning

behavior where the individual loses responsibility for her

or his actions.
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In the fifth chapter I illustrate the shadow of the

rational orqanization. Here, it is noted that there is a

conpensatory relation between the persona and the shadow.

When the individual identifies one's eqo with collective

values the shadow becomes repressed. The qreater the

identification, the more repressed the shadow becones.

Consequentlv, as one identifies with persona values one

lives in the shadow. Followinq the parallel of the

individual, the orqanization's shadow is that behavior

reflectinq a collective identification with the persona

values of the orqanization. Essentiallv, the orqanization°s

shadow is identified in the previous two chapters as

unfeelinq (at the personal, orqanization, and social levels)

and/or the tendencv to lose responsibility for one‘s own

’personal action. What is most important in this chapter on

the orqanization shadow is the discussion of the personal

shadow and the archetype of evil. This discussion

illustrates that suppression of the individual shadow can

have far reachinq consequences extendinq beyond the

individual into societv. It is noted that the personal

shadow is in part descended fron a collective fiqure.

Consequently, the archetype of evil nav be activated

whenever people who have subnerqed their own individuality

come toqether in a mass. This is very siqnificant, qiven
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the nagnetic pull that the organization has on any person

who tends to identify his or her own ego with it, and the

unfeeling nature of the organization's shadow.

In the sixth chapter, I discuss what is necessary to

integrate the couscions and unconscious sides of the psyche

so that individual wholeness can be achieved. It is noted

that the person must deal with the collective influence of

the persona in order to establish one's own independent

values. It is also inperative that the individual becone

conscious of the effect of the unconscious on one•s life.

This sounds sinple enough, but the process is usually very

painful. I discuss the life of Franz Kafka to illustrate

the integration process, and the significance of feeling in

this process. Typically, once the shadow or sone other

unconscious figure has been brought closer to the surface of

consciousness, the individual will begin to experience a

severe conflict between sone set of contrasting opposites

that reflect an inbalance. If the tension is held between

the opposites long enough a synbol that expresses both sides

of the opposition will appear. The synbol will forn a

niddle ground on which the opposites can be reconciled and

united. This chapter also addresses the issue of what can

be done within the organization to facilitate the individual

integration process. The gestalt school of nanaqenent
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provides some important quidance here, as this school has

developed various experiential techniques and exercises that

are qeared to the wholistic realization of one's

personalitv, and openinq up the individual to qenuine

feelinq.

In the seventh chapter, orqanization chanqe from a

Junqiau perspective is discussed. It is observed that

qenuine chanqe steps froa a svpbol qeneratinq process frop

deep within the unconscious. Consequentlv, a perfectly

balanced orqanization cannot be planned rationallv. What is

needed is a more relaxed posture that will allow the sypbol

qeneratinq process to work unheeded. In the final section

of the dissertation, the epphasis is directed toward

manaqerial effectiveness and some necessarv characteristics

of a balanced orqanization.



CHAPTER II

· THE DIALECTICAL STRUCTURE OF THE HUHAN PSICHE

l„!1TBQ9!!§ElQ§·

In this second chapter of the dissertation the

structure of the human psyche will be explained from the

Junqian perspective. Describinq the human psyche usinq

Junqian concepts is no simple task because its dialectical

nature contradicts and rules out a simple linear treatment

of the sub1ect. There are no simple cause-effect

relationships. The definition of one concept does not lead

simply into the next concept. Consequently, it is not

possible to fully explain any one aspect without drawinq

somethinq else, also requirinq explanation, into the

picture. The fact that the unconscious side of the psyche

can never be fully known in any rational sense, but only

experienced, makes it difficult to treat the subject in a

systematic manner. These obstacles make writinq about the

human psvche, in a manner that can be understood siuply, a

difficult task. Consequently, the reader may be confused in

the early part of the chapter, while later on, the text may

29
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seen sonewhat repetitious. Basicallv, the chapter nust be

conprehended as a whole. In the introduction to follow, I

will provide a brief overview of the material that will be

discussed in depth in this chapter in order to orient the

reader before he or she plunqes into the heart of the

naterial.

The hunan psyche contains two conplenentary sides, the

conscious side and the unconscious side. The conscious side

is constituted by the hunan eqo and nay be explained sinply

as all that which we are consciously aware. The innate

unconscious side of the psyche conplenents the conscious

side to form a balanced totality. It cannot be known, as

can the eqo, in any absolute sense. The unconscious is

further divided into the personal unconscious and the

collective unconscious.

The personal unconscious stands relatively close to

consciousness and is derived larqely fron personal

experience. The individual's shadow personality is

constellated in the personal unconscious and conplenents the

eqo or the conscious personality, or the persona, that we

present to the world. Like all aspects of the unconscious,

we are unaware of our shadow and the effect it has on our

lives. Because it is unconscious, it is experienced nost

directly in the proiections that we nake onto other persons.
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However, since it originates from personal experience it

stands close to consciousness and can be made conscious

relatively simply.

The contents of the collective unconscious are known as

archetypes or primordial inages. There are as many

archetypes as there are typical situations in life. They

are at work everywhere continually influencinq our thoughts,

feelings, and actions. Since they surpass the liwits of

consciousness, they can not be known coqnitively. In other

words, the archetypes transcend consciousness. However, the

contents and the effects of the archetypes can be integrated

with consciousness.° The specific contents of an

individual's archetypal ¤ake·up can be made known to us by

careful attention to drean naterial and through other forns

of establishing contact with our unconscious side. A

crucial characteristic of the archetype is its dialectical,

or polaristic structure. That is, each archetype contains a

positive and a negative side and neither can be qotten rid

of. In other words, each archetype contradicts itself or

contains its own negation. In order to maintain a healthy

psyche, the individual must hold a careful balance between

any two extreme archetypal fiqures or situations. This

P C.G. Jung, gigg, c.w.9 part II, 2d ed., Bollinqen Series
20, trans. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton, H.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1968), p. 20.
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requires restraint in identifyinq with either end of the

extreme spectrua, and developinq a conscious relationship to

these inherent polarities.

Two of the uost inportant archetvpes that effect all

individuals are the aniwa within a nan and the animus within

a wonan. These are contrasexual fiqures, representinq the

feuinine within the male, and the masculine within the

fenale. These constellations are particularly siqnificant

because, if a canscious relationship can be established to

then, they act as a bridqe between the individual's

conscious and unconscious worlds.

The indiwiduation process is a life lonq process of

beconinq whole, a realizatien of an indiwidual's true Self.

It culninates with an inteqration of the conscious and

unconscious sides of the total psvche where a new center of

the personality is created. This new center of the

personality is referred to as the Self, an archetype where

all other archetypes converqe and neet, a kind of central

point to which everythinq is related and arranqed.

The human psyche is a polaristic structure. In

essence, the polaristic structure of the psyche means that

it is nade up of processes whose enerqv sprinqs from the

tension that exists between all kinds of opposites. It is

the tension between the epposinq, or contradictory, forces
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that creates the psychic enerqy that is life qivinq.

Psychic enerqy, in fact, depends upon a pre·existinq

polarity.

The concept of a dialectical existence, the constant

tension between opposites, neans that there can be no

position without its own neqation, an extrene opposite

cannot exist without the other. There can be no liqht

without dark, no warn without cold, no dry without noist.

The nature of all reality, then, rests upon a strean of

dialectical opposites. Given the dialectical structure of

the psyche, all of the archetypes contain a positive and

neqative side, and it is not possible to elininate either of

these sides because psychic enerqy cannot be obliterated.

The unconscious stands in a conpensatory relation to

the conscious attitude. The conscious orientation is by

nature one—sided, and in order to naintain a balance, the

contents excluded by the conscious attitude sink into the

unconscious where they forn a counterweiqht to the conscious

orientation.¤° Ordinarily the unconscious conpensation does

not contradict the conscious position. Rather, the

conpensation supplenents the conscious attitude with the

contents necessary to create a balanced position. However,

*° C-G- J¤¤¤• Bäzshelesisal Tz2es• c-v•6• ed-, B¤lli¤qe¤
Series 20, trans. H.G. Baynes and rev. R.F.C. Hull,
gPäigceton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1971),
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if an gggtg one·sidedness, or imbalance, exists the

unconscious will restore the balance throuqh a destructive

contradictory attack. The more one·sided the conscious

identification is the more painful or danqerous the

unconscious reaction will be.

The compensatory nature of the psyche also means that,

qiven any set of paired opposites, whenever one cones up the

other qoes down. It is an autonatic mechanisn, whatever is

pushed down last, or repressed, into the unconscious will be

the first to cone up. Consequently, atte~ptinq to repress

some neqative aspect such as evil by only identifyinq with

the qood cannot work. The evil, in such an instance, will

only press up throuqh the cracks in sone nore insidious

forn.

Given the dialectical structure of the psyche, a

healthy balance must be maintained between any two extreme

archetypal fiqures or situations. Such a balance can only

be achiewed throuqh a conscious recoqnition of the existence

and influence of the unconscious. It is throuqh conscious

recoqnition that the darker qualities of an archetype nay be

mediated, and a positive burst of enerqy released for

conscious livinq.
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The conscious side of the human psyche and personality

is the personal part which we call
“I"

or the eqo. The eqo

forns the center of the field of consciousness, and is that

part of the conscious personality to which all conscious

contents are related. Put very simply, the eqo is sinply

that which we are aware of and know consciously. However,

the total personality does not coincide with the eqo.

Rather, the total personality contains an unconscious

portion that can never be fully known by the eqo. Junq

refers to the total personality as the Self.

The deqree of eqo development Drevalent within a

society represents the level, or staqe of developuent, of

consciousness achieved in a qiven culture. Today, civilized

society represents a very hiqh staqe of such developnent

conpared to primitive man. Prior to the dawn of

civilization, the prinitive man lived entirely within his

unconscious. He acted uerely out of his instincts, or as

his nature dictated. Gradually, as aan enerqed fron the

unconscious, he learned to subdne his instinctive nature.1*

As he qained uore control over his instincts, his actions

becaue less coupulsory in nature and he beqan to assuue

1* H. Esther Hardinq, gsgggig Energy, with a foreword by
C.G. Junq, Bollinqen Series 10 (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1973). D. 225.
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responsibility both for himself and bis fate.12 In other

words freedom of choice followed the development of eqo

consciousness; the human beinq no lonqer acted nerely out of

his unconscious.

In today's civilization, our capacity for

consciousness, set apart from instinctual nature, is that

which defines our hunanity. This hiqher level of

consciousness is reflected in an ability to hold an ain in

view, to control one's action, to choose a qoal and do what

is necessary to achieve it. Such purposive action can not

be carried throuqh by the priuitive mind: interest and

attention are too easily distracted, the remote qoal cannot

be imaqined with sufficient clarity to become real.13

However, with the development of the eqo and its discipline,

wodern man is capable of undertakinq and carryinq out

extremely difficult tasks. In fact, “without the

developnent of the eqo and its discipline, the qrowth of

nodern thouqht, modern science, nodern technoloqy would have

been impossible.“1*

12 Ibid., pp. 20, 206.

13 Ibid., p. 219.

1* Ibid.
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”Theoretically, no lisits can be set to the field of

consciousness, since it is capable of indefinite

extension."*5 However, while the eqo is the center of the

field of consciousness, it does not coincide with the total

personality, which is cosprised of an unconscions side in

addition to the conscious. Since the unconscions is

unconscions, the eqo always finds its limit when it comes up

aqainst the unknown,*• and it can never know the

unconscious in any absolute sense. As Junq noted, no sortal

sind can ever plumb the depths of the nnconscious.*7 Since

the unconscious aspect of the personalitv, or psyche, cannot

be fully known,
“the

eqo is, by definition, subordinate to

the self and is related to it like a part to the whole."*•

In other words, the unconscious part of the Self can never

be cosprehended cospletely by the eqo because the eqo is

only a part of the whole personality. As noted previously,

as primitive san beqan to eserqe fros the unconscions, his

cospulsory instinctive actions qave way to freedos of

choice. Inside the field of consciousness, the eqo has a

*5 Junq, Aigg, p. 3.

*5 Ibid.

*' C•G• Juuq. zgg—;ssa1s Qn Zä
ed., Bollinqen Series 20, trans. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton,
H.J.: Princeton university Press, 1966). ¤. 177.

*5 Junq, giga, p. 5.
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free will. However, the ego's free will finds its limits

outside the field of consciousness in the subiective inner

world of the unconscious, since the ego can do nothing to

alter the Self, or the unconscious aspect of the total

personality.

To sunnarize, the total personality is comprised of a

conscious and unconscious component. The center of the

field of consciousness is known as the ego. That is, the

. ego is the center of the conscious personality. The ego is

that which we consciouslv know and is characterized by a

focused centeredness that permits the human mind to hold an

aim in view and carry out purposive action. It is ego

consciousness that peruits the functioning of rational

iudqement. However, the center of the human personality or

psyche is not located within the ego. Rather, the orderinq

principle of the psyche is found within the unconscious

portion of the total personality which is called the Self.

Ehe Bsrsena
A second part of the conscious and personal aspect of

the pysche is the individual's persona. “The persona is a

complicated system of relations between the individual°s

consciousness and society, fittingly enough a kind of mask,

designed on the one hand to make a definite inpression upon
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others, and, on the other, to conceal the true nature of the

individual."*9 As Junq notes, the persona is not real but is

a conpronise between the individual and society as to what a

person should appear to be.2° In other words the persona

acts to relate a person to the outer world.

In essence, the persona anounts to the social role that

each person feels coupelled to play in order to survive

within the larqer society. In other words it is a facade

personality that reflects a visible siqn of aqreenent with

the values of the collective.2* While the persona is an

artificial construction that does not coincide with the

individual's true personality, it is an unavoidable

_ necessity. As Junq noted:

...society expects, and indeed must expect, every
individual to play the part assiqned to hin as
perfectly as possible,...Society demands this as a
kind of surety; each nust stand at his post, here
a cobbler, there a poet. No pan is expected to be
both....Tu present an unequivocal face to the
world is a matter of practical inportancez The
averaqe •an...uust keep his nose to one thinq in
order to achieve anythinq worthwhile,...our
society is undoubtedly set on such an ideal. It
is therefore not surprisinq that everyone who
wants to qet on must take these expectations into
account.22

*9 J¤¤¤- T1<a·E.eee1e 9.B·A§£i!§i§§„l~‘B§!§§2lQS!• ¤- *92-

29 Ibid., p. 158.

2* Erich Ne¤¤a¤¤• Death £e1eheLeez·Aae-A he! §thie• trahs-
Euqene Rolfe, (New York, N.Y.: G.P. Putna¤'s Sons,
1969), p.30.
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Consequently, naintaininq a suitable persona and conforninq

to sone set of collective standards is necessary to survive

in the collective society.

While the developnent of a collectively suitable

persona is necessary for social survival, it tends to drive

the eqo straight into identification with the persona.23

When an individual's eqo becones identified solely with the

persona, individuality is wholly repressed and the entire

conscious psyche dissolves into the collective.2• In such a

situation, a person really believes that he or she is

exactly what they pretend to be. Accordinq to Jung, the

soullessness of such an attitude is not without consequence.

Por example, an exclusive identification with a social role

provides a fruitful source of neuroses:

A man cannot qet rid of himself in favour of an
artificial personality without punishnent. Even
the attenpt to do so brings on,...,unconscious
reactions in the form of noods, affects, phobias,
obsessive ideas, backslidinqs, vices, etc.2$

2* —1¤¤¤• Ii? §§§e1§·2e·.A„au1iisal«.2§1q9.<il;.>„1z• P- 193-
23 Ibid.

2•
Ibid., p. 303.

25 Ibid., p. 190.
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The precedinq syuptons will become manifest, if an

individual is unable to recoqnize the appropriate function

of her or his persona. Since the human psyche is both an

individual and a collective phenonenon, a person's

individuality simply cannot be repressed to the point of

extinction. The one-sidedness which develops when an

inportant function of the psyche is repressed, in this

instance individuality, distnrbs the natural equilibriun, or

balance, between the two complenentary sides of the psyche.

(As will be repeated throuqhout this dissertation, in order

to ensure a healthy psyche, a balanced tension nust exist

between any set of paired opposites. In the fourth chapter

I provide illustrations that demonstrate the consequences of

over•identifying with persona standards within the

contenporary organization.)

In addition to problems of neuroses, if the ego is

driven straight into identification with the persona the

persona will becone an obstacle to the individual's

developnent, blindinq the person fron her or his own innate

character, thereby preventinq an integration of the total

personality as the individual strives toward wholeness.2*

For exanple, to the extent that one conpletely identifies

with one's persona all those darker characteristics of one's

26 Ibid., p. 297.
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personalitv that are not compatible with the persona

standards are repressed into the unconscious.27

Conseguentlv, the person becomes unconscions of the real

Self, and if individuation is to be realized it is essential

for the person to becone conscious of his or her own darker

shadow side. This is not possible if the person becomes one

with the collective bv identifving with the persona and its

standards and role expectations. In order to prevent over-

identifving with the collective and repressing the shadow,

the individual must differentiate the ego from the persona.

However, despite the problems that obtain when a

person's ego becones identified with the persona, the

persona cannot be extinguished anvmore than can a person's

own innate distinctiveness, or individuality. Individualitv

and collectivitv are polar opposites and the tension that

binds these two opposites, in the form of psvchic energy,

cannot be obliterated. Nor would one want to eliminate the

persona. As Harding notes, as manv people fail to nake

satisfactorv relationships through a diminution of the

persona as through an over-identification with it.2¤ In a

healthv human psvche the ego and persona must be

27 Ibid., p. 159.

2¤ H. Esther Harding, with an
introduction bv C.G. Jung (New York: G.P. Putna¤°s Sons,

gggdz
reprinted, New York: Harper and Row, 1975), p.
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differentiated so that the persona can function adequately

to relate a person°s inner reality to the outer world.

Hardinq describes such a persona function within a healthy

fenale psyche as follows:

...instead of beinq a mask of conventional desiqn
which is mechanically vorn, it must be developed
as a livinq function relatinq the human beinq in a
purposive way to the outer world. Above all it
nust have conplete flexibility, so that it never
conceals the individual fron herself nor prevents
her fron appearinq to others exactly as she feels
whenever she wishes to do $0.2*

To sumnarize, the individual with a healthy persona is

a person who is able to adapt to societal standards without

losinq her or his own distinctiveness. This can be done

only by riqorously separatinq the eqo from the persona,

since the persona can be completely dissolved into the

collective and there can be no individuality if one is

nerqed with the collective.3¤ An over—ideutification of the

persona with the eqo will be conpensated by the unconscious.

The nore one·sided the identification, the more danqerous

the nnconscious reaction will be as the psyche attenpts to

restore an equilibriun between the two couplenentary sides

of the psyche. The psyche is both individual and collective

and the tension that exists between these two opposites can

be balanced throuqh the establishment of a conscious

2* Ibid.. PP. 27u—275.

=*° J¤¤¤• .'1I!.Q §§ea1§·.Qn· Aaalzaziseä §e1§.t2l2,•=1x• P- 289-
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relation between the persona and the eqo.

The unconscious side of the psvche conpleaents the

conscious side. This part of the psvche nav be

conceptnalized as beinq divided between a personal

unconscious and a collective unconscious. The personal

unconscious owes its existence to personal experience, and

is made up essentially of contents which were conscious at

one tine but have disappeared frou consciousness either

throuqh repression or neuory loss.¤1

Unlike the personal unconscious, the collective

unconscious is not individual but universal: its contents

are more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals.

The contents of the collective unconscious have never been

in consciousness and therefore have not been individually

acquired. Ratber, the contents of the collective

unconscious are hereditarv, and are known as arcbetypes.¤2

In the reuainder of this chapter I will further explore the

character of the personal unconscious and the collective

unconscious.

=* C•G- J¤¤¤• Ehe Arshetzues and ;he.§2lles2i!@ Qns2a§si92§•
c.w.9 part I, 2d ed., Bollinqen Series 20, trans. R.F.C.
Hull, (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1980). p. u2.

*2 Ibid., p. ß.
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The ähaéex er th2·£2;§92aL Qaeeasqiess
The shadow personality is the third part of the

personal part of the unconscious. However, unlike the ego

and the persona, its contents are unconscious. The negative

side of the personality is personified in the figure of the

shadow that consists of all of the elenents of the natural

personality that have been repressed from consciousness. It

is the unseen alter ego that the individual is usually

entirely unaware of. But repression of the shadow fron

consciousness does not renove its effect. Instead, the

individual proiects the contents of his or her shadow onto

menbers of the sane sex. In other words, the individual

sees characteristics in others that are really his or her

own. The shadow cannot be elininated but nust be integrated

into the personality through conscious awareness if the

individual is ever to realize a state of individuation or

wholeness, for recognition of the shadow represents the

first stage toward neeting the Self.

A discussion of the shadow figure as a personification

of the personal unconscious is important because lack of

conscious awareness of its existence leads to a set of

distorted human relationships and an inability to relate to

the world as it is. In addition, the shadow's formation and

the role it plays with the conscious side of the human
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psyche further illustrates the dynamic tension of opposites

that characterize the life process.

The contents of the shadow personality do not sten from

the collective unconscious but oricinate in the personal

experiences of the individual. The shadow consists of all

of the elements of the natural personality that have been

repressed into the personal unconscious because they are

unacceptable to the collective society. The reasons for

this repression lie within the eco formation process

itself. In the process of strivinc for a unified

personality, it becomes necessary for a child to banish his

or her contradictory characteristics from consciousness.33

Initially a chi1d's acceptance of himself is based on

whether he or she fits in. Consecuently, harmony with the

Self, durinc the eco's formation, is dependent upon

collective and persona values.3• This process is necessary

for human maturation since a stronq eco cannot be formed

without learninq collective taboos, acceptinc persona values

and identifyinc with societal moral standards.3* The process

of eqo formation represents a clash between collectivity and

33 M. Esther Hardinc,
Thg—“;“

ggg Qgg—Ä§gg;;“, (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1973), p. 69.

3•
Edward C. Hhitmont, The Sggbglig Qgggg, (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1978). p. 162.

3* Ibid•. p. 163.
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individuality as the individual's early eqo becones a

repository of collective standards. The opposition between

collectivity and individuality is an archetypal hunan

pattern, but one opposiuq force cannot elininate the other.

While the younq child may identify only with his positive,

collectively acceptable side, the repression of the shadow

does not eliainate its neqative nanifestation. As Hardinq

puts it: ”Instinctive stirrinqs and deviations from the

accepted code are nanifestations of hunan nature.*3• To

connit an act that is unacceptable to collective society is

to assert one°s individuality. “Unless a child cones up

aqainst sonethinq, he cannot feel that he exists as a

separate individual.“37 In fact, without the shadow, the

individual would be nothinq but a well·disciplined eqo with

its prescribed adaptation via the persona. Swallowed by the

qreat collective, we would function only in accordance with

societies' rules and expectations.3¤ Consequently, while the

person's unacceptable qualities nay be repressed from the

eqo's consciousness, they nay not be elininated fron the

whole of the hunan psyche. Instead, their enerqy is

activated within the personal unconscious and these

3* Hardinq. The "T" ehe The "hehzl"- ¤- 96-
37 Ibid., p. 97.

3•
Ibid., p. 81.
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qualities are encountered by the individual in

uncomplimentarv unconscious proiections that are cast upon

other persons.

The shadow is proiected in two different forns. At the

individual level we unconsciously pro1ect our own human

foibles upon other persons of the sane sex, and

collectively, in its nost qeneral forn, the personification

of evil nav be proiected upon qroups of people or whole

‘
nations and societies. The personal unconscious is the

source of individual proiections, while collective

proiections are archetvpal patterns that stem fron deep

within the collective unconscious. I will beqin by

discussinq the phenonenon of individual pro1ection before

proceedinq to the problen of unconscious shadow projection

in the forn of evil.

As Junq has noted, the contents of the personal

unconscious can be made conscious without too much

difficulty since the personal unconscious lies close to the

conscious part of the human psyche.*° It is relatively

sinple to identify the shadow personalitv because it is that

which we find unacceptable in others. As Edward Whitmont

puts it:

39 Junq•
§iQ§• p. 10.
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...ask someone to qive a description of the
personality type which he finds most despicable,
most unbearable and hateful, and nost impossible
to qet alonq with, and he will produce a
description of his own repressed
characteristics...only that which we cannot accept
within ourselves do we find inpossible to live
with in others.•9

We may beqin to recoqnize our shadow if we react to a

situation with unusual neqative intensity. Intensity or

emotional arousal is the key. Neqative qualities that we do

not find disturbinq to any excessive deqree are not likely

to pertain to our shadow.*1 The shadow is not 1ust the

sinple converse of the conscious eqo; the shadow nay contain

positive qualities too. Por example, when the shadow is

positive the individual is aware of her or his neqative

. qualities, and identifies her or his eqo with the neqative.

Consequently, the person's positive qualities are repressed,

and are experienced only throuqh positive proiections that

are cast onto other persons.

The shadow is a real part of the personality and as

lonq as it remains unconscious, the individual is not whole

but suffers from the pain of disinteqration.*2 Consequently,

the individual who does not confront and become conscious of

his or her shadow personality is beset with numerous

•° ¤hit¤¤¤t- !he·§!abelis Quest- ¤- 162-
*1 Ibid., p. 162.

*2 H¤r<1i¤¤- .2he··";" .,A.=i@—L1@ **.1122:;**- ¤- 99-
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interpersonal problens. Unless the shadow is recoqnized it

is not possible to form real relationships with other

people. As Junq noted, the effect of neqative pro1ections

fron the personal unconscious is to isolate the sub1ect from

her or his situation, renderinq one's reality subiect to a

set of illusory, or distorted, relations. Unconscious

pro1ections then inpede self knowledqe because they falsify

a person' view of the world.*3 The obiect cannot be seen for

itself, since proiections chanqe the world into a replica of

the sub1ect's own unknown face. It becomes increasinqly

nore difficult for the eqo to see thronqh its illusions as

more and nore proiections are caste between the subiect and

the environ¤ent.•• uisunderstandinqs, quarrels, endless

bickerinqs, and suspicion characterize the relationships of

the individual who unknowinqly proiects his or her own

shadow personality. Finally, the person will experience

increasinq social isolation since unconscious pr01ections

adversely affect the recipient, eventuallv brinqinq about

that which is pro1ected.•$

•= C•G- J¤¤¤. hzeteriuu Quniuuehien;e• ¢-¤- 11. 2d ed-.
Bollinqen Series 20, trans. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1977), pp. ¤88·¤89.

*• J¤¤¤. high. pp. 9-10.

*= H¤rdi¤9. The·';" Aue TEE "!2h:!“. ¤- 77- ¤h1t¤¤¤t. The
äxehelie Queeh. v- 166-
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The contents of the shadow nust be accepted and

assinilated into the conscious personality before the Self

can be fully inteqrated and become whole. Without its

inteqration, the unconscious contents take on a life of

their own, actinq autononously and in a destructive way.

This is a consequence of the conpensatory nature of the

psyche. As Junq has noted:

It is under all circunstances an advantaqe to be
in full possession of one's personalitv, otherwise
the repressed elements will only crop up as a
hindrance elsewhere, not inst at sone uninportant
point, but at the very spot where we are most
sensitive.•°

The shadow is the door to our individuality, it provides us

with our first view into the unconscious personality and the

nature of our true selves. Consequentlv, if we are to

becone whole, confrontinq the shadow is the first task that

nust be accepted and undertaken.•' Assinilatinq the contents

of the shadow to the conscious eqo represents the first

staqe toward neetinq the Self.•° However, confrontinq the

shadow is an exceedinqly painful task that requires

considerable noral couraqe. Bone of us wishes to

acknowledqe that we possess a neqative side that runs

contrary to what we believe is our own innate qoodness.

** —¥¤¤¤• .xze—äseaxsv.<2a—.Aaelz;ise;~.2e1eh2les1• v- 26-

" H¤¤di¤¤• ;1‘.he·"L" a;.¤.Q·!£he "!ie$.:;*'• ¤·
9“·

•°
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However, consistent with the polaristic structure of the

husan psyche, qood and evil stand in a polar tension one to

the other. Since qood and evil stand side by side as polar

opposites within the person the shadow is an inevitable part

of the Self that cannot be qotten rid of. In fact not only

is it imposible to qet rid of the shadow, but the individual

cannot be whole without the existence of the shadow.•* This

fact sust be faced and accepted before the shadow can be

inteqrated successfully with the conscious personality. It

is only throuqh the process of individuation, where the Self

becomes whole, that a union between any set of polar

opposites can be reconciled.5° As noted previously, the

necessary first step in the individuation Process is the

conscious confrontation between the eqo and the shadow.

This struqqle cannot be abolished by rational seans.$¤ If

the individual attespts to suppress the shadow it serely

•°
J¤¤¤• I!Q“E§§Q!§ Qu Lßéliäiääl €§!§§QlQ9!• P- 30-

$0 The difficulty of confrontinq the personal shadow is
underscored by Hardinq who notes that a person°s fear and
resistance of the unknown say be so deepseated that the
individual say be unable to recoqnize the true shadow
problem. Consequently, the person will suffer fros a
"vaque sense of quilt or inadequacy that he may try to
assuaqe by various forms of self·discip1ine, which only
force hin still further into the repressive sold of
civilization.” Under such circusstances the individual
identifies unisportant and trivial shortconinqs as the
shadow culprit, while the real shadow resains
unknowledqed. Hardinq, Tge—%I¤ ggg—;gg—U§gt;g¤, p. 95.

** ¤¤¤¤- hxstegiss P-365-
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gains further autonony and becomes more dancerous. But if

the conflict is consciously endured, eventually the

unconscious will compensate the conscious and produce a

unity. Ihat forn this union will take, however, is

impossible to foretell. The union of these antagonistic

elements is a snbiective experience; an irrational

occurrence, frecuentlv of a nystical or reliqious nature.$2

Jung comments on the reason why the nature of this union

eludes our human 1udgnent:

Ban knows no nore than his consciousness, and he
knows himself only so far as this extends. Beyond
that lies an unconscious sphere with no assignable
linits, and it too belonqs to the phenonenon Han.
We nicht therefore say that perhaps the One is
like a man, that is, determined and determinable
and yet undetermined and undeterninable. Always
one ends up with paradoxes when knowledge reaches
its limits.$*

Once the eqo is nade conscious of the contradictory

shadow personality, the individual experiences an increase

in the range and intensity of his or her own consciousness,

as part of the energy that was formerly held in the personal

unconscious is nade available for conscious daily life.$*

Accordincly, the individual experiences an amazing

improvement in his or her human relations. Once the

S2pl53

Ibid., p-368.
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individual becones conscious of the shadow personality it is

possible to remove the neqative proiections that have been

caste outo other persons. As soon as a pro1ection is really

withdrawn, a sort of peace establishes itself, one becones

quiet and can look at his or her situation in an ob1ective

wav.¤$ It is then that the individual beqins to recoqnize

that the troublesone difficulties oriqinate within her or

hinself. Thus consciousness relieves the situation to an

incredible deqree. Since the burden of the shadow is lifted

fron the previous recipient of the pro1ection, the

suspicious attitude of both parties is alleviated, and it

becomes possible to form real relationships.

As we have seen, the personal shadow is a part of the

personal unconscious and emanates from personal experience.

However, it is inportant to note that the personal shadow is

in part descended from a collective fiqure. Consequently,

if the personal shadow is not recoqnized, the archetype of

evil itself, which lies embedded deep within the collective

unconscious, can thorouqhly contaninate the shadow. The

shadow then, instead of constitutinq a repository for all

that is unacceptable to society, becones a vehicle for all

the evil that passes throuqh the unconscious. This is nost

" ¤aria·L¤¤iSa van Franz. élE§§!!¢ An·Ln;:¤dne§i2n S2 shs
Sxnhelisn and she 2szsh9LQs1• ad- Darvl Sharp and Marian
Hoodman (Tornoto: Inner City Books, 1980) p. 222.
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likely to occurr whenever people who have submerqed their

own individualitv, thereby drivinq their shadow underqround,

cone toqether in a nass.59 The contenporary example of the

constellated archetype of evil is, of course, Hitler and

Nazi Gernanv.

If the individual's eqo becones identified with the

archetype of evil, he or she becones, as it were, a devi1.$*

Adolf Bichnann stands as an example of this type of devil

possession. Despite the fact that he sent nillions of Jews

to their death, he considered himself innocent of evil.5•

"In his own eyes his actions were iustified because 'there

were no voices from outside to arouse his conscience.'*5• In

acceptinq the Nazi ideoloqy as incapable of wronqdoinq, he

qave his shadow to the devil.•9 As Hardinq observes,

Eichmann lost his human liwits because, in losinq touch with

his personal shadow and identifyinq hinself with an ideoloqy

that claims absolute validity, he laid hinself open to an

invasion from the unconscious. In other words he fell into

the collective altoqether.

$•
Volodonvr Walter Odainyk, gggqdAgg·ggl;;ig§, (New York:
New York University Press, 1976), pp. 72-73.

5* H¤rd1¤¤• Ehe
”;“

sad the "!22:;“• ¤· 85-
59 Ibid., p. 93.

59 Ibid.

99 Ibid.
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There is a natural tension between the eqo and the

shadow, between the collective and the individual, and a

healthv balance needs to be maintained between these two

polar opposites. While one must adhere to collective

standards to sowe extent in order to adapt and survive

within the society, one cannot live out of the collective

entirely without losinq bis or her own huwanity. As Junq

noted, if the personal shadow is not consciously recoqnized,

a person will constantly seek external rules and requlations

for quidance, overlookinq his or her own potential for

decision altoqether.¢¤ As the case of Eichwann illustrates,

the individual loses his uoral and ethical sense of beinq

and direction if she or he searches outside of hiwself and

within the collective for his criteria of riqht and wronq.

What is needed then is a balance between the conscious

personality and the personal unconscious, between the eqo

and the shadow, between the collective and the individual.

This state can only be achieved if the individual becowes

_conscious of his neqative or shadow personality so that the

excluded parts of the personalitv way be accepted as a part

of the whole psyche.•2

‘*Agiggg-ggggg, trag;. bv Richard and Clare Winston, (New
York: Random House, 1961; Vintaqe Books, 1965), p. 330.

°2 Such an acceptance does not wean that we should act out
crude iwpulses externallv, rather we wust wake friends
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To sunmarize, the neqative side of the personality is

personified in the fiqure of the shadow that consists of all

of the elenents of the natural personality which have been

repressed fron consciousness. Since the individual is

unaware of the shadow°s existence, its contents are

¤ro1ected onto other persons, qroups, and even entire

nations. Such unconscious pro1ections lead to distorted

human relationships and inpede self knowledqe because they

falsify the person°s view of the world. Given the

dialectical nature of the hunan psvche, the shadow cannot be

elininated, but it may be inteqrated into the personality if

it is nade conscious.

Consistent with the polaristic strnctne of the psyche,

which requires a constant tension between opuosites, the

personal shadow contradicts the conscions personality. This

contradiction stens fron the eqo fornation process where the

adherence to collective ideals is necessary in order to qet

alonq in the society. Conseqnently, the nanifestation of

the shadow is a natural conseqence of the inposition of

collective ideals. The natural tension then, between the

eqo and the shadow is an opposition between the collective

and the individual. What is needed is a balance between the

with our inner accuser and accept the reiected and
neqative side of our own nature. As Hardinq has
observed, such acceptance has an unusual effect upon the
individual in his or her internersonal relations.
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conscious personality and the personal unconscious, between

the eqo and the shadow, between the collective and the

individual. In the absence of such a balance, the

individual is not only confronted with interpersonal

problems, but may also lose his or her noral and ethical

sense of beinq.

.Ihe·§2llessi1e Qnseneeieusw
The contents of the collective unconscious are known as

archetypes or prinordial inaqes. An archetype is a definite

pre-existent forn in the psyche which has been present

always and everywhere datinq back to the renotest tines. In

fact, Junq maintains the oriqin of the archetypes coincided

with the beqinninq of the species.•3 The foundation of the

human psyche is archetypal; the entire structure of the

unconscious is full of archetypes. They are a priori forms

which qive definite shape to psychic contents. An

archetype, or forn of the inaqe, is not filled with content

but represents the possibility of a certain type of

perception and action.•• The archetype is a “latent

disposition towards certain identical reactions.”‘5

‘= The·A;ehe;12e§·aaé·the~§91lse;ize·Qasenesiess- P-
6•

Ibid., p. H8.

" C-G- P- 87-
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Consequently, there are as nany archetypes as there are

typical sitnations in life,•¤ and they are always at work

everywhere, continually influencinq our thouqhts, feelinqs

and actions.•' Accordinq to Junq, they are livinq

dispositions, ideas, in the Platonic sense.••

Junq does not clain, however, to be the first to use

the word or to recocnize the idea of an archetype. For

exanple, in the field of conparatiye reliqion, he notes that

Hubert and Hauss, define “cateqories of inaqination” that

are very sinilar to his concept of the archetype.‘9 He also

qives Plato credit for the initial articulation of the

concept of an archetype when he notes that the word *idea“

qoes back to Plato and his conception of external ideas as

prinordial inaqes stored up in a supracelestial place as

eternal, transcendent for¤s.'° Further, he notes that •the

tern 'archetype' occnrs as early as Philo Judaeus, with

reference to the Inaqo Dei (God·inaqe) in ¤an.“'¤ The tern

also occurs several tines in Dionysius, and while the tern

P-
•7

Ibid., p. 79.
••

Ibid.
‘°

Ibid-• ¤¤.¤2-u3.

7¤ Ibid., p. 33.

*1 Ibid., p. M.
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is not found in St. Auqustine, the idea of it is, accordinq

to Junq.

An archetype does not contain deternined content, but

is an inherited, or determined, forn. As Junq noted:

A prinoridal imaqe is deternined as to its content
only when it has becone conscious and is therefore
filled out with the material of conscious
experience. Its form, however,...,¤iqht perhaps
be coapared to the axial systen of a crystal,
which, as it were, preforms the crystallinq
structure in the mother liquid, althouqh it has no
material existence of its own. This first appears
accordinq to the specific way in which the ions
and nolecules aqqreqate. The archetvpe in itself
is enpty and purely formal, nothinq but a facultas

. praeformaudi, a possibility of representation
which is qiven a priori. The representations
themselves are not inherited, only the forns,...'2

Accordinq to Junq, the oriqin of the archetypes can

only be explained by the accunulation of constantly repeated

experiences of humanity since the earliest tines. ”The

archetype is a kind of readiness to produce over and over

aqain the saue or similar nythical ideas.*'3 In other words,

endless repetition has enqraved these experiences into the

psychic structure.7•

'= J¤¤¤• Tue Eeehxe QB P- 69-

'* J¤¤¤• Ehe hrehetzees ang the Qetleetize Qheehee;eh§• P-
u8§
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As Junq observed, the existence of the archetype within

the unconscious is not a philosophical or netaphysical

question, but an enpirical fact. The expression of sinilar

archetypal forms have been observed and studied by Junq in

nyth, fairytales, alchenical texts, prinitive tribal lore,

conparative reliqion, the history of literature, and the

thenes of qreat art work. He had this to say about the

archetypal notifs that he found in prinitive tribal lore:

...there is not a sinqle inportant idea or view
that does not possess historical antecedents.
Ultimately they are all founded on Drimordial
archetypal forns whose correctness dates from a
tine when consciousness did not think, but only
perceived. 'Thonqhts• were obiects of inner
perception, not thouqhts at all, but sensed as
external phenonena · seen or heard, so to speak.
Thouqht was essentially revelation, not invented
but forced upon us or brinqinq conviction throuqh
its innediacy and actuality. Thinkinq of this
kind precedes the prinitive eqo—consciousness, and
the latter is more its obiect than its sub1ect.75

The existence of the collective unconscious in the

psyche was discovered by Junq as he observed ancient

nytholoqical themes in the dreams of his analysands despite

the fact that these notifs were unknown to the dreaner.

Other sources of archetypal inaqes were found in the “active

inaqination* of Junq's analysands, delusions of paranoiacs,

trance·states, and the dreams of early childhood. Further

manifestations of nytholoqical inaqes within the unconscious

75 Ihid., p.33.
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psyche were observed by Jung in the various paintings,

drawings, and modeling proiects produced bv his analysands.

There is also an indefinite nunber of archetypes that

are representative of things and situations, including the

developmental process. "In the development of the

individual from infancy to old age, archetypal themes are

activated in the unconscious in a fairly regular sequence,

each in turn actinq as the dominant of that particular phase

of life. These archetypal themes are the correlates of the

individual's life experience.”7• All of the stages of life

that reflect the developmental process, such as childhood,

adolescence, and niddle age, are affected bv a particular

archetypal structure.

The archetypes are svstens of readiness for action.

The archetype is an inage that is transforned into a typical

enotional attitude and action pattern once it is

constellated, or takes shape, in the for: of a conplex. The

archetype then, is a very dynamic image, which, according to

Jung can only be truly understood if experienced. As

preyiously noted, there are as many archetypes as there are

typical situations in life. Further, the constellation of

an archetype takes the greatest iuaginable variety of forns

in different individua1s.7' "The only connon factor is the

" H¤fdi¤¤•
I§2·”l”

sad The ”!QL:l”• ¤¤• 139-1ßO-
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enerqence of certain definite archetypes.'7* Connon personal

constellations include: nother, father, child, hero, wise

old man, naiden, anina, aninus, and the shadow.7° Despite

the universality of the archetypal structure, Junq nade note

that when racial differentiation occurred, differences in

the collective unconscious of the various races also

appeared. While there are differences in archetypal content

within a culture, the differences in archetypal content

between cultures is wider yet. It is the archetypal

structure that is universal, while specific contents vary.

This nay be part of the reason why Junq was adanant that

solutions to problens posed by Western culture could not be

satisfactorily addressed by initatinq Eastern practices.

As previously noted the archetypes affect different

people in very different ways. The archetype creates a

qeneral forn or structure only. How a person reacts to the

archetype is an individual natter dependinq upon his own

personal heredity and life experience. When conscious

awareness of the unconscious is weakest, the effects of the

*7 ¤· 110-
7* Ibid.

7* There are literally thousands of archetypes inbedded
within the collective unconscious. Obviously, Junq did
not identify and study all of then. He did study the
archetypes of the anima, aninus, nother, child,
trickster, hero, God, rebirth, naqic, the Self, and many
natural obiects, amonq others.
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archetypes are stronqest.¤° For example, “when a situation

occurs which corresponds to a qiven archetype, that

archetype becones activated and a conpulsiveness appears,

which like an instinctual drive, qains its way aqainst all

reason and will.”*¤ In such a situation, as the precedinq,

the archetype has appeared as a sort of involuntary

nanifestation of unconscious processes.¤2 Ihile it nust be

enphasized that an archetype can never be known in any

absolute sense, the individual can relate to the unconscious

and becone conscious of its influence on one°s life. In so

doinq, the archetype pay be altered. Junq had this to say:

The archetype is essentially an unconscious
content that is altered by beconinq conscious and
by beinq perceived, and it takes its colour fron
the individual consciousness in which it happens
to appear.'3

The individual is always unique: each person's life is

based on bis or her own individual nvth, and if the true

Self is to enerqe this myth nust be discovered, hrouqht to

consciousness as best it can be and lived. However, it

needs to be enphasized that the archetypes can never be

•¤
June, The Arshstzaee ä§§·E§§‘§Qll§§£Ä!§‘QE§Q!§§lQ§§• pp.
48 8 67.

*! Ibid., p. ß8.

•2
Ibid., p. 153.

•¤
Ibid., p. 5.
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explored directly or known in any absolute sense.•• An

intellectual understanding of the archetvpal nature of the

psyche is never sufficient by itself. An archetype is a

dynanic inage which can be conprehended fully only if it is

experienced directly as an autononous entity.•5

An inportant aspect of the archetvpal structure of the

hunan psyche is its bipolarity, perhaps nost aptly

characterized as a constant tension between opposites. This

structure is not only characteristic of the unconscious

archetypal side of the psyche, but as already noted is as an

inherent feature of the psyche as a whole. In other words,

the conscious and unconscious sides of the psyche stand in

opposition one to the other as well. It is the tension

between the opposing, or contradictory, forces that anounts

to psychic energy that if life giving. As Jung noted:

Energy necessarily depends on a pre·existiug
polarity, without which there could be no energy.
There nust always be high and low, hot and cold,
etc. so that the eguilibrating process · which is
energy · can take ¤lace.*•

The nature of all reality, then, rests upon a strean of

dialectical opposites.*7 As Jung so eloquently stated:

•*
Ibid., p. 136.

*5 J¤¤<I. Tgeheäaxe P- 709-
*•

Ibid-, p. 75.

*' J¤¤¤- hehe- P- 267- ~7¤¤¤- 1he—hehet1he§··ehe the
.§.2lL€§£l!§*‘.@2t*L.§.¢.§„2§§v p. 109. Jung. .I!Q·§§§.éI§‘Q.!
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Life wants not only the clear but also the nuddy,
not only the briqht but also the dark; it wants
all days to be followed by niqhts,...••

The concept of a dialectical existence between constantly

opposinq polarities means that there can be no position

without its own neqation. That is, an extreue opposite

cannot exist without its obverse.

As a consequence of the polaristic structure of the

unconscious side of the hunan psyche, each archetype

contradicts itself or contains its own neqation. ”All

archetypes spontaneouslv develop favourable and

unfavourable, liqht and dark, qood and bad effects.*¤° A

sinple example can be seen within the universal nother

archetype. She is, on the one hand, lovinq, understandinq,

nurturinq, and protective, and on the other hand,

possessive, devourinq, and destructive. Since archetypes

are universal and everyone inherits the sane basic

archetypal inaqes, every child inherits a nother archetype.

While the structure of this archetype is held in connon, the

contents will vary fron person to person based on individual

differences, child rearinq practices and the like.

vv- 53-5*4- 229• J¤¤<z- Axsteriua
§2ninn<;Li.9nis- ¤- 33*4-

•• J¤¤¤„ gzsteriug §2§iu¤s§i2ai§• P- 33“•
•°

Junq, gigg, p. 267.
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In order to nore fully develop the concept of the

archetype, I will discuss the child archetype as studied and

illustrated by Jung. The notif of the child archetype

“represents the preconscious, childhood aspect of the

collective psyche,”99 and represents our childhood condition

in its original, unconscious and instinctive state. Given

the fact that as early infants we are in total union with

the unconscious it is not surprisinq that the positive side

of this archetype represents an inportant synhol of the Self

unitinq the opposites to make one whole.

Accordinq to Jung, futuritv is one of the essential

features of the child notif:

The child is potential future. Hence the
occurrence of the child notif in the psychology of
the individual siqnifies as a rule an anticipation
of future developments, even thouqh at first sight
it nay seen like a retrospective configuration.
Life is a flux, a flouinq into the future, and not
a stoppaqe or a backwash. It is therefore not
surprisinq that so nany of the nythological
saviours are child ¤ods.9*

Given the futurity of the child archetype and its function

in the individuation process, this archetvpe can assist the

individual in findinq the path tovard the change in attitude

and personality that is usually necessary in beconing whole

•¤
.1¤¤¤. The- hrehetxeee ehe the p-
161.

9* Ihid., p. 16ß.
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with one's Self-*2

Given the precedinq, the positive end of the polarity

of the child archetype represents rebirth, creativity,

future, wholeness. On the other end of the polarity the

child archetype represents abandonnent, exposure, danqer,

*all elaborations of the 'childs' insianificant beginninqs

and of its nysterious and uiraculous birth."*3 The bipolar

nature of the child archetvpe can be seen in Junq°s

observation that there is a real paradox in child nyths that

depict the child, on the one hand, as beinq “delivered

helpless into the power of terrible enenies and in continual

danqer of extinction, while on the other he possesses powers

far exceedinq those of ordinary hu¤a¤itv.”*• While the child

nay be insiqnificant, he is also divine. It is this divine

aspect of the child archetype which expresses ¤an•s

wholeness.*5 Junq suns up the paradoxical and bipolar nature

of the child archetype very beautifullv:

The 'child' is all that is abandoned and exposed
and at the sane tine divinely powerful; the
insiqnificant, dubious beqinninq, and the
triuuphal end.*•

*5 Ibid.

*3 Ibid., p- 167.

*•
Ihid., p. 170-

*5 Ibid-, p- 179.

** Ibid.
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The precedinq illustrates how the archetypal structure nay

contain two contrastinq opposites sinultaneously.

In order to naintain a healthv psyche, the individual

nust hold a careful balance between any two extreme

archetypal fiqures, situations, or positions. This requires

restraint in identifvinq with either end of the extreme

spectrum. For exanple, if one of the opposed values of a

qiven archetype is consciously selected, the other, beinq

repressed from consciousness will move into the unconscious

possessed with an inordinate anount of enerqy which will

ultinately be released in the form of a neqative danqerous

unconscious reaction.°7 The unconscious will always

conpensate the conscious position. It is not possible to

elininate, throuqh repression or any other neans, either the

neqative or the positive aspect of an archetype, and the

nore one-sided the identification is, the nore painful or

danqerous the unconscious reaction will be. It is “acute

one·sidedness which most seriously inperils the psychic

equilibriu¤."°°

How does an archetypal experience nanifest itself? The

hunan response to the constellation of an archetypal fiqure

or situation is inevitably a hiqhlv charqed enotional

*7 Hardina. 2§zehis·§ae;q1• P- 370-

°°
J¤¤¤• I!9~§§§ä!§'Q§*é§§l!§i§él‘E$!§äQlQ9!• P- 72-
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experience. As Jung observed:

...when an archetype appears in a drean, in a
fantasy, or in life, it always brings with it a
certain influence or power by virtue of which it
either exercises a nuninous or a fascinatinq
effect, or impels to action.*°

It is the nuninons elenent of the archetvpal experience

which has the power to nove us with fear or dread, which can

nake us "quake".

Because the individual is ordinarilv unconscious of his

own shadow personality and other unconscious figures within

the unconscious psyche, the archetvpes are experienced

through the proiection of their inaqes upon other people.

The nore unconscious the individual, the nore autononous the

archetypal fiqure and attendant influence. As Jung has

observed, when an archetype is actinq autononously it is as

if it possessed a separate versonalitv all its own.

Given the dialectical nature of the archetypes, the

projection of these prinordial inaqes “contain not only all

the fine and qood things that hunanity has ever thought and

felt, but the worst infanies and devilries of which nen have

been capable."¤°° If the archetype is not nediated, made

conscious or recoqnized by the individual, the archetype

seizes the psyche with a kind of prineval force causinq

°°
Ibid., p. 70.

¤¤¤ Ibid.
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exaqqeration, psychic inflation, loss of free will,

delusions, and enthusiasn in qood and evil alike.¤¤¤ As Junq

noted:

Possession by an archetvpe turns a nan into a flat
collective fiqure, a nask behind which he can no
lonqer develop as a hunan beinq, but becones
increasinqly stunted.¤¤2

When a person beqins to recoqnize an archetypal presence

within, he or she is able to inteqrate its contents.

Bstablishinq such a relation to the archetvpes (that is

owninq the content), enables an individual to withdraw the

adverse proiections that are made fron the unconscious onto

other persons.

The·Anina and Aging; Arshesznes
The anina and the aninus are archetvpal fiqures of

particular siqnificance within the human psvche. They forn

a bridqe between the conscious and unconscious since they

belonq on the one hand to individual consciousness while

beinq on the other hand rooted deep within the collective

unconscious. I will exanine these archetvpes in sone detail

because they provide an excellent illustration of the

psvche's dialectical structure and conpensatory nature.

Furthernore, in this dissertation I contend that the

¤¤¤ Ibid., p. 71.

¤¤2 Ibid., p. 23ß.
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rational orqanization threatens the feelinq side of life by

suppressinq the aniaa and elevatinq the aninus.

Consequentlv, a thorouqh conprehension of these two

archetvpes is important to a full understandinq of the

dissertation arqunent.

The anima stands for the feminine elenent within a man,

while the aninus stands for the nasculine within a woman.

Given the archetvpal foundation of the anima and the aninus,

the anina mav be defined as a result of all of the

experiences of man with woman that have been pased down

throuqh the aqes. Likewise, the aninus mav be defined as

oriqinatinq from all of the experiences of woman with man.

These contrasexual fiqures, existinq within the unconscious

psvche, are complexes that function in a conpensatory way to

the outer personalitv. In other words, the anina and

animus, behavinq as if thev were inner personalities,

contain characteristics that are not nanifest in the outer

conscious personalitv. These archetvpal complexes affect

all relations with the opposite sex. Consistent with the

polaristic structure of the whole human psvche, the anina

and animus are opposites that stand in tension to the

conscious personalitv. Also, consistent with the polaristic

structure of the psyche, the anina and animus archetypes

contain both neqative and positive uualities. Behavinq as a
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separate inner personalitv, these couplexes interfere in the

life of the individual; sonetines this is helpful, while at

other tiues it is disturbinq, if not actuallv destructive.

I will further outline the character of these two inportant

archetvpal conplexes below.

I will beqin this discussion bv outlininq the nature

and source of the unconscious pro1ections from the anina and

aninus, and then discuss their effects upon relationships

with the opposite sex.

_ The male and female represent contrastinq opposites.

As we approach and attenvt to relate to a neuber of the

opposite sex there is a stranqeness, a definite unlikeness.

The attraction between the sexes is based in part on this

pull of opposites. uutual understandinq between the sexes

would not be possible if it were not for the existence of

the contrasexual elenent within each of us.*°* The man's

anina is characterized bv the feminine principle of eros:

feelinq, enotion, relatedness, and at its hiqhest level of

uanifestation, as the uale's soul iuaqe. It is the anina

that enables a man to form a ueaninqful relationship with a

woman. The fe¤ale's animus corresponds to the nale

principle of loqos and it enables a woman to develop her

thinkinq and intellectual capacity. At its hiqhest level

¤°3 Hardinq, Tgg—*;¤,ggg·Tgg-“ggg;g¤, p. 101·102.
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the aninus acts as a spiritual quide to the wonan's

development. These inner fiqures, the anina and the aninus,

are personified and proiected to menbers of the opposite

sex. These inner inaqes nay also appear in dreans,

fantasies, or visions, and Junq discovered then in ancient

nyth, fairytales, poetry, literature, and art forns. Por

exanple, the anina receives attention in Rider Haqgards

novels She, The Return of She, and Iisdon's Dauqhter, and in

Benoits L'Atlantide.!°* Since the anina and aninus

archetvpes are inbedded within the collective unconscious,

nuch further fron conscionsness than the shadow conplex,

they are realized with relative difficulty.¤¤5

Three sources qive rise to the anina and aninus and to

their special characteristics. In turn, the anina and

aninus function in life in ways that correspond to these

sources.*°•

The first source enanates fron the personal experiences

that a person has had with menbers of the opposite sex. The

nost inportant persons are the nother for a nale and the

father for a fenale. These parental fiqures have enornous

influence, nouldinq an individual's attitude and

v-
1°5 Juuq, Aigg, p. 10.

‘°‘
H¤Fdi¤¤• I§§·"I" Qßé Ing ”§Q§:1"• ¤¤• T0“·T72•
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expectations reqardinq nembers of the opposite sex

throuqhout life.¤°'

The second source that qives rise to the anina and

aninus stem from the latent sexual characteristics of the

individual's qene structure. Consequently, we find feninine

elenents within the man's psyche and male elenents within

the fenale psyche. Therefore, a nale holds a linited

capacity for feminine attitudes and a fenale holds a limited

capacity for nale attitudes.¤°•

The third source fron which the anina and aninus

acquire their characteristics is from the collective

archetypal inaqes of the fenale and male that are inherited

fron the knowledqe of the ancestors. This source lies deep

within the psyche and appears as an inner inaqe in the form

of a “soul inaqe“. Because they are archetypes they can not

be delinited conpletely, they can be described only to the

extent that they have been nanifested in consciousness.

Because the anina and aninus are archetvpes they contain a

numinous quality. Consequently, when proiected upon a

¤°7 In addition to the nother, a nan°s sisters and female
friends also help to shape his imaqe of wonan. For a
woman, brothers and male friends influence her inaqe of
the male. The inaqe of the opposite sex which is
partially derived from human experience, is in turn
proiected to real persons in the outer world.

!°¤ However, a male has sone idea of how a wonan feels
because of the presence of his own anima, and a wonan
has a correspondinq feelinq because of her own aninus.
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nenber of the opposite sex they exert a stronq fascination

for that particular person.*°9 Further, qiven the archetypal

structure of the anina and aninus, they exist as systens of

readiness for action. Consequently, unless the person is

aware of her or his own archetypal foundation, once

pro1ected, the anina or the aninus, will produce a typical

involuntary reaction. The word possession (by the

archetype) pay be used here if the person loses conscious

control of his or her own reactions to the proiection.

Unconscious proiections hold a particular intensity and

nuninosity when two people fall in love. However, as is the

case with the shadow, proiections from the unconscious pay

present a distorted view of the world, and as noted by Enna

Junq, an individual can never live up to an archetypal

inaqe. This is particularlv so the nore individual a person

is, because individuality is really the opposite of an

archetype, for what is individual is not typical.¤¤° If the

person nakinq the proiection is particularly averse to his

or her own unconscious then the anina or aninus will work

¤°9 In keepinq with the dialectical nature of the
archetypes, the effect of these unconscious proiections
on interpersonal relationships can be either positive or
neqative dependinq on individual histories,
circunstances, and the extent of the persons own
consciousness relative to his or her inner life.

¤¤° Emma Junq, ggiggg ggg Aging, (New York: The Analytical
Psycholoqy Club, 1957. Reprint ed., Zurich: Sprinq
Publications, 1978)• p. I1.
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neqatively so that what is undesirable will appear as

desirable.

I will now examine the conpensatory functions of the

anina and aninus, and the effects that becone manifest when

either the aniua or aninus possess or take over the eqo

causinq an inbalance within the hunan psyche and

personality. I will beqin with a discussion of the aninus

within a woman and follow with a discussion of the anina

within a man.

As noted previouslv, the inner anina and animus fiqures

compensate the outer personality. That is, they exhibit

characteristics which are lackinq in the outer, conscious

personality. Cousequently, when a person pro1ects the

contrasexual inaqe onto another, specific activities are

also pro1ected which the person nakinq the proiection

expects the other to carry out. As Emsa Junq has noted:

...so that a nan to whon the aninus inaqe has been
transferred is expected to take over all the
functions that have remained undeveloped in the
woman in question, whether the thinkinq function,
or the power to act, or responsibility toward the
outside world. In turn, the wonan upon whou a man
has proiected his anina nust feel for him, or nake
relationships for hin,...***

If an individual is to obtain wholeness, then the

weaker contrasexual elenent must be inteqrated with the

total personality and Self. This aspect is consistent with

*** Ibid., p. 10.
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the dialectical structure of the hunan psyche in qeneral.

In addition, since the anima and aninus are archetypes, they

contain both a neqative and a positive side, therefore,

neither side can be qotten rid of. Each side of the

archetype exists only in relation to its opposite and the

tension between the correspondinq sides provides the enerqy

that sustains the life process. If a person is to achieve

wholeness, an individuated state, then the neqative side

must be recoqnized and a conscious relationship must be

established to it in order to achieve a healthy balance.

The animus represents the aasculine nature inherent

within a woman. As noted previouslv, the contrasexual

element is always the inferior, or less developed, function.

The developed, superior function, within a woman is of

course, the feninine which represents above all, eros.

Consequently, a woman's creative powers find their

expression in the developnent of relationships. This

feuinine sphere is obviously of a personal nature where

human feelinq is of primary siqnificance. The feninine

beinq is also characterized as a more elemental natural

beinq. She is more inner directed, receptive and conncected

to the unconscious, than is the male. Her consciousness,

however, in contrast to the ¤ale's, is sonewhat dimned or

diffused which provides her with the ability to becone aware

of that which is obscure.
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The nasculine function within a woman is characterized

by the principle of loqos or knowledqe and nind. The loqos

function in a aan, in contrast to the eros of the wonan, is

inpersonal and objective. It is a very focused

conscionsness directed more toward the external world, where

obiectivitv, reasonableness, keen discernuent and rational

discrinination are prinary features. Consistent with the

loqos function within the male, a wouan with a positive

relation to her aninus will possess a capacity for

reflection, deliberation and self knowledqe.**2 The aninus

is her urqe for action, capacity for 1udqnent and

discrinination. Individuation, or wholeness of the

personality cannot be achieved unless a woman inteqrates at

least a ninimun of assertiveness and independent reasoninq,

nakinq it her own.**2 The aninus, when it is positively

related, acts to conpensate the purelv feninine aspect of a

woman•s personality and psyche.

When the aninus is functioninq at its hiqhest level, it

is a supra—personal entity; a soul quide and helpful

qenius.*** In its hiqhest forn, the aninus is the "liqht

bearer" who leads the woman throuqh her own individuation

**2 Junq, gigg, p. 16.

**= ¤hit¤¤¤t- Tee·§1se2lie Qeess• ¤- 213-

*** E¤¤¤ J¤¤¤- leises eee leise- ¤- 39-
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process in the quest for the realization of her own nature

and individual human destiny. It is the qenius or ”liqht

bearer" that helps a woman develop a spiritual attitnde,

discover and understand the meaninq of her life.

If a woman has a positive relation to her aniwus, she

nay be characterized as active, enerqetic, brave, and

forceful. But where the inteqration has failed, and a wonan

has a neqative relation to her aninus she becones over-

enerqetic, ruthless, brutal, and aqqressive. In the

precedinq, nasculine behavior has in effect overrun and even

suppressed the femine, in the words of Enma Junq, the female

becomes a Man·wo¤an.**5

As noted repeatedlv, consistent with the bipolar

structure of the human psyche, the archetvpes always contain

a positive and neqative side. The description of the

individuated woman above reflects a positive archetypal

influence, likewise, the description of the Man-wonan

reflects a neqative archetvpal influence. In the latter,

the animns literally possesses the woman, and that which

should function as a quide to her inner inteqration instead

supresses all that is naturally feminine, and the inferior

nasculine element is thrust outside of her so to speak.**5

**5 Ibid., p. Q.

**5 This situation is particularlv detrinental to the
establishment and maintenance of personal relationships.
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While the Han-woman described bv Emma Junq nanifests an

oyerdevelopment of the nasculine principle, a woman nav also

experience an underdeveloped relationship to her aninus. In

this instance, the woman suffers fron an undeveloped power

of discrimination and an inabilitv to think critically. She

is ”ru1ed bv preconceived notions, pre1udices and

expectations, is doqnatic, arqumentatiwe and

overqeneralizinq.“*17 The inferior thinkinq function of the

woman who is possessed bv the animns is qenerally

characterized as consistinq of 1udqments, and pre1udiced

opinions.

Another important way the underdeveloped aninus

expresses itself is in nakinq 1udq¤ents. Here, due to the
‘

wonan's undeveloped power of discrinination, she may accept

both valuable and worthless ideas with the sane enthusiasn

”because anvthinq suqqestive of mind inpresses her

enormouslv and exerts an uncannv fascination.”**• In fact,

anythinq suqqestive of loqos (mind, words) holds a nuninous

quality for woman. This is due to the archetypal structure

of the aninus, as all archetvpal phenonenon carrv a nuninons

When the aninus is in1ected into a relationship instead
of feelinq, opinions replace hunan reaction and
understandinq, thus makinq relationship difficult or
inpossible.

1*7 Ibid., p. 201.

11¤ nama Junq, hnigns and Ani!2• ¤·*5·
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quality.119

A woman nust cone to terms with the animus and her

loqos tendencies if she is to becone fully individuated.

The animus is an archetype, and consistent with the

polaristic structure of the psyche, its neqative aspects

cannot be qotten rid of. The archetvpe beinq dialectical,

contains both positive and neqative elenents and the tension

that relates the two is the source of enerqv for the life

process. Consequently, a wonan must create a place for the

aninus in her life if she is not to be overwhelned by its
i

unconscious enerqy. Enna Junq has noted that animus

possession within a woman is the result of payinq too little

attention to the intellectual loqos tendency within her.

She noted:

119 whether a woman is possessed by an underdeveloped or
overdeveloped animus, the most characteristic neqative
nanifestation of the animus comes in the form of words
(loqos also neans words). Typically, it is an inner
voice which comments on every situation a woman finds
herself in. First, it comes in the form of critical and
neqative comments that relate to one's every movement.
This criticalness destroys the wonan's confidence and
iniative. Secondly, the animus voice issues constant
commands, prohibitions, and qeneral rules of behavior
applicable for any situation. If a woman is unable to
consciously inteqrate the nasculine principle to her
personality, an animus possession frequently develops
that qives rise to depression, qeneral dissatisfaction,
and a loss of interest in life.

Emma Junq, gn;gus~and—gg;gg, p.13.
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...the possibility of spiritual functioning is not
taken np by the conscious nind, the psvchic energy
intended for it falls into the unconscious, and
there activates the archetype of the animus.
Possessed of the energy that has flowed back into
the unconscious, the aninus figure becones
autonomous, so powerful, indeed, that it can
overwhelm the conscious ego, and thus finally
doninate the whole personalitv.¤2°

What nust the woman undertake in order to integrate

appropriately the aniuus to her Self? The first stage is

beconing conscious of its existence and learning to

discrininate between the animus and one's own personality.

It nust be possible for the wonan to discriminate the

negative “voices“ of the animus from herself. She must talk

back to it, so to speak, before the animus can be

transforned into a helpmate thereby releasing its energy for

positive purposes. Secondly, some forn of activity of an

obiective, practical sort correspondinq to the masculine

entity represented by the animus is helpful. In addition,

the aninus can help a woman qain knowledge and a nore

inpersonal and reasonable way of looking at things. While

it is essential for the feminine personal feeling approach

to hold its position in personal relationships, a wonan's

own masculine side can help her understand a man thus aiding

her in the field nost peculiarly her own, that of

relationship.*2¤ Establishing a right relationship to the

¤2¤ Ibid., p. 6.
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animus anounts to relatinq to feninine and nasculine

opposites; eros versus loqos, personal versus iupersonal,

feelinq versus thinkinq.

It is noted that in addition to beconinq conscious of,

and inteqratinq her aninus, a wo¤an‘¤ust also become aware

of the anina inaqe that she has held for the male. If a

woman is to becone fully individuated, she must find her

true Self and act fron within her own sense of beinq in

contrast to actinq out an imaqe that has been proiected onto

her.

In contrast to the inner connective quality of eros and

wonan's cousciousness, male consciousness is characterized

by discrimination and coqnition associated with loqos. In

qeneral, the loqos or nasculine principle is characterized

by that which is directed toward the outside, both fron a

psychic and cultural or worldly standpoint. It is conscious

rationality, focused thinkinq and awareness, inpersonality,

obiectivity, and aqqressiveness. Above all, the nasculine

principle is associated with conscious rationality, that

which the hunan mind can know in a very concrete way. In

short, nasculine loqos is all that which the purely feninine

is not. The contrasexual conponent of the ¤ale's psyche,

the aniua, beinq that which is essentially feninine within

*2* Ibid., p. 39.
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man, complements the nasculine principle and is the tediator

between his consciousness and the unconscions. It is
”she“

who mediates, or provides the cotpletent to the one-

sidedness of the conscious mind. 'She* is the source of

life as life, to the life of the instincts, the life of

earth, of emotionality, directed toward people and

thinqs.122 However, when the neqative anita is constellated,

or takes form, within the male psvche “she* entanqles hit in

relationships, takes it difficult or impossible for hit to

relate at all. Ultitately, the cotpulsive involvetent urqe

characteristic of anita *possession* may interfere with that

which is most innate to man, his rationalitv and ability to

cotprehend.123

Consistent with the dialectical, bipolar structure of

the psyche, the anina as an archetvpe possesses a neqative

and positive side. In its positive tanifestation, the anita

is responsible not only for tan°s connectedness and his

ability to relate but is responsible for his creative life

force. As previously noted the anita tediates between nan's

unconscious and conscious sides. The desire and yearninq

for new undertakinqs is felt first in the unconscious

feninine. Prior to consciousness, the strivinq for

*2* ¤hit¤¤¤t• Ihe·§1¤.h21is·Qus§1=.• ¤- 189-
123 Ibid., p. 210.
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sonethinq new and different is nsnallv expressed in the foru

of an emotional stirrinq, an inpulse, or an unexplainable

nood.*2* These reactions are transnitted to consciousness

throuqh the anina. In this way, the anina functions as a

sort of lookinq qlass for a man, to reflect his thouqhts,

desires, and enotions, to becone aware of thinqs which have

been hidden in his unconscions.*2$ In its neqative

nanifestation, however, the anina nav not function in a

nanner that leads to qreater self knowledqe, but nay distort

the true inaqe of the aan. For exanple, the mirror *she*

holds up nav flatter the uan°s vanitv or sentinental self—

pity.*26 A wonan who has unconsciouslv received and accepted

a •an's anina pro1ection will hold his self·nirror for hin,

reflectinq his own self inaqe, whatever that nav be, back to

hin.

The nore unconscious a man is of his anina, the more he

will tend to respond to emotional situations with autonatic

Q

reflex like reactions. In other words, the male response

will be purelv unconscious and archetvval. Since the anina

represents the underdeveloped or inferior side of nan's

fnnctioninq psvche, he is least able to respond

*2* E¤¤¤ J¤¤¤• leises é§@‘A£i!§• ¤- 52—

*25 Ibid., p. 65.

*26 Ibid.
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appropriatelv in situations callinq for emotional or

instinctual responses. Instead of realizinq what his

enotions are and respondinq consciouslv with his feelinqs,

he attempts to react with reason and his conscious mind.

Then, without beinq aware of it, because he is unable to

channel his feelinqs, he falls into a mood.*2* Lack of a

positive relation to the anina typicallv nanifests itself in

all sorts of compulsive noodiness, self·pitv.

sentimentality, depression, broodinq, withdrawal, fits of

passion, overseusitivitv, or effeminancv.*2°

If a man is to free hinself from an anina possession

that nanifests itself in depression, uoodiness, poor

relationships, and ultinately a freezinq of his own

intellectual creativitv, then he must consciously deal with

"her“ presence. Otherwise the autonomv of the anina

archetvpe will continue to disturb relations. Consequently,

as part of the individuation process, the process of

becominq whole, the personal aspect of the anina nust be

inteqrated into a ¤an's conscious personalitv. This amounts

*2* ¤hit¤¤¤t- Ihe·§xnhQlis Quest- ¤- 190-
*2•

Further, when the neqative anima is constellated within
the male psvche she entanqles him in relationships,
nakinq it difficult or impossible for him to relate at
all. For example, caste under a neqative spell, it is
tvpical for the anina possessed male to be unable to
either love or leave the woman with whom he is
@¤t¤¤¤l@d- 1¤hit¤¤¤¤- Ehe §zahQ1;s·9nss;• ¤- 195-)
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to beinq able to distinquish the negative and positive

'voices" of the anima and their effects, fron the conscious

ego- It does not nean surrendering nasculinity, but

grantinq a certain space to the feninine which is a part of

any nan's being-12* As with the fena1e's aninus, the anina

cannot be qotten rid of- 'She* insists on being considered,

and if neglected will nanifest herself neaatively- Her

positive side, however, nay becone nanifest
”by

recoqnizinq

and realizinq the eros, the principle of relationship, which

means that he not only becones aware of his feelinq, but

nakes use of it, because to create, and especially to

preserve, a relationship, a value indqnent (which is what

feelinq is) cannot be dispensed with-*139 Once the feninine

elenent has been incorporated into consciousness, the anina

will cease to entangle the nan in his relationships and

begin to provide then with shape-131 Ihitnont notes, by

recognizing and accepting the anina as an inherent part of

nan's personality *she“ nay be transforned into a positive

ally:

By paying attention to her unpredictable reactions
one can discover what one°s real enotions happen
to be, regardless of will and intent. Such
awareness transforns blind enotions into qenuine

1** E¤¤¤ J¤¤¤• éninns and Aging. ¤. 81.
13¤ Ibid., p- 81-

*31 Ibid-
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feelinqs, opens the door to the soul, to the
inteqration of spontaneity, sensitivity,
receptivity, adaptability and warnth, but also to
the assinilation of aqqressiveness and the
inferior function, hence of the ability to see the
other person as he or she really is.*32

The precedinq provides an imaqe of an inteqrated and

balanced nale psyche. Just as the aninus compensates the

purely feninine eros principle within a woman, the anina

conpensates and balances the purelv nascnline loqos

principle within the aan.

The inteqration of the anina into the nale's conscious

personality has a siqnificance beyond the individual's

personal relationships and innediate life sphere. Fear of

the anina historically and collectively has led not only to

the deqradation of wonen, but to the over nasculinization of

society in qeneral.*** One exanple can be drawn fron our

natural environnent, where the nasculine intellectual

viewpoint dominant in our era of science and technoloqy, has

led to the exploitation of nature.**• However, as Enna Jnnq

notes, when the anina, which represents elenental nature

within aan, is recoqnized and inteqrated a chanqe in

attitude toward the feninine occurs which brinqs with it a

**2 Ebitlaat- I§§”§1!h9li§ Quest- ¤- 199-
133 Ibid., p. 200.

*** Ewa Ewa- .A;¤.in.¤§·y.=¢1—„Aa.;,aa• ¤- 81-
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due reverence for our natural environment.*3$ Many other

Junqians have also observed the disquietinq effects,

throuqhout society, of nan's failure to inteqrate the

feninine element. The inbalance reflected in the

suppression of the feelinq side and an undue concentration

on the rational side is expressed collectively in nob

psycholoqy and nass psychoses as a conpulsive anina

invasion.*3* This will be discussed nore specifically in the

fifth and sixth chapters.

In conclnsion, the anina and aninus are archetypal

fiqures of particular siqnificance within the hunan psyche.

Consistent with the dialectical structure of the psyche,

these archetypes contain both a neqative and a positive side

that cannot be elininated but can be inteqrated if nade

conscious. Also consistent with the dialectical structure

of the psyche, these archetypes are conplexes that function

in a conpensatory way to the outer personality. In other

words, the anina and the aninus, behavinq as if they were

inner personalities, contain characteristics that are not

nanifest in the outer personality, but which are essential

for any individua1's psychic balance.

*35 Ibid.

*3* Ibid.
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These archetypes hold a particular siqnificance since

they form a bridqe between the conscious and unconscious.

They belonq on the one hand to individual consciousness

while beinq on the other hand rooted deep within the

collective unconscious. Consequentlv, if the contents of

the anina and aninus are made conscious, they act to uediate

or provide a balance between the inherent individual and

collective polarities.

Possession by the anina or aninus anounts to a loss of

true individuality and a total identification with the

collective unconscious in its neqative forn. This has

adverse consequences, not only for the individual in his or

her relatiouships, but for the society in qeneral. For

exanple, in western society an inbalance exists between the

uasculine and feuinine Drinciple. As nen are unable to

recoqnize and relate to their own aniua, and as women tend

to identify with that which is exclusively masculine leavinq

their own fenininity behind, society is increasinqly

characterized as lackinq coupassion. Since psychic enerqy

cannot be obliterated, such an inbalance nay result in

severe consequences. The nore one—sided the disequilibriun,

the more severe the consequences will be.
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HEIEQIHQQAIIQEThe

Self is the central archetvve where all other

archetypes converqe and neet, a kind of central point to

which everythinq is related and arranqed. It is the center

of the total personalitv which is forned by two inconqruous

but conplenentary halves; the conscious eqo and the

archetypal unconscious. As noted previously, the totality

of the psvche is cowprised of the conscious eqo, the

personal unconscions or the shadow, and the archetypal world

of the collective unconscious. Within the boundary of the

total psyche, once the unconscious has been recoqnized and

inteqrated with the conscious eqo, the center of the total

personality shifts fron the eqo to a focal position between

the conscious and the unconscious. This focal position is

the Self. However, it must be noted that the Self is really

a paradox. *It is sinultaneonsly the center and the

circunference of the circle of totality."*¤' The Self

contains the eqo and vet they are separate. In other words,

while the individual wust nake a careful distinction between

the eqo and the Self, as wore and more unconscious contents

are assinilated to the eqo, the closer the eqo is

approxinated to the Self. The siqnificance of this will be

*37 Edward F. Edinqer, §gg—ggg~grchgtgge, (Baltimore, Hd.:
Penquin Books, 1972)• ¤. 6.
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discussed later.

The inteqration of the conscious and unconscious sides

of the total psyche, wherein a new center of the personality

is established, is referred to as individuation. It is a

realization of an individual's true Self; one's qenuine

uniqueness, a process by which a person becones a separate

unity or whole, a cominq to terns with the inner center.

Individuation is a process, not a realized qoal. It is

an unendinq spiral where each new level of inteqration nust

subnit to further transfornation if any further developaent

is to proceed.¤3• Given the dialectical structure of the

hunan psyche, the individuation process cannot culninate in

a concrete realized qoal. The archetypes contain both a

positive and neqative aspect and it is not possible to

elininate either side of the structure. Psychological

enerqy is indestructible, and the tension that relates the

two antithetical sides of any archetypal structure is the

source of enerqy for the life process itself. The

archetypes sinply cannot be transcended for each contains

its own neqation. However, throuqh the process of

individuation, self knowledqe increases and one is able to

withdraw the proiections fron the unconscious that have been

cast upon others. In this aanner, the contents of the

¤3•
Ibid., p. 96.
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collective unconscious are inteqrated to the Self and the

influence ou the eqo personalitv is co¤siderable.*39 That

is, sources of unconscious enerqv that were previously

destructive becone available to the individual for more

constructive purposes. Belatinq to the archetypal fiqures

of the unconscious in a couscious wav wediates their

destructiveness and solicits their cooperation. However,

this is not to suqqest that the neqative aspects of an

archetvpe can be elininated. This is not possible. The

individuation process is a coutinual process, not a realized

qoal.

The individuation process anounts to a qradual

uufoldinq of a person°s oriqinal potential whole¤ess.*•¤

Because a perso¤'s potential vholeness is latent in the

unconscious, the individuation process anounts to a

svnthesis, a weavinq toqether, of that which already exists.

Consequentlv, the individuation process nav be referred to

as a compulsiou to become what one alreadv is.*•* In order

to conprehend this ueaninq, as well as the paradoxical

nature of the Self which suqqests that the eqo and Self are

separate and vet one, it is necessary to return to a

*39 Junq, gigg, p. 23.
*•° J¤¤¤• ;!‘.v.e·§§§a1§«Q.2-—.A2a;1s.i<;a;—·.R§6!„<;h2ä„e¤1• P- *19-

* ** —;g¤;¤• The hasheixaes-„a.a<1—·.Lhe-·.§21iast„;x2·.H@.saa§si22.$.• P-
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discussion reqardinq the evolution or foruation of the eqo.

In the first half of life the eqo develops throuqh a

proqressive separation between the eqo and the Self; whereas

the second half of life requires a simultaneous union and

surrender of the eqo to the Se1f.**2 In the beqinninq of

life, the infant is born into oriqinal unconscious wholeness

and oneness with life. This anounts to a state of

inflation, where the latent eqo is in complete

identification with the Self.
“It

is a state in which

sonethinq small (the eqo) has arroqated to itself the

qualities of somethinq larqer (the Self) and hence is blown

up beyond the limits of its proper size.***3 Since the Self

represents the totality of beinq, in such a state of

inflation the eqo experiences itself as a deity.*** Numerous

lesser exanples of human inflation, where an attenpt is made

to live out an attribute of a deitv. nay also be cited. Por

exanple,
“any

desire that considers its own fulfillnent the

central value transcends the reality limits of the eqo and

**2 Edi¤¤er• Es2·ané A;2hesz2e• ¤- 5-
**3 [bid., p. 7.

*** uany psycholoqical difficulties that occur later in life
may be traced to residues of the early inflated state.
For example the common delusion of the insane that one
is Christ or Napoleon is explained as a reqression back
to the infantile state where the eqo is wholly
idenäified with the Self. (Edinqer, ggg—ggg-Archetgge,
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hence is assuminc attributes of the transpersonal

powers.“1** Common exanples include spells of anqer where an

attenpt is made to force and coerce one•s environment, the

urce to venceance, and power notivation of all kinds.1** As

Edinqer notes, omnipotence is implied whenever one operates

out of a power motive. “Intellectual riciditv which

attenpts to equate its own private truth or opinion with

universal truth is also inflation. It is the assumption of

owniscience."1*7 Arbitrary pronouncements of the aninus and

the sullen resentwents of the anima possessed man also

anount to states of inflation.

It is apparent frou the precedinq that as the eco

evolves naturallv alonq side the qradual developnent of

conscious awareness, it is essential for healthy naturation

that the eco and the Self be separated. It is equallv

evident that if an individual is to realize his or her own

potential wholeness, as adult life natures, it is essential

that a union be formed between the eco and the Self. The

Self, however, is a true paradox, and as nore and nore

unconscious contents are assimilated to the eco, that is,

the closer the approxination of the eco to the Self, the

1*5 Ibid., p. 15.

1** Ibid., pp. 1ß, 15.

1*7 Ibid., p. 15.
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nore inevitable inflation of the eqo becomes. Individuation

is a never endinq process, a spiral where each new level of

inteqration results in sone inflated identification of the

eqo with the Self, which nust then be transforned, if any

further development is to proceed.

In nore concrete terns, the individuation process

anounts to ”becominq an independent personality who is

(relatively) free fron the donination of the parental

archetypes and independent of the supportive structures of

the social environ¤ent."¤•• Generallv, then, two thinqs nust

happen in order to inteqrate the two contradictory sides of

the personality. First, the person must deal with the

collective influence of the Dersona in order to establish

his or her own independent values. As noted previously, all

persons nust accept sone set of connonly accepted standards

within the society in order to survive. Furthernore, the

archetypal structure of the psyche contains both an

individual and a collective part. Consequentlv, there is no

escapinq the collective influence. However, if a person is

to achieve a balanced and healthy state, as he or she

becones more nature the collective nust qive sway to his or

her own unique individuality. As Junq puts it, the false

¤••
Violet Straub deLaszlo, Introd. to C.G. Junq, gsgggg ggg
Sygggl, ed. Violet S. deLaszlo, (Garden City, New York:
Anchor Books, 1958). D. xxix.
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trappinqs of the persona nust be divested, for the persona

can be entirely dissolved in the collective.*•° Since

consciousness deviates from its archetypal instinctual

foundations, it finds itself in opposition to the

unconscious.¤5° Consequently, the second requirenent for the

successful inteqratiou of the personality requires a

conscious recoqnition of the influence of the unconscious on

the life of the individual. As Junq uuts it, the suqqestive

power of the prinordial inaqes nust be divested. In other

words, the influence of the collective unconscious nust he

recoqnized, particularly in our relationships to other

people. Here it is especially inportant to becone aware of

the personal shadow, the anina or aninus, and the influences

of the parental archetypes. One cannot becoue whole unless

he or she lives in harnony with the unconscious. However,

it needs to be enphasized that the individuation process

cannot alter the oriqinal hereditarv disposition. Rather,

the trauscendent function of the human psvche transforns the

attitude of the individual toward one's self and his or her

unique situation in life. For example, while the individual

who is sunk into the uncouscious, and who is unaware of the

effect of the unconscious on his or her own life, tends to

*•° J¤¤¤• Its Essays Q2 ttsl!tisal«£szstslsqz• PP- 17¤„ 289-

Its tststxnss std tts ssttsstxghs ttsstsststs P-
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identify with the unconscious and let the noods come as they

will, the individuated person assunes responsibility, not

for her or his noods, but for the attitude toward the noods.

Since the unconscious is a dialectical structure and beyond

the control of the individual, a person cannot be directly

responsible for the occurrence of noods. However, the

individual can take an attitude toward his or her noods, can

establish a relation to then, and in so doinq affect the

direction in which he or she noves.*5* Ihat is required is a

noral attitude of conscious reflection rather than an

attitude of defeat and unconscious identification with the

nood.

It is essential to keep in mind that the human psyche

is a dialectical structure and that a balance between the

conscious and unconscious sides of the personality must be

naintained. The opposites are always paired, one is never

separated fron the other, and each contains its own

antithesis. Consequently, neither the unconscious nor the

conscious can be disnissed, and they cannot form a whole

when one of then is suppressed by the other. As Junq notes:

Consciousness should defend its reason and protect
itself, and the chaotic life of the unconscious
should be qiven the chance of havinq its way too —

as auch of it as we can stand. This means open
conflict and open collaboration at once.*52

*5* Hardinq, p. 286.
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Individuation then, is a process or course of development

arisinq out of conflict between the two inconqruous halves

of the total personality.¤$¤ In this reqard, it is essential

to keep in sind that the tension between any two paired set

of opposites, once brouqht to conscionsness, can only be

reconciled throuqh sysbolic seans. A synbol conveys livinq,

subiective neaninq and acts to release and transforn psychic

enerqy. Neither side of a paired opposite can be qotten rid

of, and only a sysbol can unite heteroqeneous or

incossensurable factors in a sinqle isaqe. As Junq

observed, there is no recipe for the individuation process,

”it is an irrational life-process which expresses itself in

definite sysho1s.”*$* It is only throuqh sysbols that the

union of the conscious and unconscious are reconciled, and

out of this union enerqe new situations and conscious

attitudes.*$5

In addition to the dialectical structure of the husan

psyche, it is isportant to keep in sind the fundasental

irrational nature of the unconscious and the individuation

process. In other words, the transfornation process cannot

*52 gggq, ggg»Arghetggg§—ggg;thg—Cgg}eggigg—gng0a§cieus, p.

AS! Ibid.

¤5•
Ibid., p. 289.

¤5$ Ibid.
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be initiated bv will. The conscious nind cannot influence

the unconscious, the ego cannot assinilate the contents of

the unconscious because the unconscious is unconscious.!$‘

The unconscious cannot think, it is not a product of

rational reflection, rather, the unconscious creates an

inage, for exanple in the forn of a drean, nirrors the

conscious situation.¤$' This is a reflection of the

irrational and conpensatory nature of the unconscious.

It nust be enphasized that while the hunan being nay

become conscious and aware of the unconscious, the

archetypes can never be known in their entirety. For

exanple, even if an individual has a fairlv complete picture

of the anina and aninus it does not mean that the depths of

the unconscious have been plunbed.¤$* This sinply cannot be

done, particularly for those archetypes that lie nore deeply

enbedded in the psyche than do the aninus and anina.

If the unconscious cannot be integrated by rationalist

neans, what can be done? von Franz addresses this issue

very succinctly:

15* Ibid., p. 287 and C.G- Jung, et al. ggg ggg ggg
ggggggg, ed. with an introd. by Carl G. Jung (New York:
Dell Publishing, 1960). U. 200.

*57 Jung, pp. 182·183.

*“ ~;g9]¤. Jilzs é.ssl=„s.s12e§·.a.¤;s1·;he·§,<z;ggs@·.I1a„¢.¤..¤.s..¤1;¤.¤.¤.. ¤-
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...to brinq the individuation process into
reality, one uust surrender consciously to the
power of the nnconscious, instead of thinkinq in
terms of what one should do, or of what is
qenerally thouqht riqht,...one uust simply listen,
in order to learn what the inner totality • the
Self - wants one to do here and now in a
particular situation.1$9

The reconciliation, or union of opposites, is a

transcendental function, often experienced hy the individual

in a spiritual way. Consequently, there is no recipe for

the syubolical life. As Jnnq noted it is useless to cast

furtive qlances at the way someone else is developinq, since

each person is a unique beinq he or she has a unique task of

self realization. Consequently, each person has to do

souethinq different, souethinq uniquelv his own.1*° However,

Junq did note important similarities amonq his clients that

illustrate the irrationality of the unconscious. In no case

was the individuation process, or healinq factor, coniured

into existence throuqh purpose and conscious willinq, nor

did he find that it ever corresponded to conscious

expectation.1*1 What was common was the willinqness to

sinply let thinqs happen. However, ironic thouqh it nay be,

this is exactly what people find uost difficult to do. Por

eqo consciousness
”is

forever interferinq, helpinq,

1*** 165-
1** Ibid., p. 167.

1** J¤¤¤„ '£he—§~:<;rst ef the Gelder!-· §1.2!2.1;• ¤- 92-
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correctinq, and neqatinq, and never leaving the simple

qrowth of the psychic processes in peace.“**2 Jung advised

that in order to establish a neaninaful contact with the

unconscious, to establish a relation with it, one nust

practice qivinq free rein to one's unconscious fantasies.**3

That is, when a fraqnent of the unconscious breaks through,

one should observe and concentrate on the fantasy carefully

all the while qivinq it a free rein to develop on its own.

The nethod of getting at the fantasies is different for

different individuals, sone people write then, sone

visualize then, others draw and paint. The nethod used does

not natter, but a diliqent undertakinq of such a fantasy

exercise can be practiced until the cranp in the conscious

nind is released and one can beqin to let things happen.**•

“In
this way a new attitude is created, an attitude which

accepts the non·rational and the inconprehensible, sinply

because it is what is happeninq.“**$

The voice of the unconscious can be heard through a

careful and thouqhtful attention to one's dreans. Dreans

function in a conpensatory nanner to the conscious attitude

**2 Ibid., p. 93.

**3 Ibid.

**•
Ibid., p. 9u.

**5 Ibid.
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or situation and thev also reveal the directinq tendencv for

an individual's pattern of psvchic qrowth and development.

The word compensation means balanciuq or couparinq different

data or points of view in order to produce an adiustment or

correction to some life situation. If the conscions

attitude to the life situation is too one-sided, then the

dreans will compensate for this bv takinq the opposite

side.*** As Junq noted:

As a rule, the uncouscious content contrasts
strikinqlv with the conscions naterial,
particularlv when the conscions attitude tends too
exclusivelv in a direction that would threaten the
vital needs of the individual. The nore one·sided
his conscions is, and the further it deviates fron
the optinum, the qreater becones the possibility
that vivid dreams with a strouqlv contrastinq but
purposive content will appear as an expression of
the self·requlation of the psvche.**7

It should be noted, however, that sinplv havinq a dream that

cowpensates the conscions attitude does not autowaticallv

restore the individual's imbalanced psvche. For this to

happen, the individual must be receptive to the nuconscious

itself. Junq also noted that dreams do not indicate the

appropriate nethod of healinq a particular neurosis.

However, dreans mav illuninate an individual's particular

inpasse. For example, dreams provide an individual with

sufficient insiqht to awaken dormant qualities in the

¤·
7“·

**7 Ibid., p. 39.
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personality, and reveal the unconscious elenent in

relationships.1** A careful observation and exanination of

drean naterial, over a lonq period of time, reveals the

overall direction of a person's psvchic Growth and

development. In other words, dreans reveal the direction of

a person's individuation process. Junq describes the

conpensatory and directinq tendency of dreans in relation to

the iudividuation process as follows:

At first it seens that each conpensation is a
monentarv adiustnent of one·sidedness or an
equalization of disturbed balance. But with
deeper insiqht and experience, these apparently
separate acts of conpensation arranqe thenselves
into a kind of plan. They seen to hanq toqether
and in the deepest sense to be subordinated to a
connon qoal, so that a lonq drean-series no lonqer
appears as a senseless strinq of incoherent and
isolated happeninqs, but resenbles the successiwe
steps in a planned and orderly process of
development. I have called this unconscious
process spontaneously expressinq itself in the
synbolism of a lonq drean-series the individuation
process.1**

In conclnsion, the individuation process or the process

of beconinq whole, requires the inteqration of the total

psyche with the Self. The two conplenentarv sides of the

personality, the conscious and the unconscious, must be

reconciled before an inteqration of the Self can occur. Two

1** C.G- Junq, Qrgans, c.w.ü,8,12,16, Bollinqen Series 20,
trans. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton, §.J.: Princeton
University Press, 197¤)• P. 75.

1*9 Ibid.
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thinqs sust happen in order to inteqrate the two

contradictory sides of the personalitv• First, the

collective influence of the persona sust be dealt with in

order to establish one°s own independent values apart fros

the qeneral society and the parents. Second, there nust be

a conscious recoqnition of the influence of the unconscious

on the life of the individul. Finallv, it cannot be

esphasized enouqh that the process of individuation cannot

be inteqrated by rationalist seans. In other words, the

transforsation process cannot be initiated by will. The

conscious rational sind simply cannot influence the

unconscious. The unconscious is entirely irrational. The

inteqration can only occur bv acknowledqinq and recoqnizinq

the unconscious and then quietly listeninq for the voice of

the qenuine Self.

ääähéßl ·

The husan psyche is couposed of two cosplenentary

sides, the conscious and the unconscious. The conscious

side is constituted by the hunan eqo and nay be explained as

that which is consciously perceived by the eqo. The

relations of the unconscious side of the psyche are not

perceived by the eqo and cannot be known in any absolute

sense.
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The unconscious is further divided into the personal

· unconscious and the collective unconscious. The shadow

personality is constellated, and qiven form, in the personal

unconscious and stands in contradiction to the conscions

personality. Archetypes or prinordial imaqes couprise the

contents of the collective unconscious. Since the

archetypes surpass the limits of consciousness, they cannot

be known coqnitively.

The hunan psyche is a bipolar dialectical structure.

This neans that the psyche is made up of processes whose

enerqy sprinqs from the tension that exists between all

kinds of opposites. It is the tension between the opposinq

forces that create the psychic enerqy that is life qivinq.

In fact, psychic enerqy is dependent upon a pre·existinq

polarity. The dialectical structure of the Dsyche and its

constant tension between the opposites neans that there can

be no position without its own neqation. In other words, an

extrene opposite cannot exist without the other. This

relativizes any absolute position. Given the dialectical

structure of the psyche, all of the archetypes contain a

positive and a neqative side, and it is not possible to

eliuinate either of these sides because psvchic enerqy

cannot be obliterated. However, an acute 0ne·sidedness nay

be created throuqh revression of the archetvual unconscious.
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However, the unconscious will always conpensate the

conscious, and the more one—sided the identification is, the

more danqerous the unconscious reaction will be.

The individuation process is a life lonq process of

beco~ing whole, a realization of an individual's true Self.

It culsinates with an integration of the conscious and

unconscious sides of the total psyche where a new center of

the personality is created. In order for this integration

to occur, it is essential that the individual becose aware

of his or her personal shadow, and the effects of the anisa

and anisus archetypes on the individual's life. It is

essential to keep in sind that the individuation process is

not subiect to rational means. The tension between any two

paired set of opposites, once brought to consciousness, can

only be reconciled through synbolic seans. The

individuation process is an irrational life process,

sosethinq beyond reason that cannot be cosprehended, that

expresses itself synbolically only.

In conclusion, it is apparent that the human psyche is

a very cosplex structure. Its polaristic and dialectical

nature has been stressed throughout this chapter, and is

most easily illustrated in the description of the functions

of the archetypal conplexes which stand as the foundation

stones of the psychic structure. However, the two
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inconqruous halves that fora the totalitv of the psyche also

stand in a bipolar tension one to the other, and 1ust as a

balance must be aaintained between the archetypes of the

collective unconscious in order for a healthy psyche to

obtain, so also aust a balance exist between the conscious

and unconscious sides of the psyche. Neither can exist

without the other, and if we are to aaintain a healthy

existence, then they must also be balanced. Unfortunately,

our modern society appears to be characterized by an over

assertion of the conscious attitude that has repressed

severely the world of the uncouscious. This is spelled out

aore concretely below.

The conscious side of the aind is manifested in the

eqo. It is all that we coapreheud, in western ciwilization,

as reason and rationality. It is analytical understandinq,

directed thinkinq, ob1ectivity, iapersonality, and human

awareuess that deals with the external world. It is the

capacity to isolate part of one's nind to the exclusion of

everythinq else, thereby enablinq concentration upon one

thinq at a tiae.¤'° It is the tendency to nake distinctions

between the opposites as auch as possible and to strive for

sinqleness of neaninq. This is absolutely necessary for

clarity of consciousness, where discriaination is of

¤- 8-
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essence.¤*1 In effect, the reason and rationality of the

conscious nind represents civilized nan•s unique excellence.

It is responsible for our scientific, technoloqical, and

naterial acconplishnent. Further, as Jung noted, "the

conscious nind nust have reason, firstlv to discover sone

order in the chaos of disorderlv individual events occnrring

in the world, and secondlv to create order, at least in

hunan affairs."1*2

The nornal function of the unconscious is to conpensate

the conscious position.1*3 Consequentlv, if the conscious

nind represents rationalitv, order, and focused thinking

then the unconscious is the world of the irrational, chaos,

feeling and experience. The unonscious lies in the realn

of the ineffable where all criteria of reason fail. The

nentality of the unconscious is instinctive: it has no

differentiated functions, it does not think.¤*• It sinply

creates an inaqe that answers the conscious situation, and

is not a product of rational reflection.**5 All unconscious

functions are characterized bv the autonatic character of an

**1 J¤¤¤- §Y.i§.§£i·!.!·2§Qi9i.§§§§iQ£,L§• PP- 333-33*1-
**2 P- *1-
113 aum:. §i§$;QEÄ—}l!2·§2¥iÄ·.9.£§§Ä~92Ä§‘• P- 156-
**• J¤¤¤„ T1;.-z·F„§§..a1;5·9g»§„aal1§,i@a;··£§1s=.hel2s!• PP- 182-183-

1*5 Ibid.
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instinct, Consequently, total subnergence in the

nnconscious endangers the life of the indiyidual.*7*

However, as Jung noted, it is dangerous to identify with

reason alone, for the individual is not and never will be a

creature of reason alone.*77 Junq naintains that life and

fate are not in accord with reason, that they are irrational

or qrounded beyond hunan reason.*7* The influence of the

archetypes of the nnconscious in the lives of all

individuals provide ready evidence that reality is conprised

of as much irrationality as rationality• Unfortunately,

while the hunan ego of consciousness has evolved frou the

dangerous world of complete identification with nnconscious

instinct, modern ciyilization has repressed the irrational

function in nan's psyche and life. As noted throughout this

chapter, it is not possible to obliterate psvchic energy.

Repression of the nnconscious only drives the energy

underground where it attacks surreptitiously from the rear.

uodern civilization is itself a reflection of the imbalance

that now exists within the human usvche. As Junq has noted,

civilization has conplicated the conpensatory function of

*7* C.G. Jung, Bollinqen
Series 20, trans. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1969)• ¤„ 120.

*77 P- 72-
*7* Ihid., p. 49.
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the unconscious.

The nore civilized, the more conscious and
conplicated a man is, the less he is able to
follow his instincts. His conplicated livinq
conditions and the influence of his environnent
are so stronq that they drown the quiet voice of
nature. Opinions, beliefs, theories, and
collective tendencies appear in its stead and back
up all the aberrations of the conscious nind.
Deliberate attention should then be qiven to the
unconscious so that the conpensation can set to
work.*79

It seens apparent that while the conscious rationality

of civilization in fact represents our unique excellence, it

is also our traqic flaw. For exanple, by squashinq all that

does not lend itself to reason and rationality we are unable

to recoqnize the power of the unconscious. Consequently, we

can only experience our own unconscious in the

unconplinentary and illusory proiections that we cast upon

other individuals and even whole societies and nations.

Since we now possess a lethal war technoloqv. which is a

product of our rational ability, our unconscious proiections

could result in the total destruction of all civlization,

nature, and life.

*79 Junq, gigg, pp. 20-21.



CHAPTER III

THE PERSOHA OF ORGAHIZATIONAL RATIONALITY

EHIBQQIJQIIQE ··

In this chapter the persona of orqanizational

rationality is described. It becones evident that this

persona reflects an over assertion of the conscious or

rational attitude. As such, the persona of rationalism

reflects a one·sided, or imbalanced, vision of what the

individual's life within the orqanization should be like.

As noted in chapter one, the individual's persona is a

facade personality that each person is compelled to play in

order to becone an accepted member of society. As such, the

persona reflects a visible siqn of aqreement with the values

of collective society. It is the face that we show to the

world as we attenpt to adapt to collectivized standards.

Simply put, the persona anounts to a list of ”shoulds" that

reflect the canon of dominant values held by a society.

A parallel may be drawn between the concept of the

individual°s persona to the persona of the orqanization.

Followinq the precedinq exanple, the persona of the nodern

113
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orcanization reflects a set of standards that represent what

the orcanization *should" be like. Sinilar to the

individual's persona, these standards are collective. These

are the standards that the individual must adapt to in order

to survive within the collective orcanization.

Before proceedinc further I will illustrate how the

word rational will be used and what it will nean throuqhout

the dissertation. The word rationalitv is essentially

synonynons with eco consciousness. Rationalitv stens from

the conscious side of the hnnan psvche and reflects the

eqo's attempt to create order. The eco is in fact the

rulinc principle of the conscious accordinq to Junq.

Accordinclv, rationalitv is eco centered: it is all that the

eco knows. It represents conscious will and focused

centredness which pernits the individual to hold an ain in

view, to control one's action, to choose a coal and to

determine what is necessary to achieve sone purpose or

value.

In this chapter I illustrate that the persona of

orqanizational rationalitv is essentiallv one—sided since

all of the enphasis is centered in the conscious eco. This

is siqnificant because if all of the enphasis within the

orcanizational settinq is on the conscious side, the life of

the unconscious will be suppressed. Consequentlv, the
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nnconscious will be experienced neqatively, since it isn't

possible to destroy psychic enerqy. It is noted also that

the tendency to become one·sided is inborn in eqo

consciousness because consciousness is linked with the eqo's

need for clarity and preciseness.¤¤¤

I illustrate the persona of orqanizational rationality

by examininq what constitutes the ”ideal" orqanization

structure and decision aakinq process fron the rational

perspective. In the first section of the chapter the works

of Max Weber and the classical theorists will be used to

define the comnonly accepted structure of the modern

orqanization. It is noted that these inportant and

influential theorists take a structural approach to

orqanization theory. That is, the oraanization is viewed as

conprisinq very specific structured phenomenon, such as

qoals, methods of work, and means of control, that shape

behavior for effective performance. A critical

distinquishinq feature of orqanizational rationality is the

presupposition of foresiqhtful action, eaanatinq fron the

eqo's controllinq center, and taken autonomously to achieve

sone specified purpose. The primary characteristics of the

rational persona of the orqanization structure include an

enphasis upon order, authority, control, obiectivity,

¤¤° von Franz, glggggyz An Introduction to the Synbolisn
and the Psycholoqy, p. 156.
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inpersonality, and thinkinq. It is also noted that the

persona of rationalism requires the orqanization nenber to

subordinate her or hinself to the qoals of the organization.

There is no vision of the orqanization nenber as an

individual with an inteqrity of wholeness. Rather, the

orqanization nenber is used for instrunental purposes.

In the second section of this chapter the

orqanizational decision nakinq process will be addressed.

Here it will be observed that a very rational nodel for

decision nakinq has become the ideal analytical process for

decision makinq in the orqanization. This nodel is an

extension of the scientific procedure applied to decision

nakinq. The hallnarks of the rational comprehensive nodel

include clearly defined obiectives, explicit evaluation,

conprehensiveness, and quantification wherever possible. It

will be observed that this nodel is called forth in an

attenpt to provide order on an environment narked by

increasinq uncertainty and conplexity. Similar to the

rational persona of the orqanization structure, rational

decision nakinq also connotes order, control, authority,

ob1ectivity, and coqnition over anythinq reflective of the

unconscious processes.

The persona of orqanizational rationality that flows

fron the rationalist school of orqanization theory and
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decision nakinq is one of order, authoritv, control,

ob1ectiwitv, thinkinq, impersonalitv, and instrunentalisn.

It is a persona that exerts constant pressure upon

orqanizational menbers to be nethodical, ob1ective, and

disciplined, and is intended to eliminate all personalized

relationships and nonrational considerations such as

hostilitv, anxietv, and ewotional involvenents.

In essence, what we will see in this chapter is that

the persona of rationalisn contains a one-sided enphasis

upon the conscious side of the psvche. As we saw in the

first chapter, all of reality is conprised of pairs of

dialectical opposites. Each side contains its own neqation

and neither side can be elininated since psvchic enerqy is

indestructible. Because the suppression of either side of a

paired opposite will result in a neqative manifestation of

its enerqv, it is essential for a balance to be achieved.

The rational orqanization structure represents one end of a

polar opposite; the need for order, obiectivity, security

and stability. The antithesis of this side represents

chaos, instability, feelinq, and the need for freedon. It

is this latter side that is nissinq in the persona of

orqanizational rationality. There is no room for the life

of the unconscions when all of the enphasis is focused

entirely upon the conscious rational side of the human
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psyche. The unconscious is not recoqnized and, therefore,

is not Dernitted to live so that a balance can be achieved

between the two contrastinq sides of the psvche.

I§§· tAII9.§ALl§'£ · §E§§QIEEE 9..13- Hä Q§.§A§l§.AIl9.!

In this section, I use the works of Max Weber and the

classical orqanization theorists to illustrate the rational

persona of the orqanizational structure. I also explore

several other theorists, in the rationalist nould, who

purport to deviate fron the Heberian model in order to

illustrate how the pervasiveness of the concept of

”
orqanizational rationalitv has persisted.

Its §1ss§issL~Itssrisss
It is inportant to note that the work of the classical

theorists was developed within an epistenoloqical franework

that has been equated with the scientific approach of the

natural sciences. Consequently, thev attenpted to develop

qeneral laws that would lead to the developwent of universal

principles that could be applied to orqanizations. The

development of adninistration as a science was leqitinated

bv their notinq that adninistrative effort was directed

toward qettinq thinqs done; with the accouplishnent of

ob1ectives. Consequentlv, the enerqinq “science of
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administration" was construed as the development of a systen

of knowledqe that would enable man to understand

relationships, predict results, and influence outcones

wherever people were ioined toqether to work toward a connon

purpose. The classical theorists also believed that the

principles of administration could be studied as a technical

question and that questions of value could be put aside as

the methods of the exact sciences were used to advance

knowledqe and control in the world of human affairs. The

classical theorists clearly souqht to enulate, with the use

of scientific nethods, what had been advanced with such

success in the natural world. A world that was considered

to be, in the words of Gulick, an “impersonal valueless

world.“ The epistemoloqy of the classical orqanization

theorists, then, was hinqed upon tenets of obiectivity,

neutrality, and an inpersonal stance all in the pursuit of

discoverinq a precise set of principles with which to order

the structure of the orqanization. As we will see these

same tenets become enbedded within the structure of the

rational orqanization itself, tippinq it toward an inbalance

that is made evident by the over assertion of the conscious

attitude.

An exanination of the works of the classical

orqanization theorists does not reveal a uniform set of
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specified principles specifyinq the nost appropriate

orqanization structure.¤*¤ Furthernore, what these authors

construed as a principle of orqanization varied fron author

to author. Sone of the principles were clearly neant to

quide the creation of the orqanization's structure, while

sone of then, particularly in the case of Fayol, anounted to

administrative functions, while sone of the principles were

really nanaqerial concepts. However, despite the wide

ranqinq scope taken by these early theorists, their connon

rational epistenoloqical franework as well as their connon

purpose resulted in a set of unifyinq thenes that rendered

very subtle differences in the principles that they either

developed or propounded. what clearly stands out as the

unifyinq thread and the nost outstandinq feature of the

early classical work is the enphasis upon coordination. In

fact coordination was considered to be the first principle

of orqanization throuqh which all other principles were

contained and becane effective.**Z The adoption of

coordination as the underlyinq principle of orqanization was

¤¤¤ For example, Fayol developed 1H principles, Hooney and
Heiley developed eiqht principles, Urwick, in an attenpt
to reconcile and inteqrate the works of Fayol and Hooney
and Reiley developed eiqht principles, while Gulick's
prinary contribution was 1ust one principle.

¤•2
Janes D. Hooney and Alan C. Beiley, Thg~g;iggiglg§ g§—
gggggigagigg, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1939), p.
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necessary qiven the fractionated work process, or the

division of labor, that lies at the bedrock of the

industrial and administrative work process. Despite the

proliferation of principles, four principles common to

virtually all of the classical theorists became the mainstay
i

of uanaqeaent literature. These four principles are

specialization, hierarchical order, unity of command and/or

direction, and span of control.

Of course, it aust be noted that the early orqanization

theorists did not invent the wheel of modern orqanizational

structure. The division of labor, or specialization,

existed auch earlier than the 20th century. For exaaple,

Mooney and Reiley's work deuonstrates that a hierarchical

authority structure as a aeans of coordination can be found

as far back as the qoverninq institutions of the Greek and

Roman antiquities, and the feudalisa of the Middle Aqes, as

well as in the early church and in ailitary institutions.

In many ways, the work of the earlv orqanization theorists

is really an atteapt to take the commonly accepted

orqanization structure and articulate, or reformulate, that

which was already accepted into a coherent body of

scientific knowledqe.**3

**3 It is interestinq to note that the division of labor, or
specialization, was accepted apriori by all of the
classical theorists. In the words of Payol,
”Specialization belonqs to the natural order; it is
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The principle of hierarchy is the most inportant

principle articulated by these theorists, since this

principle establishes the basic structure of coordination

for the orqanization. It becomes the vehicle with which to

establish order.

The scalar, or hierarchical, principle establishes a

chain of qraded authority between superior and subordinate.

The larqer the orqauization, the lonqer the scalar chain,

but reqardless of size the principle is constant, and the

subordinate is responsible to his or her superior for doinq

the 1ob. As noted by uooney and Reilev, when a superior

deleqates any duty to a subordinate he or she defines the

subordinate's function. Thus, functional definition is

cansidered the end and the ain of the scalar process.¤••

Consequently, Hooney and Reiley conclude that the scalar

foru is antecedent to all functions. In other words,

authority is used to define the orqanization's functions, as

well as holdinq the orqanization toqether in the pursuit of

its connonly held purpose.

observable in the ani al world, where the more hiqhly
developed the creature the more differentiated its
orqans; it is observahle in hunan societies where the
more iuportant the body corporate the closer is theSälationship between structure and function.” Ibid., p.

¤••
Ibid., p. 23.
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The inage of the organizational structure which is

inherent within the scalar, or hierarchical, principle is a

collectivity of order, authority, and control. The

collective element is inherent within the organization, hut

here, the scalar principle particularly draws attention to

it, or becones a vehicle for it, since the superior

determines the subordinate's function. The scalar principle

also implies order, for functions are graded not only

according to degrees of authority, but according to

corresponding responsibility. Finallv, control is an

inherent feature of the hierarchical principle, since the

authority structure functions to control all hunan behavior

in a coordinated fashion, directed of course, toward

obtaininq the organization's purpose.

As previously noted, sone forn of order is mandatory if

coordination of a fragnented work process and administrative

structure is to be achieved. But the “order" thene goes

beyond the obvious requirenent of the aforenentioned and is

in fact pervasive throughout the work of these theorists.

Payol actually develops a separate principle for the concept

of order. He states:

The fornula is known in the case of naterial
things. 'A place for everything and everything in
its place.' The fornula is the same for human
order. 'A place for everyone and everyone in his
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placellßs

What Fayol meant here, in the instance of material order,

was in reference to resources consuped in an industrial

process. What he was referrinq to in reqard to the hupan

order was a proper social order within the orqanization

wherein every employee has an appropriate appointed place

and that in fact the employee be in his or her appointed

place.

Sipilar themes reflectinq order can be found in any of

the numerous principles that were developed by the classical

theorists. Por example, the unity of command principle is

held as essential for responsible and pethodical operation

so that authority is not nnderpined or order disturbed. In

the words of Fayol, if the unity of coppand is violated,

order will be disturbed and stability threatened.*°*

Precisely defined duties are called for in order to paintain

the inteqrity of this principle.

As noted previously, the necessity for order steps frop

the conscious side of the psyche. The eqo is the ruling

principle of consciousness.¤°7 What is reflected in the

*°= ¤e¤ri Pav¤l• Qeasral and Industrial ¤ane¤e;ea$• <L¤¤d¤¤=
Sir Issac Pituan And Sons, 1949: reprint ed., 1967), p.
36.

¤•¤
Ibid., p. 24.

The ¤·
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classical theorists attenpt to develop a principle of

hierarchy, with which to establish a nethod of control, is

the need to create sone senblance of order.

Pocused centredness is another thene found runninq

throuqhout the classical principles of orqanization. For

exanple, if unity of direction is to be achieved it is

essential that a sinqle head, and a sinqle plan, be

responsible for any qroup of activities with the sane

ob1ective for the purpose of naintaininq a focused effort.

Sinilarly, an appropriate span of control is deened

necessary not only to naintain an orderly coordination of

interrelated tasks but for the purpose of narrowinq and

focusinq the nanaqer's effort. This enphasis upon a focused

direction stems from the conscious side of the psyche as

nanifested in the eqo. For it is the eqo that pernits the

individual to isolate a part of one°s nind enablinq

concentration upon one thinq at a time. This enphasis upon

a focused direction stems fron the conscious side of the

psyche as manifested in the eqo. Por it is the eqo that

pernits the individual to isolate a part of one's nind

enablinq concentration upon one thinq at a tine.

In conclusion, the work of the early classical

theorists was an endeavor, or quest, that souqht to develop

a ”science“ of administration. The nornative principles
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that are the result of this endeavor reflect a structural

image of order, authority, control, and hiqhly focused or

conscious centredness.

In order to provide a more indepth image of the persona

of orqanizational rationality it is useful to examine the

structure of the bureaucratic fort of organization as

articulated bv Max Weber. This for: of organization is

characterized by specialization, nethodical integration of

function, discipline, written rules, formal roles, and

inpersonal administration. What is nost significant here is

the enphasis upon the necessitv for an entirely inpersonal

form of adninistration. This is particularly crucial for

this dissertation because such an approach shuts off the

life of the unconscious in a most deleterious manner.

As noted previouslv, specialization is equated with

efficiency, and Weber asserts that the technical superioritv

of the bureaucratic organization is the decisiye reason for

the advance of this for: of organization. In so doing, he

equates this for! of organization with the nachinez

The fully developed bureaucratic nechanisw
conpares with other orqanizations exactly as does
the nachine with the nonwechanical nodes of
production.1**

1** Max Weber, ggg; ggg geber, trans- ed., and with an
introd- bv H.H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills (New York:

gxäord
University Press, 1946: reprint ed., 1978), p.
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Consistent with the machine analogy, where all parts fit

together in perfect order, Weber further illustrates the

nechanistic functioning of the bureaucratic organization:

The individual bureaucrat cannot sguirn out of the
apparatus in which he is harnessed,...In the great
naiority of cases, he is only a single cog in an
ever—noving nechanisn which prescribes to hin an
essentially fixed route of narch. The official is
entrusted with specialized tasks and nornally the
nechanism cannot be put into notion or arrested by
hin, but only fron the very top....The rules, for
their part, cannot dispense with or replace the
bureaucratic apparatus of authority once it
exists. For this bureaucracv rests upon expert
training, a functional specialization of work, and
an attitude set for habitual and virtuoso-like
nastery of single yet nethodically integrated
functions.¤•°

In the preceding, the organization is a nechanism where

people perforn specialized functions and subnit to a

hierarchical authority figure who is responsible for

coordination of the discrete work tasks. It is evident that

where the functions of the organization are specialized, the

organization is a strong vehicle for control. Control is

taken fron the individual by dividing the work and placing

the integrative function in the hands of those at the apex

of the organization. In this way, full knowledge of work

activity resides outside the specialist.

*°°
Ibid., pp. 228-229.
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As noted previously, the nodern organization rests upon

the functional specialization of work. It is the functional

specialization of work and the uethodical integration of

those functions which yield the interchanqeahle parts that

form a coherent unity. The result is precision and

efficiency. Ihat becomes necessary in order to obtain this

result is the application of rules to tasks that have been

broken into snall and specific parts. Conseguently, written

docunents forn the basis of official business, official

action occurs within a framework of pre—existinq rules, and

official positions are conprised of specific nonpersonal

roles. In other words, there is a systen of prescribed

relations between offices and roles that lends itself to

predictability and efficiencv. For exanple, official roles,

rules, and procedures are related to the orqanization's

connon purpose and all role responsibilities are clearly

defined so that the individual can carrv Out his or her

duties in a precise and uethodical nanner. In addition,

inpersonal rules function to delinit and nake predictable

the behavior of all role participants. Furthernore, the

systen of prescribed relations found in clearly delineated

roles and various rules and procedures that define

appropriate and expected behavior is also a method of

control. In fact, the classical theorists considered the
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application of rules and procedures as siqnificant as the

authority structure in defininq a control nechanisn.

Procedure as a control nechanisn is nost notable in the

classicist enphasis upon the necessitv for exactitude in the

specification of tasks and 1ob definitions.

It is interestinq to note that in spite of the

practical inportance of written docunents and prescribed

roles, Ueber maintained that it was discivline, or the

attitude·set of the role occupant for precise obedience,

that was the underlyinq basis of all orqanizational

order.¤°°

The inpersonality of the role function is an inherent

normative feature of the bureaucratic structure. As Ueber

notes:

It is decisive for the specific nature of modern
loyalty to an office that,...,it does not
estahlish a relationship to a person,...Hodern
loyalty is devoted to inpersonal and functional
purposes.*°¤

As could be expected, an orqanization patterned after a

nachine would function in a very impersonal, obiective

nanner. Heber equates the necessity for inpersonality with

the need for calculable rules in the followinq:

199 Ibid., p. 229.

*9* Ibid., p. 199.
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Bureaucratization offers above all the optinun
possibilitv for carrving through the principle of
specializing administrative functions according to
purely obiective considerations....The 'ob1ective'
discharqe of business prinarilv neans a discharge
of business according to calculable rules and
'uithout regard for persons.°1*2

Pinallv, in order to fullv develop calculable rules, Heber

asserts that the bureaucracv nust be conpletelv dehunanized:

Its specific nature,...,develops the nore
perfectlv the more the bureaucracv is
'dehu¤anized,' the more conpletelv it succeeds in
elininating fron official business love, hatred,
and all purely personal, irrational, and euotional
elenents vhich escape calculation. This is the
specific nature of bureaucracv and it is appraised
as its special virtue.1*3

The preceding suggests that the passions of the work place,

or the irrational side of life, are to be controlled or

repressed bv the development of calculable rules to be

enforced in an iupersonal manner. As so aptlv described bv

Weber, the 1ob, or official position, is conprised of a set

of vhollv inpersonal expectations that govern the officia1's

action. Impersonal rules are devised to delinit and make

predictable the behavior of role participants. The

impersonal role controls the official, and impersonalitv and

obiectivitv become nornative features of the organization.

The large organization assigns enotional states1*• and there

1*2 Ibid., p. 215.

1*3 Ibid., p. 216.

1*•
Peter Berger, Brigitte Berger, and Hansfried Kellner,
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is no roon within that assiqnment for anvthinq other than

the orderlv adherence to an inpersonal role where clear,

concise, and exact rules and sequences for procedure nay be

devised in order to elininate uncertaintv and to ensure the

proper coordination and control of the orqanization's

interdependent conponent parts.

The most important and outstandinq feature of the

hureaucratic form is the obiective inpersonalitv of the

entire structure. Human enotion and feelinq are not

considered conpatible with a set of prescribed functions

requirinq perfornance narked bv an attitude set for routine

and habitual nasterv of carefullv inteqrated functions. The

assunption is that work behavior cannot be predicted and

nade uniforn unless human emotion is ruled out.

Consequentlv, the dehunanized bureaucracv is considered

essential in order to develop fullv the calculable rules

deened essential if efficiencv and the orqanization's conmon

purpose is to be obtained. In the search for order and

determinateness, there is no roon for the chaotic life of

the unconscious in Heberian bureaucracv.

In conclusion, the orqanization structure described bv

Heber is characterized bv hiqhlv specialized functions and a

fractionated work process that requires a coordinatinq

ging, {New York: Randon House, 1973), p.

A
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structure to reinteqrate the divided work tasks and

functions. This reinteqration or coordiuation is

accomplished bv a hierarchical authority structure and

written rules that define the exact duties and procedures of

all tasks. In other words, the authority structure and

written rules for: the basic structural characteristics of

the orqanization. The inaqerv that flows from this

structure is the machine, where all parts fit toqether in

perfect order and where all human participants are reduced

to coq like status. Such a system lends itself to

efficiency which is the central value underlyinq the

orqanization's system. Consequently, speed, precision, and

predictability are hiqhly prized features of the

orqanization. A hiqh level of discipline is considered

essential to enhance efficiency, and in order to ensure the

necessary obedience, responsibility is instilled and

naintained throuqh the hierarchical authority structure. Of

course, this vision is essentiallv the same as that

developed by the classical theorists in their search for

principles of orqanization. Ihat Heber's work adds to that

of the classical theorists is the dramatic imaqe of

obiective inpersonality and the dehuuanized individual,

which flows from the necessity of developinq calcnlable

rules so that human behavior can be made predictable; hence

controlled.

A
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Heber and the classicists depict a hiqhlv rational

orqanization structure that defines an orqanization as a

purposive aqqreqation of individuals who make a concerted v

effort to work toward a conmon qoal. It is a closed

mechanistic structure that seeks to order and requlate hunan

behavior for the purpose of obtaininq the orqanization•s

end. Accordinqlv, orqanization members are conceived as a

neans toward a specified end. That is, members of the

orqanization are used instrumentallv• Here, it should be

nentioned that, in essence, the orqanizational nenber is

required to identifv her or hinself with the ends of the

orqanization. In fact, this feature of the persona of

orqanizational rationalitv is so inqrained that it is just

assumed that the individual will subordinate hin or herself

to the requirenents of the orqanization. Recallinq from the

first chapter, the psvche contains both an individual as

well as a collective dimension. However, the persona or

orqanizational rationalitv emphasizes the collective side

exclusivelv. This is another exanple of the one·sided

nature of the persona of rationalitv. The requirenent that

the individual become subordinate to the collective and the

problens that this entails is treated in chapter four.
i

To sunmarize, followinq Weber's work, the persona of

the rational orqanization is characterized bv inaqes of

A
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order, control, precision, efficiencv. discipline,

predictability, instrunentalisu, and inpersonality; a

pheuonenon devoid of hunan enotion and feelinq. The Heberian

inaqe of bureaucracy creates a very one-sided picture, an

inbalanced structure, that focuses entirelv on the couscious

side of the psvche. Since both sides of the psyche are

indispensable to life, identification of one•s eqo with such

a persona closes off the life of the irrational unconscious.

The classical Ieberian nodel is appropriate in

constructinq the inaqe of the contenvorarv orqanization

structure because its nost conpellinu aspects are in fact

typical of the nodern orqanization, if not structurally,

then nornatively. However, qiven the voluninous amount of

orqanization theory literature that seeks to depart fron the

Weberian nodel, it is useful to review sone of these works.

For as these works depart fron Weber in inportant ways,

they are in in fact as rationalistic in their conception as

that which they attenpt to displace. In the renainder of

this section I will review and critique the nechanical

eqnilibriun model, open systens theory, and the continqency

theory of orqanizations.
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@2@e@a; ··.@9;;;¢.1r;9.a·
@.9.9.;Essentially,the break with the classical theorists,

beqan with the work of Chester Barnard, who, influenced by

the Hawthorne studies, depicted the orqanization as a §ggjgl—

systen. Sinilar to the classical theorists, Barnard defined

the foraal orqanization as "a system of consciously co-

ordinated activities 0r forces of two or uore persons. Also

sinilar to the classicists, he viewed the orqanization as a

qoal seekinq activity where the division of labor and

specialization are necessary to achieve the orqanization's

end. However, unlike his predecessors he paid little

attention to the fornal structure of the orqanization.

Instead he conceived the orqanization as a cooperative

systen that required nanaqement to naintain a state of

equilibriuu. As noted bv Burrell and Horqan, the basic

difference between Barnard and the classical theorists was

the euphasis upon the orqanization as a social System.

Barnard recoqnized the orqanizational participant as a

conplex individual who could not be sinply proqranned like a

coq in a machine. Consequently, Barnard's work euphasized

the inportance of neetinq individual needs and work ideals

in order to induce cooperation that would lead to

achievenent of the orqanization's purpose.
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Despite the fact that Barnard's work represented the

first naior departure fron classical theory and the riqid

conception of the orqanization that envisioned nan as a

sinple proqranable part, Barnard's conception does not

deviate substantially fron the rational nodel. The division

of work into depersonalized roles and the hierarchical

authority structure necessary to naintain discipline and

control so that the conmon purpose of the orqanization can

be maintained is still intact in Barnard's conception of the

orqanization as a social system. Furthernore, while Barnard

views the individual as a human beinq who cannot be treated

in a simple nechanistic nanner, his own vision of aan is as

instrumental as that found in the classical nodel. For

exanple, Barnard focuses upon the need to develop specific

incentives, coercive as well as persnasive, to induce

cooperation and chanqe behavior so that the purpose of the

orqanization can be achieved. The individual is

acknowledqed because Barnard recoanizes that the

orqanizational end cannot be net if the individual is not

taken into consideration. In addition, the inpersonality of

the Ieberian nodel is still in tact:

In this book persons as participants in specific
cooperative systens are reqarded in their purely
functional aspects, as phases of cooperation.
Their efforts are depersonalized,...*°$

*°‘ ¢b¤St<—>r I-
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Orqanization, sinple or complex, is always an
impersonalized system of coordinated hunan
efforts; always there is purpose as the
coordinatinq and unifyinq principle.1**

QBEE §!§§§!§‘I!§Q£!

Barnard•s equilibriun nodel focused aluost exclusively

upon internal relationships. The sane is true of Ueberian

bureaucracy. In contrast to this, open systen theory

considers the pattern of relationships which characterize a

whole system. In other words, the orqanization and its

relationship to its environnent is taken into consideration.

In contrast to the closed model of Barnard, Heber and

others, open systens theory is processual. Instead of

characterizinq the orqanization as beinq made up of physical

parts, open systems theory characterizes the orqanization as

a social systen where events conprise the basic structure of

the orqanization and there is no structure apart fron the

functioninq of the orqanization.1*'

(canbridqe, Hass.: Harvard university Press,
1978, 25 printiuq). D. 16.

1** Ibid., p. 74.

1*7 Gibson Burrell and Gareth Horqan,
Analysis. ¢L¤¤d¤¤= Hei¤e¤¤¤¤. 19791.
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In contrast to the classical nodel, the systens nodel

does not enphasize specific qoal acconplishment exclusively.

In the words of Etzioni, the startinq point for a systens

analysis is not an orqanization qoal but
“a

workinq nodel of

a social unit which is capable of achievinq a qoal.“1°• In

other words, the systens nodel is a nultifunctional

unit.1°° Katz and Kahn also note that there is a real

fallacy in equatinq the purposes or qoals of the

orqanization with those of the individual orqanization

nembers.2¤° Rather, followinq the bioloqical orqanisn as an

anoloqy, Katz and Kahn reconnend that the orqanization be

conceived as a livinq entity which strives for survival and

is acutely dependent upon an external environnent.2¤1 The

purpose of the orqanization becones fulfillinq certain

“functional i¤peratives“ which must be met if the

orqanization is to survive.2°2 The assunption is that the

systen has a ”functional unity“, and if the system isn't

1** Anitai Etzioni, "Two Approaches to Orqanization
Analysis: A Critique and a Su¤qestion," AQgigistgative—
Science-Qgagggglg, vol. 5, no.2, September 1960, p. 261.

199 Ibid.

2°¤ Daniel Katz and Robert L. Kahn, ggg sggggl gggghglggg gg
Qrgagizagiggs, 2ed. (New York: John Wiley, 1978), p. 19.

201 Ibid., p. 22.

=°* Burrell
¤¤d¤.rs..¤¤;sa.$=.i,<zea; ·A.aa;1s.i§ • ¤ · 1 59 ·
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working well it is because certain “inperatives“ have not

been net.2¤¤ The functioninq of the organization envisioned

as a processual nodel where inputs, throuqhputs, and outputs

work together to reactivate a system that is in constant

neqotiation with an external environment.

The work of such open system theorists as Etzioni and

Katz and Kahn do suggest a nore balanced vision of the

organization than does the closed model. This is

particularly true of Etzioni who°s vision of the

organization is akin to a self·balancing nechanisu.

However, like the precedinq nodels exanined, open systens

theory is also a rational approach to the study and

conception of organization. As noted by Burrell and Morgan,

purposive rationality and an orientation toward an end state

is pervasive throughout open systens theory. Instead of an

end state that is directed toward a specified goal, the end

state becones all activity qeared toward organizational

survival. It seens to this author that the basic difference

between open systens theory and the closed nechanical nodel

is conprehensiveness of approach. Instead of dwellinq upon

the internal state or structure, a broader and nore

expansive view is taken by considering the entire

environnent of the organizational context. In order to do

2¤3 Ibid.
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so, a more wholistic approach than that characterizinq the

mechanical nodel must he undertaken. However, the search

for order and reqularity, characteristic of the mechanical

model is still intact, it has 1ust becone more complex as

the total environment and all of its uncertain variables are

enconpassed within the wholism of systens theory. The

difference between the nechanical nodel and systems theory

is larqely the influence of the environment.

Katz and Kahn also recoqnize the siqnificance of the

crucial structural characteristics described in the rational

Ieberian model. For example in their book, The Social

Psycholoqy of Orqanizations, they include an entire chapter

on orqanizational roles. They qive the role concept a

central place in their theory of orqanizations and define

human orqanization as a set of role svstems.Z°* Also

consistent with the Heberian nodel, the impersonal role is

essential to carryinq out divided work tasks in a

predictable nannerz

Generically, role behavior refers to the recurrinq
actions of an individual, appropriatelv
interrelated with the repetitive activities of
others so as to yield a predictable outco¤e.2°$

=°• Katäagud K¤h¤· ,':he·.§eeie;,1-£§1+:=.!,¤e;e6u·e.§··9ssen...i=¤t.....ä¤¤==»•
p. .

2¤5 Ibid., p. 186.
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While the systems theorists view the organization as a

social system, the individual is still considered in an

instrumental manner, for people, as well as technology and

resources, are regarded as inputs within a systen that is

still a purposively rational process directed toward the

achievenent of an end state. There is still no vision of

the self, no vision of the individual as an integral entity

in and of her or himself. The individual is still conceived

in an instrumental nanner.

§2§§i£S§§§!·E§§2£!·

The contingency theory of organization seeks to conbine

an open systens nodel with classical nanagement theory. In

other words contingency theory integrates an open syste»

model with the results of voluminous empirical research on

individual motivation, 10b satisfaction, leadership style,

organization structure, technology and numerous other

organization variables that have been franed within

nanagerially oriented propositions.Z°‘ Contingency theory,

as first outlined by Lawrence and Lorsch in 1967, asks the

question what kind of organization does it take to deal with

varying environneutal conditions? They conclude that there

are no universally valid rules of organization and

=°‘ Bnrrall and ¤¤r¤an• §es;eL2q;ga1«£a;adi¤;§ and
16¤-
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management. Ratber thev contend that the nature of the

organization structure will depeud upon the organization's

circumstances and environment. Conseguently, Lawrence and

Lorsch *suggested that the highly structured bureaucratic

nodel, fron the point of view of business success, may be

the aost effective in certain circnnstances.207 In keeping

with the open systen model, the organization is viewed as a

set of subsystens that interact with each other and the

environment, and continqency theorv postulates that the

effectiveness of the organization, as it copes with its

environnent, is continqent upon the congruence between these

subsystens and the nature of the environnent.20* In other

words if the organization has a highly stable and certain

environnent, then its subsystems should reflect this

environment. If the organization environnent consists of a

highly uncertain environment, its subsystems, if congruent

with its environnent, will be different than those of the

stable environment.

It is noted that the contingency theory of

organizations is as rational as the other conceptions that

have been reviewed. Ihat is most obvious here is the need

to inpose order on the chaos of the unknown. This is the

207 Ibid., p. 166.

20* Ibid., p. 176.
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heiqht of rationality. As Junq once said, the "craving for

rationality...finds its roots in the willful strivinq for

control,...“2°° What these theorists seek to do is to

discover the uncertainties (the unknown) of the total

environment so that it can be controlled. In recoqnizinq

the increasinq conplexity of post·industrial society, where

rapid technical, econonic, and social chance mark the order

of the environment, continqency theory offers a nethod to

impose sone order and control over the increasinqly

uncertain environnents of modern orcanizations. Continqency

theory represents a further step, beyond systems theory, in

acknowledqinq the conplexity of the orqanization and its

environment. The conception of the orcanization becomes

even more rational by identifyinq different continqencies to

neet its unique environment of uncertainty.

an st
.2%;JanesThonpson's work may be used to illustrate that

those theorists who have broken fron the Weberian closed

system concept of orqanization have nerely developed a nore

sophisticated and conplex concept of rationality. Drawing

upon the work of naior theorists from the time of the

translation of Weber's work into Enqlish through the nid-

2¤° Junq, p. 255.
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sixties, Thompson develops a whole set of propositional

statenents that relate orqanizational behavior and structure

to differences in the environnent and technoloqy.Z¤° In

essence, Thonpson's work is sone of the nost thorouqh of the

rationalist school of orqanization theorists.

Fron the outset, Thonpson states that it is

inappropriate to use a closed systen of loqic in the

conception and study of orqanizations. A closed systen of

loqic, accordinq to Thonpson, suqqests that all variables

that inpinqe upon the orqanization can be known.

Consequently, all variables can be predicted and hence

controlled. In other words, it is assuned that the

orqanization nay achieve deterninateness by elininatinq

uncertainty. But Thonpson naintains that the assunptions of

the closed systen are faultv. He ardues that an

orqanization is an open system that is interdependent with

its environnent. Consequently, the internal processes of

the orqanization are siqnificantlv affected by the

conplexity of the orqanization•s environnent, and since

there are nore variables than can ever be known in the
i

orqanization•s environnent it is inpossible to nake

predictions that will enable conplete control of action.

Accordinq to Thompson, one can assune deterninancy of the

210 see James
D.York:McGraw Hill, 1967).
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orqanization, but the full extent of uncertaiutv cannot be

known. However, Thompson does not suqqest that the

orqanization should abandon rationalitv, that it should

abandon the quest for deteruinateness and the elinination of

uncertainty. In fact, the central theme of Thompson°s book

is that all orqanizations are sub1ect to norns of

rationality and that in the quest for survival, they abhor

uncertainty.2¤¤ What the orqanization needs, Thompson

naintains, is deterninateness and certaintv, and despite the

conplexity of the environnent the orqanization should, and

in fact does, strive to be as certain as possible. What

Thompson does throuqhout the propositions he develops is to

define how the orqanization facinq uncertainty should react

in order to elininate as auch uncertainty as possible. I

will illustrate the increasinq conplexitv and rationality of

these propositions in what follows.

Thompson beqins his analysis at the level of what he

refers to as the technical core of the orqanization, which

anounts to the orqanization's basic or inteqral work

processes. At nininun, orqanizational rationality involves

three interdependent component activities, which must be

inteqrated. Thonpson defines these activities as input

activities, technoloqical activities, and output activities.

Z1! Ibid., p. 99.
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What the orqanization does, first and foremost in order to

protect itself fron environmental influences, is to surround

its technoloqical core with input and output conponents.

Consequentlv, the orqanization nav buffer the technical core

by absorbinq environmental fluctuations, nav attenpt to

reduce fluctuations bv snoothinq or levelinq activities, or

when bufferinq and snoothinq fail to eliminate sufficient

uncertaintv, the orqanization nay adapt to the environment.

Thonpson refers to these input and output conponents as

”naneuverinq devices which provide the orqanization with

sone self-control despite interdependence with the

environnent."212

However, in the pursuit of raticnalitv, Thompson

‘
suqqests that the orqanization nust push further than its

technical core. In order to eliminate uncertainty. he

naintains that everv conplex orqanization has a pluralistic

task environment that nakes it dependent upon other

resources that are necessarv for survival. Accordinq to

Thompson, since dependence introduces constraints or

continqencies, it behooves the orqanization to avoid

beconinq subservient to elements of the task environment.

Consequentlv, orqanizations develop alternatives to mininize

their dependence upon their own task environnents. Thonpson

212 Ibid., p. 2u.
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illustrates nuuerous exanples of increasinqly rational

alternatives that uay be pursued in order to reduce

depeudency. Por exanple, the cheapest wav of acquirinq

power and thereby decreasinq dependence is to acquire enouqh

prestiqe to enable the orqanization to nake necessary

exchanqes within the environuent without nakinq any

counituents. However, Thonpson naintains that usually an

orqanizations environuent will not offer enouqh alternative

sources of support to enable the orqanization to obtain

necessary resources by prestiqe alone. When this is the

case, the orqanization will enqaqe in various cooperative

strateqies in order to decrease their dependency. Dependinq

upon the kind of interdependence that is characteristic, the

orqanization will resort to contractinq, cooptinq, or

coalescinq in order to increase their power.

However, Thompson calls for souethinq more rational

than contractinq, cooptinq, or coalescinq because these

techniques are very costly and disruptive. What the

orqanization should do then, is desiqn itself to ninimize

the necessity of such nanueverinq. Thoupson naintains that

the ¤a1or deteruinants of desiqn will depend upon the nature

of the orqanization's technoloqy and environuent. With

respect to technoloqy, Thonpson uaintains that coordination

is a central problen for the technical core of the
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orqanization. He illustrates three tvpes of technoloqical

interdependence and prescribes an appropriate nethod of

coordination for each. For exanple, pooled interdependence

= is coordinated by standardization, sequential

interdependence is coordinated bv planninq, and reciprocal

interdependence is coordinated by nutual adiustnent. In

relation to structnral desiqn and the orqanization's

environment Thonpson naintains that *because orqanizations

are embedded in larqer svstens of action, sone parts of the

orqanization nust be interdependent with other orqanizations

not subordinated to the orqanization.”Z13 Special houndary-

spanninq conponents nust be developed to deal with the

uncertaintv that accrues fron this situation. Whether or

not the orqanization adapts a centralized or decentralized

strnctural forn will depend upon the extent of

interdependence between the technical core and boundary—

spanninq activities. Thompson arques that when the

technical core and the boundary—spanninq activities are

separate, that a centralized structure will obtain, but if

they are reciprocallv interdependent a decentralized

structure will be nore appropriate.

Z13 Ibid., p. 66.
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In conclusion, it seens evident that Thonpson's

propositions qrow proqressively more rational. That is, in

the qnest for certainty nore and nore structured devices are

devised and reconmended in order to obtain deterninateness

and control over an uncertain environment. His work is no

less rational than Webers. In fact, qiven the hiqh level of

conplexity that Thonpson works with, it can be arqued that

his open svsten conceptual approach is really nore rational

than Weber's closed nodel. Consequentlv, the sane inaqes of

order, control, authority, precision, predictability,

efficiency, and inpersonality are as paranount in the works

of the open systen theorists as they are in the closed

systen classical works discussed earlier in this chapter.

Once aqain, we see that the rationalist approach is one-

sided, all the emphasis is directed toward the conscious

side of the psyche. It is assuued that consciousness,

. functioninq throuqh the eqo, is capable of developinq a

structure, so to speak, that can be erected around the

uncertainty of the environment such that all that is unknown

may becone known. There is an acknowledanent that the
Q

environment is open ended, but they seek to close it off.

It is assuned that it is possible for the eqo to function

successfully toward such an end. In this vision, there is

_ no room for the unconscious to function in a conpensatory

relationship to the conscious eqo.
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In this section of the chapter I will exanine the

rational conprehensive nodel of decision nakinq, and Simon's

alternative satisficinq model. Sinilar to the rational

orqanizational structure, illustrated previously, these

nodels of decision nakinq reflect an over assertion of the

conscious attitude. Consequently, they lend thenselves to a

persona of rationalisn that is inbalanced.

The rational conprehensive model has become the ideal

analytical process for decision makinq in the orqanization.

The roots of this nodel are enbedded within econonics and

statistical decision theory, but it has also been fornalized

in the literatures of decision makinq. policy formulation,

planninq, and public administration as an ideal analytical

process.2** The hallnarks of this model include clearly

defined ob1ectives, explicit evaluation, conprehensiveness,

and quantification wherever possible.2*5 In short, the

rational conprehensive nodel is an extension of the

scientific procedure applied to decision nakinq.

2** David Braybrooke and Charles E. Lindblom, A Strategy gf
Qecision, (New York: The Free Press, 1963), p. 39.

Brookinqs Lectures, 1955, Herbert A. Simon contributer,
in 2Qli$ie§·And~§e:e:naens•

(Westport, Conn.: Greenvood Press, 1955), p. 32.

2*5 Charles E. Lindblon, “The Science Of Huddlinq Throuqh,“
£2bLis·Adnia1§;ratign Bgxigg. 19 csprinq 1959): 79-88.
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The rational conprehensive nodel is designed to

facilitate
“opti¤al“

decision choices through the following

process:

1. All possible alternatives for action are examined.

2. The consequences for each set of alternatives is

discovered and exanined.

3. All consequences are ranked according to preference.

4. The alternative most efficientlv leading to the

preferred set of consequences is selected.

Comprehensive information—gathering and capacity for

calculation are the ontstanding features of the rational

comprehensive nethod of decision aaking. As noted by Simon,

the ”rational“ man of this model:

...is assuned to have knowledge of the relevant
aspects of his environment which, if not
absolutely conplete, is at least impressively
clear and voluminous. He is assumed also to have
a well·organized and stable svsten of preferences,
and a skill in computation that enables him to
calculate, for the alternative courses of action
that are available to hin, which of these will
permit hin to reach the highest attainable point
on his preference scale.2¤‘

In short, the decision naker nust have a conprehensive

knowledge of the environment and what will happen as a

conseguence of various alternative actions. In other words,

the decision maker must know all the behavioral alternatives

2*** Herbert A- Si¤<>¤• !QQel:· Qi §Q*lB§§€l»§§§elQE§liE!• Vel II
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1952), p. 239.
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and possible courses of action. Furtheruore, the decision

naker nust take all of this conplex infornation and evaluate

the consequences of each alternative. The nodel also

assumes the decision naker has a complete utility

(preference) orderinq function. Finally, the model requires

naxinization. That is, the search for the best alternative

must continue until the best alternative is found.

The inaqe of the "ideal“ decision maker who emerqes

from this nethod of comprehensive decision nakinq is that of

a hiqhly rational, all-knowinq speedy conputer who

continually naximizes payoff.

Hy analysis of the inaqe of decision makinq will not

end with the rudimentary elements of the rational

conprehensive nodel. Ratber, the alternative °satisficinq'

model of decision makinq, developed by Herbert Simon and

extended by Janes March will be examined. It is inportant to

examine this work because the 'satisficinq' model of

decision makinq enioys a certain anount of credibility or

acceptance amonqst theoreticians and practitions, and while

March and Sinon critique the rational conprehensive nodel,

they do not fault it on normative qrounds. In fact, the

framework that these authors established for the

orqanization's environment and behavior is as rationalist as

that enconpassinq the rational comprehensive model itself.
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Before the satisficinq decision process is exanined, it

is helpful to note what sort of franework Simon uses to

define orqanizational rationalitv. As was true with the

classical theorists, the orqanizational framework is one of

purposive rationality. Accordinq to Simon, “behavior is

purposive in so far as it is quided bv qeneral qoals or

obiectives, it is rational insofar as it selects

alternatives which are conducive to the achievement of the

previouslv selected qoals.2*7 Followinq this, a decision is

rational if it is appropriate for the acconplishment of

specified qoals. Behavior not so directed is, then,

irrational. Further, the inplied principle in all rational

behavior is the neutral criterion of efficiencv.2*• Sinply

stated, qood or correct administrative behavior is efficient

and the maxinization of efficiencv is the ain of

administrative activitv.2*° In other words, purposive

behavior is directed toward acconplishment of the

orqanization's qoals, and rational, qood, or correct

behavior is that which naximizes the efficient

acconplishment of orqanizational qoals.

2*7 Herbert A. Simon, ggmiaistragiggqgggggggg, 2nd ed. (Heu
York: The Hacuillan Co., 1957). p. 5.

2*•
Ibid., p. 1¤.

2** Ibid., p. 39.
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What constitutes the ideal decision nakinq process that

is directed toward the most efficient attainment of the

orqanization•s purpose?

The ”ideal" rational decision nakinc process epitonized

by Sinon is the faniliar rational conprehensive model.

Accordinq to Simon, the purely rational actor must consider

every alternative available to hin.
“He

cannot know whether

to qive serious consideration to a particular behavior

alternative until he has identified it, predicted its

consequences, and compared the values attached to it with

the values attached to all other behavior alternatives."ZZ°

However, thouqh Simon does not fault this nodel on nornative

qrounds, he freely adnits that it is impossible for any

individual to reach a hiqh deqree of rationality. He notes,

”the number of alternatives he must explore is so qreat, the

infornation he would need to evaluate then so vast that even

an approxination to obiective rationality is hard to

conceive.“Z2¤ But while Simon qives up on the individual's

coqnitive ability to act rationallv - in an optimal way that

leads to the maxinization of the orqanization's qoals · he

does not qive up the quest for orqanizational rationality.

2*9 Herbert J- St¤ri¤¤. ed-. Essays 9e·The·§Qisnti£i2 §t2ä1·
Q; gglitigs, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1961)• p. 76.

*2* ¤- 79-
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Instead, he notes that while the need for administrative

theory resides in the fact that there are practical linits

to hunan rationality, these limits are not static but depend

upon the environment in which the individuals decision takes

place. Consequently, Simon concludes that it is the task of

administration to design this environment so that the

individual can make decisions that are as ggtigggg-a§~

gessiblg.2¢2

Simon's alternative to econonic nan's rational

conprehensive nodel of decision making, is the

adninistrative ¤an's model of bounded rationality where aan

'satisfices“ rather than “maxinises.” That is, the search

for a set of outcones or alternatives is terminated as soon

as a satisfactorv payoff is obtained.

As noted previously, Simon maintains that an

exanination of all possible alternatives and consequences

necessary to emplov successfully the rational comprehensive

nodel requires too auch of man coqnitively. The inplication

is that the infornation requirements are simply too vast and

comprehensive. Seeminqlv, Simon's alternative model of

decision nakinq is an attenpt to sinplify decision making

problems in order to bring then within the powers of human

computation. For example, Simon and March state:

222 Ibid., p. 240.
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Because of the linits of human intellective
capacities in comparison with the complexities of
the problens that individuals in orqanizations
face, rational behavior calls for sinplified
nodels that capture the main features of a problen
without capturinq all its conplexities.223

In addition to computational conplexitv, the nature of

the environment of decision nakinq becones a crucial factor

in Simon's and Harch's critique of the rational

comprehensive nodel, and in the development of the model of

bounded rationality. In fact, they note that the

environment "in which the decision maker finds hinself

determines what consequences he will anticipate, what ones

he will not; what alternatives he will consider, what ones

he will iqnore."22* The crucial environnental distinction

hinqes on the deqree of certainty. For exanple, March and

Simon note that the "rational man of econonics and

statistical decision theory makes 'opti•al' choices in a

hiqhly specialized and clearly defined environnent."225 The

rational conprehensive model nay be used in an environnent

of certainty and subsequent simplicitV• However, the

environnent of administrative man is one of uncertainty and

complexity. It is an environnent too complex for the

rational model which calls for a calculation of the

223 Harch and p- 169.

22• Ibid-, p. 139-

225 Ibid., p. 137.
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consequences of all possible alternative strateqies that may

be undertaken in problem resolution.

In sumaary, the iaplication of uarch and Simon's work

has suqqested that rational comprehensive decision aaking is

appropriate in environments of stability and certainty. But

that a less strinqent method of decision calculus aust be

used in environments of uncertainty and instability. On the

surface, it may appear that Simon°s satisficinq model

requires auch less mental riqor than the rational

coaprehensive model. However, a careful analysis of their

work leads one to the opposite conclusion.

Reqardless of the nature of the environaent, what is

called for is the refinement of proqraamed procedures that

lend themselves to predictability. The coaplexity and

uncertainty of the environment do not call for different

structural means as auch as they call for a recoqnition that

it is aore difficult to iapleaent successfully proqraaaed

procedures in uncertain environaents. For example, Harch

and Simon note that both individual and orqanizational

activity is simply the response to soae form of

environmental stiaulus, and when a stiaulus has been

experienced repeatedly, the response can be hiqhly

routinized:

The stiaulus will evoke, with a ainiaum of
problem—solvinq or other couvutational activity, a
well-structured definition of the situation that
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will include a repertory of response proqrans, and
proqrans for selectinq an appropriate specific
response fron the repertory.22•

However, if the stimulus emanates fron a more uncertain

environment:

...it will evoke problem·solvinq activity ained
initially at constructinq a definition of the
situation and then at developinq one or more
appropriate perfornance proqrams.227

As the precedinq makes evident, reqardless of the deqree of

certainty, the outcome or solution souaht will be proqrammed

activity. One is simply more difficult to obtain than the

other.

Recallinq Simon's observations that man°s behavior can

be controlled by structurinq the orqa¤ization's environment,

the method of boundinq mans rationalitv so that he can deal

with its conplexity and uncertaintv takes the form of

developinq repertories of hiqhly proqranued procedures.

That is, the sinplified models that March and Simon call for

in order to capture the nain features of a problen without

capturinq all of its complexities, take on a hiqhly

structured, or proqranmed, content. As they note, those

aspects of the orqanization that are less structured becone

the most problematical,22• and the ”qreater the proqraminq

22¢ Ibid., p. 1ß0.

227 Ibid.

22B Ibid., p. 16u.
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of individual activities in tbe orqanization, the qreater

the predictabilitv of those activities.“229 In order for an

orqanization to respond to the nncertainty of its

environment it nust be able to behave adaptively, and to do

so "it needs stable requlations and procedures that it can

enploy in carryinq out its adaptive procedures.“23° What

this amounts to is that the orqanization needs a repertory

of adaptive proqrams from which appropriate procedures can

be selected for specific situations as they arise.23* The

boundaries of rationality are man made, thev do not reflect

any particular level of coqnitive capacity, they becoue well

defined proqrans for control.

The nodel of bounded rationality is not a sinple

analytical process that does not challenqe the nind's

intellectual capacity. Althouqh Simon refers to the

features of the model as simplifications, what he is

referrinq to is the assertion that if the nodel is adhered

to properly some senblance of order and control can be

inposed upon a hiqhlv complex environment. The analytical

process imposed by the model is riqorous. The search

process involves the exploration of alternative courses of

229 Ibid., p. 1¤3.

239 Ibid., p. 170.

23* Ibid.
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action and conseguences of action that are discovered

sequentiallv, and repertories of action programs are

developed to enable the organization to adapt to an unstable

environment.*32 It is the environnent of constant change

that Simon really addresses; it is man's cognitive challenge

to foresee the range of various stinuli that might be

evoked, and then to develop highly programmed procedures

that will enable the organization to respond in a nanner

suitable to its situation. This is no simple cognitive

undertaking. Simon hinself has observed that the processes

of adaptive behavior are more conplex than those of the

processes of naxi¤ization.*33 The satisficinq feature of the

nodel of bounded rationality suggests that it is not

possible for man to know all the possible alternatives of

action and subseguent conseguences. But there is nothing in

Simon's work to suggest that man should not keep trying to

gain as much control over his uncertain environment as

possible. In fact, this is the ¤a1or challenge of

organization theory:

To find the ways of organizinq that will cultivate
foresight, and that will build into the
administrative structure sensory organs of
reflection and action capable of anticipating and

*32 It seems to ne that James Thompson's work, discussed
earlier in the chapter, represents a beqinning
development of such a repertory of action prograns.

*°° Herbert A- Si¤¤¤- hedelä QS §Q§E§§ä"B§§iQ§Qll$!» v- 235-
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dealinq with future emerqinq problens.2**

The precedinq statement demonstrates, in particular, the

enphasis that Sinon places upon the thinkinq and sensation

functions in contrast to feelinq and intuition as a means

for perception and value 1udqment.2*5 As Denhardt has

observed, there is a bias in the rational orqanization for

thinkinq and sensation. That is, orqanizational nenbers are

required essentially to focus only upon what nay be

obiectively discerned either throuqh the senses, such as

factual data, or one•s intellect.2*‘ Once aqain we see an

over assertion of the conscious attitude. The life of the

unconscious is suppressed when intuition cannot be used as a

neans of perception and feelinq cannot he used to forn a

2** Herbert A- Si¤¤¤- neeenren Erqntiens Ln EeLLtLs§·AnQ·
§Q!§£§!§§E• P-

“2•

2*5 Accordinq to Junq there are four basic psycholoqical
functions; Intuition versus sensation and feelinq versus
thinkinq. Intuition and sensation are the perceivinq
functions, and we use one or the other in order to
determine how we know somethinq. That is, we either
come to know sonethinq throuqh intuition (the
unconscious) or throuqh the five sensations (the
conscious). le use either feelinq or thinkinq in order
to place a value iudqment upon that which we know.
Feelinq is independent of external stinuli, and is used
as a sub1ective criterian for acceptance or rejection.
Thinkinq is an apperceptive activity that functions to
brinq the contents of ideation into conceptual
connection with one another. All four of these
functions combine to form a particular psycholoqical
type within each individual. Everybody vossesses the
capacity to use all four functions. Ihile no one
function is considered to be superior to any other -
that is, it is not better to be a feelinq type than it
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value 1udqnent.

Followinq Sinon, what features constitute the ideal

decision nakinq process within the orqanization? To

snnnarize this section of the chapter, the inaqe of the

decision maker is very attuned to the rationalist

orqanization structure that was defined in the previous

section. Consequently, the inaqe of decision nakinq is

encased within a franework of conscious control and

nanipulation of the individual and his environment. Sinon's

orqanizational franework is one of purposive rationality,

subsequently, behavior is rational only insofar as it is

directed toward the nost efficient achieyenent of the

orqanization's purpose or qoals. Decision nakinq, then, is

consciously directed and focused toward orqanizational ends.

Also, consistent with the purposive nature of the

orqanization, a collective inaqe of nan is held in hiqh

esteen. When Sinon notes that the only rational nan is

orqanizational nan, he is suquestinq that pursuit of the

is to be a thinkinq type and vice versa - one function
will always predoninate over the others. In addition,
the different functions contradict themselves and cannot
function sinultaneouslv. For exanple, when you are
thinkinq, you nust exclude feelinq. One cannot perforw
both of then at the sane tine. Junq, gsyghglggiggl«
E!EQ§• DD. 434, 453, 461, 481.

*=‘ Robert B- ¤e¤berdt• La The §bade!·2£ 9sqeei;e§i2n•
(Lawrence, Kansas: The Reqents Press of Kansas, 1981),
p. 56.
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organization•s connon goal cannot be obtained through the

individual pursuit of satisfaction. Consistent with other

rationalist theorists there is no vision of the individual

self.

Within this framework of purposive rationality, the

activities of the organization member are controlled by

controlling the prenises of individual decision naking. As

Simon notes,
“by

limiting the range within which an

individual's decisions and activities are to lie, the

organization reduces his decisional problens to nanageable

proportions.“?3' The enphasis on bounded rationality and the

search for highly defined proqrans and procedures is part of

the effort to reduce man's decisional problens to manageable

proportions. Ideal decision naking becones controlling

behavior through highly defined repertories of procedures

and prograns.

Consistent with the inge of control, hierarchical

authoritv also plays an important role in rational decision

naking. Sinon describes authoritv as a vertical

specialization in decision making that is necessary to

secure coordinated behavior. The essence of authority as an

inportant control nechanism is particularlv obvious in

Sinon's observation that it is a principle node of influence

*°’ Herbert A- 199-
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that can be used to deternine the prenises underlying

decisions.

Pinallv, perhaps better than anv other organization

theorist, Sinon's work clearlv illustrates the over

assertion of the conscious attitude. The inage of the

decision making process advocated bv Simon and March is a

highly focused, cognitive, approach to problen solution.

All of the emphasis upon elininating uncertaintv, searching

for alternatives, predictinq the conseguences of various

courses of action in the pursuit of developing adaptive

(prograned) nechanisms, relv exclusivelv upon analvtical

calculations and cognitive abilitv• Decision making is

neant to be strictlv a thinking endeavor emanating fron the

conscious side of the hunan psvche. Ehen Simon notes that

man's cognitive abilities are limited he is not

acknowledging the inportant unconscious side of the hunan

psvche. Ratber, he is suggestinq that it is a difficult

cognitive endeavor for an individual to take on sone

wholistic work function within an uncertain environnent.

The challenge for nanagerial decision making is the

conplexitv and uncertaintv of the environnent - predictinq

different situations that mav arise and developing proqrans

and routines that can be used in response, as adaptive

nechanisms, to a constantlv changing environment. Simon
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differs from the classicists only in recoqnizinq the complex

uncertainty of the orqanizational environment and the

difficulties that this poses. Finally, when Sinon

acknowledqes that human behavior is determined by irrational

and nonrational elements, he is not suqqestinq that the

unconscious should be acknowledqed, rather he is suqqestinq

that the irrational nay be controlled or become nore

rational by structurinq the orqanization's environnent.

It is also siqnificant to note Si¤on's inaqe of nan.

While, he excoriates the classical theorists for their view

of the enployee as an instrument devoid of wants, motives,

and drives, his work also suqqests that man nay be used for

instrumental purposes. The inaqe of nan that arises fron

Siuon's work is that of a hiqhly proqranable autonaton. He

has wants, notives, and drives but these can be studied,

understood, predicted and put to use for the orqanization.

There is no conception of true autononous human action in

Simon°s vision. Han is deternined bv his social and

orqanizational environnent, and he may be proqranned to suit

the orqanizational purpose. This is not unlike the Weberian

coq.
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The purpose of this chapter was to describe the persona

of rational orqanization. Recallinq the first part of this

chapter, the persona of the orqanization is that set of

collective standards reflectinq what the orqanization and

its nenbers "should" be like. It is the set of standards

that the orqanization strives officially to be like. What I

have attenpted to illustrate in this chapter is the rational

persona of the oraanization. I have equated rationality

with the conscious side of the human psyche. Consequently,

rationality has been defined as a reflection of the psyche°s

qeneral orderinq principle and as beinq rooted entirely

within the hunan eqo. Therefore, rationality is all that

the eqo thinks it knows. It represents conscious knowledqe,

will power, and focused centredness that pernits an

individual to hold an aim in view, to control one's action,

to choose a qoal and to deternine what is necessary to

achieve sone purpose or value.

The followinq definitions of orqanization have been

drawn from the works of uooney and Reiley:

The orqanization is the forn of every human
association for the attainment of a conmon
procedure.

The orqanization provides the framework necessary
to move toward a conmon obiective. Thus, an
orqanization is a collectivity that is created
purely for instrumental purposes: the attainment
of some specified qoal or set of ob1ectives by a
qroup of persons.
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It is evident that it is the conscious side of the hunan

psyche that enables an individual to be an effective nenber

of such an orqanization, since it is this side of the psyche

that permits one to enqaqe in purposive action in order to

achieve sone qoal.

Given the preceding definition of organization, the

question of structure, for these theorists, becane how to

build an edifice to qovern the arranqenents for hunan

association that would lend itself to group achievenent.

Ihat they have articulated spells out, very clearly, an

extrenely rational edifice. One characteristic that

pervades all of the works reviewed, fron the very earliest

classicists right through the open systen theorists, is that

of order. This is evident in the principles of organization

that were developed, in the bureaucratic model of

organization articulated by Heber, and in the work of the

systen theorists, as well as the decision scientists, who

seek to find nethods with which to provide order on an

unstable and changing environment. In other words, whether

the organization theorist is working within a closed system

concept or an open systen concept, the enphasis is still on

devising methods with which to instill sone form of order.

This is in keepinq with a conscious rational approach to

structure and other questions of organization.
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The mechanistic model of bureaucracy articulated by

Heber provides the most coqent example of the peryasive

drive for order that is found in any rationalist rendition

on orqanization. It is throuqh this model that the persona

of rational orqanization is revealed and becomes apparent.

The machine analoqy provides the nost coqent metaphor of

ordered rationality. Here, the orqanization is crystallized

as a systen conprised of specialized parts that are

nethodically inteqrated in order to achieve a snooth runninq

efficiency. There is no personal self vision of the

individual here, rather the employee is to function in an

instrumental manner. That is, the employee is conceived as

an instrunent, soneone who may be proqrammed to neet the

orqanizational purpose. A hiqh level of discipline is

essential if all the orqanization's conponent parts are to

function toqether effectively, and in order to ensure the

necessary obedience, responsibility is instilled and

naintained throuqh the hierarchical authority systen. In

other words, the manaqer becones the authority to be obeyed

lest disorderliness and inefficiency prevail.

Britten rules and fornal roles constitute the renaininq

prinary structural characteristics of the rational

orqanization. Once aqain the inaqes of order and control

prevail. Clear, concise, and exact rules and sequences for
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procedure are devised in order to elininate nncertainty and

to ensure the proper coordination and control of the

orqanization's interdependent parts. All role

responsibilities are clearly defined so that the individual

can carry out his or her duties in a precise and nethodical

nanner. Predictability of orqanizational behavior is

essential if the fractionated work process is to be

reinteqrated properly. Hence, the necessity for strictly

prescribed roles, and obedience to the authority fiqure who

is responsible for the reinteqration process.

Equally pervasive as the enphasis on order and control

is the inpersonal nature of the role prescription. Rational

orqanization is desiqned to prevent all personal feelinq and

enotion fron orqanization life. This is deened necessary in

order to ensure the predictability and control of all task

related behavior. As Weber notes, all purely personal,

irrational, and euotional elements escape calculation, and

must therefore be elininated. Consequentlv, the 1ob role

becomes a set of exact prescriptions that are enforced in an

inpersonal nanner.

While the work of Frederick Taylor is covered

thorouqhly in the next chapter, his work is pertinent here

in order to illustrate the siqnificance of inpersonality in

the rational orqanization. In essence, Taylor views
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authority within an entirely impersonal system. For

exanple, accordinq to Taylor, authority required total

subnission to a system where the nanaqer functioned nore as

a symbol than as a personal beinq. By subnittinq to the

superior, the enployee was not subnittinq to a person as

much as he was submittinq tc an inpersonal systen. Taylor°s

inpersonal vision cf nanaqement enanates from his ccnception

cf science and technoloqy as neutral and impersonal. Taylor

souqht to develop a scientific nanaqenent systen that would

depersoualize control between uanaqeaent and the workers.

For eranple, he saw the object of the time study to

depersonalize control.23¤ Scientific nanaqenent was to he

used in order to lay out necessary rules and procedures,and

it was the nanaqer's jch to nerely transnit these to the

workers. If the workers were displeased with the

requirements the nanaqer was not to becowe the object of

worker hostility. Rather, any hostility was to be directed

tcward the scientific method itself.239 In other words, the

superior was submittinq to a systew and not a personal

beinq.

=“ Sudbir Hakan A~,$.;.us11·.;#1·£e;s2.ee1i&1—„;„aé··.;ne2xe;i22•
(canbridqe, Hass.: HIT Press, 1970), p. 73.

239 Ibid.
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The persona of rational decision nakinq follows closely

that of the rational orqanization structure. Consequently,

the ideal imaqe of decision makinq is rational only insofar

as it is directed toward the most efficient achievement of

the orqanization's purpose. Decision makinq, then, is

consciously directed and focused toward orqanizational ends.

The hiqhly coqnitive approach to rational decision makinq is

perhaps its most salient feature. Sinon's work in particular

adds credence to Denhardt's obsevation that there is a bias

in the rational orqanization for thinkina and sensinq over

the intuitive and feelinq functions. Given such a bias, all

criteria for decisions must be discerned obiectively either

thronqh the senses, such as factual data, or one's

intellect.2*°

In conclusion, the persona of the rational orqanization

is one of order, authority, control, thinkinq, ohiectivity,

instrunentality, and impersonality; a phenonenon where human

feelinq is ahsent. Consequently, the adninistrators and

manaqers nust carry a persona that lacks any human

connectedness. Those at the very apex of the orqanization

and those in supervisory positions nust naintain a position

of authority, control, and obiectivity. It is he or she who

calls the shots, who must be obeyed, who must perforn

=•° ¤@¤b¤¤dt• }.§‘!°..!*.§'§,ää*Ä.Q!‘.§‘Q£Hä§§§i.*$i§9.9• ¤- 56-
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without any for! of feelinq effect. Furthernore, this is a

role that must be carried out while naintaininq social

distance or isolation from subordinates. Conplenentary to

the manaqerial and adninistrative role, the subordinate nust

carry a persona of obedience and discipline to the hiqher

authority. Innate intellectual capacity is to be suspended.

The "inferior“ nust follow the prescribed tasks, rules, and

procedures of the “superior“ without question. The 1ob role

nust be carried out impersonally without reqard to feelinq.

In other words human connection is not permissable. The

nachine netaphor is apt, people are used as instruments to

fulfill interchanqeable roles.

Pinally, it is concluded that the persona of the

rational orqanization reflects an over assertion of the

conscious or rational attitude. Consequentlv, the persona

of rationalism is essentially one-sided. There is no roon

for the life of the unconscious. The enphasis upon order,

authority, and control reflects the eqo's attempt to create

order throuqh conscious will and purposive action. The

persona of orqanizational rationality is one of conscious

foresiqhtful action where human consciousness, which is

centered entirelv within the eqo, nay be used to determine

the orqanization and to elininate any form of uncertainty

that threatens the determinateness of the orqanizational
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endeavor. Such a view reflects essentiallv an inflated eqo

condition. As Junq noted, the eqo is the orderinq principle

of the rational side of the psvche, but it is the archetype

of the self that reflects the psvche's qeneral orderinq

principle. Consequentlv, there can be no order without

disorder, for all of realitv is conprised of pairs of

dialectical opposites.

The enphasis upon inpersonalitv, ob1ectivitv, and

thinkinq (or the coqnitive processes) also reflect an over

assertion of the conscious attitude. In order for a balance

to be naintained between the conscious and the unconscious

sides of the psvche, the unconscious nust be permitted

expression. This is not possible if the orqanization nember

is required to use thinkinq and obiectivitv exclusive of

feelinq. The one—sided nature of the persona of rationalisn

is verv siqnificant for the purposes of this dissertation

because it isn't possible to destrov psvchic enerqy. If the

life of the unconscious is not pernitted a healthv

expression then it will personifv itself in a neqative V

nanner.

Essentiallv the persona of orqanizational rationalitv

is characterized by three different cateqories of meaninq

that are applicable to this dissertation. First, the

enphasis upon order, control, and authoritv, second, the
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enphasis upon impersonalitv, obiectivitv, and thinkinq, and

third, the enphasis upon the collective over the individual

that is personified bv the instrunental treatment of

orqanization nenbers. The consequences of identifvinq with

the persona of iupersonalitv and obiectivitv will be

addressed in chapter four, the conseqnences of identifyinq

vith order and authoritv will be addressed in chapter five,

as will the consequences of identifvinq one's eqo with the

overall qoals of the orqanization.



CHAPTER IV

PERSOHA IDENTIPICATION

.;!i§Q2§Q!£9.§·
In the previous chapter I spelled out the various

facets of the persona of orqanizational rationalitv. In

this chapter I illustrate sone neqative consequences that

prevail when the individual accepts the persona of

rationalisn as real and identifies her or his own eqo with

it. uore specificalv, the price exacted bv the enphasis on

inpersonaltiv and ob1ectivitv in orqanizational life is

exanined. I contend that the persona of rationalisn is

harnful to anv individual who, bv identifvinq with it, does

not provide a healthv outlet for the psvchic life of the

unconscious, and it is the feelinq side of life that is

harned. A serious inbalance results whenever a trulv

serious attenpt is nade to fulfill the persona of

rationalisn. If the inbalance becones too one·sided, an

enantiodronia nav occurr. That is, the rational conscious

side of the psvche will snap into its opposite, therebv

fallinq victin to the neqative side of the unconscious. In

175
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the renainder of this introduction, I will review briefly

the dialectical structure of the human psvche in order to

establish the Jungian framework for this chapter.

The human psvche is nade up of two conplenentarv sides

that nust stand in balance, one to the other, if psvchic

equilibrium and health are to obtain. The conscious side of

the psvche is constituted bv the hunan ego and nav be

explained sinplv as all that which an individual is

consciouslv aware. It is all that we can conprehend as

reason and rationalitv. It is analvtical understanding,

directed thinking and obiective imnersonalitv. As noted

previouslv, without the development of the human eqo and its

discipline the growth of modern thought, nodern science, and

modern technology would have been innossible.

The unconscious side of the hunan psvche is all that

the conscious side is not. It is the world of the

unknown,the irrational, chaos, feeling, sub1ectivity and

experience. The unconscious lies in the realn of the

ineffable where all criteria of reason fail. It does not

think. Rather, it creates inages that answer the conscious

situation. While the conscious ego possesses freewill, the

ego finds its limit outside the field of consciousness in

the subiective inner world of the unconscious. In other

words, the conscious ego cannot manipulate the unconscious,
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it cannot alter the Self throuqh reason and will power. The

unconscious is unconscious, and the eqo finds its linit when

it cones up aqainst the unknown. In other words, the human

eqo can never know the unconscious in any absolute sense.

The conpensatory nature of the psyche's polaristic and

dialectical structure is siqnificant for the purposes of

this dissertation. It is the tension between the opposinq,

or contradictory, forces that creates the psychic enerqy

that is life qivinq. Psychic enerqy. in fact, depends upon

a pre-existinq polarity. The constant tension between

opposites neans that there can be no positive without its

own neqation. In other words, an extreme opposite cannot

exist without the other. There can be no liqht without

dark, no warm without cold, no dry without woist. The

nature of all reality, then, rests upon a streau of

dialectical opposites, where it is not possible to eliminate

either side of a polarity because psychic enerqy cannot be

obliterated.

An acute one-sidedness, or imbalance, may be created

throuqh repression of the archetypal unconscious. But

because psychic enerqy cannot he obliterated, the

unconscious pressure nust be released in some form and the

wore one·sided the identification is, the uore paiuful or

danqerous the unconscious reaction will be. Given the
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coapensatory nature of the psyche's dialectical structure,

pressinq too auch in any one direction will vield the

opposite; whenever one side of a paired opposite comes up

the other qoes down. Consequentlv, the hiqher the conscious

rational side is elevated, the aore repressed the

unconscious becoaes. In extreae cases, ultiaately an

enantiodroaia prevails as that which has becoae too elevated

snaps into its opposite. What this aeans within the context

of this dissertation is that eaphasizinq rationality too

auch will ultiaatelv produce that which is aost feared ·

total irrationality and identification with the unconscious.

In conclusion, qiven the dialectical nature of the

huaan psyche a balance aust be aaintained between the

conscious and the unconscious coaplementarv sides of the

psvche if psvchic health is to obtain. Such a balance can

only be achieved by recoqnizinq the existence and influence

of the unconscious. In this way the darker qualities of an

archetype aay be aediated, and a positive burst of enerqy

released for conscious livinq.

It should be evident by now that the orqanization's

rational persona, as illustrated in the previous chapter,

presents a very extreae set of standards to be adhered to.

There aust be a perfect order, strict authority, focused

direction, obiectivitv, controlled behavior, and
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inpersonality. There is no room for the life of the

unconscions, for enotion, feelinq, subiectivity, or disorder

of any kind. Theoretically, there is no such thinq as the

world of the unknown within the rational orqanization.

Human intellect and the conscious side of the psyche is

neant to reiqn supreme in the drive for orqanizational

determinateness.

The persona of orqanizational rationality poses a

threat to the dialectical balance of the psyche if the

orqanization member takes the persona too serionsly. If

psychic health is to obtain, there nnst be a way to relate

to both the conscious and unconscious sides of the total

personality. This is qenerally not possible if one side is

suppressed severelv.

In the renainder of this chapter some of the

manifestations that this imbalance has taken in the nodern

orqanization will be exanined. In particular, the

consequences of identifvinq one's eqo with the requirenent

for impersonalitv, obiectivity, and thinkinq is examined. I

heqin with a thorouqh discussion of the lives of Frederick

Taylor and uax Ueber. The reasons for discussinq these

lives are twofold. First, their lives personify livinq out

of the conscious side of the psyche alnost exclusively. The

inbalance that resulted is strikinq. Conseqnently, their
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lives denonstrate how identifyinq with a persona of

rationalism affects the individual neqatively. Second, the

impact that the works of these men have had, and continue to

have, on the modern orqanization is verv important. In

essence, their works stand for the persona of rationalisn.

Accordinqly, their lives are instructive of what we niqht

expect to find anonq men and women who have accepted the

persona of rationalism as real and subsequently have

identified their eqos with it. In the second half of the

chapter, I present cases that in fact illustrate what is

happeninq to the men and women who identifv with this

persona of rationalisn. It will be seen that as the

individual over asserts the conscious attitude and

suppresses the unconscious, that it is the feelinq side of

life that suffers.

HE 1'AHQB é§D·!!A£ QEEEB

In this section of the dissertation I will use the

lives of Frederick Taylor and Hax Ueber to illustrate the

hunan consequences that obtain when an over assertion of the

conscious attitude suppresses the unconscious, thereby

causinq a psychic imbalance. As noted above, the more one-

sided the identification with the conscious side is, the

nore danqerous or painful the unconscious reaction will be.
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The lives of these two nen provide credence to this

observation. Furthernore, the selection of Taylor and

Weber's lives to illustrate the consequences of shuttinq out

the life of the unconscious is very poiqnant qiven the

inpact that the works of these nen have had on

orqanizational life.

The ÜQEE Ess; !a1=“ A ätngx
igFrederickW. Taylor is known best as the father of

scientific nanaqenent. It is necessary to review sone of

the principles of scientific nanaqenent before exanininq

Taylor's life in order to better illustrate how he attenpted

to apply these principles to his own personal life. The

nane of scientific nanaqenent was invented in 1911 to

describe a new novenent in factory orqanization that had

taken hold in the 1880°s.
”The

systen was not a sinqle

invention, but a series of tools, nethods, and

orqanizational arranqenents desiqned by Taylor and his

associates to increase the efficiency and speed of machine

shop production.“2*¤ It beqan with a systen of tininq work,

and included various bookkeepinq and acconntinq techniques,

an arranqenent of techniques for neasurinq input, and

nethods with which to orqanize storeroons, tool repair, and

*•* J¤dith A- Merkle- nanasenent anQ·Ide2;2s1- lBerke1ev=
University of California Press, 1980)• D. 2.
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any potentially tine·wastinq element of the work process.2•2

Taylor•s development of a scientific nanaqement was an

attenpt to apply laws, rules and nathenatical formulas to

the work process in order to find the ”one best way" of

performinq a task nost efficientlv. The tine study provided

the base upon which scientific nanaqement was developed, and

illustrates the very ordered attention to detail that Taylor

used to calcnlate precise fornulas for novement. Taylor

described the analytic and constructive nature of time study

as followsz

1. Divide the work of a man performinq any iob into

sinple elenentarv movenents.

2. Pick out all nseless movenents and discard then.

3. Study, one after another, 1ust how each of several

skilled worknen makes each elenentary novement, and

with the aid of a stopwatch select the quickest and

best nethod...

M. Describe, record, and index each elementary

movement,...

5. Study and record the percentaqe which must be added

to the actual workinq time of a qood workman to cover

nnavoidable delavs,...

2•2 Ibid.
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6. Study and record the percentaqe which must be added

to cover the newness of a qood workuan to a 1ob, the

first few tines that he does it....

7. Study and record the percentaqe of tine that must be

allowed for rest, and the intervals at which rest

must be taken, in order to offset, physical

fatique....

8. Add toqether into various qroups such combinations of

elenentary noveuents as are frequentlv used in the

same sequence in the trade,...

9. From these several records,...select the proper

series of notions which should be used by a worknan

in makinq any particular 'article2*3

Ihat we see in the above illustration is Tayl0r°s infinite

attention to ordered detail as he qoes about the business of

developinq a science of nanaqenent. But the siqnificance of

Taylor•s work does not end with the development of the time

study. As Judith Merkle notes, scientific nanaqement was

not unified by the uniqueness of its nanaqerial devices, but

by the nanner in which they were orqanized. The post

inportant principle of scientific manaqenent that was

developed by Taylor is the separation of execution fron

2*3 Sudhir Kakar, ggrsonal;t!»

%%d~%%%$%%g;gg, (Cambridqe, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1970.
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conception. This principle concentrates all task knowledqe

with manaqement. As Taylor noted:

...all possible brain work should be removed from
the shop and centered in the planninq or layinq·
out departnent...2**

Taylor souqht to apply the positivist approach to the

orqanization of factory work.2*$ All sub1ectivity was to be

renoved from the shop floor. Henceforth, the effective

functioninq of the factory orqanization was not to be left

to chance. Rather, problems were to be forestalled on the

basis of knowledqe. Subiectivity of the work process could

not be arrested unless control of the process was taken fron

the individual worker. This was to be acconplished by

qaininq a nonopolv over knowledqe in order to control each

step of the labor process and its node of execution.

Accordinq to Taylor:

...the essential element is the systenatic pre-
planninq and pre-calucation of all elements in the
labor process, which now no lonqer exists as a
process in the imaqination of the worker but only
as a process in the inaqination of a special
manaqement staff.2**

2** Frederick W. Taylor, gggp gagagggggt, (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1911). D. 50.

gnnovation, p. 189.

=•° Fr¤d<=ri<=k W- 'r¤vl¤r• .B£j.:H‘ä§~.Bl€§*„Q§·.§§i§BEi..€l§·‘
Nanggemggg, (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1919), pp.
39, 63.
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In other words, control of the work process was to be taken

from the worker and concentrated in the hands of a

manaqerial or technical elite. Furthernore, as is typical

of Weberian bureaucracy, there is no room for hunan emotion

or feelinq in Taylor's shop floor techniques.

Taylor was born in 1856, the son of an elite

Philadelphia Quaker fanily. While his father was a nember

of the bar, his law practice was perfunctorv at best.

Consistent with the aristocratic norns of the wealthy Qnaker

elite of this time, he was a qentleman of leisure. He was

also a cultivated man who loved poetry, history, and the

classical lanquaqes. He was depicted by his son as a nild

nannered man who possessed a feninine qentleness.

Taylor's mother stands in stark contrast to his father.

She was a descendant of a lonq line of New Enqland Puritans

and Quakers; women who were repnted to be stronq, self-

reliant, and willful. Taylor's official bioqrapher, Frank

Copley, noted that she associated tact with hypocrisy, was

not a demonstrative woman, and kept all of her enotions

properly and decently suppressed.2*7 Her household was ruled

and requlated and her child rearinq practices were all work,

drill and discipline where child was renorselessly pitted

2*7 Frank B. Copley, ggegggigk Q. ggglgg, (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1923), 1: p. 52.
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aqainst child.2**

As Taylor's nother suppressed her own enotions she also

souqht to suppress any sensuality in her own children. She

was particularly concerned for her sons and “was anxions

that her boys qrow up pure in nind and body.“2** She took

control over her children's own education, prescribinq a

very riqorous reqine, even qoinq so far as to exanine every

textbook in advance and carefully pinninq toqether any paqes

she considered unfit.

Taylor received an education typical only of the elite.

He spent three years in Europe with his fanily when he was

in his early teens, and entered the Phillips Exeter Acadeny

to prepare for Harvard in 1872. Like his father, he was to

become a lawyer. At Exeter, he worked auch harder than was

necessary and in 1870 passed the entrance exanination for

Harvard. However, in contrast to his social class and

fanily tradition, he did not enter Harvard but went to work

in a nanufacturinq firn owned by friends of his fanily, as

an apprentice and patternnaker and nachinist.2$°

2** Ibid., pp. 52-53.

2** Ibid.

25* It is interestinq to note that after he had passed the
entrance exanination for Harvard that he beqan to
conplain about failinq eyesiqht. He returned hone fron
Exeter to recover, but never went onto Harvard. Sudhir
Kakar, in his psycho history of Taylor, has suqqested
that Taylor used his eyes as an excuse to refuse his
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In 1878 when he was 22 years old he finished his

apprenticeship and went to work with uidvale Steel Works as

a conmon unskilled laborer, and it was here that his first

tine studies were bequn as he attenpted to ascertain exactly

how lonq it took a workuan to do a qiven piece of work.

Taylor led a brilliant and productive career. In

addition to the tine studies that were used as a basis for

the development of scientific nanaqement, and the planninq

innovations that were to follow he also developed nany

important enqineerinq innovations. Por example, he took out

patents on an autonatic qrinder and tool-feedinq uechanisn

and also desiqned a revolutionary steam hanner while he was

at uidvale. He also developed slide rules for machine

cuttinq, and durinq his year at Bethehen Steel he co-

discovered hiqh·speed steel. At the aqe of Q7, Taylor

decided that he would no lonqer work for money and he spent

the renaininq 12 years of his life prostelvtizinq for his

systen of scientific nanaqement. Durinq this time he

counseled the qrowinq nunber of his followers, served as an

unpaid advisor to conpanies interested in his principles,

developed denonstration shops, invited people to his hone

for lectnres, and even provided traininq funds fron his own

pocket to those interested in scientific manaqement. He was

father's profession.
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also a souqht after lecturer in academic circles, received

an honorary doctorate from Hobart Colleqe, and was offered

the presidency of HIT. Despite his prominence and the

honors that were bestowed upon hin in his last years, he

died a depressed man who douhted his own worthiness.

Durinq the 25 years in which Taylor was qainfully

employed, he suffered three nervons breakdowns and he led a

very stormy and disappointinq life.25* Hherever he worked

bitter feudina broke out not only between Taylor and

subordinates but between Taylor and his superiors as well.

Of course, one would expect the shop floor workers to resist

Taylor's scientific methods since they diminished the

worknan's control over his own work product. But equally at

issue were Taylor's methods for obtaininq conpliance to his

requirenents which were extremely arbitrary and

authoritarian. Durinq his fiqht with the workers at uidvale

over the iuplementation of his manaqement techniques the

followinq was reported:

In one case, he beqan by fininq a man two dollars,
and then as the machine parts continued to break,
he doubled the fine until it reached the sum of
sixty—four dollars,...Hore than two months'
waqes....Another man was fined for havinq a
scratch on his nachine, and when he protested that

25* Durinq this 25 year period, in addition to Hidvale Steel
where he spent 12 years, Taylor was also employed as a
qeneral nanaqer by the Hanufacturiuq Investment Co. and
the Simonds Company, and by Bethlehem Steel where he
developed his scientific method of handlinq piq iron.
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he was not responsible for the scratch, he was
told that he was fined for not reportinq it. The
fines were imposed left and riqht, not only for
danaqe to the machines, tools, or the work, but
also for the Violation of any rules, such as
reportinq late or leayinq without pernission.2$2

He was also intolerant of anyone who questioned his

authority. In the nidst of a crisis with his superiors at

Bethlehem it was reported:

Heu would cone to him and say: 'you ordered a
four—inch belt. Should it not be three inches?
'make it four and a half,' he would retort.
'question ne, do you? Then I'll qive you worse
and nore of it.'¢*3

The precedinq two examples portray a frenzied man nearly out

of control as he souqht to inpose a riqid order on his

subordinates. It should cone as no surprise that sone of
e

the workers at Hidyale threatened Taylor with physical

Violence. It is Kakar's View that Taylor, in tryinq to

control the workers, was attenptinq to control his own

rebellious inner conflict that he had proiected onto the

workers.25•

It is interestinq to note that when Taylor himself was

confronted with his own superiors that he was entirely

inflexible. Thinqs were either done his way or not at all,

“*Innovation, p. S9.

253 Ibid., p. 1¤9.

25•
Ibid., p. 62.
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and here too he was intolerant of anyone who questioned his

authority. At Bethlehem Steel, Taylor finally left the

conpany where, inspite of the hiqh productivity of Taylor's

nethods, he net increasinq opposition anonqst the maiority

of Bethlehen's execntives and owners. Tavlor's

communication with the company president was described as

particularly peremptory, tactless, and full of pique.25$

As noted preyiously Tayor suffered three nervous

breakdowns durinq his professional career. All three of the

breakdowns occurred sinultaneously with work problems that

culninated in resiqnations. The first breakdown occurred in

1893 after difficulties he encountered with the

Hanufacturinq Investment Co. He was 37 years old at the

time. The second breakdown occurred in 1898 when his career

at the Simonds Conpany ended in failure. He suffered the

third breakdown in 1901 when he left the Bethlehen Co. a

broken aan. Taylor's mother also suffered a paralyzinq

stroke 1ust prior to his third breakdown, and he purportedly

was very upset by this as well.

Durinq a brief stint as a consultinq enqiueer, Taylor

also experienced only meaqer success. The problems he faced

have been attributed to his lack of diplomacv, inability to

compronise, belliqerence, and imperious inpatience toward

255 Ibid., p. 1ü9.
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his benefactors.25*

What I have illustrated thus far about Taylor is that

he led a stormy career narked by feelinqs of failure and

three nervous breakdowns. He also possessed a strong work

compulsion, and his personality may be characterized as

riqid, authoritarian, and ohsessional. _

Taylor's work exudes a passionate interest in control,

and as his bioqrapher noted the inportance he placed upon

control cannot be exagqerated. Accordinq to Copley,

Taylor's general position was that the “aim and end of all

thinking and knowledge is control of self: then through this

the control of things external to se1f."2*7 This is evident

in his principles of scientific nanaqenent as well as his

own approach with the workers.2*¤ Just as the issue of

control becane the doninant thene of scientific nanagenent,

it was also dominant in Tavlor's personal life.Z*° In the

renainder of this section I will show that Taylor was

obsessed with an attempt to control his entire being.

2** Ibid., p. 131.

2*2 ¤¤¤l@v• Ereäerisx E- Ia119;• 1: ¤- 85-
258 Ibid., p. 8u.

2** Kakar- Lreéecist 2,211.1;: A ··
22.
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Taylor not only reiected his father's profession but he

also identified with his ¤other's less feelinc personality.

As noted earlier, his nother not only snppressed her feelinc

side, and attenpted to supress any enercinc sensuality in

her children, but she also conducted a very austere ruled

and requlated household. Taylor°s well ordered childhood

seened to have an early and peryasiye effect upon his entire

life. As his biocrapher noted:

It is of hiqh siqnificance that he had a nother
who believed in definite instructions, and that he
was a son who readily could be trained to follow
the¤.26°

From Taylor's earliest childhood "he strove to

intellectualize all the departnents of his own beinq, and

thus nanaqe his life as a whole in accordance with reason,

richt arranqenent, and systenatic reculation.“2•* The

purpose of Tayl0r's intellection was control. As noted

previously the inportance he placed on control cannot be

exacqerated. Character, Taylor wrote,
“is

the ability to

control yourself, body and nind."2‘2 Parallelinq Taylor°s

desire for requlated order and control in his life was his

demand for verification. He “was distrustful of anythinq

that was not based on definite, tanqible, provable

2¢¤ Ibid., p. 55.

2•¤
Ibid., p. 82.

2•2 Ibid., p. 80.
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facts."2*3 Accordinq to his bioqrapher, Tavlor's idea of a

traqedy was a fact killed by a theory.

Taylor enqaqed in no introspection and becane

preoccupied with life external to hinself, developinq a

passion very early in his life for trvinq to improve thinqs

on the basis of facts, investiqation, and experinentation.

To put it another way, his search for “the one best way"

beqan very early. Early in his childhood losinq a qane was

preferable to winninq throuqh any violation of the rules,

and a lifetine boyhood friend has recounted the strict rules

and exact formulas to which he insisted that all qanes be

snbiected.

Taylor's interest in human requlation, order, and

control exceeded the bounds of nornalcy and becane

obsessional. Throuqhout Taylor's entire life he subiected

hinself to bizarre ritualistic acts that pervaded all areas

of his life. These acts, which reflected a nerciless

attention to external detail, were an attenpt to control his

instinctual life by nechanistic neans.2** In what follows I

provide several exanples to illustrate the bizarre nature of

Taylor's existence.

2*3 Ibid., p. 71.

2** Ibid., p. 21.
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1. On cross-country expeditions
”he

was constantly

experinentinq with his leqs in an endeavor to

discover the step which would cover the qreatest

distance with the least expenditure of enerqy; or the

easiest method of vaultinq a fence, the right lenqth

and proportions of a walkinq staff, etc.“2**

2. As a youth he would spend several hours prior to a

qane, neasurinq the rounders° court so that it would

be scientificallv accurate.2**

3. The qane of croquet becane a source of study and

careful analysis.
“He

would carefullv work at the

anqles of various strokes, the force of inpact, and

the advantaqes and disadvantaqes of the understroke,

overstroke, and so on, before he started to play.“2**

4. “Before qoinq to a dance he would conscientiously and

systenatically list the attractive and unattractive

qirls with the obiect of dividinq his tine equally

between then.“2**

2** C¤¤lev- £;ed2risk·1a112;• 1: ¤~ 57-

2** Ibid., p. 56.

2** Kakar- E£2§2§i§§<I§1l2£! §·§£§§!<l§·R£§§2§§li§1 And-
znasxatieu- ¤- 18-

2** [bid., p. 19.
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5. At the aqe of twelve, plaqued with terrifyinq

niqhtmares, he beqan to experinent with different

sleepinq contraptions to solve this problen. Since

he had observed that he was invariablv lyinq on his

back when he awoke fron these niqhtmares he care to

the conclusion that there must be sone connection

between the position in which he lay and the

niqhtmares. “Thereupon he constructed for himself a

sort of harness of straps and wooden points, the

latter so arranqed that whenever in his sleep he

turned over on his back the points in question would

press the dorsal nuscle and at once awaken hi•.“2•°

Previous to constructinq the precedinq

contraption Taylor had tried numerous other methods

to rectify bis sleep problen.
“On

the theory that

the thinq to do was keep his brain cool, he had

experinented with... a pillow consistinq of a board

with upriqhts at each end over which was stretched a

piece of canvas. On each side of this latter pillow

was a peq bv which it would be tilted at various

anqles. He even tried stretchinq strinqs across the

upriqhts, and would wake up in the morninq with the

strinq marks coverinq his face.“27°

=°° C¤¤1¤v· Erederisk I§!LQ{v 1: ¤- 58-
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Despite the precedinq, Taylor continued to be

plaqued with sleep problems throuqhont his life.

After discardinq the harness, he beqan sleepinq

propped up with pillows in a bolt-upriqht sittinq

position, and he continued this practice to the end

of his life.

6. He used his qolf qane, not for nere recreation, but

as an experinent to increase his efficiency. He

invented a two·handed putter and experinented with

the weiqht and lenqth of other clubs to deternine the

correct balance. Furthernore, he applied the

principles of notion study to his swinq in order to

devise the nost effective plavinu style. "He

addressed the ball alnost in line with his stance,

raisinq one shoulder and bendinq one leq in a nanner

which aroused such epithets as 'watch sprinq' and

'hunan 'qrasshopper'.27*

7. In his tennis qane he thouqht and deliberated about

each stroke. He also paid auch attention to the

qames' equipnent and took out patents for a new kind

of tennis net, net supports, and even a racquet that

was bent in the niddle.272

27¤ Ibid.

27* Ibid., p. 168.
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8. He did not use alcohol or any stinulants such as tea

and coffee. Nor did he use tobacco. ”These self-

inposed prohibitions were not based on moral

considerations, but were qrounded on ”reason and

experience"-.- were the result of ”truly scientific

analysis of ways to conserve one's forces"-273

9. Even the last act of his life was consistent with his

nechanistic attention to detail that had

characterized his whole life. Taylor spent nine days

in a hospital before he died of pneunoniaz

Every norninq, he would qet up and
syste»atica1ly wind his Swiss watch at the
sane hour. On the ninth day, he was heard
to wind his watch at half·past four in the
norninq, an unusual hour. When the nurse
entered his roon half an hour later she
found that he was dead.27•

The precedinq examples provide clear illustrations that

Taylor applied the sane nechanistic rule fornulated neans to

his own person and personal life that he used to develop the

principles of scientific nanaqeuent. As his bioqrapher

noted, the intellectualization of industrial nanaqenent was

preceded by the intellectualization of hinself. His bizarre

272 Kakar, Fgegerick Taylor: A Stgqy—;g—Pg;senglit! And-
lnnogation, p. 65.

273 Copley, ßrgdgrick-ggggor, 1: p. 83.

*7* Kakan §„;ed<:.sis=.A l¤.1As.>.s= A A25 ··
gnnovatigg, p. 187-
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behavior pervaded his whole beinq. The quest for order,

control and perfection of all thinqs external was

interiected into his social and recreational life as well as

in his whole nanner of day to day livinq. In the words of

his bioqrapher, *no matter what the form of activity, he

souqht to inprove it.”Z7$ This drive for perfection was

obviously obsessional and it should come as no surprise to

find that he transferred the same rule formulated means with

which he conducted his own life into the industrial work

place. Taylor approached his professional life with the

zeal of a reliqious reforner. As noted previously he

retired at ace M7 for the sole purpose of prostelitizinq his

system of scientific manaqement. He attacked his vocation

with the zeal of a reforner, and “in nanv ways its most

characteristic elements resenbled a consciously propaqated

evanqelical faith.“27* It is also clear that Taylor

zealously believed that his principles of order and

reqnlation could be used to inteqrate and perfect a man's

whole life. In the followinq quotation, he extols the

spillover effect of scientific nanaqenent into private life:

The moral effect of this habit of doinq thinqs
accordinq to law and nethod is qreat. It develops
nen of principle in other directions. When men
spend the qreater part of their active workinq

='° ¤¤¤l@v•.£;eäesis§;Ta112s- 1= ¤- 57-
=7‘ 1“-
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hours in requlatinq their every uoveuent in
accordance with clear-cut fornnlated laws, they
for! habits which inevitably affect and in uany
cases control theu in their family life, and in
all their acts outside the workinq hours. With
almost certainty they beqin to quide the rest of
their lives accordinq to principles and laws, and
to try to insist upon those around then doinq the
sane. Thus the whole family feels the qood
effects of the qood habits that have been forced
upon the workuan in his daily work....2**

All of the precedinq exanples deuonstrate that Taylor

led a very iubalanced life: over assertinq the conscious

attitude and thereby elevatinq seriously his rational

conscious side. Because of the dialectical nature of the

huuan psyche, such one-sidedness will be coupensated, for

the unconscious always conpensates the conscious attitude.

As Junq has noted the nore one•sided the inbalance the nore

insidious the uuconscios reaction will be. Taylor's

troublinq niqhtnares reflect the unconscious' attenpt to

siqnal the trouble, by tryinq to qet a nessaqe throuqh to

the conscious side. When such messaqes qo unheeded, the

uncouscious will nanifest itself uore directly.

Unfortunately Taylor did not heed these warninqs. Instead

of takinq a more instrospective approach to his own

condition, he stepped up the brutalizinq rational attack by

developinq a sleepinq harness. He continually attempted to

control everythinq, includinq his own psyche, throuqh

2** K¤k¤r• Erederisk Iaz12;= A ätnéz LE Eeräenalisz ABQ
£An2xasi9g„ ¤• 65-66-
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external rule fornulated means. As the previous examples

illustrate, he continued these mechanistic rituals

throuqhout his life. Consequentlv, the unconscious reacted

by deliverinq Taylor with three debilitatina nervous

breakdowns.

The inbalance in Taylor's life is rather obvious. His

entire approach to life was nechanistic at best. Just as

all subiectivity was to be removed from the shop floor, so

also was it to be renoved from one's personal life. Given

the dialectical nature of the psyche, raisinq the rational

conscious to such extreme levels, of course, suppresses the

nore subiective unconscious conplement of the psyche.

Consequently, human warmth and emotion become crushed.

Taylor's intolerance of anyone who questioned his authority,

and his rude and tactless approach to both his superiors and

subordinates suqqests that perhaps his feelinq side became

the victim of a callous over assertion of rationality. This

is suqqested in his bioqrapher's observation that
“it

was

instinct to drive straiqht throuqh an obstacle, to hit the

line in the centre and hit it hard.“2'• Further evidence of

a supressed feelinq side may be found in Tay1or's vision of

the ideal manaqer or executive:

='° ¤¤¤l@v- Frederic; $azl9;• 1: ¤- 156-
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The qreat captains of industry were usually...
biq-hearted, kindly, hunorous, lovable nen,
denocratic, truly fond of their worknen, and yet
couraqeous, brainy, and shrewd: with not the-
elishreer zeeriee er ee1rAies·ee§&—er eeerieeerel
ggggg ggg;. Ready at any ninute, to dawn up and
down hill the man who needed it, or gg lg! ggglggg ·
hands-on any worknen who defied then, and throw
then over the fence. They were nen who would not
hesitate to 1oke with the apprentice boy one
minute, and qive hin a spankinq the next. Such
nen would be recoqnized in any aqe and in any
¤¤¤¤trv es ree; eee• rir·re·he·leeeere·er erAer·
ggg. (Euphasis) added.2'°

The precedinq nacho “touqh ¤an“ inaqe coincides nicely with

Weber's vision of a dehumanized bureaucracy.

Pinally, a rather hunorous caricacture of Taylor may be

qiven that illustrates one nanner in which the unconscious

expressed itself in order to conpensate Taylor's inbalanced

rational existence. Taylor was actively involved in all

nale anateur theatrical productions. While he played both

sale and fenale roles, he was nost celebrated for his fenale

inpersonations. Accordinq to his bioqrapher his pefornances

were so authentic that even his own sister could be

deceived. These iupersonations may have been a healthy way

for Taylor to qive vent to his anina, his feuinine nore

feelinq side, that was suppressed in every other aspect of

his life.

2** Katar. Ereeerier Tezler: A ärger Te E§£§QEéli§l AAQ
1neexeriee„ ¤- 50-
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In conclusion, what I have attenpted to do with

Tavlor°s life is to illustrate that highly elevated rational

neans will be conpensated for with very detrinental results

to the individual who seeks to assiduouslv live by then.

122 · **12221 1122** 222 222 §,‘£E£§.§§§iQ§·§ · .222222.2
[

The personal life of Hax Weber shares sone interesting

parallels to the life of Frederick Taylor. He too snffered

fron nervous breakdowns and also strnggled to suppress his

own unconscious. While his personality was not as bizarre

as Taylor°s, his breakdowns were nore debilitating and he

nay have led a nore tornented life.

Like Taylor, he also had parents who were narkedly

different fron one another. But unlike Taylor who

identified solely with his nother, it appears that Weber

attenpted, unsucessfully, to integrate both his divergent

parents into hinself.

Weber's father studied the law, worked for the city

government of Berlin, becane a naqistrate, and then a nenber

of both the Prussian House of Deputies and the Reichstag.

Hax Sr. has been characterized as a pleasure loving nan who

possessed an easy going tenpernent, and who developed a

satisfied, confortable view of life. Within the donestic

realn, he has been described as a patriarchal despot.
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In contrast to his pleasure lovinq father, Heber's

mother was an extremely pious woman who possessed a stern

reliqiosity. And while she too was inclined toward

authoritarianisn, she also possessed qualities of

understandinq, conpassion, and patience. As niqht be

expected, his mother's ”ethic of couscience“ and his

father°s "ethic of success" were a source of inconpatibility

and their marriaqe was marked by problems thronqhout.

In Heber•s earliest years he identified with his

father. Arthur uitzman waqers that Heber found the worldly

eminence, political environment, and intellectual discourse

provided by his father to be very stiuulatinq. However, he

was influenced profoundly by both his aunt and uncle, with

who: he lived for one year, while he fulfilled his military

connitment in the middle of his colleqe years. His uncle°s

political ideals not only had a profound lonq tern affect

upon Weber.2°° but his aunt nade him more conscious of his

nothers situation and he beqan to resent bitterly his

father's authoritarian treatnent of his mother.

After the interlude with his aunt and uncle, Weber

beqan to identify nore with his mother and all that her

Calvinist tradition stood for · extremely hard work and the

2¢° Compared to Hax's father, his uncle was a political
maverick, willinq to assume the sort of uncomfortable
political position that his own father eschewed for the
purposes of maintaininq his own comfortable existence.
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suppression of the irrational. But, even prior to the

interlude with his aunt and uncle, Heber's nother "by the

holy purity of her conduct,... had innlanted indestructible

barriers in hin aqainst any surrender to the

instinctual..."2*l

After Weber's nilitary service was fulfilled he

returned to his parent's hone to finish his education at the

University of Berlin. Por the next six years he was

dependent entirely upon his father's household and finances

while he finished his underqraduate education, passsed the

law exam, served as a iunior barrister and worked on his

doctoral thesis. The loathinq he felt for his father

sinnered durinq this time as he chafed in the consciousness

of his •other's situation and the tyranny of his own

financial dependence. It was durinq this time that he

developed an enornous conpulsion for self disciplined work.

His wife, and bioqrapher, described his ruthless schedule:

he continues the riqid work discipline, requlates
his life bv the clock, divides the daily routine
into exact sections for the various subiects,
saves in his way, by feedinq himself eveninqs in
his room with a pouud of raw chopped beef and four
fried eqqs.2*2

2** Arthur Hltz¤e¤- xhe Iren rage: An Hieeerieel
Intereretetien er nnr·!eeer• lhev York: Alfred A- knopf.
1970), p. 33.

2*2 Ibid., p. 48.
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Mitznan theorizes that Weber's ascetic conpulsion for work

was an attenpt to retain his Calvinist mother's qood will

while rebelling against the confortableness of his father°s

life which he believed to be merely selfish hedonisn.2¤3

His release fron his father's house became final, when

in late 1892 Weber received an appointnent at the University

of Berlin. He became engaged to his cousin Marianne

Schnitzer, shortly thereafter. During the next five years

Weber experienced a neteroric rise in his profession and in

1897 he received an appointnent of Ordinarius in Heidelberg.

It was shortly after moving to Heidelberg that Weber broke

pernanently fron his father. In what appears, to this

author, as a total out burst from the unconscious, he drives

his father, who had insisted on acconpanying Weber's nother

for a visit, out of his house. This was the ffrst t;sg—that

he openly defied his father and he never saw hin alive

again, as he died a few nonths later. This event led to an

important psychic catastrophe for Weber from which he never

fully recovered. He suffered his first nental breakdown in

1898 and was internittently institutionalized throughout the

period from 1898-1902. While he was able, fron tine to

2*3 Mitzman notes, however, that Weber was never really able
to eradicate his father's nature from his own
personlity, and that he too, in later years, beqan to
treat his mother in the same authoritarian way that his
father had.
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time, to continue his research and writing, he was unable to

assume any teaching responsibilities fcr another 15 years.

In fact, he never really recovered fully. Weber suffered

many breakdowns during these years, and a pattern soon

developed where recovery was only uarked by a relapse

whenever he attenpted to return to his work. Some of the

breakdowns were uore debilitatinq than others. Followinq

his second breakdown his wife notes:

Everything was too much for him; he couldn°t read,
write, talk, walk, or sleep without tornent. All
of his mental and some of his physical functions
failed him.2*•

Durinq this time Weber reqarded any rental activity as

harmful. His wife was even forced to pronise not to give

him a sinqle letter that reminded him of his profession.

She observed that all intellectual activity was poison and

that this condition was particularly difficult to assuage

because he had no way to spend his paralyzed hours:

Practical activity of any kind was not his
style..., ever since his adolescence everything
had been qeared to thinkinq.2*5

2*•
Narianne Weber, gggggggggz g;gjggggggy, trans. fron the
German and ed. by Harry Zohn, (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1975), D. 42.

2*5 Ibid., p. 237. The precedinq account of Weber's illness
illustrates what can happen to an individual when the
unconscious side of the psyche is suppressed. For
example, in Weber's case his conscious rational side
finally succnmbed entirely to the negative side of the
unconscious. Consequently, he could no longer use his
intellect; associatinq any mental endeavor whatsoever
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As the precedinq suqqests Heber suffered fron an

inability to inteqrate the purely rational, that which is

steeped in reason, order, and obiectivity, with the purely

subiective, irrational, and more human side of life. In

other words the conscious and unconscious sides of Heber's

psyche were imbalanced. Hitznan observes that he attenpted

to naster his baser enotions and drives by unrenittinq

ascetic activities. His nother°s moral code and influence

severely suppressed any tendencies that would have permitted

the inteqration of any instinctual or irrational inpulses,

and his enornous conpulsion for work served to iupose order

on the irrational side of life.

There is further evidence, in addition to his nervous

breakdowns, that Heber suffered fron an over assertion of

the conscious attitude. Accordinq to his wife, Ueber's

nother
“saw

how by virtue of his intellect and will power he

refused to succunb to any passion that one niqht have.“2*6

There is no question but that Heber did in fact struqqle to

control his passions throuqhout his life. Por example, he

did not consunnate his narriaqe. A portent of what was to

cone and the influence of his nother in suppressinq the

with harn. In Weher's case, the suppression was so
severe that an enantiodronia prevailed. In other words
as the conscious side becaue too elevated, it turned
into its opposite.

2*6 Ibid., p. 166.
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irrational nav be seen in his proposal letter to his wife:

You do not see how I try, with difficulty and
varyinq success, to taue the elemental passions
with which nature has endowed ne. But ask my
nother; I know that her love for me - which forces
we to silence, because I cannot repav it — is
rooted in the fact that aorallv I used to be her
problem child."2*7

Hitzman suqqests that Weber had an ability to

articulate and manipulate his passions throuqh his powerful

intelliqence. This seens apparent, in a further passaqe of

his narriaqe proposal where he appears to not only set

reason above passion, but suqqests that reason uay control

passion:

...in the head and heart of the nariner there uust
be clarity, when all is surqinq beneath him. We
may tolerate no fantastical surrender to unclear
and wystical moods in our souls. For when feelinq
rises hiqh, you wust control it, to be able to
steer yourself with sobriety.2**

¤eber•s rather nonpersonal view of narriaqe is also evident

in his writinqs, later in life, where he equates the true

meaninq of marriaqe with ethical responsibility coupared

with a purely erotic sphere.2*9 Finallv that Weber struqqled

to control and suppress the irrational is evident in the

fact that “his intermittent sleeplessness frow 1898 until

his death was based at least partly on a terror of

2*7 Ibid., p. 179.

2** Ibid., p. 179.

2°° ¤itz¤a¤• Ihe—;r92 §ase• ¤· 219
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uncontrolled nocturnal e1aculations.“29¤

The for! and manner in which Weber attempted to

inteqrate his parents diverqent personalities into himself

is reflected in his works. Ueber linked his parents

personality types with two distinct cateqories of iudquentg

the moral and the rational, and he did not believe that

these cateqories could be compared, rather he presupposed

the necessity of a riqid separation between the spheres of

loqical analysis and value 1udqnent.2** Hitznan argues that

Weber was attemptinq to maintain a position of neutrality.

Consequently, the inportance of value-free nethodoloqy that

Weber espoused later in his works may have its irrational

basis in ¥eber's inability to deal with the conflict between

his parents' personalities and the inner conflict of these

opposinq antimonies that raqed within himself. It nay be

arqued that he attenpted to avoid the inteqration of this

conflict throuqh a separation narked by a seeuinqly neutral,

inpersonal, position. But Weber did not succeed in

maintaininq a riqid separation between the moral and the

rational, and when he tried to 1oin these contradictions by

openly condemninq his father, the result was a psychic

catastrophe.2°2 Hitzman ponders that it is possible “that in

2•¤
Ibid., p. 285.

2** Ibid., pp. 61, 169.
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the course of his breakdowu, he developed sone awareness

that nixinq such a proud defiance into his "scientific*

analysis had led to his personal 'catastrophe.“2** In any

event, after the breakdown, Heber beqins to nove away fron

his own heritaqe of ascetic rationalisn.2** This becones

evident first in 1910 in his discussion of nvsticisn.2**

Weber's acadenic work not only underaoes a chanqe after

the breakdown, but qradually he beqins to cone to terns with

his own irrational side which he had attenpted to repress

for so lonq. His hostility to an ethic of sensual pleasure

weakened and he developed an extra-narital relationship with

a wonan.2** But as uitznan notes, he was never really able

to completely abandon his ascetic code, ”the side of Heber

which had struqqled for decades to develop sone kind of

autononous sense of rational responsibilitv• could not

unconditionally accept the re1ection of consequences, the

ultinate irresponsibility, that both the purely erotic and

2*2 It is noted that despite Heber's increasinq awareness of
bis nother's position within his father's household, and
despite the urqinqs of his aunt and cousin to take a
position between the two, he was unable to do so.

2** Ibid., p. 169.

2** Ibid., p. 219, 253.

2** Ibid., p. 238-239.

2** Ibid., pp. 277, 286-287.
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the purely mystic positions entailed."2*7

Weber's theory of bureaucracy also provides a nirror

for ¤eber's own internal struqqle. Basicallv, ¤eber°s view

of the rational forn of bureaucracv is anbivalent. On the

one hand he considered it to be indispensable to the

existence of modern society,2** while on the other hand the

ultinate question of human autonony and creativity in the

bureaucracy tornented hi¤.2** As noted by uitznan, Ueber

believed that the faces of authoritarian despotisn and the

ascetic conpulsion to labor united to rationalize society

and destroy individual autonony.*°° To Weber, bureaucracy

was truly an *iron caqe", the destruction of individual

autonomy was inevitable, but equally inevitable was the

pernanency of the bureaucracy.*°¤

It can be coniectured that Ueber nay have been

sinultaneously repelled and attracted to the bureaucratic

for! of adninistration. As he saw order necessary to

2*7 Ibid., p. 219.

2** Ibid., p. 185.

2** Ibid., p. 188.

7** Ibid., p. 179.

*°* Reinhard B¤¤di¤¤• .¤.a;·!2he;= An I;.¤!;el;se;2al Bersraiy
New ed., with an Introduction by Guenther Roth
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), p.430.

Mitzman, ggg lggg·Qggg, p. 188.
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suppress personal human passion, or the itrational side of

life, so also bnreaucratic order was necessary to quell

nan's irrational side within the orqanization of nodern

society. There is a wistful sadness, a deternined fate, to

Weber's work on the sub1ect of bureaucracy. Even in his

developnent of the concept of charisna as a balancinq force

aqainst bureaucracy he assunes a dooned fate.3°Z The

qenuinely interpersonal quality of charisma eventually

succunbs to institutional routinization.3°3 Just as Weber

was never able to completely disniss a rationalist ascetic

code, perhaps he was also unable to relinquish the idea that

it was necessary to suppress, or control, all vestiqes of

the irrational side of life.

In the final analysis, Weber's anbivalence reqardinq

bureaucratic administration parallels the developnent of his

own personal life. At the same tine that his works beqan to

suqqest that excessive administrative order could be

detrinental, he also beqan to participate in the liberation

of his own eros.3°• That he was never able to completely

3°2 H.H. Gerth and C. Wriqht Bills, Introduction to ggg; ggg-
ggggg, trans.ed., and with an introd. by H.H. Gerth and
C. Uriqht Bills (New York: Oxford University Press,
1946, reprint ed., 1978)• D. 52,72.

!°3 Ibid., p. 54.

3¤• ”In
point of fact, his extended celebration of charisna

as an 'enotional 1ife—force' antaqonistic to the dreary
construction of the “iron caqe" coincided with his
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disniss his rationalist ascetic code, nor integrate the

raqing antinonies within himself is not siqnificant for the

purposes of this dissertation. What is siqnificant is that

Weber elevated his conscious side, while he feared and

repressed his unconscious side. As was true with Taylor,

the effects of Weber's attenpt to suppress bis irrational

instinctual side were devastatinq. Since psychic energy

cannot be obliterated, the repressed energy erupted in the

forn of several nervous breakdowns that were entirely

debilitatinq. He was unable to work at all for prolonqed

periods of tine, and while he was able to continue acadenic

research and uriting during relatively healthy interludes,

he was never able to successfully resune his teaching

responsibilities.

How can the lives of Taylor and Weber instruct and

inforn us during the 1980's? Clearly, the works of these

two nen have had a continued and profound effect upon the

work lives of western society. The basic features of

Weberian bureaucratic structure are still larqely intact.

Scientific nanagenent is still with us: Tavlor's tine

studies form the bedrock underlying our industrial factory

systeu. Furthernore, the scientific nanagement movenent, by

coming to terms with his own enotional life-force: his
erotic faculties.“

uitz¤au,_T§gv;;Q£ §§§§• P• 30“-
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1oining forces with the progressive movement during the

early 20th century, became the substance of a doctrine of

governmental reforn that continues to have an inpact within

the civil service.¤¤$ In other words, the persona of

rationalisn is still with us. Unfortunately, as was true

with both Taylor and Weber, when this persona is taken too

seriously, that is when organizational nenbers identify

themselves with it, a severe threat to psvchic balance is

posed. What I will illustrate in the remaining pages of

this section of the chapter are nunerous exanples suqgestinq

that the persona of rationalisn has indeed had sone

detrinental effects upon participating nembers of the

organization.

LEERecallingthe discussion of the persona in the first

chapter, it is noted that the individual's persona anounts

to the social role that each person feels conpelled to play

in order to survive. It is a facade personality that

reflects a visible sign of aqreenent with the values of the

collective. While adoption of an acceptable persona is an

unavoidable necessity, if an individual's ego becomes

identified solely with the persona, individuality is wholly

°°* Judith H- Merkle- äanaaeseut And Ideeleaz- u- 68-
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repressed and the entire conscious side of the psyche

dissolves into the collective. In such a situation, a

person really believes that he or she is exactly what they

pretend to be. As Jnnq notes, such an exclusive

identification with a role provides a fruitful source of

neuroses. What the individual must do is to recoqnize the

appropriate function of his or her persona, acceptinq it

consciously as an artificial construction to help one

survive within collective society. If the eqo is driven

straiqht into identification with the persona, the persona

will become an obstacle to the individual's development,

blindinq the person from his or her innate character.

Pollowinq the precedinq, what would one expect if the

individual took seriously and adopted the persona of

rationalisn?

June Sinqer, the well-known Junqian analyst and author,

provides us with an excellent illustration of the sort of

problems that may be encountered when an individual

identifies solely with his or her role in the world, thereby

beconinq unconscious of the persona.3°‘

Sinqer recounts the case of one of her analysands who

renains unconscious of his persona by identifyinq hinself

with his role in the world of work. The analysand, despite

39* June Sinqer, ggggggggg, (Garden City, Bew York: Anchor
Press/Doubleday, 1976), DD. 281-289.
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~any years as a narried aan and as a normal well—ad1usted

male, found himself obsessed with attractions to younqer nen

where he fantasized playinq out a feminine passive role in

sexual relations. Without qoinq into excessive detail,

Sinqer's analysis of the analysand confirned that the

problen was not really a sexual one, sexuality was in fact a

synpton of a condition with causes that extended far beyond

the area of sexuality. What he was sufferinq from was the

supression of his feelinq side, or rather the contrasexual

feninine aniua. Consequently, “his own feninine aspect

needed to respond to the active sexuality of a person who

would allow him at times iust to be, in a passive way, while

the other took the nore active role.“*°7 Sinqer provides a

description of the ¤an's life that is very apt to the

persona of rationalism:

There was alnost no opportunity to qive his
feelinq side freedon of expression. This aspect
was constantly beinq suppressed. In his workinq
day he was forced to conform in his dress, in
standards of orqanization, in accuracy in
technical matters. In his position he felt
unimportant; it had been inpressed on hin that all
that counted was what he could do for the company.
His position as supervisor required that more
often than not he deny hunan feelinq.3°¤

¤¤' Ibid., p. 286.

¤°° Ibid., p. 287.
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Sinqer notes that the analysand had become unconscious

of his own persona. The siqnificance of this is uade

evident in her observation:

The persona was an intolerable coat of nettles he
wore, which he felt unable to remove. It was as
thouqh it were a part of hin- He was unable to
admit any warmth or softness into his workday
world. The main thinq was that the fiqures on the
profit and loss sheet had to be approved. The
same coldness and heartlessness that he felt
within hinself, he saw all around him-3°°

Sinqer qoes on to state that an inportant way in which

the analvsand was able to become conscious of his problen

”was to recoqnize that he had identified hinself with his

role in the world-”¤¤¤

Sinqer's case provides a coqent exanple of the

dialectical structure and function of the human psyche- In

this case the analysand had elevated the pnrely masculine

conscious side of his psyche, as did both Heber and Taylor,

thereby suppressinq the feelinq contrasexual feminine side

of himself- As should be evident by now, one cannot qet

away with leadinq an inbalanced existence indefinitely, for

psychic enerqy cannot be obliterated. what qoes down, nust

come up! In other words, repression of the unconscious only

drives the enerqy underqround where it attacks

surreptitiously from the rear. The nore one—sided the

¤¤° Ibid., p- 288-

3¤¤ Ibid-, p. 287-
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iubalance, the more pressure there is, the nore insidious

the unconscious reeaction will be.

This case also provides an excellent illustration of

the psycholoqical problems that ensue if one takes the

persona of rationalisn too seriouslv. Recall that Weber

observed that dehumanization was the special virtue of

bureaucratic adninistration. In Sinqer's case, the

analysand takes this persona of rationalisn seriously, and

acceptinq his role as real, functions in appropriate nachine

like fashion. Consequently, there was no warnth or softness

in his world of work, nor in his relationship with his wife

at home. There was no outlet for the expression of his

feelinq side because he identified with the role of his

persona. However, psycholoqical enerqv cannot be destroyed,

therefore, his suppressed feelinq side erupted finally in

homosexual acts where he could finally realize the feninine

contrasexual, or aniua, side of himself.

The case study reported by Sinqer is by no means an

isolated incidence. There is anple evidence to suqqest that

identifyinq with one•s role within the orqanization, that is

acceptinq the persona of rationalisu as real, occurs with

frequency and leads to stunted enotional developnent for the

orqanizational participant. This is illustrated very

clearly and dranatically in Michael Maccoby°s book, The
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gggggggg, where he concludes that the traits that lead to

success in the nodern corporation develop, in his words, the

head but not the heart. Snccessful chief executives becone

so hardened by their orqanizational roles that they becone

unable to relate to anyone. In fact, he concludes, they

become what their role personifies; detached and

inpersonal.31* Haccobv discovered four distinct

psycholoqical types amonqst the 250 successful

administrators that he studied; the Craftsnan, the Junqle

Fiqhter, the Company Han, and the Gamesnan. In this

chapter, I will discuss the Ganesnan and the Junqle Piqhter,

the remaininq two will be discussed in the fourth chapter.

311
Haccoby studied 250 top leaders and manaqers from 12

maior companies. The manaqers and leaders studied
represent the nost admired individuals amonqst some of
the best companies in the nation. In addition, Haccoby
studied only healthy people. That is, persons who had
no history of treatnent for psycholoqical problems or
who had displayed any behavior suqqestinq such problems.
Haccoby souqht to study only the best conpanies and
healthy executives in an attenpt to see what the optinal
development of the corporate systen was. He observed

that it would be more illuninatinq about the systen if
he discovered symptons of stunted enotional developnent
in the best of what the corporate world has to offer
than if he had been studyinq less successful people in
orqanizations that were obviously dehumanizinq. His
nethodoloqy included in depth interviews and an
instrument for surveyinq the successful character traits
of executives. Very extensive interviews were condncted
with 250 manaqers, executives and enqineers. He also
conducted 15 interviews with the wives and secretaries
of his primary case studies. These various interviews
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The ggggeaan et The Ezizeie §ee§e;~

Haccoby found that the overwhelninq maiority of the

successful corporate leaders represented the new aan of the

sixties and sewenties, the Gamesman. Supplantinq the Jnnqle

Fiqhter of the late 19th and early 20th century, and the

orqanization man of the 50's, the Gauesman responds to work

and life as a qane. The main qoal in life is to be a

winner. The Gamesnan takes deliqht in controllinq the play,

it is the contest, new plays, and new options that excite

him. The Gamesman is above all, a tean player, whose center

is the corporation, where he feels responsible for the

functioninq of the corporate system and where he will take

whatever risks are necessary in order to win. While the

Ga•esman°s vision of the orqanization is an open systens in

contrast to the Weberian closed nodel, it is evident that

the persona of rationalism renains larqely in tact.

Haccoby qave all 250 of his interviewees a list of

character traits and asked them to indicate which traits

were most important for work and which ones reinforced work.

On the basis of the results of this survey, Haccoby

concludes that the orqanization reinforces attitudes

essential for success, innovation and teanwork, what he

refers to as qualities of the head. For exanple, coolness

ranqed from 3 to 20 hours in lenqth.
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under stress, takinq intiative, pride in performance and

cooperation are all necessary for corporate success and are

reinforced within the corporation. However, qualities of

the heart are not considered necessary for success and are,

therefore, not reinforced. Instead, characteristics

necessary for full hunan development and individuality such

as compassion, qenerosity, friendliness, independence, and

spontaneity are all suppressed.

uaccoby concludes that the traits that are reinforced

within the corporate orqanization are detrimental to

individual human developnent. Specifically, these

successful executives are characterized by their inability

to achieve a lovinq relationship with their spouse. They

were bored at home and depended upon their work for

excitnent. Described by their wives as intellectual,

pro1ect and nechanically oriented, and not demonstrative,

their relationships were detached and devoid of any qenuine

intimacy or intense experience. In fact, enotionally

cautious, they actually protected themselves from any

intense experience. Boredom at hone, Haccoby observed, was

related to their own tendency to evade any real intinacy and

intense experience. Finally, none of these men could be

considered deeply lovinq, and the sane men who spoke with

excitment about their work were bland or defined love in dry

bureaucratic terms, for example:
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Love is a mutual relationship involvinq two people
most frequently of the opposite sex that involves
sexual attraction, compatibilitv of personalities,
and common interests.*12

Consistent with this antiseptic, unrelated vision of love

and relationship these men also did not define friendship as

involvinq any affection or intimacy but as shared interests

and honesty.

. Haccobv also observed that those who were more lovinq

did not move up the corporate ladder rapidly. Furthermore,

these were the men who tended to suffer severe enotional

conflicts between the world of work and their personal

lives.

Maccobv contends that the work attitudes that reinforce

and support corporate success are contradictory to what is

needed in order to develop intimate lovinq relationships.

The emotionally detached picture that Maccoby paints is

reniniscent of the persona of the "ideal" nanaqer

illustrated in the second chapter of this dissertation. The

intellectual work approach of the successful Gamesman

described by uaccoby is also similar to the rational persona

of the "ideal" manaqer. It is the inteqration of ideas into

an overall system that the Ganesman excells in, and

accordinq to Naccobv, these men are "brilliant and

*12 Michael Maccoby ggg Qggggggg, (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1976), p. 178.
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innovative, even dazzlinq in their ability to understand

complex sociotechnical systems.“3*3 However exciting and

stimulatinq such work niqht be, it allows the Gamesman to

reuain detached since the inteqration of ideas into a

technical situation does not require any emotional
‘

considerations.3** The easy detachnent of systens work

spills over into the Ga¤esman's interactions with others as

well. For example, according to Haccoby the canesnan

manipulates and treats other people as obiects. However, it

is interesting to note that they themselves fear becominq

part of a nachine.3*$ They think of themselves as

individuals and want to be free of any authority that would

stifle their own autonomy. However, they "qo around trying

to orqanize everyone so that nobody else can be an
”

individual.“3*¤ They want autonouy for themselves only and

rationalize their behavior on the qrounds that other people

are weak and in need of direction. Not unlike the Taylor of

old, they conceive nost workers as school children, who,

friqhtened of freedom require direction. The Gauesmen,

however, do not particularlv seek power for themselves over

3*3 Ibid., p. 175.

3** Ibid., p. 163.

3*5 Ibid., p. 131.

3** Ibid., p. 130.
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others. It is loyalty to the proiect that they demand, not

personal loyalty- Aqain, such a position permits an easy

detachment, precisely that which is called for in the

persona of rationalisn. What happens, at bottom, is that

the Gamesman becoues one with his role.3*' As Haccoby notes,

they appear at first to be so open but, “almost all the

Ganesman adnitted that they have difficulty experiencinq and

commnnicatinq any feelinqs at all, so well have they

detached themselves-3**

The Ga¤es¤an's detached and suppressed feelinq side is

also reflected in the lack of concern that they show for the

social and hunan effects of their work both in the United

States and the rest of the world. Despite the fact that

nost of these companies held important defense contracts

these execntives did not like to think that they were really

workinq for the military. In essence, they had little

problem acceptinq the corporation's qoals as their own.

Fnrthernore, very few felt any responsiblity to the poor and

*only 7% considered it inportant to have work that is vital

to hnnan welfare.”3** Despite the fact that most of these

conpanies held important defense contracts these execntives

3*7 Ibid-, p. 195.

3** Ibid-, p. 196-

3** Ibid., p. 197.
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did not like to think that they were really workinq for the

ailitary. Siailarly, they were unable to consider the fact

that auch of the socio—technical systems work that they

innovated displaced workers without skills. Instead, they

thouqht of the needy in terms of beinq freeloaders.

rinally, Haccoby observed that those few aanaqers who did

urqe their coapanies to assnae aore social responsiblity for

their actions were never fully trusted by manaqenent.

Haccoby coniectnres that the lack of social concern and

responsibility for the effects of their own work on the poor

is a consequence of their own detachaent which flows froa

identifyinq with their work role. Por as the Ganesaan

remains uninvolved and unconnected to the concrete reality

of what he's doinq, it is possible to avoid acceptinq

responsibility for the iapact and consequences of one's

work.

In conclnsion, it is evident that the new breed of

executive, the Gamesaan, has accepted the persona of

rationalisn and in so doinq has fallen wictin to identifyinq

his own eqo with his rational work role. His preoccupation

with the intellectual, his acceptance and total eaersion in

a role that does not perait any personal involvenent has

allowed the Gaaesnan, in uaccoby's words, to build a wall

around his heart and in the process even permitted hin to
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escape accepting responsibility for any of his work related

activities. The Ganesnan has fallen victin to the persona

of rationalism and in so doing has become one with his role.

Conseguently, he carries this persona into the most private

and personal part of his life, and because he does so he is

incapacitated and unable to develop genuinelv loving and

intinate relationships.

The preceding is predictable. Once again we see that

as the rational side of the psyche is unduly elevated and as

feelings are suppressed, an inbalance within the dialectical

structure of the psyche obtains. One cannot lead an

inbalanced life without suffering negative conseguences. In

these examples cited by Haccoby, the price to be paid is a

stale personal life without intense experience, love, or

intinacy, as well as a blunted sense of social

responsibility for one•s action.

It is noted that the severitv of the forn of

disturbance that results fron an over assertion of the

rational side of the psyche will depend upon the extent of

the suppression, or the one·sidedness of the identification.

In other words, the harder you push down the stronger the

reaction will be. Maccoby noted that the Jungle Fighters,

those whose will is entirely directed toward power, were the

nost hard hearted of all. The Jungle Fighters are
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reminiscent of the robber barons of the post-civil war era

who served as models for the work of both Taylor and Heber.

The Junqle Fiqhter takes pride in beinq feared and seeks to

doninate others. uaccoby described these nen as 'cunninq

and secretive, with stronq exploitataive, narcissistic, and

sadistic-authoritarian tendencies.”32¤ uaccoby found only 11

Junqle Fiqhters auonqst the 250 executives that he studied

and he believes that the cooperation necessary for the

hiqhly interdependent modern orqanization will soon render

the Junqle Piqhter extinct altoqether.¤2*

Ltrettß —~ äeeeiee ta · the ·· ..¤2e,hl.ie· äeetee ·
Douqlas Laßier, a practicinq psycho analyst in

Washinqton D.C. undertook a socio psychoanalytic study of

qovernnent euployees for the express purpose of examininq

what role bureaucratic work in the public sector plays in

fosterinq the development of patholoqical behavior. The

results of his work are very informative for this

dissertation. LaBier's work revealed that a larqe nunber of

people suffered from neurotic conflict in their work

situation.322 A few people suffered fron 1onq—standinq

32° Ibid., p. 80.

32* Whether ¤accoby's work reflects an accurate cross
section of private sector corporations is not evident.

322 LaBier's nethod included intensive interviews, drean
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disturbances prior to their entry into the federal

bureaucracv, and these disturbances were very evident in the

work place. On the other hand some people showed no

symptoms of emotional disturbance at work and were

considered to be normal, but in fact, Laßier concludes that

they were doninated by extrenely destructiye tendencies that

were beinq reinforced by the requirements of work and career

success. Laßier concludes that not only does work

orqanization in the federal bureaucracy fail to stimulate

hunan development, it say also gttrggt disturbed people.

Finally, Laßier concludes that for many, success in their

career stood in contrast to unhappiness in their intinate

relations with others. Usinq the sane lanquaqe as Haccoby,

Laßier notes that these people "were reasonably successful

in matters of the head but were troubled in matters of the

heart, which showed itself at work."3Z3 It seems evident

that many of LaBier's subiects have identified their eqos

with the persona of rationalism.

analysis relatinq to work, thematic interpretation of
Rorschach tests, and other clinical materials Unlike
uaccoby he deliberately studied both the successful and
unsuccessful, and the unhealthy as well as the healthy.

323 Douqlas Laßier, "Enotional Disturbances In The Federal

G¤v<==¤=¤¤¤¤¤t•'° éQ!l§i§§£é§lQ§‘§QQ‘§Q§.l§!E! 1*4 (February
1983): M16.
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LaBier makes a distinction between those persons who

are nornal and those who are patholoqical. Within those two

cateqories he differentiates between those who have

expressed svnptons gg gggk—that illustrate some form of

enotional disturbance and those who have not. He also

distinquishes between those who have adapted to the

requirenents of the work orqanization and those who have

not. The labels he uses to nane the four types of

individuals are the Irrational Adaptives, the Normal

Positives, the Irrational Nonadaptives, and the Normal

Neqatives.

The Irrational Adaptives and the Normal Positives

represent cateqories of individuals who had not displayed

any overt symptons at work that suqqested emotional

disturbance. While both qroups were found to be adaptive to

the requirements of their work, the Nornal Positives were

predominantly normal, while the Irrational Adaptives were

predominantly patholoqical.

the ttehhtehht heeettzee = Lhet- te; · tete; ·· ehé· etesx n

Laßier observes that these people show two kinds of

deeply irrational attitudes: "lust for power and qlory,

desire to sub1uqate and/or destrov others, and qreed for
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personal qain, all of which come to dominate these persons

to a patholoqical deqree; or passive dependency, desire to

return to the wonb, and subnission to masochistic

huniliation.“32* Althouqh. usinq the words of LaBier, the

passions of these persons are patholoqical, nevertheless

they contribute to work success if the person is briqht and

competent. LaBier found these persons most frequentlv in

the middle and upper levels of the orqanization, and noted

that these people were markedly sinilar to the Junqle

Piqhters that uaccoby observed within his private sector

study. LaBier suqqests that the psvcholoqical

characteristics of the Junqle Fiqhter coincide quite nicely
i

with the needs of the hiqhest levels of the federal

bureaucracy. Psycholoqically, the Junqle Fiqhter seeks

power and domination over others and tends to use seduction,

betrayal, or uanipulation to reach the top.325 These

characteristics appear to be conqruent with what is valued

at the hiqhest levels of the bureaucracy. Nanely, the

ability to appear and act touqh; to constantly put people to

the test, to put others down and to humiliate them.325 In

the words of one presidential appointee, “what I look for in

32* Ibid., p. ß20.

325 Ibid., p. u21.

325 Ibid.
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a top manaqer is someone who knows how to kick ass.*327 It

is noted that the precedinq inaqe of "touqhness“ is not

unlike the qreat captains of industry described by Taylor:

“real men, fit to be leaders of other men.“323

As noted previously Laßier contends that the Junqle

Fiqhter that typifies most of the Irrational Adaptives

"possesses stronq patholoqical tendencies that qradually

become doninant within their character, because the

tendencies fit, in many cases, what is supported by the

work.”32* Despite the absence of any overt svmptons on the

1ob that suoqest any inability to perform what is required,

these people show symptoms of emotional disorder in their

intinate relations outside of work. In the words of LaBier,

like nost successful careerists these people lack developed

hearts.330 As noted previously, uaccobv also found the

327 Ibid., p. 422.

3=• K¤k¤r• rrederisk And
lE§Q!éEiQE• ¤- 50-

32* Ihid., p. 423.

330 Anonqst the examples of the Irrational Adaptives
provided by Laßier includes one of a 30 year old woman
who had achieved a hiqh-level position. Hs. A was
perceived as an aqqressive competent woman, someone qood
at ”firefiqhtinq." She was also viewed as soneone who
was alternately seductive and sexy, and hardened and
touqh. Deep exploration of her attitudes and character
revealed a tremendous lust for power and hatred of male
authority. Typically, she used her considerable
emotional sensitivity to further acquisition of power
over others. In her private life, Laßier found a sense
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Junqle Fiqhters to be the most hard hearted of all. This is

not surprisinq. These people are doninated by a

patholoqical desire for power. Maccoby noted that the most

maliqnant reason why the heart becomes so hardened is due to

a perversion that obtains when human will is directed toward

power. Junq also noted that eros and power are opposed to

each other. In the words of the noted Junqian scholar and

analyst, Marie—Louise von Franz, you cannot have power and

eros toqether; they exclude each other.33* There can be no

eros in the persona of rationalism, and the further one

presses eros into the underqround the hiqher one elevates

the power drive. Given the extremisw of the Junqle Fiqhters

position, the one—sided identification with the persona of

rationalisn, it is not surprisinq that these people have the

hardest hearts and suffer emotional disorder in their

intimate relations outside of work.

of destroyed femininity manifest in a divorce from her
husband and voluntarv sterilization.

This is a qood exanple that illustrates a neqative
development of the aninus within a woman. As noted in
the first chapter of this dissertation, the aninus is
the masculine archetype within a woman that corresponds
to the male principle of loqos which enables thinkinq
and intellectual capacity. In this example, however,
the woman has developed a neqative relationship to her
own aninus and has turned into a “He—Wo¤an.“
Consequently, ruthless aqqressive brutality has
suppressed and replaced the feminine side.

3** Marie-Louise von Franz,_gggg;gg;grng§, (Santa Monica:
Siqo Press, 1981)• p. 221.
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It is siqnificant to note that Laßier observes that

while the Irrational Adaptives are able to adapt to their

work because of the conqruency between their own

patholoqical tendencies and work requireuents, that these

people tend to beqin to exhibit sywptows of their underlyinq

patholoqies if they experience a change in their work roles

that would norwally be considered to be healthy.332

It is noted that Laßier also found a qroup of

Irrational Adaptives who, unlike the Jungle Fighters, are

patholoqically dependent and subnissive rather than power-

hunqry. Host of these people, described as "ass kissers,“

were found in the widdle levels of the bureaucracy and will

be discussed in chapter four.

Like the Irrational Adaptives, the Norwal Positives

experienced no difficulty in adaptinq to the requirements of

work, however, unlike the Irrational Adaptives they are

without siqnificant patholoqical tendencies. They possess

*32 Laßier notes that a man in his late forites who had
flourished as a “hatchet man" for a sadistic, self-
centered wanaqer, beqan to reveal his own
sadouasochistic passions and was unable to function
successfully in the organization when a change in
leadership provided a nore participative and cooperative
organization structure.
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sone irrational repressed attitudes but they are ninor and

work does not appear to have stinulated their ninor

unconscious conflicts. These people naintain a productive

orientation toward work.¤3* They experience thenselves as

“actors“ and are not alienated from their hunan powers. The

Nornal Positives possess a wide ranue of intellectual

talents and are stinulated by their work. However, they are

not particularly stinulated by their intinate relations and

they are not, according to Laßier, 'healthy“ fron the

standpoint of full hunan development. Despite the fact that

nost of the Nornal Positives “show real inner capacity for

developnent of such qualities of heart as love of life,

concern for others, and affirnation of truth,...these

qualities have not been stinulated or developed by career

experiences or daily work.”33• Instead, the work environnent

has stinulated and reinforced intellectual qualities or

traits. Laßier concludes that as a consequence, their

personal development as well as their potential for

inprovinq the bureaucracy are stunted, that they have

developed their hearts about as nuch as they can given the

333 Productive is used here within the framework developed
by Fronn. That is, an attitude or node or relatedness,
rather than as capacity for naterial production or
outward success.

I
33* Ibid., p. 428.
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confines of the bureaucracy.335

According to Laßier, the Irrational Nonadaptiwes are

enotionally disturbed and nanifest their disturbance in the

work place. There are two types of Irrationasl Nonadaptives

that are distinguished by the severitv of their

disturbances.

One type consists of people who have long·standing

diagnoses of psychotic disturbance. *Hanifestation of their

disturbance at work include gross distortions of reality,

inability to conprehend or execute work responsiblities, or

severely inpaired relations with coworkers.“3*5 As one would

expect, these people do not rise very high within the

federal bureaucracy, though there are sone exceptions.

Usually, nanagenent's response to these people is to ignore

*35 One illustration of a Normal Positive provided by Laßier
is of a 50 year old nan who had achieved a high position
in the bureaucracy. Hr. D possessed a high degree of
energy and enthusiasn. He enioyed challenging work and
approaches it with systen—like thinking. He was
particularly receptive to new ideas, especially those
that enhanced tean·building and participation which he
valued. However, within Hr. D's character LaBier found
underdeveloped capacities for love of life and creation,
intellectual, and spiritual development. Furthernore,
he possessed a capacity for beconing emotionally cool in
a flash, he kept his distance and did not pernit hinself
to become too enotionally aroused.

3*5 Ibid., p. ¤3ß.
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then while reassiqninq their work to others, while keepinq

them on the payroll. LaBier notes that these people would

have trouble workinq and functioninq noruallv in any job

settinq. However, he raises the questin whether or not it

isn't possible that the emotional disturbances expressed by

the Irrational Nonadaptives way be further intensified by a

work environment that denies the disturbance by

intentionally iqnorinq those persons so afflicted. It seens

obvious to this author that such intentional denial fulfills

an inportant requirenent of the persona of rationalisn.

The second qroup of Irrational Nonadaptives, is much

larqer than the previous qroup, also show evidence of

enotional disturbance but not of psychotic proportions.

These people exhibit evidence of prior patholoqy rooted in

early relationships. They suffer, consciously, from

anxiety, depression, alienation, and destructive desires.

They have achieved reasonable career success, but in

contrast to the Irrational Adaptives are liuited by their

conflicts from risinq to the hiqhest levels of the

bureaucracy. Laßier ponders whether their non ascendance

may be attributed to the fact that the work requirements at

the top require a stronq sadonasochistic attraction to

power, while these people possess wore passive-aqqressive

and independently obstinate tendencies. LaBier suqqests
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that the patholoqies of the Irrational Honadaptives nay be

less adaptive to the work requirements deened necessary at

the hiqher levels of the bureaucracy.

LaBier notes that while there nay be no roon in the

hiqher echelons for these people that nany of then are able

to find sone niche that actually supports and even permits

an actinq·out of their patholoqy in the work place.

Within the niche, they experience few demands for
productive work or activity that miqht threaten
their neurotic balance.337

This protection merely contributes to a permanent

imnobilization of the person. There is no way for the

person to consciously experience his or her problen as lonq

as he or she is allowed to act out their patholoqy

indefinitelv.

LaBier notes that the non psychotic Irrational

Nonadaptives, provide the bulk of those federal qovernnent

employees who seek psychotherapy and psychoanalysis in the

Washinqton area. He further naintains that many of these

people strnqqle for years in analysis because the role of

their work in supportinq their neuroses remains undiaqnosed.

337 Ibid., p. 436.
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The heran;Like

the Nornal Positives these people fall within the

nornal ranqe of character. That is, they do not suffer fron

any severe underlyinq patholoqy. However, unlike the Normal

Positives, they have developed symptoms of emotional

disturbance that are related either to stress or to

patholoqical requirements of their work. In other words,

the Normal Neqatives are unable to adapt to the requirements

of work without exhibitinq an emotional disturbance. They

do not experience ma1or patholoqical tendencies, but rather

display a nonproductive orientation toward work that is

typified by submission, withdrawal, and destructiveness.

These people are troubled but not sick. Laßier maintains

that the work environnent is responsible for the extremely

unproductive and neqative attitudes that prevail among the

Normal Neqatives, and that once the work environnent

inproves the symptons fade.

In conclusion I think it is apparent that the leqacy of

Ieber and Taylor lives on in the convoluted lives of those

who identify their eqos with the persona of rationalisn. As

the case illustrated by June Sinqer demonstrates,

identifyinq with one's role in the work place will seriously

suppress the natural feelinq feminine side of the

individual. Since it isn't possible to obliterate psychic
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enerqy such suppression erupts eventuallv in sone forn of

insidious reaction that is detriuental to the individual.

Haccoby and LaBier's work also provide coqent evidence of

deleterious human effect when the individual identifies her

or his eqo with the persona of rationalism. Taylor noted

that the practice of scientific nanaqenent would have

spillover effects into a man's personal life. Unfortunately

the spillover effects have not been positive.

QQEQL£!§lQ!§·

The purpose of this chapter was to illustrate that the

individual orqanizational participant mav be harued if she

or he identifies herself or hiuself with the persona of

rationalisn. As illustrated in the second chapter of this

dissertation, the orqanization's persona is a set of

collective standards reflectinq what the orqanization

"should“ be like. The persona of rationalism uay be

described as requirinq a stronq intellectual orientatiou

that is ained at order, discipline, control, authority,

ob1ectivity, and perhaps most iuportantlv, inpersonality.

In this chapter I have used vivid exanples from the lives of

Taylor and Weber to deuonstrate what the life of a

thorouqhly rational order entails. The dire consequences of

suppressinq all that which cannot be known, the instinctual
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irrational nnconscious, are evident in the tormented

existences of these two men.

In the remainder ot the chapter, I used contenporary

exanples to illustrate the tendencv to identity one°s ego

with the persona ot rationalism in todav's orqanization.

These examples provide poiqnant evidence that even today the

persona ot rationalism is taken seriouslv bv orqanization

neubers, and as people identity with their work role they

beqin to believe that they are exactly what they pretend to

be. Conseqnently, as people suppress their feelinq sides,

they sutfer from a stunted enotional development and an

inability to development meaninqful relationships. In

effect, this unfeelinq condition constitntes the dark shadow

side of the orqanization. This topic is discussed in

chapter six.

Recallinq that Taylor extolled the virtues and

spillover effects of the ordered work place into one's

private life, in practice it would seem that the coat of

rationalisn turns into a cloak of nettles. Given the

dialectical structure of the human psvche this is not

surprisinq. One cannot lead an imbalanced life without

neqative consequences sooner or later. In extreme cases

when one side of the psvche is pnshed too far down and the

conplementarv side automatically rises in proportion to the
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other's suppression, ultimatelv an enantiodronia will

prevail. In other words, whatever, is elevated will snap

into its opposite and the person falls into the unconscious

altoqether. There is a real ironv here and it reflects the

paradoxical nature of the human psvche. For as aan attenpts

to naster instinct in the service of rationality throuqh the

intellect alone, he actuallv falls victin to that which he

seeks to control. As one falls into the unconscious he or

she loses total consciousness of the actual dilenna and is

at the nercv of the unconscions in a verv total sense. In

other words in a state of total unawareness we are not able

to recoqnize how unconscious factors insinuate thenselves

into our decisions, reactions, and life arranqenents in

qeneral. There is a tendencv in western civilization to

equate the hunan beinq with reason and rationalitv, in

contrast to the instinctual world of the aninal kinqdon.

The ironv is that as we increasinalv trv to control passion

throuqh reason, perhaps we becone the verv thinq we seek to

prevent and control! LaBier°s work provides a poiqnant

exanple of such an enantrodronia.

Br. I, was driven bv intense lust for power and
qlorv. Quite brilliant in his professional work,
he had achieved a senior position at a relatively
younq aqe in a part of the qovernwent that engaqed
in work related to leqislation. Inflated by his
success, recoqnition, and proximitv to power and
qlanour, Hr. I becane increasiuqlv arroqant,
frequently huniliated coworkers, and beqan to
voice wildlv exaqqerated ideas about the
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importance of his work to national policy. His
irrational passions qrew to such proportions that,
when challenqed one day by a colleaque about a
minor disaqreement over sonethinq in a report
under preparation, Hr. I physically attacked his
colleaque and had to be forcibly subdued. He was
removed from the office literallv kickinq and
screaminq and, shortly thereafter, admitted
himself to a mental hospital.33•

33• Laßier acknowledqes that such a person may have
possessed patholoqical tendencies that are the result of
some serious problems in his intinate relations away
from work. Certainly this possibility nust be
acknowledqed. However, I aqree with Laßier when he
notes that "the case also indicates the potential
contribution to emotional disturbance bv a work
environment that emphasizes and rewards excessive
pursuit of power and qrandiositv.“



CHAPTER V

INDIVIDUATION AND THE COLLECTIVE LIFE

LE!-B9,E§§E£9!—

Beqinninq with the work of the earliest orqanization

theorists, it was sinply assumed that the individual would

subordinate her or hinself to the collective interests of

the orqanization. In fact, the orqanization's persona of

rationalisn requires such a subordination. While the

traditional theorists may have noted that the loss of

individuality was reqretahle, it was considered necessary,

somethinq we nust accept and learn to adapt to so that the

purposes of the orqanization could be achieved as

efficiently as possible. In this chapter I explore the

neqatiye effects on the individual when he or she identifies

his or her own eqo with the totality of the collective

orqanization. Specifically, I contend that identification

with the orqanization as a whole obstructs the hunan

individuation process bv holdinq or trappinq orqanizational

members within parental archetypes, pushinq the individual

into a for: of collective existence. More specifically, the

2¤3
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orqanization as an analoque for the nother and father

archetypes is addressed. It will be uoted that entrapment

in the nother archetype retards the feelinq function, while

entrapnent within the father archetype either leads to rule

conforminq behavior or a forn of childish rebellion.

In the remainder of the introduction I discuss Junq's

concern for the individual within a collectivized existence,

and the warninqs particular orqanization theorists have nade

reqardinq the increasinq collectivization of society and its

inpact upon the individual within the orqanization.

IE5 .'1'E.„.RE¤.£ —· Q2- .§„9.L„.L§§IiL§—.lQ.!lEn‘;l§!·
One cannot becone a whole person unless one becones

conscious of one's self, in the Junqian sense of that tern.

That is, it is necessary to becone aware of the unconscious

and its effect upon our consciousness and life activity.

But accordinq to Junq, if one subuerqes his or her own

individuality within a set of collective standards it is not

possible to differentiate the conscious fron the

unconscious. One nerely lives in total identification with

the collective unconscious. As Junq states so eloquently:

...no one can qet anywhere near independence
unless he is conscious of his own sinqularity.
Belief in qeneral rules and precepts will never
make a man anythinq more than a collective beinq,
whereas in reality he is an individual different
from others and should therefore be in possession
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of his own individual consciousness-333

The value of the individual is central to all of Junq°s

work. The purpose of a person's life is to realize the

individual true self, to discover one°s innate uniqueness

and to becowe a separate unity or whole. Junq saw the

nodern western world, with its scientific rationalisn and

nass mindedness, as posinq a threat to the inteqrity of the

individual°s soul-3*° The answer the west should qive, he

once said, to the danqers of collectivisn, is to renenber

one's own soul and wholeness-3** As illustrated in chapter

one, the hunan psyche is both an individual and a collective

phenonenon. Consequentlv, it isn't possible to extinquish

either end of these two contrastinq opposites. However, any

form of one-sided repression, on either side, will create a

danqerous unconscious reaction- Accordinqlv, Junq was

concerned that the collective enphasis of the western world

was repressinq the individual aspect of the psyche in a nost

danqerous nanner- Specificallv, he charqes that the self is

inevitably lost within any larqe collective.

33* ¤~G- J¤¤¤• Qizilizasien In !;a¤§i;19a• ¤~v- 19- 2d ed-.
Bollinqen Series 20, trans. R-F.C. Hull, (Princeton,
H.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970), p. 472.

3*° Ibid-, pp. 253, 381.

3** Ibid-, p. 382-
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To be trapped within any collective is to lose one°s

individuality to the unconscious. Conseguently, to the

extent that the organization requires a collective identity,

the organization nay be viewed as obstructing the human

individuation process, since one cannot become whole by

repressing individuality entirely and dissolving into the

collective. To accept the collective reguirenents of the

organization as one's own, that is to identity one's ego

with the organization's persona role, poses several

intertwined problems that obstruct the individuation

process.

The sheer size ot a collective entity is one facet ot

the problem that threatens the individual.3*2 Jung states

the problem succinctly:

The bigger the group the more individuals
composing it function as a collective entity,
which is so powerful that it can reduce individual
consciousness to the point of extinction.3*3

Simply bandinq together in groups and organizations can have

an eroding effect upon innate individuality and uniqueness.

A qenuine leveling effect ensues whenewer there is an over

emphasis upon collective traits and interests. "The value

of a group is measured by the average value of its

3*2 Ibid., pp. 226, 228, 275, 277, 471.

3*3 Ibid., p. 471.
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individual members,"3** and as Junq observed, "a million

zeros ioined toqether do not unfortunately, add up to

0ne.”3*3 Followinq Junq, Halter Oda1nyk observes that the

morality of a qroup is *in inverse ratio to its size: for

the qreater the aqqreqation of individuals, the more are

individual noral factors blotted out, and the more does

every sinqle nember feel absolved of all responsibility for

the actions of the qroup."3**

Par more inportant than the qeneral nediocrity of

collective functioninq, however, is the euasculation of

one's unique individuality when one is required to subnit

one's self entirely to a collectivity. There is a tendency

for larqe orqanizations to become ends in themselves,

attaininq an autonony that qrows beyond man and escapes his

control.3** Thus, the individual becomes a victim, he or she

no lonqer counts, but only perforns a role that may be

interchanqed with any other person°s role.3** Accordinq to

Juuq the insiqnificance of the individual in such a system

is “rubbed into him so thorouqhly that he loses all hope of

3** Ibid., p. ¤73.

3*3 Ibid., p. 275.

=•• oaa1¤vk. gung Ang EQli$i§§w ¤· 0*·
3** June. Qizilizatieu ;u·I;2a§i§i2n• ¤· 380-

3** Ibid., pp. 253, 380.
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nakinq hinself
heard.”3•°

Loss of individual self responsibility is another

problem parallelinq the loss of individuality. As

individuals succunb to nass thinkinq and functioninq, as

they assune an interchanqeable role they no lonqer feel

responsible for their actions. He or she is ”1ust doinq

one's 1ob". Personal responsibility is relinquished to an

anonymous entity buried within the collective. As a person

nerqes with the collective and loses one's identity he or

she also loses their responsibility for individual noral

action. Total dependency upon one's environnent ensues and

the capacity for individual introspection is lost.35¤

Individual responsibility and an individual code of noral

ethics
”is

replaced by a knowledqe of what is permitted or

forbidden or ordered.“35¤ The individual loses one's noral

and ethical sense of beinq and direction if he or she

reaches outside of thenself and into the collective for

criteria of riqht and wronq.

Alonq with lack of responsibility, the person who is

subnerqed within the collective nay also tend to persevere

or reqress toward infantilisn. Just as "collective thinkinq

3*9 Ibid., p. 277.

35¤ Ibid., p. 267.

351 Ibid.
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and feelinq and collective effort are less of a strain than

individual functiouinq and effort,”*$2 so too the security

of a qroup or larqe orqanization tends to foster a childlike

environnent of irresponsibi1ity.35* Junq likens the larqe

collective orqanization to a “kinqdon of chi1dhood,“ a

paradise of parental care where:

All the thinkinq and lookinq after are done from
the top; to all questions there is an answer, and
for all needs the necessary provision is made.
The infantile drean—state of the nass man is so
unrealistic that he never thinks to ask who is
payinq for this paradise.J5*

The price for the kiuqdon of childhood is, of course, the

loss of one's own individuality. "Only the nan who knows

how to acquire spiritual possessions of his own is proof

aqainst this danqer.”3$$ The answer to the threat posed by

nass collectivisn, accordinq to Junq, can only be found in

acquirinq a different attitude, by recoqnizinq the whole

nan, and revaluinq the individual.

Another problem that nay becone nanifest due to the

collective tendencies of the western world, is the

nobilization of the collective shadow. As Junq observed,

the unconscious shadow tends to constellate whenever

**2 ¤· 151-
$$3 Ibid., p. 277.

¤5•
Ibid.

=== aum:. ¤· *7*-
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individuality has been repressed too severely. Such a

constellation is nost dangerous if people are bound together

in sone form of nass. It is inportant to note that the

personal shadow is in part descended fron a collective

figure, and “reqression to its collective forn easily occurs

whenever the individual is subnerged in a nass.”35¤

Conseguently, the archetype of evil nay be activated

whenever enough people with repressed shadows come together

in sone forn of nass. The contenporary exanple of the

constellated archetype of evil is, of course, Hitler and

Nazi Germany.

Before exanininq specific examples that illustrate the

loss of individuality and the affect that this has had upon

adult naturation and the individuation process, I think it

is important to note the arqunents of sone of the

contenporary authors who have addressed the issue of

individuality within the collective.

Since the 1950*s several authors have charqed that

there is an increasinq collectivization of Anerican society.

Both Scott and Hart, and Whyte, contend that the nation°s

traditional system of values, which revere individualisn,

have been replaced with an organization ethic. Por example,

central to Anerican tradition is the assunption that an

”° <><1¤i¤vk• -·l§£‘.§*lL!L<l ,2<„;;i;;g§~- ¤¤- 72-73-
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individual can determine her or his own interests better

than can a collective, and that the individual must follow

her or his own destinv as one's conscience dictates.¤57

However, these traditional values have now been superseded

by a social ethic and orqanizational iuperative that

requires a denial of the individual. It is contended that

the ruqqed individualist would be fired in the modern

orqanization-3S' Instead, orqanizational values take

precedence over the individual who nust sublinate hinself to

qroup values in the connon pursuit of the orqanization's

qoal. Accordinq to Scott and Hart the individual imperative

is replaced by the orqanizational inperative suqqestinq that

whatever is qood for the individual can onlv come fron the

nodern orqanization.3$* It is arqued that increasinqly, a

person's value is held within a collective framework. The

person exists as a unit of society; he or she is isolated

and neaninqless except throuqh qroup collaboration with

others. Such a social ethic rationalizes the orqanization's

denands for lovalty and reinforces the orqanization

357 Hillian H. Ihvte, (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1956)• D- 11.

Iillian Scott, and David K- Hart,_Q;gggigggigggl
ggggigg, (Boston: Houqhton Hifflin, 1979), p. 47-

==• Scart and Hart- Qägäßiääiigßélnéléälgäe ¤- #7-
359 Ibid., p. 43-
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participant for her or his sense of dedication to

orqanization ends.3*° Re will see sone illustrations that

exenplify the identification of one's eqo with the

orqanization's ends and the effect that this had had on the

individual further in the chapter.

Robert Denhardt is the only theorist who has addressed

the issue of individuation within the rational orqanization

fron a Junqian perspective. He arques, that the rational

orqanization places rather severe restraints upon the hunan

individuation process, that within the riqid franework of

rationality, where all activity is ordered and prescribed

and nnst be carried out without any concerns for human

feelinq, there are few opportunities for qrowth, creativity,

or choice. One of Denhardt's primary thenes is that no

neaninqful identity can be achieved within the rational

orqanization. The world of institutionalized rational

orqanizations reflects an instrumental culture that does not

pernit the elaboration of a world view that purports to

explain the neaninq of life, the loss of “capacity for

unnediated experience, that sense of openness which pernits

the nost conplete qrowth of the individual personality.”3**

Denhardt naintains that the conplex orqanization is a

=*° Whvte• The Qreeeizehiee ¤ee· ¤· 6·

3** Ibid., p. 38.
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reflection of a culture that has becoue increasiuqly

instrumental, where the most important values revolve around

the productivity of collective enterprises desiqned to

achieve a hiqh naterial output. Such orqanization's have

taken on a siqnificance of their own and offer their own set

of values. Foremost auonq these values is rationality and

the desirability that the orqanization function as a

technical, neutral instrument. Accordinq to Denhardt, it is

the inappropriate euphasis upon such a value that places

obstacles in the path of the human individuation process.

Central to the requirenent that the orqanization

function as a technical instrunent is that people be used in

an instrumental manner. That is, people nust fill technical

roles that are desiqned to be entirely interchanqeable. The

person fillinq the role becones a passive, interchanqeable

ob1ect. Accordinqly, superiors treat their subordinates, or

subiects, entirelv as ob1ects. All duties are carried out

inpersonallv, and as Denhardt puts it, personality is denied

in favor of technique. Total depersonalization of all

activity, the orqanization menber who nerelv carries out an

inpersonal role, severelv linits one°s capacity for self-

reflection and as we treat others inpersonally, so also do

we beqin to disreqard ourselves. Denhardt varns:

...as we treat others impersonallv we fail to
recoqnize the inportance of their search for
neaninq and do little to encouraqe theu in that
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effort. uoreover, our treatment of others affects
the wav we think of ourselves. If we see little
need to concern ourselves about the inner life of
others, we will see little need to concern
ourselves with our own inner life.3‘Z

we will see sone exanples further in this chapter that

illustrate sone consequences to the individual when he or

she treats one's self and others as an obiect.

In the renainder of the chapter I will describe, nore

coucretelv, how subnerqence of the individual within the

collective orqanization nav be obstructinq the hunan

individuation process.

HE l!!!L§.E!§E·Q.1IIHEIn

this section of the dissertation I contend that the

rational orqanization is an analoque that represents the

nother archetvpe and to the extent that orqanization nenbers

identifv with this archetvpe thev simultaneouslv lose their

individualitv and obstruct their own development.

Consequentlv, hunan development is arrested at an adolescent

level. What is most conspicuous here is the inabilitv of

the nale, who is so entrapped, to relate in a mature and

neaninqful wav to menbers of the opposite sex. If the nale

is unable to separate fron the nother archetvpe he remains

in the qrip of uuconsciousness, therebv preventinq his anina

362 Ibid., p. M3.
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from becominq differentiated from mother love. Since the

anina, as the feninine aspect of the male, provides the

bridqe to qenuine feelinc, over-identifyinc with the nother

archetype impedes adult relationship.

I am not discussinq human individuation problems posed

by the orqanization for women in this section. The reason

for this is twofold. First, perhaps since few women have

reached the upper echelons of the orcanization there are

fever case studies examininq the behavior of women. For

exanple, there were no women executives in the top companies

studied by Haccoby. Second, identifvinq with the mother

archetype does not pose the same sort of problem for a woman

as it does for a man. That is, unlike the nale, separation

fron the mother is not the key to full female development.

In fact, if the female child is to become a fully mature

woman in her own richt she must assinilate the feninine of

the mother, usually by identifyinc with her.

Before I develop the character of the orqanization as

exenplifvinq the nother archetype, I review the nature of an

archetype and the particular sicnificance that this

archetype has on human developnent.

An archetype is a primordial imprint that is passed

down to each individual throuch the aqes. They are a priori

forms which qive definite shape to psychic contents. An
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archetype, or form of an imaqe, is not filled with content

but represents the possibility of a certain type of

perception and action. They are always at work everywhere,

continually influencinq our thouqhts, feelinqs and actions,

and when conscious awareness is weakest, the effects of the

archetypes are stronqest.

The entire unconscious side of the human psyche is nade

up of as many archetypes as there are typical situations in

life. The archetypal structure of the unconscious is

bipolar or dialectical. That is, each archetype is a

continnum between contrastinq opposites, and it is the

tension between these opposites that creates the source of

enerqy for the life process itself. Giyen this dialectical

structure of the unconscious it is inpossible to destroy

either contrastinq end of any archetype, or bipolar

opposite, for psychic enerqy is indestructible.

Accordinq to Junq, the nost innediate and profound

archetype for the child is the prinordial inaqe of the

¤other.363 The nother archetype is not only a powerful

experience in infancy and childhood but renains a powerful

inaqe influencinq one's relation to society and the world of

feelinq throuqhout life.!‘•

“° J¤¤¤- .<;;1v,i.Liz.a.t;e2a·;n·„Isan§i;ien• ¤¤· 3*•·35-
¤¤• Ibid.
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It is the mother who is the first siqnificant person in

the infant's life, for it is she who envelops and protects.

Consequentlv, this archetvpe is personified as warmth,

protection, and nourishment. However, consistent with the

dialectical structure of the unconscious psyche, the nother

archetype also contains a neqative side that is constellated

as devourinq, possessive, threateninq and destructive. If

the male child is to qrow to full manhood he must qain his

freedon and independence fron the sinultaneous attraction

and bondaqe of the mother by separatinq himself completely

from the nother.3‘$

If the male child renains in bondaqe, so to speak, to

the nother he will not be able to fully develop his nauhood.

In order to proceed on the iournev towards full

individuation, the sale nust separate his own eqo fron the

unconscious mother archetvpe and make a conmitnent to

becominq fully conscious.3¤° He must becone a hero, and as

depicted in ancient mytholoqv, symbolicallv, slay the draqon

of his unconsciousness.3¤7 If the separation of the male eqo

fron the mother archetype does not occur the male will

“=’· H¤r<1i¤¤· 11312 *2;* A2é·V'£.h.<2·”.l£2;:„;£• ¤· 163-
3*6 Jermome S. Bernstein, °The Decline of Rites of Passaqe:

The Impact on Hasculine Individuatio¤“ (Masters Thesis,
C.G. Junq Traininq Center, New York, Hay 1980) p. 13.

3*7 Ibid.
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remain forever arrested at an adolescent level of hunan

development, stuck as it were in a *backward lonqinq for his

childhood's paradise."3*• For the purposes of this

dissertation what is nost siqnificant is that if the male

remains entrapped in the mother archetvpe his anina cannot

develop properly. Recallinq from chapter one, it is the

ani•a's special function to provide a bridge fron the eqo to

the world of the collective unconscious. The anina within

the male, if properly developed, thus provides the necessary

positive burst of energy to hold the two contrastinq sides

of the psvche in balance. It is the positive anima that

helps a nan to differentiate his unconscious, since the

anina, as the feminine aspect of man, is receptive to the

world of the irrational. Consequently, it is the anina that

nakes a man aware of the effects of his unconscious on his

own life, and if the development of the anima does not

proceed properlv, the ability of the nale to wake a feeling

connection to life is inpaired.

In the healthy nornal psyche a severinq of the

unconscious union with the parents nnst occur, and as sexual

natnrity proceeds the anima and aninus archetypes will

constellate.3** Prior to the constellation of the anima, the

'•° ¤¤rd1¤¤- £he—";“ A.2§.—.1‘„he·· "!2$;·.;;”- -2- ..1ä8·
“° 38-
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feninine is only carried by the nother, which neans that the

sale child has related to the feninine only as a son.3*°

”Intrapsychically, his eqo has been nore or less contained

and supported by the naternal unc0nscious.“3** As noted in

chapter one, a person fallinq in love initially will project

the unconscious contrasexual fiqure onto the object of their

love. Junq notes that the more unconscious the person is of

the parental archetypes, the nore likely it becones that the

loved one chosen will be either a positive or a neqative

substitute for the parents.3*2 Furthernore, ”so lonq as a

positive or neqative resenblance to the parents is the

decidinq factor in a love choice, the release fron the

parental inaqo, and hence from childhood, is not

conp1ete.“3*3 Accordinq to Junq, in the nale who has been

released fron the nother archetype, the naternal elenent

will be entirely lackinq in the anina projection he nakes

upon a wonan.3** Instead she will be a conpanion and friend

on the positive side and courtesan in her unfavorable

3*9 Ann Belford Ulanov, ggg gggggggg, in Junqian Psycholoqy
and in Christian Theoloqv, (Evanston: Northwestern
University Press, 1971)• D. 218.

3** Ibid.

3*2 Ibid., p. 38.

3*3 Ibid., p. 39

3** Ibid.
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side.375 Such an absence of the maternal eleuent

denonstrates a complete release fron the containing

influence of the uother archetype.

It nay be helpful to the reader here, to note that

anina developnent goes through different stages. At the

initial stage, the energence of the anina is felt through

sexual instinct only, where the male experiences a passive

identification with the ani¤a.¤" That is,
“a

san passively

lets his feelings happen to hin and sees them as strictly

directed to his own use and pleasure."3" At this stage, the

difference between the erotic drive and human feeling begins

to be nade but there is no conscious relation to it.

However, the nale youth's “attraction to a girl constellates

a different relation to the fenininez he is not a son

revolving around a greater parent figure but is more

autonomcus and begins to establish a nore individual

relation to the fe¤inine.”3'• If the development of the

anina proceeds beyond the first stage, the ego establishes a

more conscious relation to it. The next stage begins *uhen

a aan recognizes that his anina is not identifiable with the

3*5 Ibid.

='• ¤la¤¤v- Ihe·£eai2ine- ¤¤- 221-222-
3** Ibid., p. 229.

37* Ibid., p. 218.
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woman upon whon it is pro1ected but rather belonqs to

hinself and requires that his individual eqo relate to

it.“*?* In so doinq, the anina “opposes the man who knows

himself sinply as a nother's son and who therefore relates

only to a woman as an anonymous beinq," rather the anina

*demands that eros assune conparable heroic proportions

encounterinq and relatinq to the feninine on an individual

rather than a collective basis."¤•° It is perhaps sonewhat

ironic to note that while there seems to be a tendency in

Western nale society to eschew anythinq feminine in order to

assert one•s nasculinity, that the initial move toward

nasculine independence from the mother archetype comes

throuqh a conscious acknowledqement of the feninine anina

within man. Acknowledqinq the feninine is the true road

toward uasculine independence.

I will now turn to a discussion of how the modern

orqanization may be viewed as an analoque to the mother

archetype.

Jerone Bernstein maintains that the devourinq mother

has reenerqed fron the collective unconscious in the for: of

qiant corporations and biq qovern»ent:

3** Ibid., n. 229.

¤•°
Ibid., o. 229.
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The modern Devourinq Mother appears in the quise
of a benevolent, nurturinq protective nother,
rekindlinq inaqes in men of the nost nurturinq
aspects of the maternal. This inaqe of her
seeminqly nourishinq, protectinq nature is perhaps
the most deadly manifestation of her most
destructive side, for behind it lurks a Devourinq
Mother that seeks to hold nodern man to her breast
with a stranqlehold, opposinq his nasculine
individuation at every turn.3*%

Bernstein coniectures that modern economic times,

characterized by chronic unemployment, increasinq

competition for available iobs, and the like, help to create

a seductive induce~ent to the American male for succumbinq,

so to speak, to qiant corporations, or, as he puts it, biq

qovernment. Who else, he asks, can afford to shield its

enployees from the frequent cycles of economic dovnturu, to

provide viable retirement plans, as well as other nearly all

inconpassinq benefits.3*Z With such assurances of economic

peace of mind, in our volatile aue, Bernstein arques that

“one
can see how qiant corporations and biq qovernment can

3*% Bernstein,
”The

Decline of Rites of Passaqe,” p. 6M.

3*2 Inducements for permanent employment within larqe
orqanizations either in qovernment or the private sector
include, accordinq to Bernstein, jgp—§gggglg1,
sentinnins eénsa;i9n• snnlgzee benefits i¤¢l¤di¤¤„ in
¤dditi¤¤ t¤ ¤e¤er¤¤S ne@;sel• h21i4a1» ¤¤d resireesnx
plans, various benefits bearinq directly upon the
orqanizations function such as reduced lonq distance
phone calls to AT and T employees, and the availability
of stock ppglons-in conpany stock in many companies.

¤¤d“gg;l;“
lgggggggs offered by virtually all larqe

orqanizations are a further inducement.
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apear to be a warm nourishinq breast.“¤¤3 Finally, accordinq

to Bernstein, the financial ”larqess” of these orqanizations

is so seductiye that the lonqer a person renains in their

enployment the nore difficult it becones to break away.

Bernstein qoes so far as to say that the outer Deyourinq

Mother, in the forn of qiant corporations and biq

qovernment, nay hold a nore reqressive qrip on the

contemporary nale than does the inner archetypal nother.

Bernstein also contends that the power of the nother

archetype in our society is increasinqly reflected in our

lanquaqe reqardinq orqanization life. Exanples include

references frequently made by qovernnent enployees to heinq

“on
the qovernnent or federal tit,” and such sloqans as

“Ma

Bell is not a qood Mother" by strikinq Bell Telephone

workers.

Examples that illustrate a tendency to identify, or

experience the nother archetype, within the orqanization can

be found in both LaBier and Maccoby's rendition of the

Company Man that is akin to what Bernstein depicts.

Accordinq to Maccoby, the Company Man seeks his identity in

the powerful and pggtggtigg gggpagg. The Company Man is an

¤•¤
Ibid-, p. 65.
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inside man, who feels particularly unconfortable outside the

corporation culture, considerinq the outside environnent

inhospitahle. These men identify their own qoals with those

of the company. In other words they identify their eqos

with the persona of rationalisn. Consequently, they are

interested and concerned for the co¤pany's future,and are

trustworthy, dependable, and gggpgggibge gg g faul;.

However, accordinq to Haccoby, their responsible attitude

tends to strenqthen a neqative syndrone of dependency;

subnissively surrenderinq to the orqanization and its

authority, and sentinentally idealizinq those in power. As

the Company Han identifies with the orqanization he betrays

the self in order to qain security, confort, and luxury.¤••

The Conpany Han•s connitnent and responsibility can be

relied upon to hold the orqanization toqether in tines of

turbulence and stress. However, despite their unquestioned

value to the orqanization, Haccoby naintains that they do

not usually rise above the middle ranks of the conpany

because they lack the risk—takinq ability, touqhness,

detachnent, confidence, and enerqy to reach the top. The

Conpany Han is a worrier who is afraid of losinq his place

within the orqanization. Consequently, the Company Han does

not expect to qo any hiqher than niddle nanaqenent.

°°• H¤¤¢¤bv· The §ans§nan• ¤- 9ß-
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Actively resistinq chanqe and stickinq to the conpany°s

rules are also characteristic of Company uan. At his

weakest, the Company Han is more concerned with security

than he is with success, and tends to be fearful and

subnissive. Hence, the attraction to rule conforminq

behavior. (Rule conforminq behavior will be discussed in

the section relatinq the father archetype to the rational

orqanization.)

Accordinq to Haccoby, the Company uan exenplifies a

"narketinq character":

When they describe themselves they seen to be
tryinq to qive the riqht inpression, to sell
thenselves to the interviewer. It is as thouqh
they are constantly workinq on themselves in order
to have the riqht kind of personality to fit the-]Qb_

385

The result of this attenpt to satisfy everyone's view of

what they should be like is a serious self—effacement. As

Maccoby notes, "there is hardly any self to describe."3°‘

Consistent with the Company ¤an's tendency to identify

himself with the conpany, these men also suffered fron the

same sort of maladies as did the Ganesmen. Por exanple,

while the quality of their relations tended to be more

sensitive than that of the Ganesmen, the Company Hen were

"qenerally restricted to orqanizational roles without the

¤•$
Ibid., p. 92.

*•‘
Ibid.
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reqard and interest in each other that characterizes a

friendship which qrows only qradually and bears fruit in

real trust and nutnal understandinq.“*•7 It is particularly

interestinq to note that despite the Convanv ¤an's nore

sensitive nature relative to the Ganesnan, he rarely connits

himself to restructurinq
“the

orqanization in order to

stinulate the fullest possible human development of all

workers and manaqers.“3*• And accordinq to uaccoby, they

worry even less about the corporation°s impact on the

outside world. In addition, consistent with the Company

¤an's alleqiance and identification with the orqanization,

he tended to over value the company in relation to his

fanily. Por example, always mentioninq work qoals before

fanily qoals, the Company Han souqht his home for rest,

peace, and quiet; more akin to the slumber of nother than a

haven for nature and neaninqful interaction with the fanily.

Just as the Ganesnan suffers fron a suppressed feminine

side, so too, uaccoby characterizes the Company Man in a

similar vein. uanifestation of this can be seen in his

relationships at home, at work, and in his lack of interest

in the corporation's social impact.

3*7 lbid., p. 93.

¤••
Ibid., p. 9u.
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LaBier also found cases in his study that were

reminiscent of the Company Han in the middle levels of

nanaqement, men who souqht the ”protective“ unbrella of

their aqencies and who were characterized by a desire to

return to the womb, deep dependency, and aother fixation.

The precedinq descriptions of the Company Han snqqests

that the orqanization provides a ready analoque to the

mother archetype for these men. The positive side of the

mother archetype connotes protection, security, warmth, and

nourishment, all of which the Conpany Han tends to seek

within the orqanization. As Haccoby noted, he seeks his

identity within the “protective“ company where he is secure

and safe fron the uncomfortable and inhospitable outside

world. The conpany in this sense, suqqests a safe, warm,

and protective womb. His desire to merqe with the company

for safety's sake is also exepplified by the Conpany Man's

paramount concern with security over success. The

reluctance to take any form of risk and careful rule

conforminq behavior suqqest the cautious path of one who

desires to remain safely and securely within the

'protective“ cowpany. However, 1ust as the mother archetype

has a neqative side as well as a positive side, so too the

orqanization is not only protective but devourinq as well.

The orqanization may appear to be a haven of safety,
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tantanount to the nourishinq, warm and protective mother,

but similar to Haccoby's observation, Bernstein maintains

that they create a dependency “which smbtly hut inexorably

erodes his self-definition and self—esteen.“3** Bernstein

suqqests that sellinq one's individualitv is required in

return for continued employment. Even qenuine creativity,

which stens fron the soul, must be directed to satisfy the

needs of the orqanization, and certain employee benefits

such as continuinq education are not necessarily entirely

beneficial to the enployee when one considers that such

education is acceptable only insofar as it neets the needs

of the orqanization. Whether Bernstein's suppositions are

correct or not, one can see the sort of self·effacement, the

sellinq of one's individuality in the Conpany Han; the

equation of one's personal interest with that of the

conpany's, the under valuation of one's family, the
,

preoccupation with attenptinq to satisfy everyone's view of

what theY §§Q§lQ·be like. There is hardly any self left to

describe, as Ihyte, Hart and Scott have warned, denial of

the individual is complete in the Conpany aan. The

dialectical nature of the nother archetype as it is

personified in the orqanization is evident. The

orqanization nay provide the employee with security, but the

3** Bernstein,
“The

Decline of Kites of Passaqe”, p. 70.
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devourinq rother's price may be fearful subrission, self

erasculation, and dependency. Just as the adolescent rale

who is dependent upon his mother rerains in the world of the

unconscious where he is unable to confront the mother

archetype, so also the Company Han, as he subrerqes his eqo

in the orqanization, loses the self. The Corpany Han

relates to the orqanization as a dependent child relates to

his rother. Consequently, his development is arrested at an

adolescent level.

One riqht arque that the Company Han delineated by both

Haccoby and Laßier form a very small ra1ority in todays

orqanizational population, that the Company Han is more

reriniscent of the corporate world of the 1950's than of the

1980*s. Conseqnently, the danqer of arrestinq human

development within the mother archetvpe richt be considered

rather inconsequential. However, there is evidence to

suqqest that the Garesran, who is the current model of

executive leadership in today°s corporate world, may also be

entrapped within the mother archetvpe.

A prirary feature of the son—lover, or puer, is the

inability to forr a reaninqful, sustained relationship with

a woran. I will contend here that the Garesman's
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identification with the organization reflects an entrapuent

within the nother archetype that arrests the male

individuation process at the adolescent son—lover stage.

Craig Eisendrath and Pauline Younq·Eisendrath provide

credence to this view when they contend that Haccoby•s

Ganesnan is ”genuinely deficient in true patriarchal

characteristics: self-engendered authority, connitment to

1ust and noral action, and courageous heroisn against the

forces of irrationality and destruction."$99 They conteud

that the male leader in our culture has becoue estranged

fron any transpersonal source of power; the Logos or God.

Rather, today's powerful nultinational corporation has

“replaced God as the source of authority for patriarchal

values in the Judeo—Christian world."$91 Consequently,

corporations have becone both profoundly conpelling and

trivial as they atteupt to assune a function that can only

properly be filled by the archetype of the self.$9* Similar

to Bernstein, the Eisendraths' contend that the stage of

conscious differentiation that the corporation represents is

that of the great nother. The Gauesuan as son—lover is not

$99 Craig Eisendrath and Pauline Young-Eisendrath, “Pseudo·
patriarch: An Image of the Anerican Corporate Leader,“
ggigg 8, (Spring 1982): 123.

$91 Ibid., p. 125.

$9* Ibid., p. 125, 127.
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separate from the mother but is bound to her unconsciously

and therefore operates as an emanation from her.3*3 General

Motors may be used as an analoqne that personifies the son-

lover staqe of developnent within the corporation.

The Great Mother · GM(Genera1 Motors), for exanple

· retains her virqinal qualities, that is her
freedom fron alleqiance to any individual. Her
relations with the Son-Lovers are inpersonal,
self·seryinq, overwhelninq.3*•

The Eisendrath's nake sone coqent arqunents when they

naintain that the Ganesman retains the essential features of

the son-lover, who is arrested in a staqe of adolescent

development. what is most essential here is the Gamesman°s

identification with the orqanization. Recallinq fron

chapter three, the Ganesman responds to work and life as a

qane where the rain qoal is to be a winner. He takes

deliqht in controllinq the play, and it is the contest, new

plays, and new options that excite hin. Above all he*s a

team player who's center is the corporation. But similar to

the Conpany Man, the Ganesman is dependent upon the

corporation and is limited in his own self development by

the corporation's requirenents.3** This can be seen in the

careerist orientation of the Gamesman. Instead of pursuinq

**3 Ihid., p. 125.

**• Ibid., p. 125.

3*5 Ibid., p. 126.
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one's life in search of its ultiuate ueaninq, all neaninq is

found within the career context of the orqanization. The

Ganes¤an's life is directed larqely toward orqanizational

requirenents for success. Accordinq to Haccoby the Ganesnan

character is a collection of paradoxes that reflect a

continual adaptation to the orqanization°s requirenents.

While he is not as security conscious as the Conpany Han, he

has a conpulsive drive to succeed and defiues hinself in

terms of work. Thinkinq in terns of what is qood for the

conpany, he scarcely separates that fron what is qood for

hinself. Despite his love of adventure and willinqness to

take risks, the Ganesnan is constantlv fearful. Over one-

half of the Ganesnan suffered from anxiety and restlessness.

Siqnificant percentaqes of the Ganesnen also suffered from

other synptons relatinq to fear, such as obsessive thouqhts,

qastrointestinal synptons, and over eatinq. Corporate

nanaqers are fearful, Haccoby notes, because they are

friqhtened that they will fail to perforn well. They are

afraid that they:

...wi11 lose a sale, wiss a deadline, cone up with
the wronq answer. Soneone above then will decide
they don‘t neasure up and

”zap”
then....Even if

they are not afraid of beinq fired or sent to
corporate Siberia, they worry that by not novinq
ahead, they will fall behind and be forqotten.¤9•

=*•
¤¤¢¢¤bv- The §anssnan• ¤- 190-
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In essence, by treatinq one's life as a career, one treats

one's self as an obiect. Citinq the work of Erich Fromn,

uaccoby contends that the individual loses his sense of

identity, inteqrity, and self—deter¤ination ”when he treats

hinself as an obiect whose worth is determined by its

fluctuatinq narket walue."3*' By becominq one with

orqaniztion and the career, the Ganesuan has sacrificed his

self·respect, uaccoby naintains.

As the Gamesnan strives to merqe with the great nother,

as he sublinates his own individuality to the demands of the

corporation, he falls into the collective and loses his own

sense of identity. Characteristic of this sort of

identification and adolescent development, the Gamesnan

develops “confusinq, appeasinq modes of behavior necessary

to function in the outside corporate world.“3*° As the

Eisendrath's note, these men become iobs. Accordinq to the

Eisendraths', the qauesman is preoccupied with tasks that

*are part of the corporation 'con qane': confidence,

control, and convincinc others.“3** This sort of

preoccupation, they contend, limits severely personal growth

and enotional naturity. Chapter three illustrates how

3*7 Ibid.

3** Ibid. p. 128.

3** Ibid.
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identifying with the organization's persona of rationalisn

suppresses feeling. Reniniscent of this argument, the

Eisendrath's naintain that as these nen become what their

1obs personify:

Personal relationships...recede into the
background; personal neaninq and characteroloqical
or spiritual development are only considered as
supportive of ”work.” The rest of life is
inportant but only as a background for their
snooth perfornance at the office or p1ant.*¤¤

An exauination of the Ganesman's level of anina

development reveals bis lack of emotional naturity and

personal growth. In the first stage of anina developnent,

the euerqence of the anima is felt through sexual instinct

only, where male feelings are limited to his own use and

pleasure. In this stage of developnent, no genuine

developuent of a relationshiv is possible. Considerinq the

nature of the Ga¤esnan's relations with his wife, he may be

arrested at this rather initial stage of anina development.

Further credence is given this view in uaccoby°s observation

of the office atnosphere and the role that the secretary's

played.

There was a qany, sexy atuosphere in the office.
The men were encouraged to trade spicy, sexy
repartee with the girls, who played a function
that soaetines seemed a conbination of Playboy
bunny and house·¤other.•¤¤

•¤¤
Eisendrath•s, “Psendo-patriarch,” p. 128.

•°*
uaccoby, p. 101.
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The precedinq suqqests that the Gaaesman's level of

development has not proqressed auch beyond the

coafortableness of the aother archetype.

The Gamesaan's entrapment in the son·lover position is

more exposed as he reaches aid—life. Haccobv notes:

The typical qaaesaan's mid—career crisis exposes
the weaknesses in his character. His strenqths
are those of ggglgsggggg he is plavful
industrions, fair, enthusiastic, and open to new
ideas. He has the adolescent's vearninq for
independence and ideals, but the problea of facing
his limitations. Hore dependent on both others
and the orqanization than he adaits, the qamesman
fears feelinq trapped. He wants to aaintain an
illusion of linitless options, and that liaits his
capacity for personal intimacy and social
co¤aitment.*¤Z (Eaphasis added)

The precedinq suqqests the hero staqe of development has

qotten stuck, that the Gaaesaan renains within the mother

archetype, fixated at the adolescent staqe of eqo

development. As he renains simultaneously dependent on the

orqanization; aaintaininq an illusion of liaitless options,

so also in his personal life he reaains dependent on his

wife and is unable to form a committed sustained

relationship.

Accordinq to the Eisendrath's, the Gamesnan is

preoccupied, as is the Coapany Han, with his relation to

orqanizational power.•°¤ While the qreat ·other supplies

•¤2
Ibid., p. 107.

•¤¤
Ibid.
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naterial qoods, both in mytholoqy and everyday life, "it is

not really material qoods themselves that ultinately lure

the manaqer or executive, but rather the relation to the

source of power, to the
systen.“•°•

They write:

In the hierarchy of prestiqe, it is not the
ostentatiously rich who are most lauded, for the
show of riches is only superficial, but rather
those who en1oy some intimacv with her
power....Power · whether financial, productive,
distributive, or requlative — is what endows the
executive with prestiqe, the ultimate fruit of
competition anonq the Sons.

If the male is not able to separate from the mother

durinq the hero staqe of development,
“he

becones stuck and

renains fixated at the adolescent staqe of eqo

development."•°$ Haccoby's observation that the Gamesnan is

in danqer of beinq *trapped in perpetual adolescence,“•¤•

suqqests that the Eisendrath's observation that the Gamesman

is tied to the corporation as a son—lover may be an accurate

assessment. Just as the son—lover is not able to

symbolically slay the draqon of his own unconsciousness,

that is the qreat nother, so also he is unable to confront

the orqanization. Consequently, as he becomes one with the

It is noted that both Haccoby and Laßier also found the
Conpany Han to be enanored with power.

•¤•
Ibid., p. 127.

*°$ Bernstein,
”The

Decline of Rites of Passaqe", p. 7.

*°6 uaccoby, The—Ggmesaag, pp. 31, 32, 109.
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orqanization, he severs a part of hinself, and in the

process arrests his own developnent. As the Eisendraths*

note:

All nvths of heroisn have the hero confrontinq his
Great Mother in the shape of a draqon or other
beast or descendinq into the unknown, be it a lake
or nether world. This is preciselv what the
nodern corporation nan refuses to do. He does
not, and psvchicallv cannot, confront the
corporation nor the depths of his unconscious.
Increasinqlv linited bv his own eqo, he is tied to
the corporation as a Son·Lover forever in its
qrip•407

In conclusion, Junq warned that identifvinq one's eqo

with a collective interest posed rather dire consequences

for a persons individualitv, independence, and qrowth toward

full naturation. It seens evident that Junq's warninq, as

well as the observations of Scott and Hart, Denhardt, and

others holds sone credence. The enerqence of the modern

orqanization as an analoque to the powerful nother

archetvpe, in particular, suqqests a personification of the

powerful influence of a larqe collectivitv. The

orqanization and its powerful inducenents seen to hold a

naqnetic pull upon its nenbers. The Conpanv Man and the

Ganesnan serve as exanples to this phenonenon. Both of then

identifv in a total nanner with the orqanization. Their

work and the qoals of the orqanization cone first.

Evervthinq else is inportant onlv insofar as it contributes

*¤7 Ibid., p. 128-
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to either security or performance. The Conpany Han seeks

the orqanization for security and nourishnent, while the

bored Ganesnan pursues the orqanization for excitment and

success. In both instances they are preoccupied with the

sources of power and have merqed their individual identities

with the orqanization. It is the feninine that has been

suppressed, both the Ganesnan and the Conpanv Han possess a

stunted capacity for feelinq, the latter throuqh dependency,

and the former throuqh careeris¤.•°* Bound to the naternal,

they have betrayed their own individuality. Since the

uother archetype by its very nature tends to pull the person

into the unconscious, identifyinq the orqanization with the

nother archetype places an obstacle in the path of the

person's individuation process. As Philip Slater has

observed, the aan who is narried to his iob, who pursues the

qoals of wealth and power, is the man who is emotionally

bound to the ¤aternal.•°° This neans that the realm of

feelinqs are not really free. Hence, the Gauesman and

Conpany Han are trapped within the adolescent staqe of

developnent, unable to develop neaninqful relationships.

The sacrifice is feelinq and the self—realization of one's

wholeness. One can hardly experience the full self if a

*°° ¤¤¤¤¤bv- The §eheshee• ¤- 183-

*°° Pbiliv Slater- The Pursuit ef heheliheee- ¢B¤st¤¤=
Beacon Press, 1971), p. 88.
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part of one's totality is severed, one cannot proceed on the

path of individuation in an adolescent nanner. As Junq has

observed, when one is submerqed within the collective there

is a real tendencv to either persevere or reqress toward

infantilism. The “kinqdow of chi1dhood“ seews to be the

pliqht of the Gauesnan and the Cowpany aan.

IEE EAIHEB ABQHEIIQE

As the precedinq section suqqests, the orqanization way

serve as an analoque to the powerful nother archetype. In

this section I will illustrate that the rational

orqanization nay also function as an analoque to the father

archetvpe. Perhaps one niqht wonder how the orqanization

could serve as a nodel for two such different concepts. In

the case of the father archetvpe, the persona standards

themselves wirror particular features of this archetype.

with the nother archetvpe it is larqelv a matter of the

larqe collective orientation of orqanizations that seens to

cast a spell, so to speak, on its participants, pullinq then

into the collective nnconscious. It is the totality of what

the powerful collective orqanization represents and the

tendency to identify with this as a whole that draws the

orqanization nember into the qrip of the nother archetype.

In any event, it is possible, even likelv, that the person
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who is drawn to the collective orientation and power of the

orqanization will also serve that orqanization as one would

serve a father.

le will see that 1ust as entrapnent within the nother

achetype iwpedes adult naturation, so also must the

individual disenqaqe fron the influence of the father

archetype if full developnent and individuation are to be

achieved.

The father archetype constellates an all—encompassinq

God-inaqe. It represents strenqth, authoritv, willpower,

duty, responsibility, and state.•¤°
”It

deternines our

relations to aan, to the law and the state, to reason and

the spirit and the dynanisn of nature.“•¤* Just as the

nother archetype stands for the Chinese vin: the interior,

sub1ective, receptive, unconscious, so also the father

archetype corresponds to the yanq: the outward, objective,

nore authoritarian, conscious.

As noted previouslv, the nother archetype is the wost

innediate one for the child. “But with the development of

consciousness the father also enters his field of vision,

and activates an archetype whose nature is in wany respects

‘*° H¤räi¤¤- Ehe
”l"

nv- 1¤9-150-

Juuq. gizilizatign ;n·1ran§;;iea• vv- 35-36-

•¤¤ Ibid, p. 35.
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opposed to that of the mother.“*12 If the male child is to

nature properly he nust separate hinself from the nother°s

archetypal pull. In order to release the nale child from

this forn of unconscious bondaqe, the child needs the help

of the father. In its positive aspect, the father archetype

will constellate a form of quidance and security that

assists the youth in nakinq the necessary separation,

thereby contributinq to an increased consciousness of

hinself and his feelinqs. However, if a boy's relation to

the father is disturbed, he uill be hanpered in his

nasculine development and is likelv to renain within the

¤other's qrip. If the boy's relation with the father is

positive he will be able to assist the bov in separating

from his mother. Ultimately, however, the youth must rehel

from the authority of the father, since full maturity

requires separation from both parental fiqures. Just as the

youth nust separate fron the protection and nourishment of

the nother, so also nust he separate from the security and

authoritarianisn of the father.

As I illustrated in chapter two, the rational

orqanization is a collectivity of order, authority,

discipline, and control. A brief review of the structure of

the rational orqanization nakes it evident that this form of

*12 Ibid.
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orqanization provides a ready analoque for the father

archetype. Briefly, hierarchy is the underlyinq principle

that creates the basic structure of the rational

orqanization. This principle establishes a system of

responsibility that subordinates everyone in the

orqanization, except the person at the apex, to a superior.

The superior becones the authority who defines the function

and responsibility of the subordinate, and who also nust be

obeyed. Consequently, discipline is an inherent feature

within the hierarchical structure. The authority structure

serves as a nechanisn to ensure the predictable behavior

that is necessary to inteqrate the fractionated roles of the

orqanization. As Weber observed, despite the importance of

written documents and prescribed roles as a basis for

official action, the role occupant's discipline or attitude·

set for precise obedience is the underlyinq basis for all

orqanization action. The orqanization menber is to be

responsible to the hierarchical authoritv svsten.

The parallel between the father archetvpe and the

rational orqanization is apparent. Just as the father

stands for authority, order, discipline, and responsiblity,

so also does the rational orqanization. Within such a

patriarchal system, whether we are referrinq to either the

father archetype or the rational orqanization, the father
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(superior) provides all of the structure. He alone

deternines what one's responsibilities shall be, and the

child (subordinate) is required to obey. If not, swift

disciplinarv action is taken.

The rational orqanization requires a careful fulfillinq

of one's prescribed duties and role, and a non—questioninq

acceptance of hierarchical authority. What is inportant

here, is to note that the inplenentation of this particular

archetypal structure (of the father) nay inpede full adult

naturation. When the orqanization is unwillinq to bend the

relativelv riqid hierarchical structure, I believe that two

particular forns of behavior that are dianetrically opposed

nay becone uanifest. On the one hand, anonq those who are

relativelv mature, sone forn of rebellion can be expected.

Just as the child nust rebel aqainst the father in order to

reach a nature adulthood, so also must the orqanization

nenber rebel aqainst a too riqid authoritarian structure in

order to naintain his or her own inteqritv. On the other

hand, for those who are less developed, particularly those

who are bound to the naternal, one niqht expect nore

acquiescence or rule conforminq behavior. This is another

example of identifyinq one's eqo with the persona of

rationalisn. While such a person becomes a responsible

nenber of the orqanization, he or she loses one's

responsibility for his or her own action.
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liissalistis Eule Qeafaraies ßehazigr
The differences between these two forns of behavior -

rebelliou and over-conforminq to rules · may be attributed

to individual differences. However, in either case, the

paternal requireuents of the rational orqanization may

impede the full naturatiou of the individual.

A tendency to adhere strictlv to the rules of the

orqanization can be found in Herton's ritualistic behavior,

and the company or orqanization man first delineated by

Rillian Hhyte.

Robert Herton, writinq about what he believed to be/the

dysfunctional consequences of bureaucracy back in
1951;;;

delineated a particular form of behavior that he referred to

as trained incapacity.*** Accordinq to Hertou this behavior

is characterized by a ritualistic, riqid adherence to rules.

uerton arques that in the orqanization•s quest for

reliability of response, or effective discipline, that the

orqanization over-infuses its nembers with the attitudes

necessary to attain predictable behavior. As a result, the

rules, oriqinally conceived as means, are transforned into

ends. Accordinq to Herton this displacenent, from qoals

onto means, is fostered by the tremendous synbolic

siqnificance that is attached to rules within the

**° H¤b@rt
K·(NewYork: The Free Press, 1968 Enl.Ed-).
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organization. He further argnes that incentives such as

promotion by senioritV• pensions, and incremental salaries,

which are designed to increase conformance, lead to strict

adherence to regulations which in turn induces tinidity,

conservatism, and technicis¤.•¤• Hhile this for: of behavior

nay not be as prevalent as Herton believed it to be, what is

significant for the purposes of this dissertation is that he

identified a form of behavior in the organization that is

consistent with the persona of organizational rationality.

Namely, the tendency to follow the organization's authority,

thereby submitting passively to rules and requirements.

Herton's work regarding rule conforuing behavior was

conpleted in 1957. More recently, Haccobv and LaBier found

similar examples in their works. Specifically, they find a

forn of rule conforninq behavior in the nodern organization

in the form of the Conpany Han.

Haccoby's Conpany Han corresponds to the prototype

developed by Hillian Uhyte in bis seminal analysis of the

organization man who stood as the emerging type of the

1950's. ¤accoby•s work does not indicate 1ust how many

Conpany nen he found, however, he did note that the Company

Han was still the type most frequently found among middle

**9 It is noted that the same things that uerton believes to
be conducive to following rules are the same things that
Bernstein believes may be responsible for holding the
employee in the naternal grip of the organization.
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nanaqers in the companies he studied.

As illnstrated previously, the Conpany Han identifies

hinself, alnost exclusively, with the orqanization.

Consequently, the self of the Conpany Han tends to dissolve

within the collective. Predictably, Haccoby found evidence

that the Conpany Man, as he souqht the security and

protection of the mother archetype, also tended to stick to

the co¤pany's rules. Concerned with a safe and secure place

within the orqanization, the Conpany Man is fearful and

subnissive, and in his carefulness not to “nake any waves“,

the attraction to rule conforninq behavior becones

conpellinq. It should be noted here that the rule·

conforminq behavior described in this section bears a

renarkable resenblance to the dependent Company dan who is

entrapped within the nother archetype discussed previously.

It appears that the Company Han is sinultaneously cauqht

within both the nother and father archetypes.

Laßier also found a variant of the rule•conforminq

Company uan in his work. In his cateqorv of Irrational

Adaptives*15 he found a qroup of people who were

characterized by passive dependency, a desire to return to

the wonb, and subnission to nasochistic huniliation. These

*15 That is, those persons who were successfully adapted to
their work roles but who possessed patholoqical
characteristics.
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people were also found concentrated in the niddle levels of

nanaqenent, and consistent with behavior that could be

expected by anyone to tends to over-conforn to rules, these

people are referred to as "ass kissers" by their colleaques

and coworkers. LaBier acknowledqes that it cannot be

deternined how tvpical the "ass kissers" are at the niddle

levels of the hierarchv. However, he does hypothesize "that

their patholoqical tendencies have contributed to success at

their niddle levels of nanaqenent,"**‘ and that "at least in

sone circunstances, the work and relationships with

superiors nay require subnission to irrational

authority."**7 LaBier provides an example of this particular

type of niddle level nanaqer in the followinq:

Hr. C, is lonely, anxious, depressed in his
personal life. However, at work he has received
rapid pronotion and awards for his work as an
attorney for a requlatory aqency of the
qoverunent. Now in his nid·thirties, he reports
that he gggt§—tg§t when he has "goeg«ggagership,"
which, he states, neans soneone who can guide and
direct tt! in what is to be done. However, one
nay interpret feelinqs of dccg-Qcggggggcg and
ggtgc; gigaticg within Hr. C, which lead him to
subnit hinself to humiliation in hopes of
obtaininq love and support. Despite his
considerable emotional sensitivity and conpassion,
Hr. C has souqht out the of
his aqency, as well as tg§§e§~who gggttggtg-telt·
Ä;-..!‘.!@‘.‘29‘$1.2‘§„§§vP.2!‘.E£"‘.$i9‘it•‘1° lE¤¤h¤SiS

**‘
LaBier, "Enotional Distnrbances In The Federal
Governnent," p. 426.

**7 Ibid.
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added)

LaBier's exanple suqqests the caution of soneone who

nay find it necessary, because it is safe, to obediently

follow the orqanization's rules. The example suqgests that

the Conpany Han is nore than willinq to follow the

patriarchal authority of the orqanization because he is in

fact entrapped within the mother archetype and wants to nake

sure that his “place" within the orqanizatiou is secure. On

the other hand, as Junq noted, if the father doesnot perforn

the proper function the uale child reuains in the qrip of

the uother. Likewise, it may be arqued, here, that if the

rational orqanization does not represent an appropriate

father nodel, that one can expect to find nen enthralled

with the characteristics of the orqanization that exenplify

the mother.

LaBier's example also illustrates how personal

responsibility may be evaded by assuuinq a hierarchical

direction that does not require an individual to think or

act on one's own. The Company uan is very dependent, and as

Haccoby uaintains, dependent persons tend to carry out the

denands of authorities. There is a teudency to iudqe one's

acts “in terus of duties and ouqhts, rather than in terns of

his own experience and iudquent of what is riqht and

•¤•
Ibid.
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wrong.”•1•
This is predictable, for the dependent person who

has dissolved the self with the collective, conscience and

responsibility neans carrying out the demands of

authorities. If the organization menber takes the persona

of rationality seriously and dutiously assuwes an

interchangeable role, he or she need not feel responsible

for one•s action. This is a clear nanifestation of merginq

with the collective. Personal responsibility is

relingnished to an anonynous entity. The anonynons entity

becones the hierarchical authority. To follow this

authority blindly is to give into a negative manifestation

of the father archetype where all thinking and looking after

are done from the top, where the only conscience heard is

the outside authority who does one's thinking and action for

one. As Jung has noted, this facet of the collective

organization provides an analoque to the “kingdon of

childhood.“

Despite the preceding examples that suggest a willing

acceptance of hierarchical authority, there are nunerous

exanples illustrating a more rebellious attitude. Casebooks

acconpanyinq management textbooks are replete with examples

illustrating the difficulties that ensue as nanagers strive

to render the employee subnissive to anthority. The

•*° M¤¤¤¤bv- Ihe·§aaes!ae• ¤- 183-

V
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proliferation of these cases suqqest that auch of the aodern

aanaqer's effort is devoted to questions of conpliance.

While the eaphasis in this dissertation is on the individual

in contrast to how best to pursue aanaqerial or orqanization

aias, I haven chosen to discuss sone prototvpical aanageaent

cases that reflect how the healthv individual's psyche is

affected when too auch pressure is placed on 1ust one side

of the psvche. What is denonstrated, aaonqst other thinqs,

is that the self balancinq coapensatorv function of the

psvche is thwarted, trappinq the individual within a

parental archetype that does not perait full developaent.

I have eheseh the Leséstesa 2laat·e§·§e¤e;al ßetere aa

one iaportant prototvpical case that reflects this problea

particularlv well. This case is especiallv pertinent since

it exeaplies a aodern industrial svstea that was desiqned

in accordance with Tavlor's principles of scientific

aanaqement. Consequently, it is an extreae exanple of the

persona of orqanizational rationalitv.

aegGeneraluotor°s Veqa plant in Lordstown, Ohio is a

aodern example of the application of Tavlor's principles of

scientific aanaqenent. The Veqa was desiqned from the

outset with naxiaun production efficiencv and econonv in
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mind in order to coapete with the increasing influx of

foreign cars during the early 1970*s. That the aost

sophisticated technology was used in desiqning the car so

that maximua econoay would obtain is evident in the

following excerpt froa a aanagement casebook:

Froa the initial stages of planning, the Vega was
designed by a special task teaa with the most
sophisticated techniques, using computers in
desiqning the outer skin of the car and making the
tapes that fora the dies. Computers were also
used to match up parts, aeasure the stack
tolerances, neasure safety perforaance under head-
on collision, and aake all necessary corrections
before the first 1971 model car was even built.•2°

The Vega was also designed to have Q3 percent feuer parts

than General Motor's full-size cars in order to facilitate a

guicker asseably on the line.

In addition to using the aost scientific techniques

available to design the car, General Motors used the

principles of scientific nanaqenent to design the Vega

asseably plant as well. To quote the casebook:

...aodern and sophisticated designs to aaximize
efficiency. It featured the newest engineering
techniques and a variety of new power tools and
autoaatic devices to eliminate auch of the heavy
lifting and physical labor....Most difficult and
tedious tasks were elininated or sinplified, on-
line variations of the aob were ainiaized, and the
aost aodern toolinq and aechanization was used to
the highest possible degree of re1iability.•2¤

•2¤
Randall S. Schuler, Dan R. Dalton, and Edgar F. Huse,
Case—gggbleg§—jgegggagegggg, (St. Paul: West Publishing
Coapany, 1983), p. 177.
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It is noted that while the innovations enployed by General

Motors eliminated sone of the harder labor involved in auto

assenbly work, the increased sinplicitv and standardization

also created nore nonotonous 1obs for the assenbly line

workers. But it was vastly more efficient. The increased

sinplicity made it possible to speed np the assenbly line

siqnificantly. It was the fastest novinq line in the

industry; the averaqe time per assenbly 1ob was 36 seconds

conpared to S5 seconds in other General Motors assenbly

plants. The collective effect of the innovations also

enabled the conpany to reduce the number of production

workers required.

In order to lower production costs still further the

conpany inposed new controls over product quality and worker

absenteeisn. "The reduction in absenteeisn was expected to

require less relief nen, and the inproveuent in quality and

less repair work were to require less repairnen.“*22 Strict

disciplinary neasures includinq disnissal constituted the

stronq policy of dealinq with any worker slowdowns, and it

*was runored that the inspectors and forenen passinq

defective cars would be fired on the spot.“*23

*21 Ibid.

*22 Ibid., p. 178.

*23 Ibid.
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However, the scientifically desiqned car, assenbly

process, and tiqhter disciplinary nesures did not seen to

work in favor of the co¤pany's overall purpose. Scientific

nanaqenent ala Lordstown fueled, within a natter of months,

enouqh worker resentuent, disruption, and slowdowns to have

cost the company 12,000 Veqas and 4,000 trucks anountinq to

a $45 nillion loss. In addition, there were 2,000 cars in

the factory lot waitinq for repair work because cars had

been passed down the line without all necessary operations

beinq perforned. Also, there were 6,000 conplaints fron

Chevrolet dealers in one nonth alone reqardinq the quality

of the Veqas that they had received. On the workers' side

of the ledqer, qrievances had increased fron 100 to 5,000.

Finally, with 97 percent of the voters supportinq a strike,

the Veqa workers went out on strike after the heaviest voter

turnout in the history of the local. In addition to the

loss of 1obs the workers protested that too auch work had

been added to the 10b. They also conplained about the

increased monotony of their work, and charqed that the

siqnificantly tiqhtened assenbly line represented a return

to sweat shop like workinq conditions. Further, they

insisted that the increase in quality defects was not due to

sabotaqe but the speed of the line. In the words of one

worker:
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I saw a wonan runninq to keep pace with the fast
line. I': not qoinq to run for anybody. There
ain't anyone in that plant that is qoinq to tell
:e to run.*2*

They were also particularly resentful of the company's

strict policy on i·p1e¤entinq the chanqes. "They stated that

touqher the company beca:e, the nore they would stiffen

their resistance even thouqh other 1obs were scarce in the

:arket.“*25

It seems evideut to this writer that the application of

very strinqent principles of scientific uanaqement, far fron

fulfilllinq the qoals of the orqanization, resulted in

nothinq less than industrial sabotaqe. While there is no

question that the line had been siqnificantly speeded up,

the “countless nunber of Veqas with their windshields

broken, upholstery slashed, iqnition keys broken, siqnal

levers bent, rear-view nirrors broken, or carburetors

sloqqed with washers,“*2‘ suqqests industrial sabotaqe.

Accordinq to the plant nanaqer there were even cases where

“whole enqine blocks passed by 40 men without any work done

on the:."*27

*2* Ibid., p. 179.

*25 Ibid., p. 179.

*2•
Ibid., p. 174.

*27 Ibid.
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Noting that there was a significant anount of adverse

worker reaction in areas of the plant where the conpany

hadn*t;ghggggg—ag!ghigg, the aanagewent concluded that the

problens in the plant were due to the relatively young age

and high educational level of the workers, These

characteristics were believed to account for the workers'

resistance to authority. In the words of one foreman:

The problen with the workers here is not so much
that they don't want to work, but that they 1ust
dou't want to take orders. They don't believe in
any kind of authority.•2¤

The precedinq suggests that these workers had refused

to accept the strict patriarchal archetype that the conpany

was attenptinq to inpose within the industrial setting.

what appears to be evident, reqardless of age or education,

is that the naiority of these workers were not receptive to

receiving an archetypal structure that demanded total

subnission to a higher authority. Acquiescence to the

conpany requirenents would have held the workers,

synbolically, within a state of childhood where acceptance

without questioning is required in return for parental

security. In this exanple, the organization nenbers did not

identify their egos with the persona requirements of the

rational organization, they did not, it appears, lose

thenselves to the collective. As Hardinq has noted,

•¢*
Ibid., p. 179.
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deyiations from any accepted code are manifestations of

h human nature. Just as the child must core up against the

father in order to assert her or his own individuality, so

also nust the orqanization nenber deviate fror the accepted

codes of the organization if he or she is to naintain one's

indiwiduality.

However, it right be arqued that the workers behavior —

industrial sabotaqe - ray be considered to be a childish

tantrun. Followinq this line of reasoninq it ray be arqued

that because the conpany irposed an extrenely restrictive

systen, the reaction was, likewise, extrere. In other words

as the conpany attenpted to fix the enerqy at the extrene

end of the rational polarity, it unwittinqlv invited its

opposite in the forn of a very destructive (to the conpany)

reaction. Perhaps the strict disciplinary systen along with

the use of the rost sophisticated science and technology

rendered the workers inpotent to exercise any forn of

unconscious creation or outlet in their work. In any event

the dialectical structure of the psyche will require sone

forn of compensatory response to any forn of one—sidedness.

Given the extremely rational nature of the assenbly line and

the acconpanyinq disciplinary syster, the collective psyche

in this instance reacted in an equally extreme manner.
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The resistance to the imposition of hierarchical

authoritv illustrated in the Lordstown case is a reflection

of the dialectical structure, and self balaucinq tendency in

a healthv psvche. Whenever too auch enphasis or enerqy is

constellated at one end of a polaritv, its opposite will be

invited in the forn of a neqative reaction fron the

unconscious. In what follows I develop this line of

thinkinq nore fullv bv usinq the Hawthorne studies and the

concept of the infornal orqanization as an illustration.

Here, it is noted that resistance to authoritv took the forn

of behavinq in a verv personalized nanner. The reason I an

discussinq the Hawthorne case and the infornal orqanization

as an illustration of the balancinq tendencv of the psvche

is because it denonstrates that despite the rational

orqanization's attenpt to eliminate all affectivitv, this

appears to be difficult to do, at least anonq people with

relativelv healthv psvches'. However, the infornal

orqanization is not characterized bv a nature feelinq tone.

Ratber, it is nore akin to somewhat childish reactions.

I Eventhouqh the Hawthorne case illustrates that the rational

orqanization cannot squash all feelinq, it can obstruct a

nature feelinq tone. What I an contendinq is that the

inposition of rational persona ideals can obstruct the self

balancinq tendencv of the psvche in a manner that is

danaqinq to mature development and feelinq.
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The .P:§1<,a.¤as£.§· Airalesiisal y äisusssrs
The first eupirical evidence suggesting that

organizational behavior did not always conforn to the

rational ideal and could not be controlled entirely by

structural factors, was the Hawthorne studies that were

carried out during the tine period 1927-1932. The results

of these studies are well known and need not be explicated

in detail here. For the purposes of this dissertation, the

nost significant discovery of the Hawthorne studies was the

influence that hunan and social factors had on work

effectiveness, as well as the identification of the infornal

organization structure.

Recalling that the elevation of any polarity will bring

about its opposite, it is not surprising that organization

researchers would *discover“ the presence of potent human

and social factors in organizations. Since the highly

rational bureaucratic structure attenpts to completely

elininate all personalized relationships we can expect to

find a senblance of personalized relations throughout the

organization. This is what the Havthorne studies confirmed.

Instead of responding solely to the fornal structural

requirements of the organization, the enployees functioned

within a well defined social and infornal structure held

together bv group norns that freguently ran counter to

nanagerial intent and purpose.
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Georqe Homan's seninal analysis of the Hawthorne

studies best illustrates the inpact of social and personal

factors upon the fornal, rational, orqanization. Honans

identified three wain elenents in work qroup behavior that

were nutually dependent upon one another: activity,

sentinents, and interaction. Accordinq to Honans, as people

interact with one another on the 1ob there is a tendency for

sentinents of affection to develop that replace the initial

sentiment of pure se1f—interest. In the Bank lirinq roon at

the Hawthorne plant, Honans observed that new sentinents

developed throuqh interactions over tine, were responsible

for creatinq a set of work norns that qenerated new work

activities. New patterns of interaction also evolved fron

the new set of activities. The result was the fornation of

the infornal structure or orqanization.

It is evident that the infornal orqanization is

characterized by its pg;§ggal;;gQ—creation. That is the

infornal work qroups qrow fron interactions that create

sentinents that bond the qroup toqether, and such a

personalized creation stands in contrast to the persona

requirements of inpersonality. In the Hawthorne case, it

was noted that the synerqy created by work activities,

interactions, and sentinents resulted in new work

activities, new interactions, and ultinately new sentinents
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that fused a set of qroup norus that qoverned behavior. In

other words, work activities depended upon the feelinqs and

sentinents of the people involved, and on the interpersonal

and qroup relationships that influence then.

What sort of behavior does an inforual orqanization

produce? The new activities that the Hawthorne work qroup

enqaqed in stood in contradiction to the formal requireaents

of the manaqeuent, and included restrictinq output to their

own internally created standards, bettinq and qaublinq,

horse play, eatinq candy, tradinq 1obs auonqst theuselves,

helpinq one another out, and nisrepresentinq productivity on

output records.*2* These specific behaviors were enforced hy

qroup norns. Furthernore, a definite code of behavior was

developed and enforced that included prohibitions on ”rate-

bustinq" (producinq too auch), “chiselinq“ (not producinq

euouqh), “squealinq“, and attemptinq to naintain social

distance-**¤ It is evident that the Hawthorne workers were

extrenely resistant to the authority of aanaqement. What is

particularly interestinq is that an iuportant part of their

resistance created a uore personal inforwal structure that

is the very antithesis of the requirenent for entirely non-

personal behavior.

*2* Georqe Honans, ggg §gggg·§;ggg, (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, 1950), pp- M8-80.

•¤¤
Ibid., p. 79.
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The Hawthorne studies and the voluminous analysis that

followed make it evideut that the inpersonal rational model

is an ”ideal' that manaqement strives for, but that does not

exist in reality, at least not in a pure form at the lower

levels of the orqanization. Thouqh manaqenent may seek to

achieve an impersonal environment, and create a structure

throuqh which such inpersonality is deemed to obtain, it

appears that all orqanization nembers, at least at the lower

levels of the orqanizatiou, do not respond in the

instrumental wanner prescrihed by their roles. Instead,

they meet the formal requirements of the orqanization with

resistance and act out of an informal structure that is

bonded by human ties of sentiment. As noted previously,

this phenonenon is not surprisinq, as the hunan psyche will

respond to the over•e¤phasis of any polarity with its

opposite. In other words, the formation of the informal

orqanization is a dialectical response to the persona

requirements of the formal orqanization that deuands

iupersonality and riqid conpliance. Another way to put it,

is to say that this resistant behavior is a nanifestation of

the psyche's self·balancinq tendency. That is, since

manaqenent put too auch pressure on the conscious side of

the psyche, the unconscious reacted in order to restore a

balance. The sane can, of course, be said in the Lordstown
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case. However, it is extremely siqnificant to note that the

fora of behavior that became manifest in both cases was not

entirely positive. This should not be surprising. What

aanaqeaent creates by over emphasizinq and thereby

atteaptinq to fix too auch enerqy at one end of a bipolarity

is to invite its opposite to react destructively froa the

unconscious. What is not allowed throuqh the front door

will enter from the back. In the Lordstown case, what caae

throuqh the back door was overt and destructive rebellion.

In the Hawthorne case, the rebellion took a aore subtle fora

· eatinq candy, horsinq around and the like. The difference

in behavior manifested by these two cases can be accounted

for by the strinqency of the orqanization's requirements.

Since the Lordstown manaqeant iavosed a aore extreae set of

standards than did the Hawthorne qroup, the employee

reaction was likewise, more extreae.

In addition to resistinq authority, the Hawthorne

employees also refused to identify with the organization's

requireaent for impersonality. As noted above, the inforaal

orqanization was very personalized. However, it is

iaportant to note that this personalized structure was not

characterized by a mature feelinq tone, rather it took on a

aore peevish eaotional, childish character. This should not

be surprisinq. When the rational orqanization does not
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allow any form of feeling, it is the anina that is

suppressed, and when the anina is not allowed to live ”she*

will becone nanifest in
”her”

negative forn.

It should be noted that the behavior of the Hawthorne

enployees nay suqqest a healthy psvchic response to an

overly authoritarian, patriarchal position of nanagenent.

That is, the behavior of the Hawthorne enployees nay be

interpreted as an attenpt to assert one°s individuality

against an archetypal systen that, if one snbnits to it,

prevents adult maturation. On the other hand, the classic

rate busters nay be considered less healthy, in that they

appear to accept authority without question by identifyinq

their own eqos with the orqanization's purpose. However, as

was evident in the Lordstown case, sone of the behavior of

the Hawthorne enployees nay be considered sonewhat childish.

Sinilar to my analysis of Lordstown, I suqqest that the

Hawthorne enployees, faced with a rational structure and the

powerful positipn of nanaqenent, had no other feasible

alternative than to act as they did, childish though it may

seen. This suqqests that inspite of the self balancinq

tendency of the psyche, the rational organization obstructs

the conpensatory function of the psyche, trappinq the

organizational nenber within a parental archetype that

obstructs nature developnent and results in a childish forn

i
of behavior.
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It nay also be siqnificant to note that the Hawthorne

studies also revealed the tendencv for orqanization nembers

to forn cliques. In the developnental staqe of the naturinq

adolescent, qroup identification follows separation fron the

father archetype. Consequently, the fornation of such

cliques may be viewed as a nanifestation of such a

developnental pattern within the orqanization. That is, as

the father archetype (manaqenent) attenpts to hold the

enployee in its qrip, the employee seeks identification in

the qroup as a reaction aqainst the unrenittinq authority of

the father. It should also be noted that the childishness

of the qroup behavior may be a nanifestation of the qeneral

nediocrity that obtains when any set of individuals subnerqe

the self to a collectivity.

In conclusion, in this section I have delineated the

rational orqanization as exenplifyinq the father archetype.

That is, the persona of orqanizational rationality is

synouynous with the archetypal traits of the father,

particularly authority, discipline, and order. Followinq

this archetypal structure, I illustrated two contradictory

forns of behavior that tend to becone nanifest when the

orqanization is unwillinq to bend its relatively riqid

hierarchical structure. On the one hand, there is a

tendency for sone to submit to a riqid forn of rule
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conforuinq behavior, to identify one's eqo with the

orqanization's requirenent for order. On the other hand,

there is a tendency for others to rebel in a very overt

uanner. This is a reflection of the dialectical structure

in a relatively healthy psyche. In both instances, the

adult uaturation process has been obstructed by the

requirenents of the orqanization.

More specifically, if the person identifies with the

persona of rationality requirinq full subuission to

authority, as does the Conpany Han, one relinquishes the

possibility of full adult uaturation. By identifyinq with

the orqanization as father archetVpé• one slips into the

unconscious, or in the case of the puer, reqresses even

further into the unconscious, where responsibility for one's

own action is not required. Here, the person identifies the

orqanization as parent; one who will protect and reward her

or hin for obedient service. Consequently, there is a kind

of blind obedience to the orqanization's rules, and

responsibility for one's own actions are relinquished.

As the Lordstown case deuonstrates, not all

orqanization meubers identify their own eqos with the

persona of rationalisn, particularly the requirenent for

unquestioninq subnission to authority. I think it is

plausible to contend that the healthier the psyche, the nore
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nature the individual, the less tendencv there is to

identify one's eqo with collective persona standards.

However, as this case illustrates, when the orqanization

iaposes, or attenpts to enforce too auch rationality, those

who resist nay react fron their unconscious in a very

childish aanner. Given the power that the orqanization

holds over the individual and the cyclical swinqs of our

econonic environnent, it aay be difficult for the individual

to challenqe the orqanization effectively. Given the power

structure, the Lordstown eaployees nav have had little

choice but to act in a relatively childish nanner. This

suqqests that when the orqanization's structure and

requirements are too strinqent, too one—sided, the

conpensatory nature of the psyche does not function

properlv. Hence, the childish behavior.

One further observation should be nade. As Junq noted,

the securitv of a qroup or larqe orqanization tends to

foster a childlike environaent of irresponsibility.•¤!

Consistent with Junq's observations, Chris Arqvris has also

observed that the rational principles of orqanization tend

to violate the healthv developaent of a nature

Q2 P- 277-
*32 Chris Ar¤vtiS• B§§§Q9Qli§!·Q§§“Q£9§§i§ä§iQ§• (Ne' Y°¥k¢

Harper and Row, 1957). —
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personality.*¤2 Rather, he arques that these principles•3¤

inhibit self-actualization and pronote dependent, passive,

subnissive, and innature behavior. The behavior of the

Coupany len and the Lordstown employees may be interpreted

within this framework.

§9.§§.L§§lQ§;§·

In this chapter I have attenpted to illustrate how

identifyinq one's eqo with the persona of rationality nay

inpede the human individuation process. Recallinq from

chapter one, in order for a person to develop his or her own

unique identity and to become whole, it is necessary to deal

with the collective influence of the persona in order to

establish one's own independent values. Junq warns of the

devastatinq effects of collectivisn to the individual. If a

person submerqes her or his own individualitv within a set

of collective standards - that is, identifies one's eqo with

the persona - it is not possible to differentiate the

conscious fron the unconscious and one nerelv lives,

unwittinqly, in identification with the collective

unconscious.

•¤3
These principles - hierarchy, chain of command, unity ofdigection, span of control — are discussed in chapter
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In order to free one's eqo fron collective influence,

it is necessary to becone independent of parental

archetypes. However, as I have illustrated, the larqe

collective orqanization has a very maqnetic pull upon its

nembers, servinq as an analoque to both the mother and

father archetypes. To the extent that the orqanization

nenber identifies with the orqanization and its purposes as

one•s own, the archetypal influence of the orqanization

impedes individuation and full adult naturation.

Identification with the orqanization as mother archetype can

be seen in both the Conpany Han and the Ganesnan. As the

Ganesnan and the Conpanv Han nerqed their own eqos with the

qoals of the orqanization they lost themselves to the

naternal unconsciousness of the collective. In the process

these nen suppressed the feminine within themselves, since

identifyinq with the nother archetype does not permit the

male to differentiate the anina. This has a very neqative

effect upon the individuation process because the anina acts

as a nediator to the world of the unconscious and hunan

individuation cannot be achieved unless there is a balance

between these two opposinq realities. It is the anima who

acts as the nediator to the unconscious because, as the

feminine in aan, ”she* possesses the receptivity and absence

of pre1udice toward the irrational that is necessary in
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order to provide a relation to the unconscious.

Consequently, if the aniaa is not differentiated froa the

mother within the unconscious, the male is unable to

establish a connected feelinq relationship to the outer

» woman that recoqnizes the feaale for her own individualitv.

Instead the outer woman is viewed as a comfortinq aother, or

as a sexual obiect.

I have focused upon male developaental probleas because

the case studies available contain so few women. However,

it can be arqued that when woaen identify with the persona

of orqanizational rationality, feelinq is also sacrificed.

The persona of orqanizational rationalitv is essentially

aasculine, and as the feaale identifies with these traits

she suppresses that which is innately feminine. LaBier's

exaaple of a successful Irrational Adaptive, discussed in

chapter three, is an illustration of this problem.

Not everyone identifies with and conforas to the

persona of rationality. This aay be aore evident at the

lower levels of the orqanization, as I illustrated with the

Lordstown case and the Hawthorne studies. These cases

provide a coqent illustration of the dialectical, or self-

balancinq tendency of the huaan psvche. Whenever too auch

enerqy is placed at one end of a polarity, its opposite is

invited in the form of an unconscious reaction. For
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example, in the Lordstown case, since manaqement placed far

too much enphasis upon discipline and a verv rational work

process that provided no outlet for the life of the

unconscious, the workers reacted in an equally extreue

banner. The Hawthorne studies illustrate the saue principle

and also offer an excellent exanple illustratinq the

difficultv nanaqenent faces when thev attenpt to elininate

all feelinq from the orqanization. While nanaqeaent nay

pursue the Weberian "ideal," those nenbers of the

orqanization at the lower levels will respond with an

infornal orqanization characterized bv its personalized

structure. The existence of the infornal orqanization and

covert rebellion uav be viewed as a manifestation of healthv

psychic responses. This forn of behavior also illustrates

how the self balancinq tendencv of the psvche can affect the

rational orqanization. However, because the rational

orqanization iqnores the life of the individual's

unconscious, and infact provides obstacles to it, the

conpensatorv function of the psvche cannot work properly.

Consequentlv, behavior takes a neqative childish forn. This

is in keepinq with the dialectical structure of the psvche,

since too much enerqv is constellated at one end of the

polaritv, the unconscious reacts in a destructive nanner as

it attempts to restore its own balance.



CHAPTER VI

THB ORGANIZATIOH SHADOW

H.!l£Q!2.Q§£LQ§ —

In this chapter I explore the shadow of the persona of

orqanizational rationality and its ranifications for both

the individual and society.

The shadow, or dark side of the rational orqanization

has already been discussed in chapters four and five.

However, I did not label this behavior as the shadow in

those chapters. What I an doinq here, is specifically

identifyinq the behavior found in those chapters that stand

out as a nanifestation of the orqanization's shadow, or dark

side.

What is perhaps most siqnificant about personal shadow

behavior is that it blinds the individual to her or his own

true character. The fact that this behavior is unconscious

is what nakes it danqerous, since we pro1ect our own

unconscious onto other people. In other words, we

experience our own shadow in others, attributinq our own

dark characteristics to others instead of recoqnizinq these

311
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as a part of our own nature. As Jung•s work suqgests, whole

societies may develop a collective shadow that is then

pro1ected onto other nations.

In this chapter I begin with a brief overview of the

relation between the individual's persona and shadow. This

is followed by discussions that identify the dark side of

the organization as a lack of personal feeling and the loss

of responsibility for one's personal action. Finally, I

discuss the collective roots of the personal shadow and show

how this nay lead to a nanifestation of the archetype of

evil when a society possesses too many collective

tendencies.

It should be acknowledged here, that when I attribute

the organization with possessing a shadow, there is a danger

that I nay be reifying the organization as a human being.

This would not be appropriate. An organization does not

possess an unconscious and a shadow in the same sense as

does the individual. However, I do believe there is some

nerit in using this ~etaphor. Giwen the power of the

collective in any organization, particnlarly large ones,

nany people may succumb to this power at the expense of

their own individuality. In so doing, the collective action

of those persons, who conprise the organization, way

} manifest itself in a dark “shadowv' manner.
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Recallinc from chapter one, the shadow consists of all

of the elenents of the natural personality that have been

repressed into the personal unconscious because they are

unacceptable to the collective society. The reasons for

this repression lie within the eco fornation process itself.

In the process of strivinc for a unified personality, it

becomes necessary for a child to banish his or her

contradictory characteristics frou consciousness, since a

child's acceptance of himself is initially based on whether

he or she fits in. Consecuentlv, harmonv with the Self,

durinq formation of the eco is dependent upon collective and

persona values. This process is necessary for human

naturation since a stronc eco cannot be formed without

learninc collective taboos, acceptinq persona values and

identifyinc with societal moral standards. Furthermore,

apart fron the eco forwation process, adherence to

collective ideals and mores are necessary in order to qet

alonq in the society. Consequently, we adopt a facade

personality, or persona, as a visible sicn of aqreenent with

society's recnireuents. However, the opposites are always

paired, and since it isn't possible to elininate psychic

enercy it isn't possible to elininate either end of a

polarity. That is, while it nay be necessary to repress the

shadow in the initial eco fornation staqe, it is not
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possible to actually eliminate the shadow; that which is not

admitted throuqh the front door of the psyche, so to speak,

will always come around and enter throuqh the back door.

Furthermore, the more one identifies the eqo with the

persona, the more one succumbs to the pressure to conform to

collective ideals, and the aore repressed the shadow

becomes. The uore repressed the shadow becones the nore

extreme the shadow personality and its behavior becones. As

Erich Heuwann, the noted Junqian scholar has observed, as

one identifies with persona values one in fact lives in the

shadow of those values. Further:

Repression of the shadow and identification with
the positive values are two sides of one and the
sane process. It is the identification of the eqo
with the facade personality which nakes this
repression possible, and the repression in its
turn is the basis of the eqo's identification with
the collective values by means of the persona.•¤*

As noted previously, an orqanization is not exactly

like an individual, consequently we nust be careful in

applyinq these concepts to the orqanization in exactly the

same nanner as we would the individual. For exanple,

orqanizations do not proiect shadows onto other entities.

However, a useful parallel may be drawn between the relation

of the persona and the shadow to the collective

orqanization. For example, when the individual identifies

Death Bszsheleqv and a ue! Ethi;• ¤- ¤1-
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her or bis own eqo with collective values there is a

detrinental effect upon the unconscious that becones

nanifest in the hunan shadow. At the collective (or qtoup)

level, such as in an orqanization, when enouqh individuals

identify with the collective persona values that the

orqanization stands for, the dark shadow side of the

orqanization will enerqe.

As noted previouslv there are two prinary cateqories of

persona type standards that the rational nodel of

orqanizatiou stands for that I have identified in this

dissertation. One cateqory nay be labeled the need for

order (authority, control), and the other the need for

obiectivity (iupersonalty). Consistent with the polaristic

structure of the psyche, each of these persona standards

forns one end of a continuun that contains its own

antithesis. Consequently, each persona type requirenent has

a positive and a neqative side. The positive side

corresponds to that quality the orqanization seeks to

obtain, and the neqative side represents the shadow side of

that positive quality. Usinq the persona requirewent for

order, within an orqanizational franework, we will see that

the shadow side of order is a for: of rule couforninq

behavior that results in the loss of personal responsibility

for one's own actions. We will also see that the shadow
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side of the persona requireaent for obiectivitv is repressed

feeling.

Within the organizational reala, the positive side of

order is that it enables the organization to accoaplish a

purpose. The bright side of order can be seen, in modern

western civilization, in the form of technical achieveaents

that abound everywhere. These achieveaents stand as the

aark of our highly advanced western aind. Another bright

side of order is the stability that it provides. We all

need a certain a·ount of stabilitv in our lives. Host of us

cannot stand too auch unstructured chaos. However, given

the archetvpal structure of the psvche, evervthing that is

positive also has a negative side, and if the positive

contents of an archetvpe are not permitted a conscious

expression, their energv will pass over to the negative

aspect of the archetvpe and create serious probleas. Using

the example of order, the other end of the continnuum would

be chaos. Given the archetvpal structure of order and

chaos, if too auch eaphasis is placed on order, chaos will

result because the positive aspects of the unconscious are

not permitted expression. The Lordstown rebellion is an

example of this, as previouslv noted. This chaos, however,

is not the shadow, but is a reflection of the coapensatory

nature of the psvche. In extreae cases, when one side of
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the psyche is pushed too far down, the conplenentary side

autonatically rises in proportion to the suppression

resultinq in an enantiodronia. That is, whatever has been

elevated too hiqh will snap into its opposite. Of course,

this is an extreme example. Essentially, this is what

happened in Nazi Gernany as we will see later in this

chapter.

Continuinq to use order as our exanple, chaos is the

dialectical opposite of order. In this instance, the shadow

side of order will be the loss of personal responsibility.

The shadow side of order will constellate when, recoqnizinq

that order is a qood thinq, we carry it too far, failinq to

see that it has a darker side. Usinq the orqanization as

the frane of reference, the darker side of order will

constellate if too nany individuals identify their eqo with

the persona requirenent for order. When this happens, the

individual accepts the authority and control that are

necessary aspects of order, without question. In so doinq,

the shadow side of order enerqes, that is, the individual

blindly followinq rules, loses personal responsibility for

her or his own action.

The other persona type cateqory that is discussed in

this dissertation is the rational orqanization's requirenent

for ob1ectivity and inpersonality. Once aqain there is a
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dark side and a liqht side to this persona type standard.

Objectivity and impersonality are qood, even essential,

features within an orqanization. For example, without sone

obiectivity, without sone distance fron one's own personal

feelinqs, it nay becone difficult to be fair and just.

However, there is a dark shadow side to objectivity and

inpersonality too. If one beqins to identify the eqo with

this requirenent, one's feelinq side is suppressed, and

ultinately the individual will becone a verv unfeeling

person. In other words, the shadow side of objectivity is

unfeelinq. Further, the qreater the identification, with

objectivity, the nore repressed the shadow side becones, the

more extrene the ultimate nanifestation of the shadow will

tend to be.

It should be noted here that the illustrations that I

have used above are extreme cases. I have deliberately used

such exanples because it is easier to illustrate the

conpensatorv nature of any set of paired opvosites with such

naterial. Fortunatelv, nost people do not have such extrene

shadows. The nore balanced the individual, the less extrene

the shadow will be.
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As emphasized previouslv, an inportant aspect of the

persona of orqanizational rationalitv is the enphasis upon

total obiectivitv and a coqnitive, intellectual orientation

requirinq thinkinq over feelinq. The euphasis upon a non-

personal approach to orqanizational life is not subtle, nor

is it taken for qranted. As ¤eber's work illustrates, a

nonfeelinq orientation is specificallv required. The

dehunanization of the rational structure is, in Weber's

words, appraised as its special virtue. Despite the fact

that auch of the “ideal tvpe" of rational structure

delineated bv Heber is now eschewed bv both theoreticians

and practitioners alike as unworkable, that aspect of the

persona requirinq total ob1ectivitv and inpersonalitv

appears to live on.

A Junqian framework from which to view the shadow side

of the rational orqanization has been articulated bv

Denhardt. Sinilar to what I have outlined in chapter three,

his work suqqests that livinq in the orqanization•s shadow

means identifvinq with the persona requirement for

inpersonal behavior in a concrete wav. That is, to the

extent that orqanization nemhers take this requirement

seriouslv thev in fact treat others as inpersonal obiects.

The works of uaccobv and Laßier also provide specific

exanples that illustrate this phenonenon.
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Denhardt arques that within the rational orqanization

the individual nust accept a prescribed role that treats hin

or her as an instrument. Just as the orqanization is to

function as a nachine, so too the role occupant nust

function as an interchanqeable coq within the machine.

Followinq this vision of the orqanization as a technical

instrument that denies the hunanness of its nenbers,

superiors treat their subordinates as obiects. As noted

previously, Denhardt warns that as we treat one another

inpersonally with little concern for the hiqher values of

the inner life, so also will we see little need to concern

ourselves with our own inner life. One can see the

phenonenon coniectured by Denhardt in Haccobv's case

studies. The Ganesnan and the Conpany han treated

thenselves as an obiect by over-identifyinq with the

orqanization and emasculatinq their own needs and

individuality. Neither of these two types of executives had

nuch qennine compassion for their subordinates. For

exanple, as previously noted the Conpany Han did not qo out

of his way to create more human systems of manaqement.

Likewise, inst as the Ganesnan treated himself like an

ob1ect he also tended to see other people only in terms of

their use for the larqer orqanization. To the Ganesman,

developinq people meant developinq a smooth runninq team.
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The Gamesman also tended to manipulate other people within

the orqanization, considerinq nost workers as qifted school

children in need of direction. In ¤accoby's observation,

the Ganesnan orqanizes everyone so that no one can be an

individual. Finally, consistent with the neutral, technical

vision of the orqanization role that de-enphasizes feelinq,

the Ganesnan did not demand personal loyaltv, just loyalty

to the project.

To recapitulate, the Gamesman•s life provides a coqent

exanple of livinq in the shadow side of the orqanization.

As he adopted and identified himself with the collective

persona standards of the rational orqanization, he

ultinatelv lived out a nonfeelinq shadow. The Ga¤es¤an's

life in the shadow can be seen on the job, at home, and

within the realm of society. As described in chapter three,

he described love in dry bureaucratic terms and was unable

to develop a meaninqful relationship with his wife, treated

his enployees as objects, lacked conpassion for people

adversely affected by the very nature of his work, and

lacked a social conscience for the effect of his

orqanization on society.

Laßier also offered a coqent example that illustrates

how acceptance of the persona of rationalism nay becone

manifest by treatinq orqanization nembers as objects without
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hunan need. As noted in chapter three, LaBier discovered a

whole qroup 0f people in bis study who he referred to as the

Irrational Nonadaptives. These are the people he found to

be, bv traditional psychiatric criteria, enotionally

disturbed. Particular nanifestation of the disturbances

characteristic of these people included “qross distortions

of reality, inability to couprehend or execute work

respensiblities, or severely inpaired relations with

coworkers.“•¤$ LaBier recounts one case of a severely

disturbed woman that illustrates how a person may be treated

as an obiect. Manaqenent's response to this individual's

sickness was to iqnore the problen, reassiqn her work to

others, while allowinq her to continue to draw her paycheck.

The specific exanple follows:

Hs. G, in her late fifties, worked for the same
federal aqency for thirty years, in
clerical/secretarial positions. She had been
¤i¤¤¤¤S¤d nnnnnnin snhinnnhnnnis«¤anv years
earlier, and she has been hospitalized nuuerous
tines over the years. In the course of workinq
for her nost recent supervisor, us. G qradually
showed increasinq outbursts toward and accusations
of people in her office. Her supervisor later
explained that he was fearful that she niqht
attack soneone or try to kill herself. She became
nore overtly paranoid about an alleqed conspiracy
to deny her a deserved pronotion to a superqrade
level, which she had created as part of her
delusional systen. ggggggggg;—responded bv
shitting hn; nssignnnnt·t;nn nnn«snnn;!isnn tn
agoghgg, ghigg—hu¤orinq her about her prospects

•3$
Laßier, "ßnotional Disturbances In The Federal
Government," p. 835.
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for promotion. Discussion with uanaqenent
indicated that they undertook this action in the
belief that she would soon ”settle down.”
Unfortunately, however, Hs. G becane increasinqly
disturbed on the 1ob and eventuallv had to be
hospitalized.*3* (Emphasis added)

Despite us. G's obvious needs, she was treated as no nore

than an obiect who could be interchanqed fron one position

to another at mana¤e¤ent•s will.

EE} QBEAHIZAIIQE §§AQQE AEQAEIEQBIEY.

In this section I discuss the shadow consequences of

that aspect of the persona of rationalisn requirinq

unquestioninq subnission to authority, and/or identification

with the orqanization's ends in qeneral. The Conpany Man,

of course, is the prototype who has identified with this

persona value. As noted previously, when a person

identifies one's eqo with a collective standard, one's

individuality is dissolved within the collective. In this

instance, since the collective standard calls for

unquestioninq subnission to authority, livinq in the shadow

neans that the person who carries out the denands of

authorities will tend to 1udqe her or his own actions in

terms of duties and ouqhts, rather than in terms of o¤e's

own iudqwent of riqht and wronq. This is predictable, for

the dependent person who has dissolved the self with the

*3* Ibid.
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collective, conscience and responsibility neans carryinq out

the demand of authorities. There is no concept of personal

responsibility for one's actions, as the individual nerqes

him or herself with the collective. Personal responsibility

is relinquished to an anonynous entity. The consequences can

be oninous here, since any forn of behavior may be disnissed

as merely carryinq out one's duties. This particular facet

of the shadow is very inportant qiven that these Company ben

appeared to be unduly attracted to the collective and

possessed a less than fully differentiated anina. That is,

their feelinq side is repressed. Conseauently, an unfeelinq

shadow could be unleashed, all in the name of simply

perforninq one's 1ob, as all personal responsibility for

action is relinquished to the collective. However, it must

be enphasized that it appears, that the Company Han was a

phenonenon more characteristic of the 1950's than of the

1980's.

.Z!.§.§·£§£,'—iQlAL ·§ä!L9.9.!·A§.2·1I§„§-A££t!§Il£§·Q£~§1&·

It is inportant to note that the personal shadow is in

part descended fron a collective fiqure, and ‘reqression to

its collective form easily occurs whenever the individual is

subnerqed in a
¤ass.”•37

Consequently, the archetype of evil

•=v oaaanvx. ggug and snlitiss- ¤¤- 72-73-
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nay be activated whenever people who have subuerged their

own individuality, thereby driving their shadow underground,

coae together in a nass. The most obvious contenporary

exanple of the archetype of evil is, of course, Hitler and

Nazi Gernany. Given the pervasive influence of large

collectivized organizations within Anerican society, and the

effect that a collective can have on an individual's sense

of personal ethics and self responsibility, I think it is

useful to exaaine further the Geraan experience with the

archetype of evil. This topic is particularly apt since an

inportant shadow characteristic of the rational organization

nay be sinilar to the shadow that was unleashed in World War

II Gernany.

Walter Oda1nyk, following Jung's work, nakes the

observation that the Ger¤an's obsession with intellectual

sophistication and technical precision acted as a

conpensation for a very inferior and undifferentiated

feeling function.*3* The distance between these two

opposites · the intellect and feeling - was obviously

extrene given the disastrous eruption of the Gernan

unconscious. Since the Jewish culture possesses a auch nore

developed feeling side, this culture becane the hook for the

Gernan's proiected unfeeling shadow.•3° Hitler aerely

•¤¤
Ibid., p. 93.
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personified the Ger¤an's inferior feelinc side.

In addition to the German obsession with the intellect,

it is also inportant to note that the society was perneated

"with a spirit of dull obedience, with the belief that every

desirable thinq nnst come fron above,...,whose feelings of

personal responsibility were overruled by a riqid sense of

duty.“**9 As Junq notes, the individual who loses her or

hinself within the collective becomes norally and

spiritually inferior.**¤ In Nazi Gernany this is

particularly evident. As they adopted the collective

standards as their own, as they marched to the drunner of a

riqid sense of duty and order, elevatinq the intellect and

repressinq all feelinq, they lost their individual sense of

hunan morality and their own private code of ethics.

Reniniscent of a Conpany Man, there was no internal voice of

conscience, only an outer voice connandiuq obedience, order,

and duty.

As I have euphasized throuqhout this dissertation, a

one—sided imbalance between any pair of contrastinq

opposites will be conpensated by the unconscious. The nore

extrene the imbalance, the nore danqerous the unconscious

*39 Ibid., p. 9¤.

••¤ aum:. ¤· 223-
**3 Ibid., p. 276.
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reaction will be. In the case of Geruan Nazisn, there was

too much enphasis upon the intellectual side of the psyche,

while the unconscious was entirely neglected. Consequently,

an enantiodronia obtained. That is, by denying the life of

the unconscious, the order of rationalitv was turned into

its opposite, as the chaos of the unconscious burst loose.

As the German experience makes evident, a society that

identifies itself with an entirely intellectual and

ob1ective persona will develop a nonfeeling shadow side.

Since it isn•t possible to think and feel at the sane tine,

all feeling is repressed into the unconscious as thinking

and obiectivity assune an elevated position. The person who

identifies her or his own ego with persona values will live

out the shadow side of those values. Iorld War II Gernany

is an example of a society that lived out of their

collective unfeeling shadow in a very concrete way, as the

holocaust attests. Of course, the Germans are not the only

society with a very obiective, thinking persona. This is

characteristic of western culture generallv, and American

society is no exception to this. This is particularly

significant given the pervasiveness and power of large

collectivized organizations in our society, and the

unfeeling shadow side of these organizations. It is

important to recall that reqression to the archetype of evil
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will occur nore readily whenever individuals are submerqed

within a nass. Accordinqly, the collectivized nature of our

society and the existence of a hiqhly repressed shadow could

have enormous consequences for western civilization as we

know it.

Of course, it must be acknowledqed that the exanple of

the Nazis is very extreme. Junq cited less extreme,

transtenporal exanples, when he noted that the horrors of

inperial Rone and the French reiqn of terror did not surpass

the horrors of world war II Germany. No nation or culture

is exenpt fron the personification of sone forn of shadow

side. Consequently, there is also a shadow side to Anerican

culture. Given the fact that there is always a conpensatory

relation between the persona and the shadow, we nay find our

own nation's shadow by examininq our own hiqhest ideals. It

would seen to ne that individual liberty or freedon is one

such ideal, and the value we place upon individuality is

another. Accordinqly, we can expect to find that our nation

as a whole is less tolerant, nore collective, and less free

than we would like to believe.

It seems to ne that it is difficult not to recoquize

the collective tendencies within Anerican culture. Despite

reqional, ethnic, racial, and reliqious differences we are

larqelv a nation of hanburqers, cleanliness, livinq in the
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snburbs, seekinq success in hiqh pavinq occupations, and the

like. Confornity, is in fact, very hiqhly valued. For the

nost part, we dress the sane, eat the sane, even listen to

the sane radio nusic. We were unconfortable with the

“beatniks" of the sixties and we are nnconfortable with the

°punks” of today. Woe be it to anyone who dresses, acts, or

thinks differently. This can even be seen in the acadenic

world where new or unusual ideas are slow to be accepted as

worth studyinq, and are sonetines even labeled nnanerican.

While we espouse individualisn (the persona) we practice

confornity (the shadow).

Historically, nore snbstantive exanples of the Anerican

shadow can be seen in the way we have treated other races

and wonen. While we have always espoused individual

liberty, we enslaved an entire race for nearly 100 hundred

years. Since the Civil War, we have been slow in qrantinq

Black Anericans qenuine equality before the law. In the

North, we have chastised the South for discrimination

aqainst Black Americans throuqh seqreqation of schools and

other facilities, while in the North the same sort of

discrinination has been practiced in a nore snbtle, post

facto nanner. Ihile we espouse equality as one of our

hiqhest ideals, American women still do not have the same

constitutional riqhts as do nen. It seens that the sane
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riqhts that are accorded white nales bv virtue of birth nust

somehow be *earned” by everyone else. Our history also

suqqests a certain coutenptibilitv for the Asian races. We

saw the Vietnanese as ”qooks“ and we interred thousands of

Anerican Japanese durinq World War II. We are also not free

of anti-semitism in our nation.

Just as the individual proiects her or his own shadow

upon other individuals, a nation also proiects its shadow

upon other nations. Accordinqly, we find ourselves shocked

by the violation of inportant hunan riqths that we see

around the world. For example, the apartheid of South

Africa, and the Soviet Union's suvpression of dissidents,

and discrimination of Jews. In other words, as we do not

recoqnize and own our nation's shadow, we see it in other

nations.

EM§!.·§§IQ!§·

In effect, identifyinq with persona standards is

tantanount to livinq in the shadow of one•s own unconscious.

Within an orqanizational framework, when too many

individuals identify their eqos with the uersona requirement

for obiectivity and impersonality, the shadow side of the

orqanization enerqes as unfeelinq. For both the Ganesman

and the Company Han, as we saw in chapters three and four,
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this means livinq life in an unrelated manner. This is

evident not only in their personal lives where they are

unable to forn connected neaninqful relationships with the

opposite sex, but also with their relationships amonq peers

in the orqanization, and in their indifferent vision of the

larqer society.

Riqid rule conforninq behavior is another nanifestation

of livinq within the shadow of the rational orqanization.

In this instance, the person identifies the eqo with the

orqanization as a whole as well as the persona requirenents

for authority, discipline, and order. Identifyinq with the

collective here, neans carrvinq out the demands of

authorities without questioninq or feelinq responsible for

one's own actions. Personal responsibility is relinquished

to an anonynous entity; the hierarchical authority. In the

worst of all possible scenarios, the individual can

rationalize any form of his or her own action reqardless of

its nature.

I also discussed the archetvpal roots of the personal

shadow usinq Nazi Gernany as an exanple. The reason for

this discussion is to make note of the fact that suppression

of individual feelinq can have far reachinq consequences

beyond the individual. It was noted that the personal

shadow is in part descended from a collective fiqure. This
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is important because reqression to a collective forn occurs

nost easily whenever individuals are subnerqed within a

nass. Given the pervasiveness of larqe collectivized

orqanizations in our society, it is not inprobable to

suqqest that we are not without sone danqer. While there is

little question of the Anerican concern for hunan riqhts and

the human condition at the qlobal level, there is no liqht

that fails to cast a shadow. The briqhter the liqht, the

darker and lonqer the shadow is cast. As we identify with

our qualities of qoodness and qenerosity, nade evident by

sone of our hunanitarian qlobal concerns, we becone blind to

our shadow side. Since it is not possible to destroy

psychic enerqy, we cannot elininate our darker side by

blindinq ourselves to it. Rather, we nust recoqnize it,

acknowledqe its existence and thereby inteqrate it into our

conscious. This is the only way to aneliorate our darker

side. The nore we persist in repressinq it, the nore deadly

the consequences will be.



CHAPTER VII

INTEGRATION

,l!1äQB.*!§§iQ!!—
Chapters four and five suqqest that identification with

the persona of rationalisn and the orqanization as a whole

inpedes the human individuation process, the realization of

one's qenuine Self and wholeness. In this chapter I explore

what is necessary in order to inteqrate the unconscious into

the conscious personality of the individual, and how

illuuination of this process at the individual level, is

helpful in providinq direction for creatinq a nore balanced

orqanization so that the life of the unconscious and the

individuation process can proceed.

Individuation is the realization of a person's

wholeness, a life process and qradual unfoldinq of a

person's unique individuality. In order to realize the

wholeness of one's personality a balance must be established

between the two inconqruous halves of the psyche. A whole

cannot be forned if one side is suppressed bv the other. In

today's western society it is the conscious side, the side

333
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of the intellect, that has been elevated, while the

unconscious has been neqlected and therebv suppressed. If a

balance is to be restored the unconscious nust be

acknowledqed. The individual nust accept the fact that the

unconscious lives, brinq as auch of it to liqht as possible,

and then inteqrate it to the conscious side of the

personality. What this inteqration process entails, and how

it can be related to orqanization life, is the sub1ect of

this chapter. I beqin this chapter with a review of the

neaninq of the individuation process, and the place that

inteqration of the unconscious plavs in this process. This

is followed by a case study of Franz Kafka that illustrates

the complex interconnection between the persona, shadow, and

anina/aninus and the siqnificance of the feelinq function in

the inteqration of the unconscious with the conscious

personality. The final part of the chapter addresses what

may be done within orqanizations to create a nore balanced

structure that pernits the unconscious to live and does not

obstruct the hunan individuation process.

As discussed in chapter one, individuation is a process

not a realized qoal. It is an unendinq spiral where each

new level of inteqration nust subait to further

transfornatiou if any further developuent is to proceed.

The hunan psyche is a structure that is open ended. It is
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the archetypal conposition of the psyche that provides

structure; a structure that each of ns holds in connon with

one another through the collective unconscious. It is the

tension that relates the two antithetical sides of any

archetypal structure that provides the source of energy for

the life process itself. This psvchological energy is

indestructible because neither side of an archetype can be

separated fron the other. That is, each side forns one end

of a continuun, and each contains its own antithesis. How

each of us responds te the inherent tension that is provided

by this archetypal structure is entirely an individual

watter. The structure of the psyche cannot be integrated,

but the contents of the collective unconscious, which are

unique to the individual, can be. Another way to put this

is to say that the archetypal structure of the psyche is

deterwined, but our own individual unigueness and the nanner

in which we choose to relate to the tension of this

archetypal structure is what provides the psyche with its

open ended feature. The nanner in which the individual

relates to the contents of the collective unconscious will

deternine to what extent the individua1's potential

wholeness will unfold and be realized. Ihat does the

° individuation and integration process entail?
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In order to realize one's own unique individuality, the

person must becone an independent personality; free fron the

donination of parental archetypes and other uncouscious

fiqures, and independent of the supportive structures of the

social environment.*•¢ Two things are required here. First,

the person must deal with the collective influence of the

persona in order to establish one's own independent values.

The developnent of a persona is essential in order to adapt

to the requirements, and function within, society. However,

when the person identifies his or her own eqo with the

persona, it blinds the individual fron his or her own innate

character, since such an identification drives the shadow

personality into the unconscious. As noted throughout, to

identify with the persona is to live in the world of the

collective unconscious, where all criteria for leading one's

life are gleaned frou collective standards and role

expectations. A person is not really free to discover and

explore his or her own uniqueness if he or she lives through

the collective. However, individuality and collectivity are

polar opposites. Conseqnently, it isn't possible to

obliterate the persona. Ideally, the persona should

function to relate the person's inner and outer worlds. A

proper relation to the persona is essential to the

••2
Violet deLaszlo, Introd. to C.G. Jung, gsgghg ggg
Sgnbol, p. xxixx.
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individuation process because identifyinq with it will blind

the individual from her or his own innate character·thereby

preventinq inteqration of the total personality.

Chapters three and four suqqest that life in the larqe

collective orqauization nakes it difficult for the

individual to develop and use her or his own persona

properlv. The challenqe is considerable qiven the rational

orqanization's ewphasis upon strict adherence to its own

persona type standards, and the innate pull into the

collective that the orqanization seens to hold over the

individual.

A second requirewent necessary if a person is to follow

the path of individuation and develop his or her own unique

individuality, is to becone conscious of the effect of the

unconscious on one's life, especially in relation to other

people. Here, it is fundamental that the person becowe

aware of the shadow, anina or aninus, and the influence of

parental archetypes. To realize one's potential wholeness,

it is necessary to inteqrate the contents of the unconscious

cowplexes into the conscious personality. when the

unconscious is inteqrated with the conscious personality the

individual, in effect, withdraws the pro1ections fron the

unconscious that have been cast upon other persons. In this

nanner, the contents of the unconscious become inteqrated to
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the Self, nakinq a considerable influence on the eqo

personality.•*3 Such an assinilation of the contents of the

unconscious is the reverse of identification, since

inteqration of the unconscious allows one to be nore

ob1ective, to stand apart fron the effect of the unconscious

conplexes instead of beinq possessed by then.*•• The

unconscious enerqv that was previouslv destructive is freed

up and becones available to the individual for nore

constructive purposes.••$

As noted above, individuation is a process or course of

developnent arisinq out of conflict between the two

conplementarv sides of the total personalitv. Once this

process has reached the point where the shadow or sone other

unconscious fiqure has been brouqht closer to the surface of

consciousness, the individual will beqin to experience a

severe conflict between sone set of contrastinq opposites

that reflect the inbalance. This conflict will seek

conpensation in the forn of a unitv.••‘ If a union of the

opposites is to occur, and inteqration achieved, the

••3
Junq, gigg, p. 23.

•••
Darvl Sharp, ggg §gg;gg—ggggg: Conflict And
Transformation in the life of Franz Kafka, (Toronto:
Inner City Books, 1980)- P. 6ß.

••* J¤¤¤• AiQ!• P- 23-
••‘

J¤¤¤• ¤ens>.r;e§• Qreans- ßeflestisas P- 335-
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unconscious will produce a synbol that expresses both sides

of the opposition. The symbol will forn a middle ground, so

to speak, on which the opposites can be reconciled and

united.**7 It is the living synbol with its transforning

energy that shapes the union of the opposites. Only a

symbol can unite inconnensurable opposites into a single

image, conseguently the reconciliation cannot take the forn

of some sort of conpronise but will represent something new,

sonething that expresses both sides. Jung refers to this

entire process as the transcendent function, and notes that

it is not something that can be achieved through a rational

process. No solution can be foreseen or anticipated. The

integration will occur, seeningly of its own accord, and in

its own tine.**• What the individual must do to enhance the

process is to face, or acknowledge, the opposites within; to

hold the tension between them until the transcendent

function appears. Out of the union that finally enerqes, a

new attitude is born, and new situations develop that help

the individual resolve the conflict or inbalance.

As noted above, to integrate the contents of the

unconscious the individual must become aware of the

collective influence of the shadow, anina, or aninus, the

**7 Jung, gggggglogicag {jpeg, p. ß79-

335-
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persona and parental archetypes, all of which are

interconnected. Since the individual's shadow stands

closest to conscionsness,••° the shadow provides a first

window into the world of the unconscious. Accordingly,

recognition of the shadow is generally considered the first

step in assinilating the unconscious to the conscious

personality. Integration of the unconscious shadow will

ultiuately lead to a change in attitude toward oneself.

However, a change of attitude will not come about through an

intellectual exploration and pursuit, it nust be an

experiential, feeling realization.•$° In fact, the shadow

cannot be brought into consciousness through an intellectual

reflection.•** Rather, the action necessary in order to

assinilate the unconscious nust cone in the forn of an

experience. In fact, self analysis that is pursued

exclusively on an intellectual level is inevitably

sterile.•$2 According to Jung, the totality of the psyche

•••
Recall from chapter one, that a good deal of the shadow
is derived fron the conscious either as a result of
repressing natural elenents of the personality into the
unconscious_or through nenory loss.

•=¤ ¤-G• —¤¤¤¤„ 2L¤s—£;asti<;e 9;-2szeh9;&hs;a21· <=·¤•· 6• 2d
ed., Bollingen Series 20, tran. R.F.C. Hull, (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1966), par 489.

•5*
Harie·Louise von Franz, _grojgggjLgg~g_gg—_I;gg0llggt;'on—~j_n_-
Jungign»gg;ggglggg, (London: Open Court, 1980), p. 25.

**2 Shaw- ¤· 6**-
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can never be qrasped by intellect alone, rather feeling nust

be taken into account.*$3

Accordinq to Jung, the problem constellated by the

shadow can only he answered through relatedness, that is, on

the plane of the anina.•¤• That is, one cannot get at the

shadow except through the anina. In order to understand

this, it is inportant to note that the hunan psyche is not

sonethinq that can be understood in the traditional acadenic

linear nanner. The psyche is nore like a circular

configuration where persona, anina/animus, and shadow are

all connected but not linearly, where a cause-effect

relation between any of the parts can be delineated. For

exanple, while the persona is responsible for drivinq the

natural shadow elements of one's personality into the

unconscious, the persona actually conplenents the anina.•5$

Consequently, the aniwa reacts to the persona.*$• This

suggests that while the shadow is the initial door to the

world of the unconscious, it cannot be integrated properly

without developing a conscious relation to the anina/aninus.

This fact suqgests the inportance of the feeling function in

*== ¤¤¤¤„ Tue-zssaxs-Q; P- 119-

Its. P-
*“ J¤¤¤„ Tw.;}ä§.§a1,§·,Qa·lna·1!tisa&·.£§1s.¥12l¢ls1• P- *92-
•*¤

Ibid., p. 19ß.
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the integration of the unconscious. This is as true for

wonen as for nen, since an unduly elevated aninus represses

the innate feeling side of the wonan. The relationship

between persona, shadow, and anina will be spelled out nore

concretely in the next section. However, it nav be noted

here that one can begin to affect the shadow by a feeling

realization through the active process of paying attention

to how one experiences hin or herself, for to experience

oneself is to feel.

l.!.I§§£&2l9.!·· Q! TH! §.!§9.!§§IQ§§ V IE- I§§· L.I£§·· Q! · EBAEZ. n M25! ·

In this section of the dissertation I use the life of

Franz Kafka in order to illnstrate the conplex

interconnection between the persona or collective ideals,

the shadow, and the anina/aninus. Kafka's life is

particularlv noteworthv for the purposes of this

dissertation for three reasons: First, his life illustrates

how significant identifving with persona standards is in the

repression of the unconscious. Second, his case illnstrates

how significant the feeling function is in the integration

of the unconscious with the conscions personalitv. Third,

Kafka's own literarv work depicts the rational organization

as a psychic prison, and this netaphor has been used to

suggest that it is the rational organization itself that
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causes psychic inbalance. However, Kafka's life illustrates

how the psychic inner world affects directly the outer world

and how one relates to it. In this sense, his case shares

sone inportant sinilarities with uax Heber and Frederick

Taylor.

Kafka was the son of a rich Czech nerchant, born in

1883, he died of tubercolosis in 1920 before his 01st

birthday. Kafka is fanous for his literary works that

depict life as a fntile prison fron which there is no

escape. Unfortunately, he experienced his own life as did

the hero of his novels, the autobioqraphical,
*K“.

His life

was narked with a torturous alienation and conflict that

would not pernit hin to enqaqe hinself fullv in a vocation

of writinq, to leave his father's house, to develop a

neaninqful relationship with a wonan and narry, nor to leave

a dreadful 1ob that left hin exhausted and niserable. His

diaries depict a life of despair, hopelessness, and feelinqs

of unworthiness. 'In clinical terns, Kafka's condition was

one of neurotic depression. His svnptons were depressive

noods, indecision, conflict, anbivalence, lack of enerqy,

insonnia, and chronic headaches, amonq others.*•5'

•" Sharp- .I§.§·§§§£§$··B.l§v ¤— ¤8·

T
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Ce;lective·;Qggl§~

A psycholoqical analysis of Kafka's life, as

interpreted by the Junqian analyst Daryl Sharp, reveal that

his adoption of collective ideals that were personally

inappropriate was an important aspect of bis deeply rooted

problems. As he hunq onto collective ideals, lonqinq for a

conventional and acceptable social standinq within the

conmunity, Kafka continually fouqht his own individuation

process and natural destiny. His antipathy toward his own

writinq is a reflection of this. Very little of his work

was published in his lifetine because of his own reticence

to publish. He went so far as to forbid his life long

friend and bioqrapher, the author Ha: Brod, fron publishinq

his works posthunously. Rather, he left explicit

instructions to burn all of his manuscripts upon his death.

While he continued to write until shortly before his death

he refused steadfastly to acknowledqe writinq as his qenuine

vocation in life. Accordinq to Brod, he was deternined that

his career should have nothinq to do with literature and

writinq. He earned a doctorate in iurisprudence and then

spent 12 years doinq traditional hureaucratic work for the

Workers Accident Insurance Institute for the Kinqdom of

Bohemia. Despite his unwillinqness to pursue writinq as a

career, he souqht deliberately, a hureaucratic type of
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position because the work was not too difficult or denandinq

and would pernit him, at the end of the day, to pursue his

writinq. Given Kafka°s destiny as a writer, he was

constantly frustrated with not havinq sufficient tine to

pursue his own work and the iob with the qovernment left hin

bored as well as mentally and physically exhausted. To

conplicate natters he assuwed a supervisory role in his

father°s hat factory on an occassional basis. Despite the

boredou and exhaustion he insisted that he owed the office a

full day's work, that the demands were iustified. Accordinq

to Brod, his devotion to duty was exenplary and he actually

spent overtine hours preparinq bureaucratic reports.

Kafka°s refusal to accept fully his devotion to writinq and

to develop a career around his qenuine interest and talent

created a severe conflict that would not let qo of hin until

very close to the end of his life. Accordinq to Sharp this

conflict way have been responsible for his tuberculosis

which ended his life prenaturely at aqe H2.

As noted previously, if a person is to becone fully

individuated, he or she nust eventually let ao of societal

and fanily standards and find his or her own unique life

pattern. Unfortunately, Kafka seened unable, until the last

year of his life, to separate himself from fanily and

collective values. He coutinually sided with collective
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values over how he reallv felt throuqhout his life. In

addition to fiqhtinq his natural destinv as a writer, his

inability to separate hinself fron his parents reflect the

difficultv he faced in realizinq adult naturity. Despite

the fact that he never felt close to his parents, he did not

nove out of the fanilv house until verv close to the end of

his life. While he did not enbrace his father's material

values he continuallv souqht his approval, once notinq that

his opinion of hinself depended nore on his father than on

anvthinq else.

Ehe v ähaész
As noted previouslv there is a close relationship

between the persona and the shadow. If one identifies too

auch with the persona all those innate characteristics that

nav not be reconciled with the persona ideals are driven

into the unconscious and are lost sicht of. Consistent with

the dialectical structure of the psvche, the briqhter the

persona, the darker the shadow will be. In Kafka's case

over-identification with his persona resulted in a drive for

perfection that pervaded all areas of his life. He souqht

an inner perfection, identified hinself with absolute

riqhtness, and even souqht perfection in all thinqs relatinq

to his bodv.
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Reniniscent of Frederick Taylor, every physical

inperfection tormented hin and he was norbidly preoccupied

with his body. Sharp's exanination of Kafka's diaries are

revealinqz

...seven years before his tuberculosis was
diaqnosed, he writes of the 'despair over ny body
and over a future with his body.° Other diary
entries refer to his 'shabby chest,' his 'weak
heart' and 'senile strenqth,' and his body as one
°picked up in a lunber roon.° He worried
constantly about his health. His diaries record a
wide ranqe of ailnents, includinq constipation,
indiqestion, insonnia, fallinq hair, headaches,
and curvature of the spine.*5*

Brod observed that even constiption, dandruff, and an

inproperly forned toe were obiects of torment because they

suqqested bodily inperfection.

Accordinq to Brod, he asked too nuch of life de·andinq

perfection, or nothinq. Absolute truthfulness and precise

conscientiousness were distinctive features of his

character. Brod suqqests that he never even spoke a

neaninqless word. Kafka's near mania for perfection in his

life is noted by Brod:

His efforts were directed toward inner
perfection....He was filled with a drive,
intensified to the point of pain and seni-·adness,
not to brook any vice in hinself, any lie, any
self-deception, nor any offence aqainst his
fellow-¤en...•$°

•*•
Ibid., pp. 52-53.

•$°
Hax Brod, gagkg, A Bioqraphy, 2d enl. ed., (Bew York:
Schoken Books, 1937), p. 21ü.
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Of course, no nortal can live up to such unreasonably hiqh

expectations or standards. Unfortunately, Kafka's reaction

to his own inperfection, accordinq to Brod, was a tendency

to naqnify his weaknesses and to enqaqe in destructive forns

of self·huniliation. Sinilarly, he deqrades the nan who is

not perfect to that of an aninal in his literature.••¤

As one niqht expect, Kafka's passion for perfection was

also reflected in severe self criticisn of his talent which

led to feelinqs of worthlessness, His reluctance to publish

any of his work, and desire to destroy sone of it nay be a

reflection of such low self·esteen.

It seens apparent that Kafka placed far too nuch

enphasis upon perfection. This enphasis not only resulted

in acts of self-huniliation and feelinqs of worthlessness,

but was responsible for drivinq Kafka°s chthonic shadow

underqround thereby repressiuq his instincts. As noted in

•‘°
Ibid., pp. 13ß—135.

It is interestinq to note that despite Kafka's drive for
perfection and his tendency to over naqnify his own
weakuesses that upon the breakup of a five year old
relationship with a wonan he professed to love he
observed that he was totally blainless in the
ternination of the enqaqenent: "...there is nothinq, at
least not nuch that can be said aqainst ne. Diabolical
in all innocence.“ It is evideut that while Kafka
recoqnized weaknesses that were inconsequential, he was
unable to recoqnize the real weakness of his own shadow.
As Esther Hardinq has noted, this is a typical attitude
anonq those who are unconscious of the shadow.

Sharp, [he gecget-ggven, p. 1ß6.
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chapter three, livinq one's life entirely out of the

conscious side of the psyche will repress the unconscious

and instinctive nature of one's innate hunanness. Taylor°s

bizarre bodily rituals and Heber•s inabilitv to conceive his

narriaqe reflect a repressed instinctual nature, a

consequence of pursuinq one's life on a totally rational

basis. Kafka's synptons suqqest a close parallel with

Taylor and Weber. His norbid preoccupation with the

inperfections of his body reflected a suppression of his

instinctual nature,*** and accordinq to Sharp his inability

to accept his own chthonic shadow side, his instinctual

sexual nature, was a consequence of approachinq life too

intellectually.*‘2

.'1;§„<2·aA2i;2.·
Just as he was unable to leave hone he was also unable

to forn a connitted and stable relationship to a woman until

the last year of his life. As Sharp notes, psycholoqically

he was a puer with a nother conplex. Consequently, he found

it impossible to develop qenuine relationship until his

anina was developed nore fully and his nother conplex was

depotentiated.

**1 Ibid., p. 52.

**2 Ibid., p. 61.
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Accordinq to Sharp, Kafka held typical puer, or eternal

son—lover, attitudes of arbivalency and fear toward woren.

Quoted as sayinq ”woren are snares which lie in wait for ren

on all sides in order to draq ther into the finite,“••3 his

novels are filled with unclean affairs with women. In his

own life he had several short affairs and atterpted to rarry

at least twice. He spent five years, on the verqe of

rarryinq one woran, in a relationship that was rarked by

torrent, irpasse, and several broken enqaqerents before he

finally severed the relationship perranentlv. Accordinq to

Sharp, Kafka's unconscious pictured this fiance “as a kind

of Valkyrie fror the north who would lead hir to death."***

In other words, he suffered fror an unconscious fear of the

devourinq nother,**3 a typical puer stalrate that does not

perrit inter—persona1 corritrent without qreat difficulty.

Accordinq to Sharp, Kafka was possessed with an

infantile anira that was tied up with his rother, and

because he ”lived predorinantly in the head, inadequately

related to his feelinq side, the anira rerained cool and

distant nore a rother than a ~use, less a friend than a

iealous lover.”*** Accordinqly, Kafka was attracted to woren

**3 Ibid., p. 16.
•••

Ibid., p. 37.

**3 Ibid.
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who lacked a well developed feelinq side; women similar to

his stronq willed, opionated, and masculine mother.

However, durinq the last year of Kafka's life he was finally

able to develop a conf1ict—free relationship with a more

feninine wonan. Sharp observes that Kafka was finally able

to nake such an appropriate relationship because his anina,

which had been crippled bv its attachment to his nother, was

finally developed.

The manifestation of Kafka's repressed chthonic shadow

side is nade evident in his views on sex and marriaqe.

Sinilar to Heber, he had a very puritanical attitude toward

sex and a very idealistic conception of narriaqe. He once

said that *love always appears hand in hand with filth.“•6?

And sinilar to the self control souqht by Heber, he observed

that
“onlv

the will of the loved one can divide the love

fron the
filth.“•••

His incredulous view of intercourse is

evident in his statement:

Coitus as punishment for the happiness of beinq
toqether.•‘9

*" Ibid., p. 94. —

••'
Ibid., p. 53.

•‘•
Ibid.

••°
Ibid. p. 56.
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The fact that his first sexual experience was with a

prostitute and that he continued to visit brothels on

occasion throuqhout his life reflect the self-loathinq and

disqust with which he held his own instinctual drives. As

Sharp notes, this disqust and self—loathinq are evident in a

1ournal entry he made reqardinq hiwself 1ust two years

before his own death:

All that he deserves is the dirty unknown old
woman with shrunken thiqhs who drains his senen in
an instant, pockets the noney and hurries off to
the next room where another custower is already
waitinq for her.•7¤

Accordinq to Sharp, alonqside this very neqative view

of sex, Kafka held an “inordinately idealistic conception of

narriaqe.“*7¤ His attitude toward women was decidedly

romantic and lackinq in lust. Reminiscent of Weber, he

desired a sacred narriaqe without any carnal element.

Sinilar in tone to Heber's narriade proposal, Kafka wrote to

a woman he loved:

I like to hold your hand in nine, I like to look
into your eyes. That's about all.*72

*7° Ibid.

*7 ¤ Ibid.

*72 Ibid.
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In§i1idna;i22·
In Kafka's case it is evident that he suffered fron a

neqative anina conlex that repressed his feelinq side.

Anina, shadow, and persona all conspired, so to speak, to

prevent his individuation and to keep hin bonnd within his

own psychic prison. What he suffered fron, accordinq to

Sharp, was the puer's provisional attitnde toward life; a

conscious attitude that did not pernit hin to accept and to

assune adult responsibility for his reality, to step into

his life and live creatively in the nonent instead of in

perpetual fear of the future. Finallv, however, Kafka held

the tension between the opposites of his conflict lonq

enonqh so that he was able to relax his riqid consciousness

and let qo of those collective values and attitndes that

were personally inappropriate. There were few 1ournal

entries in the last few years of Kafka's life, and it is not

clear inst how the path of his individuation proqressed.

However, since the unconscious cannot be nanipulated by

rational neans, rest assured that Kafka did not develop sone

rationally based fornula that led hin out of his prison and

alienation fron bis own unconscious. One cannot cure the

problens associated with an over assertion of the conscious

attitnde with more one·sided conscionsness. However,

Sharp's examination of Kafka's iournal entries nake it
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evident that slowly and over time, as reflected in his

dreaus, he was able to relax his conscious attitude and

assiuilate the unconscious into bis own reality. Ultimately

the uother couple: was depotentiated and his inner aniua

developed a uore feelinq capacity. Synchronistically, as

his inner life was transformed, his outer life was chanqed

drauatically when he uet and fell in love with the feuinine

Dora Dyuant. He was able to uake a couuituent without

conflict, and he cut all psycholoqical ties with his fauily

and uoved to Berlin to live with Dora. At last, "he knew

what he wanted and directed all his enerqies towards qettinq

it.“•7¤ As Sharp notes, this
”is

the uasculine way par

e:cellence.“•7• Kafka had becoue a nature responsible adult.

Latssrasien 2§·Bs;§Q2a• Agia; eeésähaéeg
Kafka's case provides a lucid illustration of the

connection between an i¤dividual's aniua, shadow, and

persona values. It is iuportant to sort out this connection

because it casts an iuportant liqht upon the couple: nature

of what the inteqration process entails, particularly the

siqnificance of feelinq and experience. In the reuainder of

this section, Kafka's case will be used to illustrate the

•'¤
Ibid., p. 101.

•7•
Ibid.
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connection between the persona, anina, and shadow, and how

inportant the feelinq function is in the inteqration of the

unconscious into the conscious personality when a psychic

inbalance is due larqelv to an over assertion of the

conscious or rational attitude.

Because the hunan psvche is not a linear but a

dialectical circular type of structure, it is not possible

to describe the interconnection between the persona, shadow,

and anina as a cause effect phenonenon. For exanple, on the

surface it nav appear that the conpensatorv relation between

the persona and shadow is a cause effect phenomenon since,

the identification of one's eqo with collective ideals

represses all that does not coincide with these ideals,

therebv drivinq the shadow side into the unconscious.

Because of this conpensatory relation, the briqhter the

persona, the darker the shadow. This conpensatory relation

suqqests causality, however, it is a bit more conplex than

this. If the persona caused the shadow then the solution to

a shadow problen would require nere relaxation of one's

persona ideals. This is part of it, but not all of it. A

shadow problen cannot be resolved without considerinq the

contrasexual elenent of the personality because the shadow

and contrasexual are connected. Accordinq to Junq, any

problem constellated by the shadow can onlv be answered
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throuqh relatedness, that is, on the plane of the anina.•*¤

The persona and the anina are also connected, thouqh not in

a linear way. It is the anina that reacts to the

persona.•'• In fact, there is really no difference between

anina possession and persona identification.•'* The conplex,

nonlinear, relation betwen the persona, shadow and anina is

made apparent by Junq's observation that the briqhter the

persona the darker the shadow, the nore the unconscious

anina will react with an effeminate weakness.

Persona, shadow, and anina are parts of a complex,

interconnected whole. In the renainder of this section I

will try to delineate this interconnection, illustrastinq

thronqhout, how important the feelinq function is in the

inteqration process.

Except for the last year of his life, Kafka took a very

rational intellectual approach to all situations with which

he was confronted. He continually sided with collective

values and souqht reason to solve his conflicts. This over

assertion of the conscious attitude repressed altogether his

feelinq side and only aqqravated his ability to resolve his

problens and conflict. Reason only prolonqs conflict, for

**5 gaga- :h.s=.·&c2hs;12ss and the—§Q1.1ev;tiu: ues9.n§.<;i2u§• m

**° Jaaa- ¤- 19**-

*** Sharm The-§ss.;e;·§a1s.a• m 93-
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it is feelinq that deternines the value of the opposites

involved in any conflict situation.*7* As Junq observes, one

cannot think and feel at the sane ti¤e,*7° and all feelinq

for value is repressed when life is approached altoqether

intellect¤ally.**°

On the surface, Kafka's problem revolved around his

inability to resolve a conflict between assuuinq a

conventional career that would brinq him the rewards of an

accepted social and connunity standinq on the one hand, and

a less conventional writinq career that would nore correctly

reflect what he really wanted to do. At botton, his persona

values were in conflict with who he peelly was. With very

disastrous consequences, as Sharp notes, he continually

sided with collective values over his feelinqs. Identifyinq

with persona values represses feelinq since such an

identification requires automatic acceptance of collective

ideals despite one's real §eel;ggs„ Clearly, approachinq

life too intellectualy seened to be an inportant part of

Kafka's problen. Attenptinq to resolwe conflicts

intellectually, and refusinq to consider how he really felt

*7* Ibid., pp. 31,üZ.

*7°';l:e1'§avistock Lectures, (New York: Random House, 1968),

••¤
J¤¤¤. Qizilizäfiea ;n·:raasisi2a- ¤- 338-
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about a writinq career, were not the only ways in which he

repressed his feelinq. Accordinq to Brod, in nearly every

life situation he possessed a treaendous sense of self-

control, a typical nasculine ideal that can only be achieved

by repressinq feelinq.••¤ Despite his qenuinely tornented

life, he did not even qive the inpression of beinq troubled.

In fact, Brod, may have been the only person who had any

notion of the extent of his troubles. Kafka's refusal to

acknowledqe his own instinctual needs, his tendency

accordinq to Sharp, to over-spiritualize his chthonic nature

was also a consequence of livinq too auch in the head, so to

speak.

The first step in restorinq balance and inteqratinq the

unconscious into the conscions personality is a recoqnition

of the shadow and an acknowledquent of its riqht to live.

— However, Kafka iqnored his shadow, he "constantly fouqht his

own 'natnral ¤an.' His idealistic concern for purity,

truth, and perfection would not countenance the realities

inplicit in beinq a hunan
ani¤al.”••2

As Sharp observes

Kafka°s intellectual approach and drive for perfection did

not allow his own shadow to live. Just as he refnsed to

acknowledqe how he fglg about writinq conpared to bis

••¤
Ibid., p. H1.

•¤= Sharp. Thg—§es:s; B2!s2• ¤· 61-
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bureaucratic 10b, so also he refused to accept, to ggg}, his

own earthy physical, sexual nature. In Kafka's case sidinq

with persona values that were personally inappropriate and

his perfectionisa, daaaqed both his shadow and aniaa, aakinq

it iapossible to resolve his career conflict or to develop a

_ aeaninqful relationship with a woaan. The person who takes

persona values too seriously is likely to tend toward

perfectionisa as one strives to becoae everything that he or

she has identified one's euo with. In Kafka•s case his

perfectionist tendencies pervaded his whole life. Given the

coapensatory relation between the persona and shadow, such a

perfectionist (dazzlinq persona) repressed severly his

instinctual sexual nature. Since too auch of Kafka's enerqy

was constellated at one end of a polar opposite, the

rational intellectual side, the inevitable iabalance

repressed the unconscious and severely daaaqed the feelinq

side.

Kafka‘s damaqed feelinq side can be seen most readily

in bis personal life, where he was unable to aake a

coanitaent. He was a puer with a aother complex. In other

words, he was unable to relate to his own aniaa, and feelinq

side, except at a very aaternal level. As noted previously,

the persona coapleaents the aniaa, it is the aniaa that

reacts to the iaposition of persona ideals. As
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identification with persona standards rules out qenuine

feelinq, Kafka's anina reacted accordinqly. He not only

carried an unclean vision of women and souqht lust free

relationships, he was also terrified of then. As noted

previously, whoever identifies with a standpoint that is too

intellectual will find his feelinq confrontinq hin like an

eneny in the quise of the anina. This was Kafka's dilenna.

Sharp notes that Kafka°s nother complex couldn't be

depotentiated unless he came to qrips with his own shadow

side. This is understandable. Recoqnizinq and

acknowledqinq the shadow opens the door to the unconscious

and constitutes the first step in assinilatinq the

unconscious into the conscious personalitv. Consequently,

it makes sense that one nust first cone to qrips with the

shadow before an unconscious complex can be depotentiated.

However, as noted previouslv, the shadow problen nust be

addressed on the plane of the anima, throuqh relatedness.

That is, a feelinq value nust be experienced before the

shadow can be inteqrated.

Accordinq to Junq, recoqnition of the shadow alone is

ineffective in producinq a transfornation in the psyche.••*

Recoqnition of the shadow nust be followed by sone forn of

action if the transcendent function is to become nanifest.

and thesellestixe Qng9.n§si22§• v-
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Further, inst as the shadow cannot be disnissed by

intellectual rationalization, the shadow side cannot be

brouqht into consciousness throuqh an intellectual

reflection. The action that is necessarv in order to

assinilate, or inteqrate, unconscious factors nust cone in

the fort of an experience. However, while identification of

the shadow provides our first window (enablinq recoqnition)

into the unconscious, it is the contrasexual that provides

the bridqe (experience enablinq action) to the world of the

unconscious.

In order to activate the anina in a positive way, the

nan nust beqin bv pavinq attention to how he experiences

hinself, for to experience one's self is to feel. As Junq

notes ”whoever identifies with an intellectual standpoint

will occasionallv find his feelinq confrontinq him like an

enenv in the quise of the ani¤a.”*•• This was Kafka°s

dilemna. Until the verv end of his life, his intellectual

introspection kept his conflicts in his head. Consequently,

as Sharp observes, his anima renained capricious. A man

nust win the anima awav from the shadow in order to

differentiate himself fron the collective.•°$ A dialoque

with the unconscious nust beqin in order for this to happen,

*•*
Junq, Aigg, p. 30.

•°* Sharm The Sesrst .Ba!e2• m ‘•2-
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since inteqration requires an experiential, feelinq

realization in contrast to an intellectnal approach. Notinq

how one feels over one•s noods and enotions is a first step

in extendinq one's hand to the anina. In other words, the

anina nust be naned. The nore contact the nale has with his

anina, the nore he differentiates his experiences, the nore

“she* will develop for hin positively.••‘

In conclusion, Kafka's life illustrates the conplex

interconnection between the persona, shadow, and anina, All

three are connected in a nonlinear way. Consequently, an

analysis of Kafka's life can beqin with any one of these three

phenonenon: his over enphasis upon collective ideals, repressed

anina, or unconscious shadow side. This interconnection is very

confusinq• perhaps because it is nonlinear. However, what does

seen readily evident is that it is the feelinq function that

threads these interconnected elements toqether. It is the

feelinq function that must be developed in order to depotentiate

the nother conplex, win the shadow away fron the anina, relax the

identification with collective standards. It is also evident

that the feelinq function cannot be developed throuqh an

intellectual process, rather experience seens to be the key.

•*•
Ibid., p. 87.
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As Junq has observed, reflection alonq with insiqht and

self-knowledqe are all necessary in order to inteqrate the

contents of the unconscious and achieve a balance between both

sides of the psyche. Kafka was certainly reflective. However,

Sharp observes that his self-analysis did not penetrate below the

surface because it was entirely intellectual. A qenuine

experience that iars feelinq is necessary. Ihat is needed,

accordinq to Junq, are thouqhts in the forn of an experience:

As lonq as an analysis noves on the mental plane
nothinq happens, you can discuss whatever you please,
it nakes no difference, but when you strike aqainst
sonethinq below the surface, then a tbouqbt cones up in
the forn of an experience, and stands before you like
an ob1ect....Hhenever you experience a thinq that way,
you know instantly that it is a fact.•¤7

IHIEEBAIEQH AE! IHBHQAEAILQE Q! EALAQQE I! ·Q.B.§A§.l§é1'lQ.H§

Our contemporary orqanizations are an inportant part of

our western society. Nearly all aspects of our lives are

affected by sone orqanization or institutional arranqenent.

These orqanizations do not function as separate fron the

basic tenets of western culture. Ratber, they are an

inteqral part of the whole culture. There is no question of

the inportance of rationality as a basic tenet of western

civilization. This influence is so pervasive that

orqanizational leaders do not have to inpress upon their

••?
Ibid., p. 65.
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ueubers how iuportant it is to be entirely rational in all

endeavors. Our western cultural tenets suquest,

particularly, that we nust be ob1ective, holdinq sway on our

feelinqs at all tines.

The first four chapters of the dissertation illustrate

readily that identifyinq one's eqo with collective persona

standards will repress the feelinq side of life. Likewise,

Kafka's case illustrates the sane. It is, as Junq once

said, ”acute one-sidedness which most seriously inperils the

psychic equilibriun.**¤• He have seen the effects of such an

acute one-sidedness in Ueber, Taylor, and Kafka, in the

lives of the contenporary Ganesuan and Cowpany aan in the

private corporate sector, and in the lives of hiqh level

administrators in the federal qovernnent as well.

It is not difficult to see that the rational

orqanization represents an inbalanced structure. All of the

qualities that uay be associated with the uasculine

principle · ob1ectivitv, iupersonalitv, authority, order ·

are represented. While none of the qualities reflective of

the feminine principle · subiectivity, feelinq,

participation — are included. In such an extreme exanple,

the nasculine conscious is pernitted to function without

restraint, while the feuinine unconscious is not permitted

··• aum, P- 72-
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to live. The result should not be surprisinq, when the

orqanization nenber identifies with such a persona, he or

she suppresses the unconscious and severes hin or herself,

most particularly, from the feelinq function. Another way

of statinq this is to say that the individual has severed

her or his own wholeness. Consequently, inteqrity of the

Self is inperiled. The question is, what can be done to

restore a balance so that the life of the unconscious can

live within the contenporary orqanization? What can be done

in order to inteqrate the unconscious with the conscious?

The qestalt approach to manaqenent offers sone

inportant suqqestions that can be used to develop a nore

balanced orqanization systen.

äsetalt 229. the —-§a.Lanss§— .Qmaaizet¤ie..¤—
Stanley M. Hernan and Michael Korenich have written a

book, relatinq qestalt psycholoqy to

orqanizational settinqs.••° The qestalt approach is

particularly applicable to the problens that I have

addressed throuqhout the dissertation because the nanaqerial

tactics developed are ained at encouraqinq the individual to

•¤°
Gestalt psycholoqy has been referred to as "practical
Junqianisn." I rely heavily on this particular work of
Herman and Korenich because it is a sinqle pioneerinq
piece that provides insiqht into how to deal with the
Droblens identified earlier in the dissertation.
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experience his or her own qenuine individuality and

wholeness. Specifically, they seek to open up the

individual to her or his own feelinqs and encouraqe the

exploration of the individual°s conflictinq opposites.

Purtheruore, the interferences to the development of

personal wholeness and qenuine individuality, as articulated

by this particular school of thouaht are nearly identical to

those problens that I have been addressina. Nauely, they

charqe that the euphasis upon rationalitv and identification

with collective standards threaten the inteqrity of the

individual.

The word qestalt is a German world that means
“to

form"

or "to nake into a comprehensive whole.“•°° Central to a

realization of the individuals wholeness and unique

personality is the development of a qood “qestalt.“ Before

explorinq some of the qestalt prescriptions that would be

useful in creatinq a more balanced Junqian orqanization, it

is useful to note the orqanizational interference to a qood

qestalt that Herman and Korenich have outlined. It is noted

that these interferences are related primarily to the

suppression of feelinq and the emphasis upon an intellectual

approach.

•°°
Stanley M. Herman and Michael Korenich, gg;gggg;g~
Manageugggz A Gestalt Orientation to Orqanizations and
Their Development, (Readinq, Mass.: Addison—Hesley
Publishinq Coupany, 1977), p. 11.
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This refers to situations where a

person is not seeinq, hearinq, or feelinq very

clearly within sone orqanizational context. For

exanple, talkinq past soueone, not listeninq, or

beinq aware of one's own individual feelinqs

reqardinq what is qoinq on.

2- This

refers to denyinq the existence of certain feelinqs

or inhibitinq the expression of those feelinqs. In

situations such as these, that which is suppressed

ultiwately enerqes but in a disquised forn.

3- 2s2:2ssiaa·2: hgldiaq has; isaslses- This rsfsrs ts

a foru of inconqruent behavior elicited when obvious

evidence of anqer is apparent to everyone, yet is

denied altoqether by the individual. Such repression

is so severe that the person's qenuine feelinqs have

been nuubed.

¤- Thihhias- ;hs2;i;ias• ggg ag;isi2aiiaa—1ha; is·s2i2s·
gg This is considered to be

the nost connon interference to forainq a qood

qestalt. Accordinq to Herman and Korenich the

enphasis on planninq and anticipatinq the future that

we all receive beqinninq in childhood interferes
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seriouslv with realizinq what is actuallv in the here

and the now. Instead there is a tendencv to

construct *mind-models' of what is qoinq on in

another person's nind. Unfortnantelv these “mind-

nodels“ are frequentlv inaccurate or even irrelevant

to what is qoinq on. Without voicinq the assumptions

underlvinq such *¤ind-¤odels“, it is not possible for

a person to reallv discover what the other person is

drivinq at. Fron a Junqian perspective these *¤ind-

models* are tantanount to unconscious projections.

Accordinq to Herman and Korenich the interferences that

block a qood qestalt prevent the individual fron recoqnizinq

her or his own needs. The oriqin of these interferences, as

discussed bv Herman and Korenich, nake it evident that a

preoccupation with the rational and identification with

collective standards serve to block a qood qestalt and act

to prevent the realization of the individual's unique

wholeness. The interferences to a qood qestalt are qiven

below.•9*

1. The nost frequent obstacle to recoqnizinq individual

needs is the coqnitive *¤ind-model“ that tells a

person how thev §ggglg—feel, think, and be. The

authors note:

*°* Ibid., pp. 15-16.
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We have in modern life placed so ~uch
enphasis on what is loqical and rational
that we have becone preoccupied with
"fiqurinq out the riqht answer" in our
heads rather than seeinq, hearinq, and
feelinq what is really qoinq on inside and
around us,...**2

2. Belyinq totally on one's uind and disreqardinq all

the senses does not allow a clear aestalt to be

formed and then to be finished. Consequently, a lot

of dissatisfaction and confusion is created. Old

business is never really finished, and this prevents

new needs fron enerqinq clearly. In order to cope

with this sort of situation there is a tendency for

people to deaden thenselves in an attenpt to nininize

confusion.

3. It is difficult for an individual to recoqnize her or

his own uniqueness within the orqanization. The

orqanization's powerful norns, values, and

conventions linit the individual°s perception of his

or her own interests and rule out actinq in certain

ways, particularly in feelinq ways.

H. Orqanization nenbers are encouraqed to leave their

personal wants and desires at hone so that they can

devote full time to the needs of the orqanization.

Since these needs must be suppressed, they reappear

**2 Ibid., p. 15.
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within the orqanization's svsten in an indirect,

snbtle, or even deceptive way.

In addition to the interferences posed by the

orqanization that prevents a qood qestalt, Herman and

Korenich delineate three different ways of

experiencinq, interpretinq and comnunicatinq what is

qoinq on that produce different results for the

individual in terns of what he or she actually

perceives and experiences. Once aqain we will see

the effect upon individual feelinq and the enphasis

upon collective behavior.

One connon way in which an individual nay

experience her or his world and connunicate those

experiences is referred to as 'aboutisn.“ The person

who is entrapped within this style of livinq and

connunicatinq deals with people and events as thouqh

they were abstractions separate fron the individual

and his or her feelinqs, rather than qettinq involved

with other people and events within the situation and

environment. tor exanple, in this form of

connunication, the speaker dissassociates her or

hinself fron what is qoinq on by talkinq ”about,*

usinq words like
*we”

or *one• or “the orqanization“

instead of usinq the personal pronoun °'I."
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A second connon way that an individual

experiences her or his world is referred to as the

“shouldisn” style of connunicating and living. This

form of living is essentially out of the collectiwe.

Here the person prethinks and neasures his or her

actions against a set of standards.

...you work hard at figurinq out what you
§ggg;g—think and do according to this set
of standards, rather than getting your
clues from your own internal feelings,
ideas, and wants.**3

Hot surprisinqly, shoulds play an inportant part in

deternining the expected behavior in nanagenent

roles.*** Once again, feeling is sacrificed.

In contrast to “aboutisn' and “shouldisn” a nore

neaninqful qestaltist style is referred to as Is—is¤.

Here, the enphasis is upon beconing aware as possible

of one's own unique nature and feelings and of

becouing aware of what is actually happeninq in the

here and now.

What being in the
'is“

node ...neans is
that you becone aware of how you really
feel about what's going on with yourself
and other people, and then nake a conscious
choice as to how or whether to deal with
these sitnations.**3

**3 Ibid.

*9* Ibid., p. 45.

**3 Ibid.
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Another way of saying ...this is that being
in the

"is”
node means talking straight and

direct1v• ¤r „Q2§§€.i2il§Ä1‘.@§§§§.i£§‘·§2£
to- { 9 6

Gestalt theory contends that there has been too

much enphasis upon thinking and rationality, that

full realization of an individua1's totality also

includes feelings and sensory experiences. Hernan

and Korenich have developed very concrete exercises

to assist the individual to get into touch with his

or her own feelings, to discover what the qenuine

individual is all about, to live in the here and now,

and to nove away fron the crutch of relying on

collective standards as a source of one•s being.

Hany of their exercises focus upon the

development of good “contact“ between individuals.

Consistent with ny own observations, they contend

that the organizational euphasis upon thinking and

all that which is rational and logical has nunbed our

sensing processes. They note that one connon way of

avoiding good contact is the tendency to enqage in

abstractions and generalization through intellectual

discussion when what needs to be dealt with is a

relationship between people. The intellectualization

•°•
Ibid., p. 46.
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of a problem, they naintain, is to remove it from the

here and now and turn it into an abstraction. In

order to enable moyinq away from too nuch

intellectualization, they have developed exercises

that are desiqned, to use their words, to move down

the ladder of abstractions and vaque qeneralities

into the more concrete and specific.

Another way of awoidinq qenuine contact is

throuqh self—neutra1ization. Here, within the

orqanizational context, nessaqes become so diluted in

the effort to be fair and obiective, that the

intention of the communication loses its intended

effect. This sort of communication and poor contact

is intended to keep from hurtinq other people's

feelinqs, but only ends in confusion. The exercises

that Herman and Korenich have developed are desiqned

to enable people to move away from excessiye

thinkinq, to develop better awareness and contact

anchored in the here and now. It is interestinq to

note that their exercises revolve around developinq a

sensory awareness. They maintain that one way to qet

away from the paralyzinq effect of too much

intellectualization is to turn toward the body. They

arque that this is a naior step toward expanding the

ranqe of consciousness.
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As noted above, the qestaltists like the

Junqians, identify livinq throuqh the collective as

adwerse to developinq one's own qenuine

indiwiduality. Accordinq to the qestalt school, a

sense of one's own self—boundaries and beinq well

qrounded are inportant for helpinq the individual

recoqnize those thinqs that are really not within the

self but that sten fron the collective. Accordinq to

Herman and Korenich, if self·boundaries are blurred

and qroundinq is lost, the individual has lost touch

with her or his own solid core.

Beinq well qrounded is the result of havinq
a clear sense of your own boundary, a clear
sense of what is qoinu on inside, and a
feelinq of caln readiness for what is to
cone. It is knowinq where you are:
feelinq solid, confident, and alert.•°'

In contrast to the above, a nunber of siqns

suqqestinq that a person is unqrounded include: not

knowinq one's position, not knowinq what you want,

focusinq your attention on the other person and

wonderinq what they are really after, and feelinq

disturbed without realizinq it. They naintain that

if the individual is out of touch with hin or herself

that they will look everywhere except to thenselves

to find out what is qood or bad for then, will

•*7
Ibid., p. 67.
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constantly attempt to deternine what others are

thinkinq of then and what they should say, do or he

to please others. This is a qood exanple of livinq

out of the collective.

Herman and Korenich contend that human relations

traininq that enphasizes qroup processes and buildinq

qroup supportiveness has helped to blur individual

boundaries. In contrast, to this approach, they

enphasize the developnent of individual supports by

encouraqinq people to becone aware of his or her own

boundaries. They naintain that in a practical sense

this neans the individual nust acknowledqe that when

they are talkinq to soneone that they have no way of

knowinq what is qoinq on inside the nind of the other

person. Hernan and Korenich have developed exercises

for inproved self-boundaries and qroundinq that are

oriented toward experiencinq and sensinq one°s own

self both internally (enotionally) and externally

(physically).

Pinally, Herman and Korenich note that if any

inteqration of wholeness is to becone a reality, the

person nust explore and experience her or his own

polarities — the extrenes of one°s own positions.

Here, they observe that there is a continual dialoque
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qoinq on within the person between a topdoq and an

underdoq. They define topdoq as follows:

Topdoq is that part of ourselves that tells
us what is

“riqht“
and appropriate for our

behavior, and even for our thouqhts. Host
topdoq positions are derived fron
”shouldisns” that we have learned fron
parents, bosses and other authority fiqures
in our lives.*9•

Underdoq is defined:

The underdoq is the resistant part of
ourselves. He uses his *weakness” as a
subtle yet powerful counterforce to the
topdoq's drivinq force. The underdoq say
resist in a nunber of ways. He nay say...I
want to but I an not able": or, “I'd like
to and I'll do it tonorrow'..., or,

”I

would if I could but I 'can't“*9*

Accordinq to Herman and Korenich the underdoq

frequently wins the battle between these two internal

voices. They contend that this is a very time

consuminq, enerqy consuuinq process that neqates

creativity.

Accordinq to Hernan and Korenich, the thrust of

dealinq with this silent but internal onqoinq

dialoque leads toward clarity and wholeness. What

they reconnend is that the individual delineate as

clearly as possible what the topdoq is sayinq and

what sort of response the underdoq is qivinq. In

•9¤
Ibid., p. 79.

*9* Ibid.
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this way it becones possible to tap into one°s own

spontaneity and impulse, allowinq to hear what is

qoinq on within even thouqh this nay seen silly and

less than adult like. They contend that as the

individual explores the polarities of her or hinself

it becomes possible to achieve a qenuine inteqration

of one's wholeness. Inportantly, they also note:

...inteqration is not a conpronise
position,...you don't usually_¤et there by
a nice, neat, rational process ·
1¤:eq¤a¤1¤¤ 1§§L·‘§.ä22ä§§"‘h€“ it is rsadv
to. It is often a new, creative,
surprisinq answer that wasn't available to
you as lona as you stayed in your old,
familiar, loqical patterns.$°°

As with their other recomnendations, Hernan and

Korenich have developed sone exercises to assist the

individual in developinq the inner dialoque that will

help to develop a personal clarity and freedon that

they feel leads to inteqration of the whole

personality. They have also developed other

polarization exercises desiqned to help people to

rediscover and acknowledqe characteristics of

themselves that have been disowned. They further

maintain that reowninq previously disowned

characteristics will lead to the discovery that the

individual does not need to use his or her roles,

$°° Ibid., p. 81.
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policies, procedures and, in their words, *the

assorted orgauizational arnament” as a nask with

which to hide the real self.

The parallel°s between Bernau and Korenich's

work regarding the integration process with the

Jungian perspective is renarkable. The topdoq is the

voice of the persona, the underdog is the voice of

the unconscious personified in its negative energy

draining side. Using one's role to couceal the real

self is the sane as persona identification with a

collective value. Acknowledging characteristics

previously disowned is the same as turning the

unconscious shadow side into the light. Further, the

resolution, or integration process, is also very

similar to the Jungian perspective: the tension

between the polarities must be held, and one can

becone conscious of these polarities best by relaxing

the rational process and developing a dialogue*°¤

between the contradicting voices. Further, as Jung

himself observed the integration will one day just

happen and the form it will take is entirely

5°! It is noted that the nost powerful form of getting into
contact with the unconscious so that its healing powers
can be experienced is through a dialogue with the
unconscious figures, known as active inagination, in
Jungian parlance.
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unpredictable; one cannot get there bv consciouslv

creating sone process intended for this purpose.

In conclusion to this section, the qestalt

perspective on organizations is renarkably parallel

to the Jungian critigue that I have developed

throughout the dissertation. In the opinion of

Hernan and Korenich the over enphasis upon

rationalitv and a collective existence are

responsible for the nunbing of individual feeling and

the loss of individual integritv and wholeness.

Pollowinq this, thev have developed specific

exercises designed to be used within orqanizations to

help the individual to get in touch with her or his

own feelings, to experience the polarities of the

personalitv, to nove awav fron collective living in

favor of individual wholeness. The preceding anounts

to a process that could lead to the integration of

the unconscious and the individuating life. The

active process of paving attention to how one

experiences her or hinself is the wav in which a

person begins to differentiate the personal ego fron

the collective, and therebv begins to discover one°s

own unigue nature.5°2 Conseguentlv, the qestalt

‘°* Sharp- ¤-
¢•7·
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approach pernits the unconscious to live and to be

accepted. Accordinqly, the qestalt approach could

prove to be very helpful in creatinq more balanced

and healthy orqanizations.

§Q!QL§§lQ!.§ ·

The individual cannot becone whole unless there is an

inteqration of the unconscious into the conscious

personality. Just what the inteqration precess entails,

and how the illunination of this process can provide a

direction for creatinq a nore balanced orqanization, so that

the life of the unconscious can live, is the topic of this

chapter.

It is relativelv easy to delineate what is involved in

the individuation process and how the inteqration of the

unconscious develops. The individual nust develop her or

his own independent values, free fron the influence of

parents, collective standards, and unconscious conplexes.

In order to do this, the indvidual nust deal with the

collective influence of the persona. This is particularly

iuportant to this dissertation because the rational

orqanization requires confornance to its persona ideals.

Further, the individual nust becone conscious of the effect

of the unconscious on one's life. That is, the individual
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nust acknowledqe and differentiate the various unconscious

contents of the psyche. By acknowledqinq the life of the

unconscious and creatinq a conscious relation to it, a

balance is achieved between the two conplenentary sides of

the psyche that releases enerqy for positive purposes and

creates a liberatinq effect.

The precedinq seens simple enouqh, but there is no

fornula leadinq down the path to an individuatinq life.

Individuation anounts to beconinq what one essentially is,

and each pattern is unique. The inteqration of the

unconscious can not be achieved throuqh an intellectual

pursuit, and reflection alone will not suffice. Rather, an

experiential, feelinq realization is necessary. One way to

beqin to experience the unconscious is to listen to the

onqoinq voices, who represent unconscious fiqures, that we

hear in our heads and develop a dialoque with those voices.

In this way it is possible to beqin to differentiate the

conscious fron the unconscious.

Individuation is a process or course of developnent

arisinq out of conflict between the two conplenentary sides

of the total personality. Once the individual has reached

the point where the shadow or sone other unconscious fiqure

has been brouqht closer to the surface of consciousness, the

individual will beqin to experience a severe conflict
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between the conflictinq opposites. This conflict will

ultinately seek conpensation in the forn of a unity. What

the individual nust do is face the conflictinq opposites,

hold the tension between then, until the transcendent

function finally produces a synbol that expresses both sides

of the opposition. The synbol will forn a niddle qround on

which the opposites can be reconciled and united. All that

we can say for certain about the forn of the reconciliation

is that it will not be a conpronise, but will represent

sonethinq new that expresses both sides. The transcendent

function is not sonethinq that can be achieved throuqh a

rational process. The inteqration will occnr, seeninqly of

its own accord, when the tension has been consciously

endnred and held lonq enouqh.

It is evident that the rational orqanization inpedes

the hunan individuation process. The persona type standards

of the rational orqanization tend to push the individual

into the collective nnconscions where one's individuality is

sacrificed. The effect of the persona of rationality

particularly suppresses the feelinq side of life. This is

siqnificantlv adverse to the hunan individnation process

because the feelinq function is essential to the inteqration

of the unconscious to the conscious personality.
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The qestalt school of manaqeaent provides some quidance

as to how we niqht open up the wodern orqanization to the

life of the unconscious. The qestalt techniques are

particularlv pertinent to creatinq a nore balanced

orqanization because they encouraqe a wholistic realization

of one's whole personality, the release of life from the

collective, the recovery of previouslv disowned parts of the

personality, and a qenuine openinq up of feelinq.

The qestalt techniques are also especially relevant to

creatinq a more balanced orqanization because they are

centered on individual chanqe. This is essential because

real chanqe stens fron the individual throuqh a symbol

qeneratinq process from the unconscious. A union of

opposites must take place before a svnbol reflectinq

sonethinq entirely new can enerqe. This is the substance of

qenuine chanqe. Since the qestalt techniques could lead to

the realization of the individual's total personality, and

all of the conflictinq opposites thereto, consciously facinq

these opposites could ultimately activate the transceudent

function and produce a new life qeneratinq symbol that would

unite the union of opposites within. If enouqh individuals

experience such a transcendent function, these individual

chanqes will ultinatelv be reflected in the structure of the

orqanization.
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It is noted that the human relations enphasis within

the orqanization theory and behavior literature that was

born with the discovery of the Hawthorne studies, is

considered by sone to be an attempt to infuse a nore

Eeninine aspect into the orqanization. It is generally

acknovledqed that the pronise of this novenent has not been

experienced. Further, as Hernan and Korenich correctly

note, the emphasis upon feelinq is essentially

intellectualized anonqst these theorists and manaqeuent

trainers. Consequently, it is hard to contend that the

human relations school of manaqenent and orqanization theory

reflect a qenuinely feninine inroad. However, recoqnition

of the social orqanization and the suqqestion that a nore

participative structure is needed does represent a more

feminine approach to orqanizinq than the rational nodel.



CHAPTER VIII

THE UNION OF OPPOSITES AND THE SYNBOLIC LIFE

;ggROQUCg;gg—

It is apparent that the rational, nasculine nodel of

orqanizations that heiqhtens thinkinq, order, authority,

ob1ectivity, and inpersonalitv needs to qive sway to a nore

feninine, subiective, feelinq for: of participative

structure. What we need is a nore balanced structure where

the life of the uncouscious is permitted its riqhtful

existence alonq side the conscious, and where the

individual's developnent is not obstructed. In this chapter

I discuss the nature of qenuine chauqe, and the form a nore

balanced orqanizatiou is likelv to take. A more balanced

for: of orqanization also has positive implications for

nanaqerial effectiveness and these will also be addressed.

385
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It is noted that the traditional view of orqanizational

chanqe is that it is sonethinq that can be planned and

designed rationally. Within a Junqian framework, however,

it is not possible to rationally design and inpose

orqanizational chanqe, even when the chanqe would represent

a nore balanced organization. Conseguently, before

enbarkinq upon a discussion of sone of the characteristics

of a nore balanced structure of organization. It is

necessary to address the position of orqanizational chanqe

within a Junqian franework.

In order to explain why a purposive restructurinq of

our orqanizations would not be entirely successful, it is

necessary to exanine the ontoloqical and hunan nature

assunptions underlyinq the traditional paradiqn of

organization theory and research in contrast to the Jungian

perspective. It is also necessary to explore the

relationship of the inner psychic world to outer reality.

The ontoloqical question to be exanined is whether or not

reality is external to the individual. The hunan nature

question to be exanined is whether or not the individual is

deternined. It is clear that the ontoloqical position of

the traditional organization theorists is that reality is
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essentially external to the individual.5¤J In this realist

view, the individual is seen as larqely predeternined. One

is born into a real world nde up of hard, tanqible and

relatively innutable structures. This reality is

ontoloqically prior to the existence and consciousness of

any sinqle hunan bein¤• Followinq such an ontoloqical

position, it is assuned that human nature is deternined

conpletely by the outer situation or environnent. The

persona of rationalisn enanates fron this ontoloqical

position that reality is sonethina external to the

individual. Accordinqly, it has sinply been assuned by

traditional orqanization theorists that behavior can be

deternined by the structure of the orqanization. And in

fact, rational orqanizations have been desiqned purposefully

so that behavior can be controlled. We have seen, however,

that this approach does not work very well. If the person

conforns too auch with what is expected, individuality is

lost to the collective. In the healthier psyche, the nore

effort that is made to strictly control behavior the nore

resistant the orqanization uenber tends to becone. This is

consistent with the dialectical structure of the psyche.

$°* Burrell and uorqan, Socielggggggqgggggjggghang—
9.§§2.P.i§„lE}..Q§§.l‘ .A.aa11§e;§» **02 ¤¤-
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The ontoloqical position of the Junqian franework

stands in stark contrast to that of the precedinq.

Followinq the dialectical structure of the psyche, reality,

fron a Junqian perspective, is both inner and outer.$°• One

way to put this is to say that our reality is a structure

that is open ended. This is 1ust another way of

acknowledqinq that life is both collective and individual.

We are born with an inherent connon archetypal structure,

and it is the collective unconscious that connects us all.

But we also carry within us a unique individuality that is

capable of respondinq to our collective archetypal

structure. Accordinqly, we are born into a social structure

that is very important in shapinq the nanner in which we

function. However, this structure need not determine us, we

are free to develop a relationship to that structure that

can have a transforninq effect upon our whole existence. In

other words, we are born into a collective systen with all

of its requirenents, but our individuality need not becone

hopelessly trapped within that collective. Ideally, the

persona should function to relate our inner reality with our

outer existence.

*9* -1¤¤¤- ;¤1sz·§§sa1§·2a·Aeat1tim·;;§1s„h2_;g_!- ¤- 199-
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Before proceedinq to a discussion reqardinq the

problens that are inherent when we seek to purposively

desiqn and inpose any specific forn of orqanization

structure, it is useful to examine further the concept that

reality is sinultaneously inner and outer. If we are to

realize a healthy balance in our lives, it is very inportant

to acknowledqe that reality is both inner and outer,

otherwise the unconscious that we do not recoqnize will

becone destructive. In addition, followinq Jnnq's work, it

is noted that all of what we becone conscious of enanates

fron the unconscious. This is a very central tenet of

Junqian psycho1oqy.$°* If we create an inportant part of our

external reality thronqh our unconscious world, inner is, in

effect, outer. This can be seen in the lives of Taylor,

Ueber, and Kafka. The reason that I an returninq to a

discussion of the lives of Taylor, Ueber, and Kafka is

because their lives illustrate that there is a connection

between the inner life and outer reality and this has

inportant rauifications for orqanizational chanqe. In all

three cases each of these persons lived out of the conscious

side of the psyche, and the inbalance reflected in their

inner lives was recreated in their external reality. In

5°5 This tenet of Junqian psycholoqy accounts for the
fundamental separation that occurred between Freud and
Junq.

1
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other words, their outer, or external reality mirrored their

inner condition.

Both Taylor's principles of scientific nanaqenent and

Ieber's ”ideal“ bureaucratic structure, are a reflection of

the inner condition and lives of these nen. As Ueber and

Taylor identified their eqos with a riqid one·sided

position, so also can we see this imbalance reflected in

their own work about orqanizations. It is important to

renenber that the traditional orqanization theorists did not

invent the wheel of the rational orqanization. Rational

orqanizations have been with us for a very lonq time.

Further, the rational orqanization was not inposed upon

nankind. Such structures did not sprinq from any sinqle

mind but evolved alonq with the evolution of ¤an's eqo

consciousness fron the primal or oriqinal man. The need for

order qrew fron the chaos of the prinitive unconscious.

Consequently, the rational structure represents a collective

hunan condition. uax Heber did not cause the rational

orqanization, rather his works reflected not only his own

one·sided rationality but the condition of most of nankind

representative of the rational epoch of western civilization

that, perhaps, reached its zenith durinq ieber's aqe.

Likewise, while Frederick Taylor is considered the founder

of scientific manaqenent, he was inst one of many who forned
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this school. He becane the most fanous, perhaps because of

his zeal, but the works of Gilbreth, Gantt, and others were

equally important. Hot surprisinqly, what little is known

of the private lives of these men nake an interestinq

parallel to Taylor's own life. That is, it appears that

they also lived prinarily out of their conscious side. The

point to be made here, is that the collective work of these

men, all a part of the school of scientific nanaqenent,

reflect the collective psyche of their tine. As the

consciousness of the eqo evolved fron the relative chaos of

the unconscious world of the priaitive, the need for psychic

order was also reflected in the institutions created

consciously by aan. The rational orqanization nerely

reflects the psychic condition of a particular tine. Outer

reality was created, or is reflected, by inner reality.

This suqqests that a new for: of orqanization cannot be

inposed on people if they are not ready for it-

Ue can see that in the life of Kafka, inner also becane

outer. It was no accident that Kafka was drawn toward a 1ob

in a very bureaucratic orqanization · the Workers Accident

Insurance Institute for the Kinqdon of Bohenia. This sort

of orqanization was a perfect match for Kafka's inpoverished

unconscious life. As he repressed his entire unconscious so

also he souqht an equally inpoverished forn of work that
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reflected and reinforced his unconscious situation. Sinilar

to both Taylor and Heber, evidence of Kafka's unconscious

situation can also be seen in bis literary works.

Generally, Kafka's work depicts life as a for: of prison.

This was nerelv a reflection or proiection of bis own inner

life. The prison is a neqative synbol depictinq Kafka's

inner situation. To the extent that a person is nanipulated

by unconscious conplexes, one is in fact in bondaqe where

there is no freedon at all.$¤• It seews obvious that Kafka

was in fact "possessed“ by his own unconscious conplexes.

His sense of inprisonnent suqqests a refusal of the

individnation process.$¤’ His inner situation was alienation

frow his qenuine self, and his lack of cownunication with

his unconscious was proiected into the outside world,

beconinq nanifest in a sense of alienation fron his

snrroundinqs.$°• His pliqht in real life can be seen in the

”hero” K. of his novels. For exanple, in The Castle, “the

riddle as to why K. canot wake hinself at hone in the

villaqe is not solved. K. is a stran¤er,..., and has struck

a villaqe in which stranqers are looked upon with

snspicion.*$°° Sharp Observes:

*°•
Sharp, ggg-Sgc;et—ga;gg, p. 82.

5¤* Ibid., p. 69.

59* Ibid., p. 95.
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Here again there is a proiection into the outside
world of Kafka•s attitude towards himself: his
feelinqs of inferiority and obsession with
perfection neant he could never to ”¤ood" enough
to nerit friendship and respect; because he could
not live up to his ego ideals and expectations of
hinself, he looked upon hinself with
”suspicion.“$¤°

Sinilarly, as Kafka repressed the feninine in his

unconscious and did not experience qenuine eros in his own

life, this condition was proiected in his work. For

U example, his novels, particularly, The Trial, depict wonen

as unclean. Siqnificantly, however, once he had assuned

responsibility for his own life and he fell in love, he

experienced a new sense of freedom and the prison bars

vanished.5¤! As the inner prison bars vanished, so also he

experienced a positive change in his outer reality.

Given the dialectical nature of the psvche and reality,

that is the onqoinq interaction between the inner life and

the outer condition, and the continual tension between the

individual and the collective, it is futile to attenpt to

desiqn sone organization and then attenpt to inplant it or

inpose it on people. This is true whether the organization

is entirelv rational or whether it is structured so as to

achieve a perfect balance between the feninine and masculine

$99 Ibid.

519 Ibid.

$¤¤ Ibid., p. 74.
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principles. All qenuine chanqe stens fron the life of the

individual's unconscious throuqh a synbol qeneratinq process

that enbodies the enerqy of the conflictinq opposites.

Consequently, qood solutions are valid only when they are

associated with a natural process of developnent-5*2

Another reason why it is not possible to iggggg, with

any success, a new orqanization structure that expresses

adequately an inteqration of the unconscious to the

conscious is because a union of opposites is not sonethinq

that can be fornulated rationally. The union of opposites,

will occur of its own accord throuqh a synbolic process when

the tensiou between the conflictinq opposites has been held

lonq enouqh. It is simple enouqh to delineate sone of the

opposinq characteristics that a balanced orqanization nust

hold in tension one to the other. These characteristics are

shown below:

FEHIHIBE HASCULINE
(eros) (loqos)

personal inpersonal
suhiective obiectiwe
feelinq thinkinq
chaos order
relationship 1ustice/fairness
participative hierarchical

**2 0da1¤vk• Qunq And £Qli;is§• ¤- ¥31-
l
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The balanced organization requires some forn of union

between these opposites but it is iwpossible to foretell

1ust what that union, or relationship between the opposites,

would look like. All we can sav for certain is that the

union will not be a conpronise, but will be sonethinq

entirely different. Chanqe cannot be planned, foreseen

accurately, or controlled. Chanqe involves a synbol

qeneratinq process that sprinqs from deep within the

archetypal roots of the psyche, and it is not possible to

create a living synbol. A qenuine symbol, pregnant with

meaninq, is a fornulation of sonethinq that expresses an

inconprehensible fact of a mystical or transcendent nature,

an expression for sonethinq that cannot be characterized in

any other or better way.*!¤ As Junq puts it:

A synbol really lives only when it is the best and
hiqhest expression for something divined but not
yet known to the observer. It then conpels his
unconscious participation and has a life-giving
and life—enhancinq effect.$¤•

A qenuine living synbol then is clearly not something that

can be created deliberatelv,$*$ a synbol really lives only

when it expresses something that is not yet known to the

5*3 Junq. Qsisheleaisel I!2·2§• ¤· '*7'*•
$¤•

Ibid., p. ¤76-

515 Ibid., p. ß78.
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observer.5*• Further, a living synbol is not a static

concept. Symbols are born and synbols die. Once an

expression is found that can characterize the neaning of a

synbol better than the synbol itself, the symbol is dead.5**

As the symbol qenerating process suggests, all change

has its basis within the individual, and broad social or

cultural changes begin with the individual. Jung observes

that it is absolutely fruitless to preach or to attenpt to

persuade others to change. Since we are all connected

through the collective unconscious, the only way to change

others is to change ourselves. According to Jung, ”anyone

who has insight into his own actions, and has thus found

access to the unconscious, involuntarily exercises an

influence on his environ¤ent.“5*•

The deepening and broadeninq of his consciousness

U

produce the kind of effect which the prinitives
call “¤ana.“ It is an unintentional influence on
the unconscious of others, a sort of unconscious
prestige, and its effect lasts only so long as it
is not disturbed by conscious intention.5*°

5*5 Ibid., p. ¤76.

5** Ibid., p. M70.

°*° J¤¤¤- Qi1ili;a;i,9„n·»;g—T;an§;;„ien- ¤- 303-

5** Ibid.
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Despite the difficulty of attenptinq to rationally plan

chanqe, sone characteristics of the structure of a balanced

orqanization are apparent. In the renainder of this chapter

I illustrate what some of these characteristics are, as well

as the inplications for nanaqerial effectiveness.

First, the qeneral orientation or vision of the

orqanization must be conceived within a chanqinq and dynanic

environment. This orientation will have ranifications for

the structure of the orqanization. As Donald Schon has

observed, despite the obvious condition of constant chanqe

and instability characteristic of nodern society, there is a

tendency to seek a stable, unchanqinq condition. This

phenonenon can be seen readily in the works of traditional

orqanization theorists who souqht to nake orqanizational

life deterninant. Even the post Weberian theorists, once

recoqnizinq that the life of the orqanization is affected by

its surroundinq environnent, have souqht to develop nethods

to nake that environnent less uncertain and nore

determinant. However, as Schon has noted, it is important

to recoqnize that reality is constant chanqe.52° If we can

acknowledqe that all of life is a dialectical process where

SZQ Donald Schon, (New York:
Norton, 1973).
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chanqe is onqoinq, the uncertainty of orqanizational life

may be redefined so that it is not so threateninq.

Followinq Schon, when we assune thinqs should be stable, we

are constantly confronted with a feelinq of crisis. If we

assune, on the other hand, that chanqe and instability

reflect a nornal condition, then instability does not pose a

crisis situation.

Acceptinq continual chanqe as a part of onqoinq reality

has ranifications for the orqanization°s structure. As

Orion White suqqests, the orqanization's structure is likely

to be in constant flux, where in effect, the structure

becomes a process.52¤ Followinq acceptance of the state of

reality as in constant flux, a straiqht forward process

approach to action would be proactive.$22 A proactiye

approach to action reiects the rationalist concept of a qoal

as a desired, realizable future state. The Drocess approach

to action sees qoals as noninal. We uust look at qoals as

nothinq nore than labels for what we are doinq instead of as

*2* ¤ri¤¤
¤hite•(BeverlyHills: Saqe Publication, Inc., 1973)• D. 3B.

$22 Orion White, ”Professionalization of Volunteer
Orqanizations as a °Problem' in the Theory of Huuan
Action,” (a paper presented at the Conference on
Philosophical Issues in Voluntary Action, 1¤—15
Hovenber, 1980, sponsored by the Departnent of Political
Science, The Center for Volunteer Developnent, VPIGSU;
and the Virqinia Foundation for Hunanities and Public
Policy, Blacksburq, Virqinia)• D. 18.
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direct quides for our action. As White has observed:

...because the unconscious is unknowable, we
cannot plan explicitly. What •ouqht“ to be done
can only be revealed in the ggggggg gf ggigg.
However, this does not mean that action is to be
ainless and based totally on “feedback" or
reflexive processinq of feedback. Indeed, action
must beqin with an inspiration, and qoals are the
analoques for inspiration. If we look at qoals in
this liqht, as the expression of inspired
consciousness, they can play an inportant role in
facilitatinq action. What we nust not do is take
then seriously and base our assessment of success
or failure on point-in-tine assessnents of how
well we have attained then. To do so is to qo too
far in the use of the conscious attitude and
assune that we can ewoke the unconscious throuqh
purely rational, instrumental means. The harder
we try in this nanner, the farther we will qet
fron havinq thinqs as we wish.5Z*

Consistent with a reality that is constantly changinq, we

nust approach and use qoals in an open ended way. To drive

toward a qoal as thouqh it is concrete, is to suqqest that

reality is deterninant. It leads to reactive, as opposed to

proactive, action. Such activity, far from providinq

fruitful benefits, can only leave the orqanizational

participant with a feelinq of frustration and failure when

the qoals are not achiewed. White has suqdested that a

”Hext Step Hodel” is an appropriate alternative to the

rational nodel that seeks stability and certainty. Here,

the orqanizational participant, acceptinq the uncertain

state of affairs, is willinq to try out new thinqs to see if

$23 Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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thev work without tryinq to accurately foresee the future,

develop a plan, and attenpt to follow it to the letter.

Instead, the approach is nore that of “fire, ain, shoot.“

If it doesn't work, you try sonethinq else. It has been

noted that sone of the nore successful private corporations,

in fact, operate this
way.52•

A natter that is closely related to the conception of

the orqanization as in constant flux where qoals should not

be used as direct quides for action is the conception of the

neaninq of a problen and problen resolution. The notion

that a problen is sonethinq that can be solved is conqruent

with the rational conception of the orqanization and the

vision of reality as deterninant or closed. Within a

Junqian franework, however, problens are in a certain sense

insoluble. Accordinq to Junq, a problen state nerelv

expresses the polarity of the archetvpal nature of

reality.$2* Consequently, at the individual level problens

cannot be solved in any deterninant wav, but can be outqrown

throuqh further psvchic developnent. Within the

orqanizational realn, a healthv attitude toward a problen

state would acknowledqe that problens are an inherent aspect

of reality and that they cannot be solved on their own

$2* Thomas J. Peters and Robert H- Waterman, Jr., gg Seagcg
gg gggglgence, (New York: Harper and Row, 1982).

=== sum:. ;hg—§gg;e;·g;„;he--§eLésa—„;le1e§2- ¤- 92-
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basis. Rather, a caln, wait and see attitude where one is

able to tolerate anbiquity is a nore appropriate approach to

problens and their resolution.

The planninq function characteristic of a balanced

orqanization, should also be consistent with a conception of

reality as in constant flux and where one considers qoals as

nominal only. Given that the hunan uncouscious is

unknowable, and that all chanqe stens fron a symbol

qeneratinq process fron deep within the psyche, the

suqqestion that any hunan beinq can predict the future is

not tenable. Given this condition, what should the role of

planninq be within the balanced orqanization? Here, it

seens to ne, that we do not want to abandon any forn of

planninq. Such a position would only tip the balance in the

opposite direction. However, as with settinq qoals, which

is a forn of planninq, one should not take it too seriously.

To do so, only leads to feelinqs of failure and frustration.

Peters and Waterman, in their study of excellence in

Anerican conpanies observed that the nost successful firns,

in fact, took a nore relaxed position in reqard to planninq.

In fact, in sone of the nost forward thinkinq firns they

found no specific function desiqnated for corporate

planninq. They noted that in firns where there was a

reliance upon lo11q·ra¤qe planninq, that planninq teuded to
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becone an end in and of itself. This niqht be expected if

one views the environnent as deterninant and closed. Ihat

they found in the nost successful connanies was that

planninq was not used as a ·a1or input to the decision

nakinq process. Rather, the planninq function was

characterized as an attenpt to recoqnize chanqe as it was

takinq place. Such an activity is nore consistent with

acceptance of reality that is open ended and in constant

flux in contrast to a vision of deterninancy.

Another feature of the nore balanced orqanization is

the presence of sone forn of structured participation. The

control and authority end of the continuun nust be balanced

by nore freedon and participation. However, the forn of

participation nust be structured in sone way. To ggggigg

full participation would nerely tip the scales in the

opposite direction, and a new forn of inbalance would

enerqe. Inteqration and balance are synonynous. Further,

the psvche is an open ended structure. Consequently,

everyone seeks sone forn of structure in their lives alonq

with freedon. what is inportant, within the orqanizational

realn, is that the life of the unconscious be pernitted to

express itself alonqside the conscious eqo. Sone forn of

order, however, nust also prevail.
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A recent story, reported in the press, provides an

exaaple that suqqests that inst as the huaan psyche cannot

stand too auch structure without adverse consequences, so

also the individual cannot endure situations where there is

no structure at all. The exaaple coaes from the state

prison systea in Texas, where, accordinq to a Hashinqton

Post story, the state had been runninq the prison accordinq

to a tender systea where innates were recruited by the

wardens to take charqe of keepinq the cell blocks clean and

sage. This enforcenent systea had worked reasonably well

in the sense that there have been no riots in aodern

history, and violence inside the prison walls has been very

low. This is despite the chronic overcrowdinq and poor

livinq conditions that have aarked the Texas prison systea.

In 1981, a U.S. District Court Judqe ruled that the state

was, however, violatinq inaates' constitutional riqhts, in a

variety of ways, and ordered the tender systen disaantled.

The previous situation is described in the Post:

For decades, the keepers of the peace inside
Texas' leqendarily harsh prisons were recruited by
the wardens fron the ranks of the inaates; the
biqqer and touqher, the better. Their 10b was to
keep their cell blocks clean and safe, and if that
aeant resortinq to some auscle, well then, the
wardens knew when to look the other way.52¢

52* “when Innates Quit Runninq Texas Prisons, Anarchy Caae,“
9 September, 198ß, sec. A, p. 13.
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The precedinq suqqests that the tender system had sone

faults. Critics of the system have charqed that the

'tenders were dictators...who built enpires, brutalized

rivals and used their protected status to extort everythinq

fron ciqarettes to noney to sex fron weaker innates.”5Z7

This systen was extremely authoritarian and was obviously

riddled with problens, however, it did provide a system of

order, conpared to the chaos that is now typical. Prison

officials have described their current situation as battlinq

anarchy:

Twelve innates have been nurdered so far in 198ß
in the 35,000 prison systen, equalinq the previous
record for a full year. Innate stabbinqs and
assaults on quards are runninq at twice last
year's rate; racial qanqs inside the prisons are
novinq into the enforcenent and protection
business, and wardens openly adnit they are not
sure how or when they will be able to restore
control.5Z°

Accordinq to one wardens

It is 1ust the law of the streets in there, qoinq
by size and intinidation,....Under the old
systen,...,at least we picked who (the innate
enforcers) would be. The difference now is that
they°re pickinq thenselves. And they're no qood
at it.$2°

$2* [bid.
¤2•

[bid.

52* Ibid.
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The precedinq is not to suqqest that the innate·quard

systen, was necessarily an appropriate nethod of ohtaininq

order. I use the case nerely because it illustrates that

one extrene, insufficient structure, is no better than the

other extrene. If there is no structure at all, one becones

a victin or is returned, so to speak, to a prinitive level

of fnnctioninq where the chaos of the unconscious reiqns.

Instead of total order, we have total chaos. In the Texas

illustration, it should also be noted, however, that part of

the extrene reaction to the new system nay be related to the

fact that the old system also represented an undue extrene.

As previously noted, in a balanced orqanization, a way

to relate to the need for both order and freedom is to

create forns of structured participation. Bxanples of

structured participation are qiven bv Orion White. He

observes that particular matters of persona (standards to be

adhered to) should be consciously desiqned throuqh a process

of structured participation. Por example:

Such thinqs as what, if any, uniforn nenbers shall
wear, (as well as other matters of clothinq
policy), the lanquaqe used between orqanizational
nenbers and with clients (.i.e., shall 1arqon be
allowed, shall 1arqon be translated, if so, how,
etc.), should not be presu»ptively set by
tradition or by the role posture that orqanization
members brinq with them to the orqanization. It
is perfectly possible and appropriate for all
orqanization nenbers to have a say in desiqninq
the masks that they shall wear and that they will
be interactinq with as they live out their work
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lives in the orqanization.¤¥¤

The precedinq suqqests how the orqanization can go

about openinq up questions of persona to participation.

Apart frou this, it is noted that ideally, in a nore

balanced orqanization, the persona ideals, standards, or

requirements should not be too deterninant. Frou a

uanaqerial perspective, a more relaxed posture will be uore

effective. The Lordstowu case is a qood example of a set of

persona standards that were too one·sided (too absolute).

The result cost the company millions of dollars.

Frou the individual's point of view it would be a qood

idea to constantly exanine the *nask* he or she is wearinq,

in the forn of the persona, to deternine whether it uay

becominq too nechanical, to see whether it may be affectinq

her or hin in other aspects of life, to see if it is

concealinq the real nature of the individual fron her or

himself. In other words, we uust keep a constant watch lest

we beqin to identify our eqos with our persona roles.

Recall, that reqardless of the persona ideal, identifyiuq

one's eqo with it will cause a problem for the individual.

For exauple, if the orqanizational ideal is to be as

participative as possible identifyiuq with that position

will blind the person frou any authoritarian tendencies he

$3¤ White, "Professionalization of Volunteer Orqanizations
as a 'Probleu' in the Theory of Huuan Action,“ p. 32.
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or she has and such repression onlv draws out those

characteristics in a nore extrene nanner than would be the

case if one sinply acknowledqed their existence. Recall

that fron the Junqian perspective, all of realitv is nade up

of polar opposites. Authoritarianisn and total freedow are

two ends of one continuun. Consequently, each person will

tend to possess sone of each of these two opposinq

characteristics. The point is to relate to this tension by

acknowledqinq the presence of both in contrast to attemptinq

to suppress either of then.

Another important characteristic of a nore balanced

forn of orqanization that should be exanined is the

structure of conuunication and authoritv. This is closely

related to the question of participation and order.

Sinilarlv, the nodel for connunication and authority will be

a forn of open ended structure.

In the classical rational nodel, consistent with the

hierarchical authority svsten, connunication is larqely

closed. In the nore balanced forn of orqanization,

connunication will be nore open. Instead of assuninq that

those at the top contain all relevant knowledqe that is then

connunicated downward to subordinates, in the balanced

orqanization, connunication and infornation will be nore

reciprocal and circular. The conmunication nodel would, of
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necessity, be open. It would be assuned that all

orqanizational participants may have relevant ideas,

inforwation and resources which nay be valuable and should

be tapped. Infornation flow would be nore circular than it

would be linear, there would be, in effect, a feedback loop.

In this vision, the authority fiqure becomes nore a

facilitator of infornation and resources than the inaqe of

the
”boss“

who nakes all the decisions. In such a nodel,

orqanizational authority would be functional only. As White

has noted:

There would be no pan—orqanizational roles the
obiectiye of which is to foster, naintain, or
protect the “inteqrity,“ "iua¤e,“ or *tradition“
of the orqanization as an *institution.“... Hence
there would be no notion, as at present, of
authority that entails deference, of authority
that allows one to act "over” the other or "for“
the other. Authority would be linited to
responsibility to act throuqh one's own role and
to achieve the obiective of that role.$3*

The precedinq is similar to Mary Parker Polletts law of the

situation, where the requirenents of the situation will

determine who shall be responsible for authority. It is the

order inteqral to a particular situation that one wust

follow, not the order of whowever holds the hierarchical

position. Rather than the linearity of the rational nodel,

a nore circular form of behavior involvinq feedback anonq

several participants would becone the nodel for

“* White- £§zsh,i;s=.·E,...¤..etu·ah¢1—229-11iiz;e;ie,¤.s¤.;·..¤.he.¤.s..e- ¤- 36-
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connunication and authoritv wielding. It should be recalled,

that the purpose of a more balanced organization is not to

further control people, but rather to permit integration of

the unconscious.

In reference to the decision making process, a nore

balanced organization would relax the conscious attitude

sonewhat. That is, there should be less reliance ou the

rational, analytical nodel of decision naking. Recall that

in this model, all of the enphasis is on 1ust two of the

psvchological functions, the use of one°s senses (factual

data that can be observed) and the use of thinking to nake

value iudgnents regarding one's perceptions. In a more

balanced organization, the use of intuition as a means of

perception and the use of feeling to nake a value 1udgwent

would also be encouraged. Encouraging the use of each of

these psvchological functions is not onlv healthier for the

individual, but should lead to more creativity and better

decisions.

Creativitv flows from the unconscious. Consequentlv,

the best results cannot flow fron a totallv analvtic

approach where the senses are used exclusivelv over

intuition. The noted Jungian scholar, uarie-Louise von

Franz, has nade an observation that illustrates how both

sides of the psvche nav be integrated to release creativitv:
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Only an inwardly open ”naive“ attitude to the
unconscious on the one hand and an honest,
conscientions, and painstakinq devotion on the
part of eqo·consciousness on the other can brinq
the creative contents of the unconscious matrix
successfully over the threshold into
consciousness. Play, with neither plan nor
purpose, is the best precondition.**2

A relaxation of the unconscious should also produce

better decisions. Hhile Peters and Iaternan, in their study

of orqanizational excellence do not use this sort of

lanquaqe it is evident, in their critique of the rational

model of decision nakinq that they discovered a less

analytical model in the nore successful American companies.

They observe that there is nothinq wronq with rationality

per se, but that it has led to an iwbalanced way of

thinkinq. Anonq other thinqs, they observe that while every

orqanization needs a qood fact base for decision nakinq, the

rational approach leads to wronq headed analysis. Analysis

that is:

...too conplex to be useful and too unwieldy to be
flexible, analysis that strives to be precise
about the inherently unknowable.***

They also note that the bias for quantification is counter

productive. Quantitative precision, they note, can only be

qained by reducinq the scope of the analysis. This leaves a

**2 v¤¤ Franz- Breaestienv and §£§9ll§§§„i2§·*iB Qnesian
B§!§!L9l99!• v- 89-

5** Peters and Uaternan, gg p. 31.
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larqe part of the problem external to analysis.

Consequently, decisions are uade without a full picture.

They also observe that the rational approach takes the

livinq element out of the problen situation, that the

enphasis upon analytical detachment rules out insiqht based

on experience, and this leads to a real paralysis of action.

Siqnificantly, Peters and Waterman found that the nore

rational the orqanization, that is, those post focused,

those with quantifiable mission statements and precise

ob1ectives did less well than those with broader, less

precise, more qualitative statements of mission.

Another problem with the rational approach to decision

makinq, accordinq to Peters and Waternan, is that it tends

to make people afraid to act, afraid to take risks, because

the concept itself has come to mean the "riqht* answer.

Perfection must be achieved the first tine around, there is

no marqin for error; errors are punishable. Within such a

framework it should not be surprisinq that orqanization

members would be afraid to act. An ewphasis on such a

perfection, where a form of paralysis results does not

pernit the ”Next Step uodel“ that is so essential in a

dynamic reality as recommended bv White. It is interestinq

to note, that similar to White°s suqqestion, Peters and

Waterman obserwed that the most successful companies
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interact, test, try, fail, learn, shift direction, adapt,

and nodifv. On the other hand, the less successful and nore

rational conpanies analvze, plan, test, specifv, and check ·

an approach that inpedes action and cannot succeed in a

changing environment.

In addition to the preceding, a striving for risk free

precision in an attenpt to find the perfect answer, nay have

sone unhealthv conseguences for the individual. The mark of

an integrated personalitv is the realization and acceptance

that one is nerelv hunan, not entirelv good and not entirelv

bad, and the drive for precision and perfection tends to

blind the individual fron the shadow side. It is far

healthier, to this author, to work for an organization where

risk taking is encouraged and aking errors does not

necessarilv subiect the individual to disciplinarv

punishnent.

In addition to the preceding characteristics that night

feature a nore balanced organization, I believe that until

the sexes are more eguallv represented in the nost

significant echelons of the organization that a truly

balanced organization is not likelv to be achieved.

Considerinq the fact that it is the feminine principle that

nust be introduced into the orqanizational world and be

permitted to live and express itself, since that is the
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principle that is nissinq, wonen have a very important place

in the inteqration process. As noted previously, real

chanqes sten from the individual throuqh a synbol qeneratinq

process fron the unconscious. Before a synbol reflectinq

sonethinq entirely new can enerqe, there nust be a union of

opposites. The union of opposites that we are referrinq to

here, in order to achieve a nore balanced oraanization where

the life of the unconscious nay be expressed, is a union

betweeen the nasculine and the feninine. Sonethinq

expressinq both sides nust enerqe before there will be a

reconciliation of these opposites. The nutual attraction,

despite the natural opposition, between the feninine and

nasculine provides us with a hope for the future, that a

synbol reflectinq both sides will enerqe. As Junq observed:

As nunina, anina and aninus work now for qood, now
for evil. Their opposition is that of the sexes.
They therefore represent a suprene pair of
opposites, not hopelessly divided by loqical
contradiction but, because of the nutual
attraction between then, qivinq pronise of union
and actually nakinq it possible.$3•

Herely fillinq the ranks with wonen, however, is not a

certain solution. It nust be noted that, perhaps, because

the nasculine has been so over valued in western

civilization and the feninine so deniqrated, nany wonen have

identified their own eqo's with the nasculine position. In

53* Junq, Aign, p. 268.
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the process, the aninus has enerqed or been experienced in

too nasculine a nanner. Consequently, the innate feelinq

side of the wonan has been repressed, and many wonen snch as

these have souqht professional prestiqe in order to share

(or perhaps even subsune) power with (over) nen. This, of

course, is counter productive. Such wonen only sever a part

of their own wholeness. Further, the over-nasculinization

of the rational orqanization cannot be corrected with nore

nasculinization. The wonan who enters the professional

world must be careful not to sell herself to the false

pronise of power. In effect, the woman cannot identify her

own eqo with the aninus. However, if the wonan is to

inteqrate her own unconscious, the aninus nasculine nust be

acknowledqed and pernitted to live also. A woman, by

nature, is nore receptive to the world of the unconscious,

that is one reason why her presence within all echelons of

the orqanization is so important, but she nnst not sink too

far into the unconscious either. Consequently, an entirely

passive position will not do, either within the orqanization

or in the wonan's individual personal life. If the

transcendent function is to nanifest, thereby pernittinq the

inteqration to occur, sone forn of gg;;gg~nust be taken.

Intellectual reflection alone is insufficient.

Consequently, passive acceptance of nale preroqrative, in
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contrast to aninus encounter, also will not do. The wonan

nust take a centered forn of action. More specifically, I

an suqqestinq that the wonan cannot accept the traditional

role and serve as an “anina wonan.” Recall fron earlier

chapters, the “ani¤a woaan“ receives the proiection fron the

nales unconscious anina. By so doinq, she nerely

autonatically plays back, or nirrors, whatever inaqe the

sale has of hinself reqardless of the validity of that

inaqe. Servinq as the "aniua woman“ is detrinental to both

sexes. The woman is not permitted to realize her qenuine

self, and in the process reinforces the unconsciousness of

the male as well. There is no development for either.

Refusinq the traditional role may pose a particularly

painful situation for the wonan, because refusinq to receive

the nale's pr01ection usually causes friction in a

relationship, and relationship concerns are by nature

central to the wonan.

The wonan who refuses the role of *anina wo¤an“ within

the orqanization, nay be particularly upsettinq to the sale,

if he is used to thinkinq of feninine receptivity as

yieldinq to nale suqqestion and preroqrative. But qenuine

centered feninine receptivity does not nean passive and

unquestioninq acceptance of nale authority. Feninine

receptivity is that quality that vields a nore open
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acceptance of new ideas and ways of doinq thinqs than the

nore conservative approach of nen.5¤5 Because of this

characteristic, a centered wosan can have a very positive

effect on a san's sind. Consequently, wonen and nen workinq

toqether and conplesentinq each other's natural strenqths,

can be very creative and productive.

Acceptance of wosen who will not carry the “anina“

pro1ection say not be an easy path for either of the sexes.

There will be conflict. The inteqration process, however,

is never easy, and is in fact narked by a qood deal of pain

and personal conflict. However, if the tension between the

opposites is held lonq enouqh, the transcendent function

will nanifest. What I an suqqestinq here, is that the

feninine presence within all echelons of the orqanization

should enhance the inteqration process. But a caveat is

provided, one should expect sone conflict. Within a Junqian

franework of the orqanization, however, this should be

expected and is considered nornal. The pronise of the

future is briqht, if the conflict is held lonq enouqh and

consciously by both sexes, it will activate the transcendent

function and produce a new life qivinq synbol.

$35 Harie·Louise von Franz,,§hgggg—ggg-§g;;;;g«gg;;g;glg,
(Irvinq, Texas: Sprinq Publications, 1980), pp. 69-70.
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The precedinq pages suqqest what form the structure of

the balanced organization may take. Consistent with the

precedinq, it night be asked what would constitute the ideal

Junqian manager. Before concludinq this chapter, I will

attempt to address such a vision. Of course, the ideal

Junqian nanaqer would be a very centered person, someone who

in fact recoqnized her or his own polarities, was conscious

in other words of the shadow side. This condition in and of

itself tends to create a caln atnosphere around the centered

person. when an individual proiects the shadow side onto

another individual it creates a friction that is detrinental

to both parties. The conception of authority in the persona

of rationality is dictatorial. In the Junqian manager,

authority would flow naturally from the center of the

individual and would be accepted because it would be

respected. In a centered personality, the individual will

possess a certain humility emanating fron the realization

that one is in fact a human beinq, not perfect and not

without fault. The Junqian nanaqer would not carry an air

of onnipotence. Consequently, you could expect the Junqian

nanaqer to actively solicit information and the opinions of

his or her desiqnated subordinates before making decisions.

Beflectinq such a state, one would expect a very open and

circular connunication network. However, respectinq the
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riqhts of the individual, the Juncian manaqer would not

insist upon participation frow individuals who do not wish

to be actively involved in decision nakinc. The Junqian

nanacer would refrain, however, fron treatinc such persons

as children. Rather, he or she would encouraqe as auch

independent 1udcenent from the individual as it appeared

such a person could handle. And when an extrenely dependent

person refused to be involved in decisions that affected

their own 1ob, the nanacer would wake it clear that the

individual wust assume responsibilitv for her or his own

feelincs in the event that they were unha¤¤Y with the

outcone of any decision that they refused to be a part of.

The Junqian manacer could also be expected to respect and

recoqnize individual differences. Accordincly, he or she

would attenpt to create an environnent pernittinc individual

expression and different modes of perceivinq and respondinq

to orcanizational situations. Communication skills would be

extrenely iwportant as well as conflict resolution skills.

Consistent with the conception of a dynamic environnent, the

Junqian nanaqer would possess a hich tolerance for

ambicuity. Of course, the expression of cenuine feelinq

would not only be tolerable but encouraced. Finally, the

Junqian wanacer would not shrink from chance but would be

its harbinqer. In other words, he or she would acknowledce

instability and chance as a natural state or condition.
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As noted in chapter one, the work of Karl Weick shares

sone inportant sinilarities with a nore Junqian approach to

orqanizations. Weick does not acknowledqe the unconscious

with Junqian terns and references, but in effect, be

acknowledqes it bv suqqestinq that the human nind does not

function in a purelv coqnitive fashion. Accordinqlv, his

work can provide sone useful insiqht into the effective

nanaqenent of orqanizations. Consistent with a Junqian

critique of rationalitv, Heick contends that the rational

approach to orqanizations is unsound in assuninq that the

future can be consciouslv planned in such a manner as to

vield predictable hunan behavior. Realtiv is not concrete

or stable enouqh to be planned rationallv. His work

suqqests that 1ust as realitv is not stable, the hunan nind

does not function in an orderlv manner. Bealitv is

sonethinq that we enact continuouslv. He has coined the

tern enacted environnent to suqqest that we create our own

environnent to which an orqanization svsten consequentlv

adapts. This is not an orderlv process. Rather, we act and

then think, or reflect, upon what we've done and then

attenpt to inpose sone order on this process bv labelinq our

actions the product of a rational process. what we label as

qoals are 1ust the product of retrospective reflection. In

other words, we tend to look back on a verv chaotic
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situation and see order where none exists. There is a

tendency to credit any success with order, and this tendencv

will create problens if there is a concrete attenpt to

inpose sone forn of order on what anounts to a structurallv

loose enactnent.

I think it is useful to review Heick's concept of a

self-desiqninq orqanization, because it provides a realistic

inaqe of what life in a less rationalistic orqanization is

like. Ueick nakes an initial distinction between the

rational nodel and the self·desiqninq nodel that provides a

preview to the self-desiqninq orqanization. The traditional

‘orqanization is defined as inflexible and its

characteristics include borrowinq solutions rather than

inventinq then, dwellinq on constraints rather than

opportunities, defendinq past actions rather than devisinq

new actions, cultivatinq pernanence rather than chanqe, and

searchinq for final solutions rather than continual

experinentation. The traditional orqanization, he

naintains, is a frozen orqanization that cannot face a swift

chanqe in the environnent. It does too little, too late,

and consequentlv fails. In the self-desiqninq orqanization

the neqative pattern of the traditional orqanization is

reversed, and one beqins to look at the orqanization in a

different way, a wav that lends itself to findinq new ways
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of acting. Consistent with the assumption that reality is a

constant flux that we create ourselves in contrast to a

concrete deterainant structure external to ourselves, the

self-desiqning organization is a continual process that

never really stabilizes as long as reality is a changing

environaent. It is a strategy, he contends, as auch as it

is an ob1ect and it is not obvious what it will be like.

Weick articulates four principles of the self—designing

organization.5¢¤ First, he notes that the traditional

foraula for organizational change is to unfreeze, change,

and then refreeze. In the self-designing organization, one

recognizes initially that whatever structure you begin with

will have to be modified in the face of an uncertain

environment. Conseguently, the organizational participant

must be educated to decomait themselves. The only way to

keep fluid is to establish some form of structure and then

train people to doubt it. The second principle of the self-

designing organization is that guantities do not qenerate

designs. What he aeans here is that probleas can not be

solved by redoubling efforts; guantities can not change

patterns. For exaaple, pouring aoney into a defective .

systea 1ust aagnifies the defects. Rather, Weick contends

53* See ”Organization Design: Organizations As Self-
DesigningSysteas.'1977):

30·R6.
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that discreditinq what you know for certain and treatinq as

certain that which you doubt will better enable the

. orqanization to qenerate more new desiqns to neet unexpected

continqencies. Third, self-desiqn requires sone inefficient

actinq. Experimental desiqns nust be encouraqed and in

order to do this it is essential to break out of the

standard pattern. In so doinq, one noves away fron the

norns of accountability. Variation is never pernitted by

the standard patterns that are innate to traditional

accountability requirenents. However, conbininq thinqs in

new ways is necessary in order to develop new desiqns and

this isn't possible if variation is prohibited.

Consequently, initial inefficiency, as well as nistakes, are

essential in order to develop new desiqns. Fourth, self-

desiqn requires superstitious actinq. That is, in order to

break out of fixed patterns and forqet old ways of doinq

thinqs, we need to intentionally forqet the standard way of

doinq thinqs and cultivate nore randon behavior. Weick

arques that it nakes nore sense to act in a superstitious

way than to act rationally because we can't learn new ways

of doinq thinqs if we rely on past actions and standardized

nethods.

Clearly, Heick's work is a serious departure fron the

rationalist, functionalist paradiqn. There is no fixed
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reality external to the individual. Rather, we create our

own reality throuqh our subiective experiences with

ourselves and others. Consequently, there is no way to

deternine the future and plan everythinq ahead of time and

expect it to work as planned. Instead, we fiqure out what

our desiqn really is as we qo about inplenentinq it. In

this way we create our own reality. Reqardless of what you

pay have developed beforehand, how it works will depend on

how it is received and perceived by people. In effect, we

qenerate new alternatives and test them aqainst the

requirenents and constraints perceived by people. Such

perceptions will always be intersubiective. Given Heicks

frane of reference and intersubiective reality, the Junqian

nanaqer, nust acknowledqe and be confortable with a very

dynanic, and at tines disorderly environnent, and he or she

nust be there to provide a centered calnness to help ease

the way for those who feel less secure with instability and

disorder.

§Q!§.IJl§;Q§§·

Once aqain I think it needs to be noted, that the final

form that a balanced orqanization will take cannot he

accurately foreseen. Inspite of this I believe the

precedinq discussion on the form of the balanced
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orqanization in relation to such thinqs as the structure for

authoritY• participation, and connunication, and the

functions of planninq, decision nakinq, and the like falls

within the Junqian franework and represents a relaxation of

the conscious attitude that is so one•sided within the

rational orqanization.

The vision of the balanced orqanization, fron a

nanaqerial perspective, is a vision of constant chanqe and

volatilitv, where enplovees are encouraqed to take risks and

experiment without beinq punished. It is a vision where

planninq and decision nakinq are approached froh an open

perspective, where qoals are used as quides for action and

not as deterninant obiects. It is a vision of structured

participation, where the need for order and freedon are

balanced. It is a vision narked bv nen and wonen workinq

side by side in a conplenentary nanner, capitalizinq on

their nutual strenqths, pernittinq a balanced picture of any

problen situation to enerqe. Of course, it is not a vision

without conflict. Such is not the nature of reality.

As noted previouslv, what we need is sone forn of

niddle approach to the contrastinq opposites that reflects

both the feninine and nasculine principles. Here, I believe

it is inportant to enphasize that in the inteqrated life

there is a continual balancinq of opposites. Accordinqly,
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if we wish to inteqrate the unconscious into the

orqanization it is necessary to relax the conscious attitude

a bit. This has iaportant iaplications for adainistration

as the precedinq suqqests. Hanaqeaent aust involve a

continual balancinq of opposites, where it is recoqnized

that it is really not possible to develop absolute rules

that will be valid for all situations. As Junq has

observed,
“we

have to learn to think in antiaonies,

constantly bearinq in aind that every truth turns into an

antiaony if it is thouqht out to the end.“5¤' Hhat this

aeans is that one end of a continuua can chanqe into its

opposite, if too auch pressure or eaphasis is constellated

at either end. We saw an exaaple of this in the Lordstown

case. Too auch eaphasis was placed on aaintaininq order in

a biqbly authoritarian, disciplinary aanner. The result was

a fora of chaos that cost the coapany dearly- What we need

is a aore relaxed set of persona standards. Given the

coapensatory nature of the psycbe, a aore aiddle position

will not create the need for extreae counter positions or

reactions- The Weberian rational aodel puts too auch

eaphasis upon the order end of the continuua- However, it

would be folly, in ay opinion, to dispense with all forms of

order- This would only lead to anarcby and chaos- Ratber,

5** C-C-by
Erich Neuaann, p. 1M.
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we need to relax the rational attitude a bit and allow the

unconscious its identitv and expression, so that the

pendulun mav swinq nore toward a central position. This

should result in a nore resilient orqanizatiou, one narked

by spontaneity and creatiwity.

Another continuun that needs to be addressed is the Y

ob1ectivity, sub1ectivity dyad. It is evident that when the

individual identifies with the need to be obiective and

inpersonal that the feelinq function is repressed. Apart

fron the iudividual's need to experience and express

feelinq, there are also times when it is not in the best

interests of the orqanization to follow strict rules of

inpersonality. Takinq a client oriented service

orqanization as an exanple, sone set of rules must be

adhered to in order to determine such thinas as eliqibility

for the service and the like. This is particularly true

when there is a larqe potential clientele. Otherwise, the

process would be chaos, which is as detrinental to the

clientele as anvone else. Purthermore, rules are necessary

for inpartiality and fairness. However, so that the

pendulum does not becone fixed at the far end of the order

and obiectivity continuum, we must relax the conscious

attitude and pernit a nechanism for allowinq the use of

human iudqnent. There nust be a vehicle for exceptions to
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the rules. To peruit the expression of feelinq will not

only enhance the individual but the orqanization and its

nission as well.

Finallv, addressinq the picture fron the individual°s

need and perspective, I do think that the path that will

lead us in the riqht direction is to be found within the

qestalt school. This approach opens up the individual to

experience and feelinq, novinq the person away fron a

totally intellectual position and collective existence where

it is inpossible to realize one's wholeness. As we have

seen this is essential in order to inteqrate the unconscious

to the conscious personality. A realization of the feelinq

function is particularly iuportant since one cannot qet to

the shadow except throuqh feelinq, and it is the properly

developed anina that provides the necessary positive burst

of enerqy to hold the two contrastinq sides of the psyche in

balance.

The qestalt approach has been referred to as practical

Junqianisn. In fact, the parallel between the two is

strikinq. As noted in the introduction of the dissertation,

the Junqian approach to orqanization's requires that the

focus be on the individual in contrast to the traditional

nanaqerial enphasis upon orqanizational effectiveness. The

personalist and process approach of the qestalt orientation
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neets such a condition. It stands in stark contrast to a

qoal oriented system that places the ends of the

orqanization before individual need. In fact, Herman and

Korenich's work is a radical departure fron the enphasis of

a number of decades on increased planninq, control, and

other forns of requlative activity desiqned to produce

predictable results,$3• where there is no vision of the

individual as an inteqral beinq. The qestalt work also

stands out as a departure fron the conventional view of

orqanizational chanqe. Within the qestalt orientation,

consistent with the Junqian perspective, structural chanqes

are relatively futile unless they sten from individual

chanqe.

Herman and Korenich's work is a very encouraqinq siqn

for the future, it suqqests that qenuine chanqe nay be on

the horizon, that a siqnificant novenent away fron the one-

sided rational orqanization is underfoot. There are no

prescriptions for behavior in the qestalt orientation.

Consequently, there should be less incentive to slip into

the collective, beconinq blind to one's own innate

character. Rather, the individual is encouraqed to discover

and develop their own unique personalitv. Recall that once

53•
Stanley Herman, “Toward A Hore Authentic Manaqer: Uslnq
Gestalt Concepts For Hanqenent Style In Consonnance With

Individual Personality.“ Traininq and Developnent
Journal, June 1980, Vol. 3ü, No. 6, p. 123.
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the individual becones more conscious of the full

personalitv a conflict between the opposites is waqed, that

if consciouslv endured for a sufficient period will produce

the transcendent function and an entirelv new attitude. If

enonqh people within our orqanizations beqin to consciouslv

relate to the feninine and nascnline sides of their own

individuality, ultinatelv a union between these opposites

will occur. If enouqh individuals are involved, a life

qivinq svwbol will be born that will revclutionize our

culture.



CHAPTER IX

OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, followinq Junqian depth

psvchol¤¤v, I have used the dialectical structure of the

human psvche as a foundation to illustrate some problens

that develop when the individual identifies her or himself

with the rational orqanization. Essentiallv, I arque that

the unconscious side of the psvche is not acknowledqed, and

is in fact suppressed, bv the rational form of orqanization.

The consequences for the individual have serious side

effects. Specificallv, the human individuation process is

obstructed and the feelinq side of life is sacrificed.

Basicallv, the rational orqanization represents an over

assertion of the conscious attitude, that, if adhered to,

leads to an imbalance in the psvche. This leads to a

neqative nanifestation of the unconscious hoth inside and

outside the orqanization. In order to correct this

situation, a more balanced form of orqanization needs to he

realized, a form that will allow the unconscious side of the

psvche a wholesone expression. If the human individuation

process is to proceed normallv, the uncouscious must be

430
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intecrated into the conscious personality. Just what form

the orcanization will take in order to facilitate, instead

of obstructinc, the individuation process cannot be

predeteruined exactly, nor predicted successfully. This is

because all real chance flows fron deep within the

unconscious throuqh a synbol ceneratinq process, and it is

not possible to fornulate, rationallv, a synbol throuqh an

intellectual process. It is evident, however, that the

rational, nasculine nodel of orcanization that heichtens

thinkinq, order, authority, obiectivity, and inpersonality

nust be mediated by a nore feminine, sub1ective, feelinq

form of participative structure and process. The Gestalt

school of psycholocy and nanacenent provides a path that pay

quide us toward a healthier nore balanced for: of

orcanization. The Gestalt nethods are particularly

siqnificant because they encourace a wholistic realization

of one°s personality and a cenuine openinc up of feelinc,

both of which are prerecuisites for the intecration of the

unconscious.

In these last few paqes I wish to direct ny attention

toward what I believe the sicnificance of the Juncian

approach to orcanizational life is.

The power of orcanizations in our hichly collectivized

society cannot be overlooked- There is alnost no aspect of
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our nodern life that is not somehow touched by an

institution that functions throuqh a larae orqanization.

The pervasiveness of the larqe orqauization, in and of

itself, poses qenuine problems for human individuality. It

appears that any larqe collective enterprise pay hold a

sonewhat naqnetic pull ou the individual, and if the

individual beqins to identify her or hinself with the

orqanization the human individuation process is obstructed.

In fact, it appears to ne that the rational model and its

persona type requireneuts nay actually inpede the natural

conpensatory function of the psyche. Given the presence of

so uany larqe orqanizations in our society, the threat to

individuality and the denial of the unconscious nay result

in sone important adverse consequences for the whole

society. Consequently, I believe that we need to pay

careful attention to how the orqanization affects the

individual.

Reqardinq the conpensatory nature of the psyche, unless

we beqin to allow the expression of the unconscious in the

orqanization, the conpensatory function will cause a

neqative reaction from the unconscious. As Junq observes,

whenever the conscious attitude becones too one—sided the

conpensatory function will appear in the forn of a neqative

counter function. If we do not open up the orqanization to
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the qenuine experience and expression of feelinq, we may

find ourselves at the aercy of the neqative forces of the

unconscious. Duriuq this hiqhly rational epoch in western

civilization, the unconscious has been qenuinely feared by

nankind. I believe, however, that the consequences of a

continued repression of feelinq and the unconscious is auch

nore fearful. Recall that whenever too auch eaphasis is

placed on one end of a polarity, it can snap into its

opposite. Is it not possible that the everyday occurrence

of rape, and the heinous pedophilisa that now marks our

society may not be the beqinninq of an enantiodroaia? I

believe this is worth our serious consideration.

ihat can we do about all of this? Given the nature of

qenuine chanqe, we cannot rationallv plan a new fora of

orqanization that will take care of these probleas.

However, this does not mean that we should do nothinq at

all. The extent of our hiqhly technoloqical society and the

power of larqe orqauizations may actually be iapeding the

natural coapensatory function of the psyche. Consequeutly,

we aust seek to find ways to relax the over assertion of the

conscious attitude so that the unconscious may function on

an equal par. I believe that the work of the Gestaltists,

the practical Junqians, so to speak, is aost encouraqinq.

This work suqqests that the symbol qeneratinq function that
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is so essential for qenuine chanqe is beqinninq to surface.

Recoqnizinq that the rational orqanization obstructs the

individual's wholeness and suppresses feelinq, the Gestalt

school is activelv developinq methods to help relax the

“c¤nscious cra¤¤" in the psyche so that the life of the

unconscious nay be expressed. What we can do is to further

encouraqe this sort of work wherever we find it.

One final word of caution, one cannot nandate the hunan

individuation process within the orqanization. The psyche

cannot be nauipulated in such a nanner. The archetype of

the Self is the controllinq center of the psvche and its

self—requlatinq process, not the eqo and its consciousness.

I believe it would be a treuendous act of hubris to

establish a sort of “hunan individuation function" within

the orqanization. The individual nust find his or her own

unique path to qenuine individuality and wholeness.

Furthernore, all psvche's are not created equally. Sone

people sinply cannot encounter the real Self and becoue nore

conscious of their own unconscious without disastrous

results.53• However, to the extent that the rational

orqanization nodel igpgggg the hunan individuation process,

and it seems clear to ne that it does, we nust seek to find

ways to renove these obstacles. If we renove the obstacles

“°
Yr P- *1*-
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to qenuine positive expression of the unconscious, the rest

will take care of itself.
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- (ABSTRACT)

In this dissertation, usinq Junqian depth psycholoqy, I

use the dialectical structure of the human psyche as a

foundation to illustrate some problems that develop when an

individual identifies her or himself with the requirements

of a rational orqanization. I arque that the unconscious

side of the psyche is not acknowledqed, and is in fact

suppressed, by the rational form of orqanization. The

consequences for the individual have serious side effects.

Specifically, the human individuation process is obstructed

and the feelinq side of life is sacrificed. Basically, the

rational orqanization represents an over assertion of the

conscious attitude, that, if adhered to, may lead to an

inbalance in the psyche. Consequently, a neqative

manifestation of the unconscious will be realized. In order

to correct this situation, I contend that a more balanced

form of orqanization is needed. A form that will allow the

unconscious side of the psyche a wholesome expression. If

the human individuation process is to proceed normally, the

unconscious must be inteqrated into the conscious

personalitv. Just what form the orqanization will take in



order to facilitate, instead of obstructinq, the

individuation process cannot be deternined exactly, nor

predicted successfully. This is because all real change

flows from deep within the unconscious through a synbol

qeneratinq process, and it is not possible to fornulate,

rationally, a synbol through an intellectual process. It is

evident, however, that the rational, masculine nodel of

organization that heiqhtens thinking, order, authority,

objectivity, and inpersonality nust be mediated by a more

feminine, subiective, feeling form of participative

structure and process that encouraqes a uholistic

realization of one•s personality, and a genuine opening up

of feeling, both of which are prereguisites for the

integration of the unconscious.




